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CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith.
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those
of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs,
Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency,
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser,
whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales,
all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’
sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a
Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale
of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer.
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within
15 days of sale date.

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher
discretion. Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described
as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue. Lots
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7)
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail,
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830.2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the
Kelleher link.
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Featus...

Dr. Alan Paul Bentz
Alan Bentz was born in Minneapolis, Minn., on April 1, 1927, as
the son of Paul A. Bentz and Elizabeth (Blew) Bentz. In 1928 his
father received an
appointment from President Coolidge to codify the laws of the
Panama Canal Zone, and the family moved there. Alan graduated
from Balboa High School in 1944. He attended Penn State where
he obtained a bachelor’s degree in chemistry in 1947, followed
by a master’s degree in organic chemistry from the University of
Minnesota in 1949.
In 1947 he married Anne Hall Siebrecht. They moved to Severna Park, Md. in 1949 when
he took up an assistant professorship at the U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis. He left
there to pursue a doctorate at Rutgers University in New Jersey, while working as a pharmaceutical process development chemist at American Cyanamid’s plant in Bound Brook,
N.J. After obtaining his Ph.D. at Rutgers, he moved to American Cyanamid’s Research
Laboratory in Stamford. There he worked on plastics and resins for packaging materials
and on solid rocket propellants under an ARPA project.
In 1973, Alan obtained a position as a research chemist at the U.S. Coast Guard Research and Development Center in New London. He worked with a team on a multi-instrumental method for identifying oil spill sources. It was designed as a forensic method
with multiple laboratories verifying the methodology under ASTM auspices.
Upon retirement in 1996, Bentz started teaching with Literacy Volunteers for several
years. Later he continued his philatelic hobby in depth, primarily in aerophilately and
Canal Zone materials. He was a life member of the Thames Stamp Club. He kept busy
writing articles for the Canal Zone Study Group, the Air Post Journal, the Metropolitan Air
Post Society and the Universal Ship Cancellation Society.
Mr. Bentz always had more projects ongoing than he had time. He said his perfect epitaph would be: “I’m not ready yet – there’s a lot more to do”.
He is survived by his wife, Anne, after 71 years of married life. Other survivors are sons,
Brooks Bentz and wife, Stephanie, Drew Bentz and wife, Robin and Bryan Bentz and wife,
Mary Ann and their children, Genevieve, George and Julia Bentz; and one great-grandson, Aidan.
Published in The Day on May 20, 2018

The Klotzbach Family COllection
Colonel Lewis E. Klotzbach, U.S. Air Force Retired, 102
years old and a resident of Columbia, Maryland since
August 1969 Passed on December 22, 2017 of natural causes. Born September 20, 1915 in Buffalo, NY he
attended public school and the University of Buffalo
until joining the U.S. Army as a Private in July 1942. He
was commissioned in 1943 and served in the Army Air
Corps during World War II. He also served during the
Korean War and Vietnam Era until retiring in February 1965.
Following his military service, he entered civil service with
stints at the Federal Highway Administration, the U.S.
Department of State, and the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. Colonial Klotzbach received his bachelor degree from the
University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) and his Master Degree in Business
Administration from Washington University (St. Louis, MO). He also completed advance
courses at Yale University, Grinnell College, Air University, and Industrial College of
Armed Forces. He was a charter designee Certified Internal Auditor of The Institute of
Internal Auditors and a certified professional contracts Manager of the National Contract
Management Association. Colonel Klotzbach assisted in the organization and served
as the first Treasurer of the Howard County Chapter #1734 of the National Association
of Retired Federal Employees and of the Upper Patuxent Area Chapter of the Retired
Officers Association. His dear wife of 65 years, Jean Potter Klotzbach, passed this life
in August of 2009. Colonel Klotzbach is survived by his children: Karen McDonaugh
(Columbia, MD), grandson Jeffrey Wilkins (Seoul, South Korea), grandson Kevin
Wilkins and his wife Kathleen Wilkins and six great-granddaughters: Sally Jane, Virginia Jean, Daisy Kay, Joy Patricia, Gloria Dae and Vanessa Marie all of Wilmington, DE.
Published in Baltimore Sun on December 25, 2017

Lew was a consistent and generous donor to USCS and always asked that the amount
of his donation remain anonymous… His father, Harry Klotzbach, (USCS 82), was
a printer who augmented his income by producing many naval and first day cover,
especially during the depression. In his youth, Lew helped his father by affixing
postage to the covers his father printed. Lew tried his hand at being a stamp and
cover dealer in the 1930’s and early 1940’s offering many of his father’s covers.
Excerpt from: Lewis Eugene Klotzbach (USCS 608) By Dick Morain USCS 10,310

Gregg and Michelle Philipson Collection and Archive
Gregg Philipson is a retired executive
with over 40 years’ experience in the
Authentication Security industries. He
has traveled extensively working on security projects with both U.S. Federal
and State Law Enforcement Agencies,
and with Foreign Government Agencies
as well. Michelle moved to Texas in the
1980s to work for IBM. After 10 years
there she joined the University of Texas
and retired after a 23-year career.
The Philipsons lecture internationally on Jewish-related subjects including the
Holocaust, Propaganda Art and Jewish Military History, and have assembled a large
collection of Jewish related military artifacts, Holocaust era material, WWII propaganda and much more. The “Gregg and Michelle Philipson Collection and Archive” is
regularly exhibited at major museums, universities, colleges, schools and U.S. military
installations.
Mr. Philipson, originally from Utica, NY, holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in both
Finance and Marketing from the University of Buffalo. He and his wife Michelle have
been residents of Austin for over 25 years. Mrs. Philipson, who hails from Far
Rockaway, NY holds a Bachelor of Arts Degree from Fairleigh Dickinson College in
Madison, NJ.
In 2012, Governor Rick Perry appointed Mr. Philipson a Commissioner to the Texas
Holocaust and Genocide Commission, where he continued to server under current
Governor Greg Abbott. He served for many years as an advisory board member at the
Holocaust Museum Houston. Mr. Philipson is a life member of the Jewish War
Veterans.

Bidding Increments:

Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule:
Up to $50.00; increase by $5.00				
Over $50 to $200; increase by $10				
Over $200 to $500; increase by $25				
Over $500 to $1,000; increase by $50				
Over $1,000 to $3,000; increase by $100			
Over $3,000 to $7,500; increase by $250

Frank Mandel		
Charles E. Cwiakala
P.O. Box 157 		
1527 S. Fairview Avenue
New York, NY 10014
Park Ridge, IL 60068-5211
Tel: 212-675-0819		
Tel./Fax: 847-823-8747
Fax: 212-366-6462		
CECwiakala@aol.com
busybird1@me.com				

Over $7,500 to $15,000; increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000; increase by $1,000
Over $30,000 to $70,000; increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000; increase by 5,000
Over $130,000 at discretion of auctioneer.

Purser and Associates, LLC		
P.O. Box 369			
Bronxville, NY 10708		
Tel: 857-928-5140		
Fax: 781-658-2567		
info@pursers.com		

Giacomo Bottacchi		
Via Filii Bronzetti 21
Milano 20129 Italy		
Tel: 02-718-023		
Fax: 02-738-4439		
gbstamps@iol.it

Trevor Chinery BA
United Kingdom
Tel: 01205-330026
Fax: 01572-813226
trevortrilogy@aol.com

Jochen Heddergott		
Jean Lancaster		
Lorenz Kirchheim GBR		
Nick Martin
Bauerstrasse 9 D-8000
United Kingdom		
Op de Höh 21			
LoveAuctions
Miinchen 40 Germany
Tel: 020-8547-1220		
D - 22395 Hamburg 		
United Kingdom
Tel: 089-272-1683		
Fax: 020-8547-3739
Tel: 040-645-322-41		
Tel: 01-20546-0968
Fax: 089-272-1685		
jean.lancaster@lineone.net
lorenz.kirchheim@t-online.de		
Cell: 0770 376-6477
mail@philagent.com								nick@loveauctions.co.uk

										

Covers & Cancels

Minor imperfections, including but not limited to: nicks, edge or flap tears or slight reductions are normal conditions for 19th century envelopes that have been postally transmitted. Folded letters would have at least one file fold. Acceptable forms of conservation include light
cleaning and edge mending. Covers may have an ordinary stamp with a minor defect. The above exist in most 19th century covers and are
not always described and therefore not grounds for return.

Catalogue Values

Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalogue values (2018 editions) are quoted in dollars and rounded to the
nearest dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as provided.

First Session
Friday, July 13, 2018, at 1:00 P.M.
Lots 1-417
Collections and Accumulations
At Our Offices in Danbury, CT

Numismatic
Coins
1

U.S., Old & New, Coin & Currency Assortment. More than the usual “pocket-change” as accumulated over
the decades and includes older European, interesting Scrip, US 1857 Large cent, Russia assorted, a few are silver,
banknotes include FF (1,021 = US$ 200) plus interesting 1862 $1 City of Portsmouth, $10 CSA note, some $1 silver
certificates including 1923 large format, condition a bit mixed but would be worthwhile to examine for possible better
(photo on web site).
Offer

2

U.S., Penny Collection, 1857-1964D. In four Whitman blue albums (duplicated 1941 to 1964 album), with
1857 Flying Eagle, Indians 1859, 1864-65, 1867-68, 1872-73, 1878-1909 (missing 1908S and 1909S), Lincoln cents
are mostly complete, only missing a few random and rare dates, V.G.-Fine (photo on web site).
Offer

3

U.S., Proof & Uncirculated Sets, Commemoratives and Dollars. A large carton filled with all manner of
coins and medals, with proof sets, uncirculated sets, commemorative coins, Eisenhower dollars, includes a 1984 three
piece proof set with the $10 gold commemorative, well worth our low estimate, take some time to pore over this lot
carefully, Uncirculated (photo on web site) .
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

4

Worldwide, Coin Collection. Includes U.S. mint sets, Canadian Commemoratives, U.S. and foreign
currency, tokens, and much more, few if any silver, mostly copper or nickel, a great lot to explore, Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

United States
General Collections
5

H/(H)
U.S., Collection, 1851-2009. In five Lighthouse hingeless albums, most stamps appear correctly identified
and some of the better issues have accompanying certificates. Better stamps include: 7, 9, 11 with photocopy of PF
certificate, 14 with stains, photocopy of PF certificate, 15, 22, 29, 30, 30A, 35, 36 with APS certificate, 36B, 37, 38, 39,
63, 68, 69, 71, 72, 73, 76 (2), 77, 78, 87, 88, 89, 90 with PF certificate, 92, 93, 95 with PF certificate, 97, 98, 102, 112-17,
119 (2), 120-21, 133, 133a, 134-36, 137 with PF certificate, 138, 145-51, 154-55, 156-62, 165, 166 with photocopy PF
certificate, 178-79, 182-91, 205-11, 212-18, 219D, 220a, 220c, 226-29, 230-45, 246-63, 268-75, 276 with PF certificate,
277, 279-84, 285-93, 294-99, 300-312, 313 with PF certificate, 323-27, 328-30, 367-73, 331-42, 343-47, 348 pair, 355
pair, 374-82, 390-96 pairs, 397-400A, 401-404, 405-7, 414-20, 422, 423, 424//440, 445 pair with APS certificate, 447
pair with PF certificate, 457 pair, 458 line pair, 460, 462-66, 468-76, 479, 480, 500, 523, 524, 547, 532-534A, 551-73,
578, 591, 599A pair, 630, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, 1030-53, C1-6, C13-15, E1-E9, J1-7, J15-20, J22-26, J28, J31-36,
J38-44, J45-49, J54-57, J64-67, Q1-12, JQ1-5 and F1. Usual mixed condition, with some faults among the classical
issues, later issues appear mostly sound, a few of the earlier stamps may have occasional removed cancels, but the
overall condition appears to be better than most collections, owner reports high Scott value, plus over $1,500 of face
value postage, mostly with original gum, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $210,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000

www.kelleherauctions.com
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UNITED STATES: General Collections
6

HH/H/m

7

HH/H/m

8

H/m
U.S., Old Time Banknote Collection. In Stanley Gibbons spring back album, stamps hinged with old time
hinges to quadrille pages, containing used: 134 (16), 135 (23), 136 (19), 137 (9), 138 (10), 139 (4), 140, 141 (9), 143 (3),
144 (3), 145 (15, one with partial plate number capture), 146 (21), 148 (33), 149 (27), 150 (11), 151 (11), 152 (20), 153
(22), 154 (7), 155 (7), 156 (23), 157 (20), 159 (34 singles, 1 strip of 10, 1 strip of four and 1 strip of 3), 160 (10 singles and
a pair), 161 (24 singles and a block of four), 162 (15 singles and strip of 3), 163 (13), 165 (23), 166 (9 singles and a pair),
189 (23), 190 (17), 191 (12), 208 (10), 217 (7), 218 (7), mint: 145 (4 singles and block of 4), 146 (4), 147 (6), 148 (3), 149,
150 (2), 151, 152, 153 (2), 154 (2), 156 (5), 157 (3), 158 (6), 159 (2 singles and block of six), 161 (3), 163, 165 (2, one
with BPA certificate), 166, 182 (6), 183 (4), 184 (5), 185 (4), 186 (2), 188 (2), 189 (3), 190 (2), 191 (2), 205 (6), 206 (6),
207 (3), 208, 209 (3), 210 (10), 211 (3), 212 (6), 213 (6), 214 (5), 215 (4), 216 (6) and 217. Collection was formed 80
years ago, stamps appear generally correctly identified, condition is mixed with the occasional fault, mint stamps seem
all correctly identified with a few regums and some possible removed cancels, please carefully inspect to properly
evaluate, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $184,657 (Owner’s) (photo on web site). Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

9

HH/H/m

10

H/m

2

U.S., Collectors Quality Collection, 1846-1931. On black stock pages neatly organized by issues with
many bright and attractive singles with some better stamps that include mint: 10X1, 10X2, 26 (2 horizontal pairs), 35, 40,
65, 68, 69, 71, 73, 112, 116, 123, 205, 215, 216, 220-27, 230-45, 237, 239, 240, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246-60, 264-75,
284, 285-92, 292, 294-99, 300-12, 312, 323-27, 328-30, 397-400A, 399, 400, a couple stock pages full of Washington
Franklins with various perforations and watermarks, 479, 480 (2), 523 (2), 524, 547, 571 (2), 572 (2), 573, 803-34, 630,
C1-C6 (3 sets), some lovely officials, better banknote and BEP postage dues, Q1-Q12, a lovely stock pages full of
Newspaper stamps, used: 7, 9 (single and pair), 13, 15, 17, 25, 29 (single and strip of 3), 29 strip of 3 on cover, 30A (2),
31, 36 pair, 37, 38, 62B, 68 strip of 3, 69, 71 (7), 72, 73 (2), 76, 77 (2), 78 (3), 89, 93, 100 (2), 112 (2), 113 (5), 115 (4), 116
(3), 117 (4), 118 (2), 121 (2), banknotes sorted by denomination: 7¢ (4), 15¢ (3 one of which has partial plate number),
30¢ (1), 90¢ (3), 151, 162, 217, 218, 276-78, 293 (2) and 523. Usual mixed condition and centering with many bright,
sound and quality singles, Scott value is well over six figures, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $25,000 - 35,000
U.S., Collection, 1847-1979. Neatly mounted in two Minkus All American Stamp Albums, collected in the old
time style with some duplication to display the varying shades and variety that exist on most early issues, containing
some highlights that used: 1 (4), 2 (2), 7, 12, 15, 17, 37, 38, 68-72, 76, 77, 92-101, 112-22, 119, 121, 139, 145-55,
156-63, 165-66, 182-91, 208, 212-18, 263, 264-78, 414-23, 449 with PF certificate, complete postage dues to J50 (a
few values misidentified), J57, mint: 4, 24, 39, 65, 73, 112-14, 219-29, 220a, 220c, 230-37, 239-45, 279Bj, 285-88,
290-93, 294-99, 300-12, 300b, 301c, 319g, 319h, 319n, 319p, 319Fq, 323-27, 328-30, 331a, 332a, 374a, 375a,
397-400A, 401-404, 467 5¢ double error in 2¢ block of 15, 498-518 (missing 505), 501b, 502b, 523, 524, 547, 540a,
567-73, 581-91, 599A, 630 (3, two of which with dot over S variety), 634A, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, 839-51 line pairs,
J75, J76, J69-78, E1-11, JQ1-5, F1 and RVB1-2. Condition is a little mixed, but overall, you will notice the overall
condition to be better than usual with many lovely sound and high value stamps carefully assembled over a lifetime and
adding up to over $98,500 Scott, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web
site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

U.S., “Buy It Now” Better Looking Quality Items. Neatly arranged on white cards with black background
small stock cards, with many attractive looking items, with highlights that include mint: 24, 113, 116, 151, 184, 205, 210,
213, 215, 222 (2), 223, 225 (2), 226 (2), 227, 229, 230 (2 singles and a block of four), 233 (2), 235, 240, 254, 264 (4 plate
number strips of 3), 265, 270 (2), 272, 273, 285 (3), 286 (2), 289, 297 (4), 298 (4), 299, 302, 303, 305, 306, 308, 320, 323
(3), 324, 325 (2), 339, 377, 379 with PF certificate, 397 block of four, 399, 400, 400a (2), 403 (2), 417, 419, 427, 450 line
pair, 457 line pair with PF certificate, 465, 483 (4 stamps with jumbo margins), 487 line pair, 507, 508 block of four, 517,
518, 532 (2 stamps with jumbo margins), 562 NH with PF certificate, 571 (8), 572, 573 (2), 585, 591 (4), 631 (8 stamps
with jumbo margins), 661 (5), 662, 663, 664 (3), 667 (4 singles and block of four), 668, 675, 676 (5 with PSE certificates),
677 (3), 678, 834, C1 (2), C2 (2), C3 (6), C5 (7), C10a (3), E2, E3, E8, E12a, E13, J16, J22, J25, J41, K8, K13, K15, K17
(4), K18 (5), O1, O9, O76, O77, O78 (2), O81, Q3, Q4, Q6, Q9, Q11, RW9 (2 with PSE certificates) and used: 29 with
APS certificate, 33, 35, 38 (3), 68, 70 (2), 71, 75, 76, 77, 78, 87 (2), 95, 100, 113 (2), 116 (3), 117, 121, 146, 149 (2), 161
(2), 165, 166, 184 with massive jumbo margins, 217, 229 (3), 239, 240, 276, 342, 421, 460, 478 (2 blocks of four), 480
block of six, 524 (6 blocks of four and a block of nine), 571 (4 blocks of four), 572 block of four, 573 (2 block of four), C1
block of four, C2 block of four, J43 (3 block of four), K10 and O38. Condition appears better than normal with many well
centered and premium singles, with a “Buy It Now” retail price is $59,060, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
U.S., Collection. 1847-1954. Mounted to American Heirloom Collection, with better stamps that include:
used: 1, 2 with APS certificate, 7, 9, 12, 14, 15 (2), 16, 17, 20, 22, 23, 28, 29, 30A (2), 32, 39 with Weiss certificate, 68-72,
75-78, 85B, 90, 92-101, 112-17, 119 (2), 120, 122, 138, 141 with Weiss certificate, 144, 151, 155, 160, 162, 165, 166,
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182-91, 191, 208, 217-18, 238-40, 242, 243, 245, 262, 276-78, 278 with PSE certificate, 292, 312, 313, 449 with PSE
certificate, 523, RW10-RW75 and mint: 30 no gum with PSE certificate, 38, 121 o.g. with PF certificate, 205, 211,
212-14, 232-37, 241, 244, 267-72, 279B-283, 293, 296-97, 299, 301-5, 307, 308, 310, 324-26, 328-30, 331-40, 357-58,
374-81, 397-400A, 401-4, 414-16, 418-19, 424-29, 470-73, 569-73, 583-91, 630, 692-701 and 803-34. Usual mixed
condition, with usual faults among 19th century, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $85,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
11

H/m

12

H/m
U.S., Old Time Classic Collection, 1845-1855. Hinged with old time hinges to quadrille pages with some
beautiful color cancels, containing used: 9X1 (7), 1 (17), 2 (9), 7/9 (38), 10/11 (41 and strip of 8), 12 (4), 13 (3), 14 (11),
15 (9), 16 (5), 17 (18 singles and 5 pairs) and mint: 10X2. Collection was formed 80 years ago, condition seems better
than usual, plenty of better color cancels and varieties, please carefully inspect to properly evaluate, generally F.-V.F.
appearance. Scott $50,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

13

H/m

14

H

U.S., Old Time Definitive Collection. 1894-1930’s. In Stanley Gibbons spring back album, stamps hinged
with old time hinges to quadrille pages, containing used: 219-29, 264-78, 277, 278, 312, 313, 478 block of 10, 523 (4),
547 block of four, and mint: 219-29, 227, 250 pair, 251 (2), 253 (2), 254, 255 (3), 256 (2), 257, 258 (2), 259 (3), 260 (2),
261, 261A, 262, 263, 268 (2), 269, 270 (2), 271 (2), 272 (2), 273 (2), 274 (2), 275 (2), 276 (2), 276A, 277 (2), 280 (3), 281
(2 singles and block of six), 282 (3), 283 (2), 284 (single and pair), 300 (block of six, block of four, plate block of six), 301
(block of four), 302 (3 singles and block of four), 303 (4 singles and block of four), 304 (2 singles and block of four), 305
(6), 306 (4 singles and blocks of four), 307 (4), 308 (3), 309 (3), 314 plate block, 320 plate block, 331-42, 331-40, 342,
357, 358 (single and pair), 364, 366, 374-82, 382, 343-47 pairs, 405-7, 414-21, 422-23, 424-40, 424-28 block of four,
434 block of four, 460, 462-66, 468-76, 477, 479, 480, 547, 508 block of four, 509 two blocks of four, 511 two blocks of
four, 512 two blocks of four, 513 block of four, 516 block of four, 516 block of four, 518 pair, 505 5¢ double error block,
CFT3 2¢ Postal Forgery, 567-73 and 803-34. Collection was formed 80 years ago, expect a little mixed condition among
the earlier issues, many better varieties and well centered stamps, please carefully inspect to properly evaluate, o.g.,
hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $75,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

U.S., Amazing Old Time Collection on Vintage Handmade Pages, 1845-1940’s. Hinged to ancient pages
with old time hinges, on pages that have remained remarkably fresh these many years and containing mint: 37, 38, 39,
63, 183-85, 189, 190, 212-18, 219-29, 230-45, 246-60, 268-73, 276, 285-90, 300-9, 312, 294-99, 323-27, 328-30,
328-29 blocks of four, 330 (3), 331-42, 343-47 pairs, 382, 397-400A, 397-98 blocks of four, 399 (2), 400 block of 3,
401-4, 403 block of four with plate number, 405-7, 414-21, 424-39, 505 5¢ double error in complete 2¢ sheet of 100,
C1-C3, C6, C13, F1 single and block of four, O1-9, O10S-O14S, O25, O29, O30, O31, O33, O34, O35-45, O57-67,
O72-82, PR1-2, several mint earlier newspaper stamps up to 48¢, PR114-25, Q1-Q12, JQ1-5, RW1, a diverse pages of
official seals, Hawaii 53-61, 62-64, 67-73, used: 9X1, 1, 8A, 9 strip of three, 10, 14, 20, 22, 33, 36, 67, 69-72, 76 (2), 77,
78, 83 (2), 86, 92, 96-99, 101, 116, 118-21, 145-55, 156-66, 190, 191, 212-18, 219-29, 230-39, 278, 293, 523, C1-C3,
E1-9, J4-7, J20, J28, O32, O51-56, RW2, RW3, Confederates States 4, scattered perforated revenues up to $10 and
R100c, C5 on flight cover, some scattered possession covers including a few nice Hawaii banknote usages, some early
Hawaii Numeral forgeries, Hawaii 30-34 mixed mint and used and 37-49 mixed mint and used and O1-6. Usual mixed
condition and centering as you typically encounter with these old time collections with duplication of color varieties,
multiples and other pieces of interest that caught this collectors eye. It is in these old time collections that you will find the
stamps that have remained uncherry-picked these many years, so there is a chance of finding some real treasures, so
be sure to view carefully., generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
U.S., Collection, 1851-1944. Mounted in HE Harris album, containing mint: 10, 20, 22 with APS certificate,
25 with Weiss certificate, 26, 29, 30, 30A, 35, 37, 38, 63, 65, 67 with Crowe certificate, 68, 70 with PSE certificate, 73
with PF certificate, 76, 77, 86, 87, 89 with PSE certificate, 90, 91, 113, 114, 116, 117, 136 with PSAG certificate, 138,
145 with PSAG certificate, 148, 149, 154, 155, 159, 160 with Weiss certificate, 165, 178 with PSE certificate, 179, 183
with PSE certificate, 188 with Weiss certificate, 189 with PF certificate, 205 with PSE certificate, 206-9, 210-18, 219-29,
230-38, 239 with PF certificate, 240 with PF certificate, 242 with APS certificate, 264-75, 276 (2), 279-84, 285-90,
294-99, 300-10, 323-27, 328-30, 331-41, 349 with APS certificate, 350 with APS certificate, 352 paste up pair with
PSAG certificate, 367-73, 357 with photocopy of PSE certificate, 374-81, 382 with PSAG certificate, 392-93 pairs,
394-96, 397-99, 400 with PF certificate, 400A, 401-3, 414-21, 462-76, 478, 479, 480, 547, 551-70, 581-91, 599A, 634A,
658-79, 692-701, 803-34, C1-6, Confederate States 3 and used: 17, 32, 33 with PF and PSE certificates, 62B with PSE
certificate, 64b with PF certificate, 67, 69, 72, 86, 90, 91, 95 (2), 118, 119, 120, 121 with PSE certificate, 139 with APS
certificate, 149, 151, 153, 154, 155, 218, 313, 523, Confederate States 1, 2, 4 and 5. Usual mixed condition with usual
gum and condition issues that you see in early 19th century issues that are quickly overcome with high catalog values
and many of the key stamps that are needed in many collection these days, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on
web site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
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U.S., Collection, 1847-1976. One man’s collection accumulated over many years, mounted in Scott Liberty
album, with highlights consisting of used: 1, 7, 8A, 9, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 21 with PF certificate, 25, 29, 30A, 31, 32, 33, 67,
68, 69, 71, 72, 75, 76, 77, 78, 78a, 91, 95, 96, 97, 97 pair, 98, 99, 112-22, 120, 149, 155, 160 (2), 165, 166, 190 (2),
219-29, 238-40, 260, 264-76, 278, 291, 523 and mint: 30, 37, 37a, 218, 235-37, 315 pair, 332a, 339-41, 379-82, 394
pair, 396 pair, 424-40, 453 pair, 505 5¢ double error, 573, 599A pair, 630, 658-79, 803-34, C2 and C3. Usual mixed
condition, with usual 19th century faults, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $31,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

19

HH/H/m U.S., Home-Made Collection, 1861-1970. Mounted on quadrille pages, with some better items, used: 63,
77, 240, RW1-12, mint: 230-39, 241-45, 285-93, 294-99, 323-27, 328-30, 397-400A, 401-4, 414-19, 424-38, 474, 476,
581-91, 630, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, 834 plate block, C1-6, C13-15, K1-16, RW13-31, both centering and condition
are mixed, with many sound stamps, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on
web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

20

H/m

21

m

4

U.S., Old Time Commemorative Collection, 1893-1929. In Stanley Gibbons spring back album, stamps
hinged with old time hinges to quadrille pages, containing used: 238 (3), 239 (3), 240 (3), 241 (2), 242 (3), 243 (3), 244
(2), 245 (2), 291 (2), 294-99 (2 sets), 397-400A, 401-4, 658-79, mint: 232 (2), 233 (2), 234 (3), 235 (2), 236 (2), 237 (2),
238 (2), 239 (2), 240 (2), 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 287 (3), 288 (3), 289 (3), 290 (3), 291, 294-99 (2 sets), 323 (4), 324 (5),
325 (4), 326 (4), 327 (3), 328 block of four, 371 arrow block of six, 373 block of four, 397-400A, 397-398 blocks of four,
548-50 blocks of four, 614-16 blocks of four, 617-19 (4), 620 plate block of 12, 630 and 658-79. Collection was formed
80 years ago, expect a little mixed condition among the early issues, please carefully inspect to properly evaluate, o.g.,
hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $34,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
U.S., Collection, 1847-1985. In seven mixed Lighthouse, Lindner and White Ace albums, containing mint:
3P4-4P4, 3P4, 4P3, 26 block of four, 40P4, 94 block of four, 133 (2), 149P3 block of four, 189, 212-17, 219-20 blocks of
four, 221-26, 229, 230-38, 243 faulty, 244, 272-74, 273, 284, 285-89, 294-99, 300-10, 323-27, 328-30, 374-41, 351
paste up pair, 400, 403, 407, 414-18, 420, 506-18, 524, 554c miscut booklet pane, 569-73, 630, 692-701, C1-C3, C10
plate block, F1, J24, O79 and used: 1 on piece, 1 with APS certificate, 1 (2), 7, 7 strip of three, 9 (2), 12 with Society of
Philatelic Americans cert, 15, 17, 29, 33, 37, 38, 70-72, 72, 75, 76 (2), 77, 97, 100, 114 strip of four with Masonic square
and compass cancels, 112-17, 119 (2), 120-21, 152, 153, 154, 155, 160 (2), 162 (2), 165, 190, 191 (2), 208, 218,
239-42, 244, 276, 277, 291-93, 312, 313, C14, PR19, collection continues to a few revenue issues and possessions
including Philippines and a few nice Hawaii banknotes. Condition is rough with many stamps were chosen to only fill in
spaces, stamps with pieces missing or overly faulty were not enumerated on the list above, that being said, there are
also many high Scott value items that quickly add up to very high Scott value that should bring decent resale value, o.g.,
some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
U.S., Collection, 1847-1944. In hingeless Scott Specialty album, with some better stamps that include used: 1, 2, 18, 29, 32, 33, 36, 67, 71, 72, 75, 77, 78, 87, 95, 112-18, 134, 135, 151, 153, 160, 162, 166, 217, 219-29, 276,
277, 312, 523, J1-7, J20, J28, and mint: 230-45, 260, 285-93, 294-99, 323-27, 328-30, 358, 390-96, 394-95 pairs,
397-400, 445 pair, 457-58 pairs, 547, 548-50, 551-71, 573, 581-91, 630, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, C1-C6, C10a,
C13-C15, E5, E8, E10, F1, J49, J50, Q1-7, Q9, RW6, RW7, RW9-11, RW13-15 and RW17. Condition is a little mixed,
with usual faults among the early issues and many sound stamps among the later issues, coils have been checked by
expert over at the Philatelic Foundation and have been confirmed to be genuine, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott
approximately $40,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

U.S., Old Time Grills to Pictorials Collection, 1867-1869. Hinged with old time hinges to quadrille pages,
containing (mostly appear mint unless noted otherwise): 89, 91 (2 o.g.), 93 (3), 96 o.g., 98 (3), 100 o.g., 123 (3 mint, 2
used), 124, 127 o.g., 128 o.g., 130, 133 (4 mint, 2 used), 112P4-117P4, 120P4, 121P4, 129P4. Collection was formed
80 years ago, usual mixed condition, mostly usused including proofs, a couple light cancels and several without gum,
please carefully inspect to properly evaluate, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $67,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Used Collection, 1847-1939. Very comprehensive used collection mounted in White Ace album, with
highlights that include (used unless noted otherwise): 1-2, 20, 36, 67, 68-72, 72 (2), 76, 77, 78, 92, 97, 98, 101, 115-17,
119-21, 141, 149, 151, 153, 160, 165, 166, 182-91, 206-11, 218, 239 mint, 241 mint, 245 mint, 246-63, 264-78, 283
mint, 284 mint, 312, 313, 500, 630 with first day cancel, 658-79 and E1-5. Some better centered stamps with many great
better values, a little mixed condition, worth viewing, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $44,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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U.S., Mint Classic Collection, 1857-1914. On a black Vario page, with better stamps consisting of: 24, 35,
36B, 65, 94, 95, 99, 114, 146, 151, 154, 158 (2), 160, 162, 163, 178, 182-86, 205, 206 (2), 209, 211, 212, 214, 219d,
220a, 227, 228, 233-37, 252, 259, 260, 266, 271, 272, 274, 282, 282c, 284, 289, 302-4 and 310. Most stamps appear
correctly identified from the owners inventory list that accompanies the lot. Several useful stamps, but condition and
gum are a little problematic, so be sure to view to properly evaluate., o.g., earlier issues mostly hinged, later issues
mostly never hinged and a few stamps without gum, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

27

U.S., Quality Used Collection (9//RW60). Impressive used United States collection handsomely displayed
in two Scott National albums; formed by a collector who went of his way to select the nicest used example he could
possibly afford; from early classics to better Washington Franklin coils - this collection has it all; we yanked all the
expensive material out for single lots in our Flagship sale, but what is left is plenty of better looking stamps in the $50 to
$200 range, all selected for centering, color and overall appearance; you won’t go wrong with this impressive holding,
as the shear number of salable stamps is remarkable, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

28

H

U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1975. Thousands of mint & used stamps mounted in seven volumes
and on pages, includes but not limited to used 1 & 2, mint 26A, mint & used Washington Franklins, used pairs O37, O83,
O85, O92, straddle example 78, mint C5, used 71, mint 73, beer stamps, all sorts of goodies, prepare to dive in, mixed
condition, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $51,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Auction Lot Collection, 1857-1941. Small box of old auction lots, with quality never hinged items of
very nice stamps kept intact by the collector that never quite made the final step of putting the stamps into the album,
containing the following mint highlights: 225, 232-43, 285 plate number pair, 287 plate number pair, 288-89, 294-299,
300-9, 328-30, 343-47 pairs, 369, 394 line pair, 399, 400, 400A, 404, 429, 467 strip of 3 with 5¢ in center, 515, 516, 518,
524, 547, 548-50, 572, 573, 617-19 blocks of four, 620-21 blocks of four, 634A, 658-79, 803-34, 832b, 839-51 pairs and
used: 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 121, 122, 218, 238, 239 and 291, a nice little lot with plenty of useful little sets and singles
for break down of for a collector to build or build upon their collection, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, many
stamps Very Fine and better. Scott $21,651 (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S. Thrilling Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1989. A superior collection mounted in three Scott albums and
a binder, better used includes #1 with four ample margins and red cancel and a 2005 PF certificate, 68, 69, 113,
116-117, 119, 121, 291, mint with 230-236, 239-241, 285, 287-289, 296-298, 327, 403, 572-573, Kansas Nebraska
complete, Prexies complete, Liberty issue complete, C1-C6, E5, E7, E8, E11, a beautiful Duck collection complete mint
to 2011with all appearing NH, plate block collection, C14 & C15 on covers, and a binder with complete Prexies, 1053,
1295, intact as it arrived, plenty of meaty pickings throughout, please peruse carefully, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Collection, 1847-1991. In two H.E. Harris Liberty Stamp Albums with no stamps removed and the
collection left intact with all of the key stamps remaining in the collection, organized into front of the book and back of the
book, with better items that include used: 1, 2, 7, 9, 17, 20, 25, 29, 33, 63, 68-72 (72 is damaged), 76-78, 86, 89, 92, 96,
98. 112-16, 119-20, 134A, 135A, 151-55, 160-66, 182-91, 212-18, 219-29, 276, 291, 312, 523, Confederate States 1,
and mint: 230-40, 269, 273 plate number strip of 3, 287, 289 plate number pair, 292, 293 no gum and faulty, 294-99,
304-7, 314 plate block of six, 315, 323-27, 325-26 with imprint singles, 328-30, 330 block of four with plate number, 500,
505 5¢ error in normal 2¢ block, 548-50, 551-72, 578-79, 595, 591, 630, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, C1-6, C7-9 set of
plate blocks, C13-15, C20-22 plate blocks, C24 plate block, E7, F1 and J65 plate block. Condition is a little mixed, some
better throughout, complete with the decent stamps that sell for higher percentages left in the collection, very desirable
lot with substantial catalog and resale value, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

m

U.S., Old Time Collection, 1847-99. Mounted on English Rapkin album of quadrille pages, with better
stamps that include: 1 (2), 40P3-47P3, 7, 7 (position 48R2 double transfer), 8A (Row 6, Plate 4), 9 (9 stamps, 6 are
plated), 13, 14, 18, 20 (2), 22 (3), 24 (29 stamps, most identified by relief, a few plated, one with moon on head and one
with gash on head), 25 (12, one of which has gash on shoulder), 26 (2 mint, and many used stamps many with reliefs
identified), 28, 29, 30 mint, 32, 37 unused, 38, 68 (over 20 stamps with various fancy and color cancels), 68-72, 73 (4),
76, 77, 78 (2), 95, 96-98, 112 (2), 113 (2), 115-17, 119 (2), 134, 135 (2), 149, 151, 152, 153 with NYFM cancel, 160, 162,
165, 213 mint plate number strip of 5, 217, 218, 219-29, 219 mint plate number strip of 5, 237 mint, 238, 240 mint, 276,
276A, plus some back of the book and a page of locals, condition and centering are mixed, a lovely collection in clean
European album, collected in the old time style with many lovely color cancels and varieties, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
www.kelleherauctions.com
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U.S., Old Time Collection, 1847-1920’s. Each stamp in glassine in order by issue in old time stock book with
some better stamps that include: 1, 2, 2P3, 7, 7 (position 10L2), 7 (big flaw, cracked plate), 9 (4 of the better plate
positions - 7R1L, 8R1L, 98L1L, 81L1L), 12, 15, 17, 20, 24 pair with imprint, 25, 30A, 36 (2), 68 (2), 69 (2), 70-72, 73 (2),
76 (2), 77, 97 (2), 115, 116, 152, 153 and 166, condition is a little mixed, virtually everything correctly identified to make
for easy break down with several better key values that could easily add some zest to many U.S. collections, generally
F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $14,957 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

34

HH/H
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U.S., Collection, 1851-1948. In old time Scott Specialty album, with highlights that include: 36, 68-72, 76-78,
87, 96-78, 112-17, 119, 121, 149, 151-53, 155, 160, 162, 165, 166, 190, 212-18, 230-42, 264-76, 300-11, 331-42,
658-79, C1-6, C13-15, E1-11, O30, O35-38, O41-42, O58, O95, a selection of cut squares and first issue revenues,
RW1-5, RW7-11, mint: 630, J6, J36, O62, RW6 and RW12-14. Usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

37

H
U.S., Collection, 1893-1949. Mounted in three White Ace albums, containing: 230-40, 242 (gum staining),
285-90, 300-8, 309 with PF certificate, 323-27, 328-30, 332-36, 339, 343-47 pairs, 381, 394 line pair with PF certificate,
401-3, 414, 416-17, 420, 452 pair with PSE certificate, 488 pair PSE graded 90 certificate, 498 NH PSE graded 95
certificate, 500, 503 NH with PSE graded 90J certificate, 547, 551-70, 581-91, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, C1-6, E1, E5,

6

U.S., Collection, 1893-1963. Mounted in old time Minkus All American stamp album, containing: 230-45,
285-93, 294-99, 323-27, 328-30, 368 pair, 371 pair, 373 pair, 397-400A, 401-404, 498//518 (one of each denomination,
missing 500, 502, 505), 523, 524, 547, 551-573, 581-91, 630, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, 1030-53, C1-C6, C13-15,
E1-11, JQ1-5, Confederate States 2 (2), 4 and 5 used. Condition is a little mixed, a few with faults, a couple regums,
many desirable key stamps for easy breakdown, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance
(photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Valuable Mint and Used Collection, 1894-1983. A desirable mainly mint collection with some used
housed in two Lindner hingeless albums, mint highlights include: 255, 257-60, 268, 271, 273, 285-88, 291, 294-99,
300-10, 323-27, 328-30, 367-73, some nice Washington - Franklins, 397-400, 551-72, well centered 630, 658-79, nice
range of coils and Farleys, 803-34, 1030-53, C1-C6, NH set of Zeppelins, Ducks never hinged from RW1-54. A few
faults, mainly on earlier issues, some hinged and nice showing of never hinged, perfect for Ebay or expansion,
impressive catalog value, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, much F.-V.F. Scott $20,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Commemorative Collection, 1893-1979. In Lighthouse hingeless album, containing better mint sets:
230-45, 285-93, 294-99, 323-27, 328-30, 367-73, 397-404, 548-50, 630, 658-79 and 692-701. A few gum issues
among the earlies, but overall condition appears better than usual with plenty of value in the popular early mint complete
sets, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., Mostly Mint Collection Balance, 1865-1919. Mostly better back of the book including E1, E3, E5, E6,
E7, E8, E9, E10, J5, J21 used, J29 mint and used, J36, J37, K1-16, O45, O96, Hawaii 26 with PF certificate, some mixed
condition, nice high value lot, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $18,727 (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., Commemorative Collection, 1893-1952. In Scott U.S. Commemorative Postage Stamps, with
highlights that include mint: 230-33 blocks of four, 294-99, 286 block of four, 287, 294 block of four, 323-27, 328-30, 325
block of four, 397-400, 401-404, 537 plate block of six, 548-50 block of four, 615 plate block of six, 614-16 block of four,
619 block of four, 620-21 blocks of four, 647-48 blocks of four, 650 plate block, 704-15 set of plate blocks, 740-49 set of
plate blocks, 859-93 set of plate blocks, C13-15, C18 block of four. Better quality material with many never hinged items,
o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Collection of Collections, 1850’s-1970’s. 12 albums and stock books containing mint: 230-32, 233
(2), 234, 235, 237, 238 (3), 240, 287-88, 288-90, 294-97, 300-9, 305 block of four, 306 pair, 308 pair, 323-27, 326-27,
328-30 (3 sets), 343-47 pairs and blocks of four, 358, 394 pair, 399, 497 line pair, 506-18, 547, 560-72, 571, 581-91,
614-21 (4 sets), 658-79, 692-701 (2 sets), 834 (2), C1, C3, C6, and used: 76, 116, 121, 162, 166, 190, 191, 208, 214,
217, 218, 237, 238, 276, 292, a book of precancels, an album containing Revenues with a good selection of first issue
perforated issues plus some proprietary and documentary issues, usual mixed centering and condition, with plenty of
retail value with just a little quick processing, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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E6-E8, J56 and Q7-Q12. Overall condition is generally sound except for a few stuck down stamps that might need a little
soaking, otherwise many great well centered and beautiful singles, mostly o.g. (a few stuck down from improper
storage), generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
38

H

39

m

40

HH/H/m

41

HH/H

42

H

43

H/m
U.S., Collection, 1847-1976. Mounted in Scott National album, containing used: 1, 7, 17, 25, 30A, 32, 68-72,
73, 76-78, 96 split grill, 96, 97, 112-14, 116, 117, 119, 134, 135, 151, 152, 153, 155, 160, 162, 163, 165, 190, 205-11,
212-18, 219-29, 238, 239, 265-75, 288-91, RW2 and mint: 233-36, 287, 299, 308, 328-30, 692-701, E3, E7, RW1,
RW3-6, RW8, RW9 and RW19. Usual mixed condition and centering, nice collection with plenty of Scott value,
generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

44

HH/H/) U.S., Specialized Modern Collection, 1932-70. With many exceptionally well centered singles, plate blocks

U.S., Mint Collection, 1851-87. On Schaubek pages, containing: 7, 9, 11, 12, 14, 25, 35, 36, 37, 70, 71, 72,
73, 75, 77, 86, 87, 92-93, 96-97, 112-14, 135, 145, 151, 157-58, 185, 187, 189, 205, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 216
and 218. Condition is a little mixed with the occasional fault or occasional removed cancel on nice new clean hingeless
pages, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Better Quality Used Balance, 1851-1914. With some interesting positions and better cancels,
consisting of: 7 position 89R2, 7 position 8R4, 9 (3), 17, 33, 69 with photocopy of PF certificate, 75, 77, 86, 87, 89, 96,
112, 149, 151, 152, 154, 155 with PF certificate, 160, 162 (2), 165, 261A and 276. Usual mixed centering and condition,
generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $8,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Collection Balance, 1894-1990’s. Small box with almost $13,000 worth of Scott value with 234 plate
number strip of four, 406 plate block of ten, J22 single and block of four, PN1-18 singles and blocks, plus $188 worth of
face value postage plus several full sheets and plenty of lovely little sets and singles for individual sale, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $12,824 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Marvelous Mint Collection, 1857-1975. A strong collection of mint & unused stamps mounted in a
Minuteman album, better includes 24, 26, 68, 69, 71, 73, 78, 86, 114, 116-117, 119, 135, 146, 148, 159, 161, 178-179,
185, 212-216, 219-227, 252-260, 230-241, 265-273, 275, 285-292, 294-299, 300-309, 323-327, 328-330, 397-400,
C1-C6, C18, E1-E3, E5, E6, K1-K18, Q1-Q12, plus many mint & used stamps in glassines between pages, tremendous
eye appeal, with many stamps that can be individually lotted, meticulous inspection will result in enormous payoff, o.g.,
some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Balance Collection, 1893-1980’s. With Scott catalog value of $6,629 including used: 240, 241 and
mint: 232-39, 287-88, 294-99, 325-27, 328-30, 397-400, 630, C1-C6 and $405 in face value postage, neatly arranged in
six albums and stockbooks plus some a few loose envelopes of postage and year sets, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

(including several matched plate blocks, covers and complete sheets in five Scott Specialty and three Lighthouse
binders, containing: 704-15 Washington Birthday with many better centered singles singles, a set of blocks of four, two
sets of plate blocks, some sheets of the lower values and several covers with interesting cachets 716 sheet, 718-19
plate blocks, 730-31 (17 sets of mint sheets and 1 set of used sheets) and a bunch of Byrd, 740-45 perforated Park
complete sheets to the 6¢, 740-49 singles, blocks and a set of plate blocks, several sets of 750-51 souvenir sheets,
Farley Special Printing issues: horizontal line or gutter pairs, vertical line or gutter pairs and center line or cross gutter
blocks, 3¢ purples plate blocks and sheets, 803-34 singles, blocks of four (to 50¢) and plate blocks to $5, with various
booklets and line pairs, 859-93 set of plate blocks and 40 sets of singles and a few stray sheets, 909-21 set of plate
blocks and a set of sheets (including some duplicate of several of the sheets), 1030-53, 1278-1295 with duplicates of
some of the 50¢ to $5 plate blocks. Overall condition appears generally sound, with plenty of full sets of various Farley
issues and early 1930’s plate blocks that add up to high Scott value with a focus on well centered stamps, so if you have
an eye for grading, this lot is for you, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. overall (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
45

U.S., Collection Balance, 1851-1975. In Lighthouse hingeless album, mostly used with the occasional
better stamps, containing used: 25 with PF certificate, 29, 36, 75, 76, 68-70, 71, 78, 92, 96-98, 112-15, 117, 118, 134,
149, 151, 153, 156-66, 182-91, 212-17, 219-29, 230-39, 264-76, 300-11, 331-42, 658-79, E1-11, K10, Q1-12, RW1,
RW5, RW8, RW12-RW25, Confederate States 1 and mint: 630 and Confederate States 4 unused. Condition and
centering are both a little mixed, containing the occasional better stamp for individual sale, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

H/m
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46

HH/H

47

H/m

48

H/m/)
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1985. Housed in sixteen volumes, includes mint postal stationery, used
325-327, 328-330, mint 548-550, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, 647-648, airmails, 2¢ red Washington collection,
stockbook of mint Prexies to the 50¢ value, binder of special tax stamps, first day covers uncacheted with Prexies to
#834, stockbook with mint 2¢ Reds and National Parks, mixed condition, please examine, o.g., some never hinged /
some hinged, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach Family Estate. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

49

HH/H/m U.S., Mint Collection, 1932-95. Mint & used collection in five volumes, includes mint Kansas Nebraska
complete (2), Prexies complete, four volumes of plate blocks including 704-715, National Parks, with over $700.00 face
with values from 3¢ to 32¢, fresh & clean, please review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $8,000.
(photo on web site)
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

50

HH/H

51

H

52

H/m

53

HH/H

54

m

55

H/m/)

56

HH/H/m

8

U.S., Mint Collection Including Plate Blocks & Full Sheets, 1900-2000. Presented in four volumes,
includes plate blocks 565, 571, 692-701, National Parks complete, Famous Americans complete, C7, C18, C26-C31,
full sheets includes 740-749, 863, 868, 873, 878, 883, 888, a few with perf separations, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Collection, 1851-1968. Type collection; with the goal of getting one of each stamp without getting into
various types of the early issues or the various paper types of the banknotes, mounted on White Ace pages, with the
following highlights - used: 9, 15, 69-71, 76-78, 112-17, 119, 135, 151, 153, 160, 162, 190, 217, 219-29, 238-40, 264-76,
291, 310-11, 331-42, 658-79, mint: 230-32, 294-99, 323-27, 328-30, 367-73, 551-73, 803-34 and 1030-53. Usual mixed
condition, with some decent sets among the early commemoratives, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Mint Collection, 1925-60. Thousands of mint sets & singles with hundreds of plate blocks, includes
740-749 (6), 909-921 (3), C30 (10), C31 (2), C46, 703a (4) plus full sheet, Prexie coils 843 line pair (7), 845 line pair (3),
quantities of Farleys, over $400.00 face, with many sale able items, please review, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Balance Collection, 1938-97. In ten albums, containing postal stationary, mint plate blocks and
miscellaneous back of the book and possession stamps, including the following better plate blocks 803-30, 807 electric
eye, 859-93, 1030-53 and a nice album of duck stamps containing $85 face value worth of modern duck stamps and a
selection of mint state ducks. In total, there is Scott $5,307 of better singles and plate blocks and $259.77 worth of face
value, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Classical Collection, 1851-75. Mounted on reduced hingeless album pages, containing used: 9, 14
(2), 17 (2), 25, 33, 36 (2), 37, 38, mint: 26 and 40, select small used collection, condition is a little mixed, generally F.-V.F.
appearance. Scott approximately $4,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Mint Collection, 1861-1938. Hundreds of mint and unused stamps, includes 26, 65, 94, 194 (4), 210
(6), 230 (8), 232 (4), 233, 234 (4), 236 (2), 238 (2), 239, 290, 296, 297, 298 (2), 299 (3), 326, 327, 330, 351, 550 (2), 562,
834, C5, E8, J36 J87, all identified, mixed condition, needs inspection, great pick up for your inventory, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $10,000+. (photo on web site)
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Used Collection, 1857-1938. Thousands of used stamps arranged by Scott number, with 10, 15, 26A
(2), 32, 72, 76 (2), 77 (2), 92, 117, 139, 190, 208, 238, 240, 330 (6), 477, E3 (4), Q1-Q12, mixed condition with faults,
careful examination is required, F.-V.F. Scott $10,000+. (photo on web site)
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Great American Specialized Collection and Accumulation, 1980’s and 1990’s. In two albums plus
many hundreds of covers with various usages including some difficult rates, registered, special delivery, etcetera, mint
high value postage including dollar values, many better EFO’s with original receipts adding up to thousands of dollars
with many misperfs, under inking freaks and 2175f color omitted block of four and single with photocopies of APS
certificates and photo essays. A great specialized collection that will yield tremendous value with proper eBay or bourse
sale or could make a tremendous addition to an existing specialized collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance. (photo on
web site)
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Coil and Balance Collection. The main plate number strip collection consists of approximately
$600-$700 worth of face value postage on Vario pages with some better coil plate number strips: 1891 scarce plate
number 6 single, 1900 plate number 5 strip of five, 1901a plate numbers 5 and 6 precancelled strips of five, 1903 plate
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number 5 strip of five, 1907 plate numbers 3 and 4 strips of five, 2523c Toledo Brown plate number 7 strip of five, 2602
plate number A32333 strip of five, 4 imperf strips of five or more and 8 misperf plate number strips of five or more, CVP31
two strips of ten and a strip of seven missing denomination, additionally you will find an album of Vario pages with
Washington / Franklin coils, organized roughly by Scott number, a stock book with quantities of 20th century revenues
and some modern commemorative sheetlets from late 1990’s to early 2000’s with face value of $80+, o.g., many never
hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
57

HH/H/m

58

HH/H
U.S., Mint Collection, 1882-1964. In two Lighthouse hingeless albums, with better stamps that include: 325,
358, 401-402, 439, 692-701, 1030-53, C3, C4, C6 and E6. Overall condition appears generally sound with several
lovely well centered issues with appear good candidate for grading, so viewing is recommended, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

59

HH/H

60

HH/H

61

H/m

62

HH
U.S., Never Hinged Collection, 1965-88. In two pristine Lighthouse thirteen ring hingeless albums with slip
cases, new Lighthouse hingeless albums retail for approximately $500 for pages, binders and slip cases, owners face
value is approximately $280, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

63

H/m

U.S., Collection of Collections from Late 19th to Early 20th Century. 29 albums with many stamps in the
$10 to $50+ range including a couple albums containing the following blocks with glazed gum and some stuck down to
mounts 302, 323, 328, 398, 617-19 and 704-15. A great little working lot with plenty of little premium stamps that will
quickly add up in value with a little work, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

U.S., Commemorative Collection, 1893-1958. Mounted on White Ace pages, containing: 230-36, 285-89,
294-99, 323-25, 328-30, 400, 400A, 614-21, 630, 656 line pair, 730-31, 735 and 750-51, o.g., some never hinged /
some hinged, generally F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Collection, 1944-78. Mounted in H.E. Harris Liberty album, containing some U.S. postage, E1-E11
and F1 Condition is a little mixed, a few regums, many desirable key stamps for easy breakdown, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Collection, 1861-1957. In Scott National album, containing mint: 294-99, 300-7, 397-99, 551//571,
581-91, 630, 658-79, 692-701, C1-C6, E1-3, E7, F1 and used: 73 and 230-38. Stamps are stuck down, a nice little lot at
a bargain price with a little work, unused without gum, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Collection, 1851-1968. Type collection; with the goal of getting one of each stamp without getting into
various types of the early issues or the various paper types of the banknotes, on Vario pages, with the following
highlights - used: 77-78, 115, 214 and a nice mix of mint 1930’s definitives and commemoratives, usual mixed condition,
a nice little starter collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Offer

Specialized by Issue
64

H/m

65

H/m/)
U.S., 1851-1990, Oddball Collection. A provocative lot on stock pages that has fancy cancels including
Skinner Eno ST-6P 23, Spanish American War cover to serviceman, stampless cover Buffalo NY arc to Canada,
stampless Lynchburgh VA with fleuron, excellent group of Farleys, mint C10a, duck souvenir sheet RW75b (2), a few
Xmas seals tied to postcards, and a valuable lot of nine Indian Territory postmarks on postal cards, examine carefully,
o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

66

m/)

U.S., 1851 3¢ Issue, Fancy Cancel and Variety Study (10, 11). Over 400 10s & 11s, includes 11 with large
right side selvedge, 11 with red grid cancel, color study, various recuts, pairs, strip of three, fancy cancels, position
pieces, plated, a toothsome collection that would benefit with a little labor, please peruse, F.-V.F. Scott $12,000 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

U.S., 1851 3¢ Issue, Small Collection (10A, 11, 11A). On two Vario pages, containing 26 singles of various
shades, positions and cancels and two covers, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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67

H/m

68

H/m
U.S., 1861 Old Time Classic Collection. Hinged with old time hinges to quadrille pages with some beautiful
fancy and color cancels, containing used: 62B (3), 63 (32), 67 (5), 68 (40), 69 (30), 70/78 (69 with some better shades),
70b (2), 71 (33), 72 (18), 73 (34), 75 (7), 76 (18), 77 (18) and mint: 63 (8), 65 block of four, 65 (5), 73 (8), 76 (3), 102 and
108. Collection was formed 80 years ago, condition seems better than usual, many better cancels with the occasional
better unused stamps, many without gum, please carefully inspect to properly evaluate, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Scott approximately $87,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000

69

m/)

70

H/m
U.S., 1861-67 1¢ Issue Collection (63//102). Specialized group of 63 (3 unused), 102, 86, 92 (2), with mixed
condition and some better cancels, high Scott value, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $3,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

71

m

72

H/m
U.S., 1869 Pictorials, Old Time Collection. Hinged with old time hinges to quadrille pages with many
beautiful fancy and color cancels, containing used: 112 (15), 113 (34, one with double grill and one with Hiogo, Japan
cancel), 114 (35), 115 (24), 116 (35), 117 (37), 118 (10), 119 (27), 120 (16), 121 (19), 122 (5) and mint: 112 (5), 113 (10),
114 (8), 115 (2), 116 (2), 117 (2) and 119 (5). Collection was formed 80 years ago, condition seems better than usual,
many mint stamps without gum with the possibility of the occasional removed cancel, many better cancels, please
carefully inspect to properly evaluate, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $81,942 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000

73

H/m

74

m

75

H/m

10

U.S., 1857-61 Old Time Classic Perforated Collection. Hinged with old time hinges to quadrille pages with
some beautiful fancy and color cancels, containing used: 18 (2), 20 (4), 21 (2), 22 (2), 23 (2), 24 (33), 25 (11), 26A, 27
(3), 28, 29 (7), 30A (9), 31 (6), 32 (8), 33 (5), 35 (21), 36 (19 singles, 3 pairs and 1 strip of 3), 37 (16), 38 (5) and mint: 24
(3), 26 (6), 26A strip of 3, 35 (2), 37, 38, 39, 40 and 42. Collection was formed 80 years ago, condition seems better than
usual, many better cancels with the occasional better unused stamps, many without gum, please carefully inspect to
properly evaluate, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott approximately $68,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

U.S., 1861 3¢ Rose Cancel Study (65). Over 1550 stamps and 29 covers mounted in a scrap book, cancels
include Maltese crosses, crossroads, radial geometrics, solid stars, outline stars, “Specimen”, four pointed star,
targets, letters, negative stars, colored stars, “Paid”s, leaves, red cancels, shields, excellent for restocking or to build
upon, mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F. Scott $5,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., 1867 Grill Issues, Old Time Collection. Hinged with old time hinges to quadrille pages with many
beautiful fancy and color cancels, containing used: 85, 86 (5), 87 (10), 89 (9), 90 (10), 91 (8), 92 (4), 93 (6), 95 (10), 96
(18, one with Hiogo, Japan cancel), 97 (24), 98 (20), 99 (7), 100 (10) and 101 (11). Collection was formed 80 years ago,
condition seems better than usual, many better cancels, please carefully inspect to properly evaluate, Very Good-Very
Fine. Scott $91,866 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000

U.S., 1870-82 10¢ Banknote Specialized Collection. Hundreds (probably thousands) of stamps in two old
time stock books, formed approximately 50 years ago with fascinating multiples (ie blocks and pairs), many mint stamps
including: 209 mint plate and imprint block of 30, 209 plate number and partial imprint strip of four with partial double
perforations, 209 full plate number and imprint strip of six, 150 (2 mint), 161 (2 mint), 188 (9 mint), 209 (9 mint), great
used varieties and cancels: a great cover front with five different color banknote stamps, sent registered mail with San
Francisco registry label, 187/188 used combo strip of 3, 209 black brown shade, plate varieties, shades, double
transfers, color cancels including some bright magenta, blue, red, fancy cancels including stars, duplex, letters,
numbers, Maltese crosses, grids, steamship, NYFM, etc., almost impossible to duplicate, some faults and a few
possible removed cancels among the mint singles, so we recommend viewing to properly evaluate, F.-V.F. Scott
$100,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $12,500 - 18,000
U.S., 1870 6¢ Banknote, Collection of Fancy Cancels (148). 138 stamps (one on piece), with cancels
including reds and blues, geometrics, targets, grids, wedges, c.d.s.’s, etc.; some faults, generally F.-V.F. Scott $3,105
as basic cancels (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., 1906-26, Imperf, Private Vending Coil and Private Perforations Collection. A little over 325 pieces
(singles, pairs and larger multiples) mounted neatly on back stock pages in home made album with accompanying
photocopies of handy reference material, with better items that include: 371 horizontal pair, Brinkerhoff Co.: 320a
Type IIa pair, 368 Type IIa (2 pairs), 371 Type IIa pair, Farwell: 383 Type A, Group 4, 3 mm spacing, Pair,
Mail-O-Meter: 368 Type I pair, 371 Type I pair, 373 Type I pair, 373 Type IV pair, 383 strip of 4 Type IV, 408 Type IV
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guide line strip of 4, 409 Type IV guide line strip of 4, Schermack: 343-47 Type III set of pairs, 347 Type III uncut block of
four, 373 Type III pair, 368 Type III (3 pairs), 532 Type III guide line strip of four, 534 Type III, two guide line strips of four,
535 Type III guide line strip of four, 611 Type III pair, 408 Type III perfin missing pins 4, 6 and 8, U.S. Automatic
Vending: 343-47 Type I set of pairs, 368 Type I strip of three, 373 Type III guide line strip of four, 373 Type III pair, 408
block of four with Kansas City roulette, signed EWR and with certificate, 481-82 horizontal pairs with Wilson Private
Perforations and each signed H. Herst Jr. and with Herst certificate, 532 block of four with Wilson Private
Perforations. Condition appears better than most with plenty of better items that could easily be offered for individual
sale, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
76

HH

77

(H)
U.S., 1935 Complete Farley Sheet Collection (752//771). Complete collection of Farley sheets, getting
harder to find every year, without gum as issued, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

78

(H)

79

m
U.S., 1938-45 Prexies on Bank Tags. Over 90 tags and miscellaneous pieces, values up to $1, includes tag
with nine #832’s, tag with block of seven 832’s, tag with fourteen 832’s; mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

80

HH

U.S., 1917 Full Roll 4¢ Washington (495). Complete roll of about 500 stamps with leader, also includes a
few (37) #722, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $10,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., 1935 Farley Sheet Collection (752//770). Farley set of sheets less number 771, without gum as
issued, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., 1998-2001 Looney Tunes Imperf Collection. Includes 3205 (30), 3307 (6), 3392 (3), 3535 (3), plus
1625a, 1895 imperf plate #1 strip of four and 5054c (unpriced in Scott catalog), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Offer

Blocks and Plate Blocks
81

HH/H
U.S., Block and Plate Block Collection, 1882-1938. On Vario and Lighthouse stock pages, containing
better stamps that include: 230 plate number strip of 3, 269 plate number strip of 3, 300-2 plate number strips of 3, 304
plate number strip of 3, 408 set of arrow blocks and line blocks, 630 (2), Recalled Legends of the West pane, C3 used
block of nine, complete set of Official card proof set, blocks of four: 207, 208, 213, 270, 283, 285-87, 297, 298, 300,
302, 304, 306, 308, 314, 323-26, 328, 329 separated, 330 block of six, 335, 343-47, 367, 368, 397-400, 504, 509, 511,
512, 536 (2), 540, 541 (2), 555, 590, 610-12, 614-16, 647-48, 658-79, C1, C3, C6, C18, plate blocks: 484, 509, 511,
548, 559, 585, 704-15 (2 sets), 718-19, 756-65, 785-94, 803-34, 859-93, C7, C9, C10 and C25-31. Condition appears
mostly sound with many never hinged and F-VF and better items, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally
F.-V.F. Scott $36,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

82

HH/H

83

HH/Ha

84

HH/H

U.S., Collection of Better Plate Blocks and Multiples, 1895-1986. Of better fresh and attractive pieces
consisting of: 270 plate number and imprint strip of 3, 346 LH top plate block of six, 370 top plate block of six, 384 left star
and plate number block of six, 385 line pair with Weiss certificate, 483 left plate block of six, 484 right plate block of six,
526 bottom plate block of six, 528 top plate and monogram block of six with Weiss certificate, 531 top plate block of six,
534 left plate block of six, 634 well centered block of nine with long ear variety in center stamp, PSE certificate, 1596d
plate block of 12, 2136 plate number 2 imperf strip of nine, C11 double top plate block of six, o.g., mostly never hinged,
generally Very Fine. Scott $4,560 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1925-65. Mounted on H.E. Harris pages in two albums, consisting of: 617-19,
630 souvenir sheet, 646, 704-15, 740-49, 756-65, 803-34, 859-93, 1030-53, 1278/95, C16-17, C19, C20-22, C25-31
and J88-104. A nice little collection, unchecked for better XF gradable stamps, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Commemorative Plate Block Collection, 1907-73. Neatly mounted in two Scott Commemorative
Plate Block albums, containing: 328-29, 367-368, 370-71, 372-73, 537, 548-50, 610-12, 614-16, 617-19, 620-21,
627-29, 643-45, 646-48, 649-50, 654-55, 657, 680-83, 688-89, 704-15, 718-19, 724-26, 740-49, 756-65, 785-94,
859-93, 909-21, C10 and C10a. Many sound and useful pieces, plus lots of face value postage, o.g., some never hinged
/ some hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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85

(H)

86

HH/H
U.S., Prexie Plate Block Collection. Values includes ½¢ to $1 (803/832), 831 (14) & 832 (9), great re-sale
value, check for better plate numbers, investigate, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, o.g., some never hinged /
some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,300+. (photo on web site)
Estimate $500 - 750

87

HH/H
U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1922-35. Over 100+ plate blocks, with 554, 670, 695, 696, 712, lots of sale
able material, please review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

88

HH/H

U.S., 1935 Farley Special Printing Position Block Collection (752-771). Complete set of matched arrow
blocks, matched plate blocks and centerline blocks plus some oversized centerline blocks and a few large blocks,
without gum as issued, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach. Scott $2,923 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Commemorative Plate Block Collection, 1934-39. Over 500+ plate blocks, includes 799, 853, 855,
Army Navy, great face, examine, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

The Harold B. Nogle Collection of Plate Number Singles, Strips and Blocks
89

HH

90

U.S., Modern Mint Sheet Accumulation. Part one of massive mint sheet accumulation from 702 to 3099 in
USPS envelopes, with a total face value of $30,583 with some difficult rare or scarce items including: 824 full
precancel sheet with plate number 23045, 2283 booklet pane with plate number A3111, 2813 (2 booklets with plate
number B111-5, 2 booklets with plate number B333-14 and 2 booklets with plate number B434-10), 2920 (2 booklets
with plate number V11111), 2938 plate strip of 20 with plate number 2. Owners inventory list is available. A perfect lot for
a plate number specialist or someone just looking to save money at the post office, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

91

HH
U.S., Modern Mint Sheet Accumulation. Part two of massive mint sheet accumulation from Scott 3100 to
back of the book in USPS envelopes, with a total face value of $27,243 with some difficult rare or scarce items
including: 3830D (2 booklets with plate number P33333, 8 booklets with plate number P44444 and 3 booklets with plate
number P55555). Owners inventory list is available. A perfect lot for a plate number specialist or someone just looking to
save money at the post office, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

92

HH/H

93

H/(H)

12

U.S., Massive Plate Block and Plate Number Strip Accumulation, 1979-2011. Duplicates from a
phenomenal plate number collection with several scarce and rare plate numbers and a total face value of $34,600,
sorted Scott number order and by plate number into number four glassines in 19 shoe box sized plastic containers,
inventory list is available, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
HH

U.S., Modern Plate Number Single and Plate Block Collection. In 12 shoe box size plastic bins, a red box
and 4 large boxes, filled with glassines sorted by Scott number and then by plate number, with a total face value of
$32,103 with some difficult rare or scarce plate blocks including: 1034 (3 plate number 27090 blocks), 1034 (3 plate
number 27091 blocks), 1036 (plate number 28006 block), 1036 (plate number 28007 block), 1041 (8 plate number
24926-24918 blocks), 1041 (5 plate number 24926-24919 blocks), 1041 (3 plate number 24926-24917 blocks), 1041
(104 precancel plate number 24913-24920 blocks), 1053 (3 plate blocks), 1208 (12 plate number 28449 blocks), 1285
(4 plate number 32179 blocks), 1285 (plate number 32180 block), 1592 (2 plate number 37246 block), 1632 (2 plate
number 36987 block), 1632 (plate number 36990 block), 1632 (plate number 37003 block) and 1632 (5 plate number
37011 blocks). Owners inventory list is available. A perfect lot for a plate number specialist or someone just looking to
save money at the post office, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
U.S., Early 20th Century Plate Block and Plate Number Single Accumulation. Of singles, plate blocks,
booklet panes and coils, each identified and sorted by plate number in individual glassines, with only minor duplication,
with a few highlights that include: 230 (4 plate number strips of 4), 236 (a plate number strip of 4), 286 (19 plate number
singles), 300 (74 plate number singles), 301 (6 plate number strip of 3), 319 (218 plate number singles), 319F (50 plate
number singles), 405 (126 plate number singles), 462 (40 plate number singles), 481 (10 plate blocks of 6), 499e (76
booklet panes), 507 plate block of 6, 526 (2 plate blocks of 6), 528 (5 plate blocks of 6), 528A (10 plate number singles),
537 (1 plate block of 6), 538a (plate block), 540 (6 plate blocks of 4), 545 (plate block of 4), 566 plate block, 567 (36 plate
number singles), 571 plate block, 579 (6 plate number singles and 1 plate block), 583 (197 plate number singles and 10
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plate blocks), 583a (5 booklet panes), 584 plate block, 595 plate number single, 610 (10 plate blocks), 614 (7 plate
blocks), 615 (8 plate blocks), 617 (6 plate blocks), 618 (4 plate blocks), 620 (5 plate blocks), 621 plate block, 622 (4 plate
blocks), 623 plate block, 627 (30 plate blocks), 628 (6 plate blocks), 629 (14 plate blocks), 632 (166 plate blocks), 633 (6
plate blocks), 634 (111 plate blocks), 636 (5 plate blocks), 637 (22 plate blocks), 639 (18 plate blocks), 641 (19 plate
blocks), 642 (28 plate blocks), 643 (11 plate blocks), 644 (22 plate blocks), 645 (23 plate blocks), 646 8 plate blocks),
647 (8 plate blocks), 648 plate block, 649 (27 plate blocks), 650 (18 plate blocks), 654 (17 plate blocks), 655 (8 plate
blocks), 657 (18 plate blocks), 681 (20 plate blocks), 682 (16 plate blocks), 683 (12 plate blocks), 685 (21 plate blocks),
688 (12 plate blocks), 689 (18 plate blocks), 690 (29 plate blocks), 693 (10 plate blocks), 696 (14 plate blocks), 697 (9
plate blocks), 698 (12 plate blocks), 700 (7 plate blocks), 715 (3 plate blocks), 720 (1266 plate blocks), 734 (10 plate
blocks), 752 (11 plate blocks), 759 (12 plate blocks), 760 (11 plate blocks), 761 (11 plate blocks), 762 (9 plate blocks),
763 (8 plate blocks), 764 (11 plate blocks), 765 (10 plate blocks), 771 (9 plate blocks), 788 (40 plate blocks), 789 (39
plate blocks), 793 (42 plate blocks) and 794 (40 plate blocks). Inventory list available. Condition is mostly sound, o.g. or
without gum, generally F.-V.F. appearance. 2008 Scott $60,019 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
94

HH

95

HH

96

HH

97

H/m

98

HH/H/m

99

HH

100

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Balance Accumulation. Totaling $1,957 of face value postage, consisting of $734 worth
of modern booklet panes, $697 of postal cards, $168 of long modern coil strips (mostly 32¢ to 41¢) and $358 worth of
coil partial plates and miscellaneous singles, and a partial roll of several hundred coil test stamps, generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

U.S., Priority and Express Mail Sheet Accumulation. Plus a few stray dollar values with a total face value
of $8,080 with the following better plate numbers: 2842 plate number B2222-1 and 2544 plate number P7777-2,
inventory list available, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Full Pads of Souvenir Sheets and Sheetlets Hoard. With original pad front and back covers, many
pads are still unbroken in original USPS packaging, consisting of: 2837 ‘94 World Cup Soccer souvenir sheets
unsealed pad, 2840 Norman Rockwell souvenir sheets partial unsealed pad of 74 panes, 2875 $2 Madison souvenir
sheets unsealed pad, 3112 Madonna Booklet sealed pad, 3139 and 3140 complete Pacific ‘97 sealed pads, 3209
Trans-Mississippi multiple denominations sheetlet sealed pad, 3505 Pan-An Inverts souvenir sheets sealed pad, 3694
Hawaiian Missionary souvenir sheet sealed pad, 4075 Washington ‘06 souvenir sheet sealed pad, 4076 Distinguished
American Diplomats unsealed pads of 240 souvenir sheets, 4123 Polar Year souvenir sheet sealed pad. Total face
value is $5411.60 with several high dollar values, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Priority and Express Mail Stamp Single and Plate Block Accumulation. Plus a few stray higher
values with a total face value of $5,729.35, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Regular Issues Accumulation of Plate Number Singles and Multiples 1894-97. Each identified and
sorted by plate number in individual glassines, containing the following highlights: 247 (2 plate number singles), 247 (2
plate number strips of 3), 250 (5 plate number singles), 250 (2 plate number strip of 3), 254 (plate number single), 264
(43 plate number strips of 3), 265 (2 plate number strips of 3), 266 (8 plate number strips of 3), 267 (28 plate number
singles and 85 plate number strips of 3), 268 (2 plate number singles and a plate number strip of 3), 269 (plate number
single), 270 (plate number strip of 3), 271 (plate number single), 272 (plate number single), 279 (142 plate number
singles, 55 plate number strips of 3 and a plate block of 6), 279Bj (3 booklet panes, two with plate numbers) and 283 (4
plate number singles). Condition is typical of stamps of this age, with the occasional gum issue or small fault, generally
F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $15,281 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Phenomenal Plate Number Single and Plate Block Collection, 1923-83. In 11 albums of thousands
of different plate numbers organized by plate number from number 20,000 to 41,303, with the occasional scarce plate
number, mostly plate number singles with the occasional plate block mounted on home made pages in Scott Specialty
album, with some notable items that include: 833 (1 plate number single, 1 plate number pair and 2 plate blocks), 834 (5
plate number singles, 2 plate number pairs, 1 plate block), 1034 (the two scarce plate blocks numbers 27090-91), 1041
rare precancel plate number 24913-24920 block, C18 (3 different) and PS15 (8 different). A great collection of the more
modern issues that would be great to fill in your plate number collection., mostly mint o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Makeshift Vending Machine Blue Cover “MDI” Booklet Accumulation. Containing $1,224 of face
value postage of regular panes folded and glued into BC126 standard cover, including several difficult pieces including
the rare Scott 3151a-3151o Dolls plate number 23333 pane (Durland $250) and scarce Scott 2957 Love plate number
7645-1 (Durland $150), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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101

HH
U.S., Group of Scarce Plate Blocks, Plate Number Strips and Booklet Panes with Plate Numbers. 1861
(plate block with plate number 8, Durland $150), 1861 (two plate blocks with plate number 9, Durland $150 each), 2595a
(two booklet panes with scarce B4344-3 plate numbers, Durland $200 each), 2602 (plate number strip of five with
scarce A32333 plate number, Durland $215), 2890 (two plate number strips of five with scarce A4435 plate numbers,
Durland $230 each), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $1,525 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

102

HH/H

103

HH/H/m

104

H/m
U.S., 1903, 2¢ Washington Booklet Pane Accumulation (319g). Each identified and sorted by plate
number in individual glassines, containing: 68 panes with plate numbers, 9 panes of different positions and 3 type II
panes (two with plate numbers). Condition is typical of of these plate blocks, some panes without gum and the
occasional small fault. A great hoard of these early booklet panes, o.g. or without gum, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Scott $25,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

105

HH/H

106

HH/H
U.S., 1929, Amazing Specialized 2¢ George Rogers Clark Plate Number Collection (651). The main
collection with all different plate combinations 286 of the possible 288 positions, plus duplicates of 146 plate blocks and
26 singles. Probably, the most comprehensive plate number collection of this issue that has come on the market in
many years, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2008 Scott $5,216 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

107

HH/H

108

HH/H
U.S., 1931, Amazing Specialized 2¢ Yorktown Plate Number Collection (703). The main collection with
all different plate combinations and positions with the first layout with 1286 positions, 91.36% complete, second layout
with 194 positions, 93.66% complete, first layout consisting of plate blocks of 4 (1286), second layout consisting of plate
blocks of 4 (21) and plate blocks of 6 (230) for a total of 1,537 pieces and $4,726 Scott value. First layout duplicates
consist of: plate strips of 10 (341), plate blocks of 4 (915), singles and blocks (853), for a total of 2,109 pieces and $4,220
Scott catalog value. Second layout duplicates consist of: plate strips of 10 (88), plate blocks of 6 (97), plate blocks of 4
(164) for a total of 349 piece and $1,135 Scott catalog value. Probably, the most comprehensive plate number collection
of this issue that has come on the market in many years (and likely the only collection of this level of completion to have
ever been formed)., o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2008 Scott $10,081 (Owner’s) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

109

HH/H

14

U.S., Booklet Pane Specialized Collection, 1914-78. On home made quadrille pages, containing: 424d
positions A-M, 498e positions A-O, 499e positions A-M, 552a positions A-M and 554c positions A-L, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2008 Scott $2,737 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., 1901, 1¢ and 2¢ Pan Americans, Accumulation of Plate Number Singles and Multiples (294-295).
Each identified and sorted by plate number in individual glassines, containing: 294 (43 plate number singles, 12 plate
number strips of 3, 1 plate number strip of 5, 1 plate number strip of 10, 10 plate number strips of 20) and 294 (110 plate
number singles, 31 plate number strips of 3, 2 plate number strips of 5, 1 plate number strip of 10, 19 plate number strips
of 20). Condition is typical of stamps of this age, with the occasional gum issue or small fault, o.g., some never hinged /
some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance. 2008 Scott $37,954 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

U.S., 1923, Harding Plate Block Collection (610-612). Containing various positions of the following plate
blocks consisting of 610 (778 plate blocks including the scarce number F 15195), 611 (9 plate blocks), 612 plate block,
condition appears mostly sound, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $24,270 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

U.S., 1931, Amazing Specialized 2¢ Red Cross Plate Number Collection (702). The main collection
containing all different plate combinations and positions, containing 1,855 of the 1,920 possible positions, 96.61%
complete, consisting of: plate blocks of 10 (25), plate blocks of 8 (1701), plate blocks of 4 (127), plate pairs (2) with a
Scott value of $6,024, plus duplicates consisting of: plate strips of 20 (270), plate blocks of 14 (35), plate blocks of 12
(306), plate blocks of 10 (333), plate blocks of 8 (645), plate blocks of 4 (310), plate number singles, pairs or strips (219),
singles or blocks (3626), for a total of 5,744 duplicate pieces with a Scott value of $7,855. Probably, the most
comprehensive plate number collection of this issue that has come on the market in many years (and likely the only
collection of this level of completion to have ever been formed)., o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally
F.-V.F. 2008 Scott $13,879 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

U.S., 1932, Amazing 3¢ Washington Plate Number Collection (720). Containing different plate numbers
in the various positions, containing 803 of the 824 possible plates. Probably, the most comprehensive plate number
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collection of this issue that has come on the market in many years, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally
F.-V.F. 2008 Scott $1,285 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
110

HH/H
U.S., 1934, Perforated Park Plate Block Collection (740-49). Containing all of the top and bottom plate
blocks of each of the plate numbers available, a few usual gum skips and bends, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2008 Scott $1,705 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

111

H

112

H
U.S., 1938 $5 Presidential Plate Block Collection (834). With the 9 of the 10 scarce plate blocks, consisting
of: 834 complete set of 5 black 24481 plate blocks and 834 complete set of 5 red 24482 plate blocks (24481-24482 is
only plate number pair), F.-V.F. Durland $5,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

113

H

114

HH/H

115

HH/H
U.S., 1938-53, Massive Presidential Plate Number Collection (803-832). In nine White Ace album with
slip case on Vario pages, with better plate numbers that include: 805 plate number 22154 top right and bottom right plate
blocks, 807 left and right electric eye plate blocks of 10, 807 left electric eye plate block of six, 807 top right, bottom left
and bottom right electric eye plate blocks of 10, 807 top left and lower right electric eye plate blocks of 8, 807 top left
electric eye plate block of 8, 807 top right electric eye plate block of 10, 807 matched plate number 24171 blocks of 4,
826 precancel plate number 23053 block, 832 2 plate number 24477 and 22085 block, 832 2 plate number 24477 and
22086 blocks, 832 2 plate number 24477 and 22094 blocks, 832 2 plate number 24477 and 22095 blocks, 832 plate
number 24493 and 22085 block, 832 plate numbers 24493 and 22086 block, 832 plate numbers 24493 and 22095
block, 832 plate numbers 24494 and 22085 block, 832 plate numbers 24494 and 22086 block, 832 plate numbers
24494 and 22095 block, 832 plate numbers 24495 and 22085 block, 832 plate numbers 24495 and 22086 block, 832
plate numbers 24495 and 22094 block, 832 plate numbers 24495 and 22095 block, 832 all better black 24493 vignette
plate blocks, 832 all better black 24494 vignette plate blocks, 832 three of the better black 24495 vignette plate blocks.
An amazing specialized plate block collection with 3784 different plate blocks of this popular issue with several scarce
or rare plate numbers, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2008 Scott $10,501 (Owner’s) (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

116

U.S., 1968, Massive 6¢ Flag Huck Printing, Plate Block Collection / Accumulation (1338). Adding up to
approximately 5,600 plate blocks of various plate numbers in various settings and many duplicates, adding up to $6,723
face value. Without a doubt, the most comprehensive plate block collection of this issue that has come on the market in
many years (and likely the only collection of this scope to have ever been formed)., o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

117

HH

118

HH

U.S., 1938 $5 Presidential Plate Block Collection (834). 48 plate blocks, with 8 out of the 10 scarce plate
numbers, including: 834 plate numbers 23481 and 24482 block, 834 plate numbers 23482 and 24482 block, 834 plate
numbers 24481 and 23475 block, 834 plate numbers 24481 and 23476 block, F.-V.F. Durland $20,800 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

U.S., 1938 $2 Presidential Plate Block Collection (833). 46 plate blocks with all of the four scarce plate
blocks, plus duplicates of three scarce plate blocks, F.-V.F. Durland $7,350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

U.S., 1938-39, Presidential Plate Block and Plate Number Single Accumulation (803-834 and 839-851).
Of singles, plate blocks, booklet panes an coils, each identified and sorted by plate number in individual glassines, with
only minor duplication, containing: 830 (35 plate blocks), 831 (17 plate blocks), 832 (45 plate blocks), 832C (49 plate
blocks), 833 (14 plate blocks of four and 3 plate blocks of 20) and 834 (5 plate blocks). Condition appears generally
sound, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance. 2008 Scott $12,260 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

HH

U.S., 1968, Massive 8¢ Flag Huck Printing Plate Block Collection / Accumulation (1338F). Adding up to
almost 2,000 plate blocks of various plate numbers in various settings and many duplicates, adding up to $3,198 face
value. Without a doubt, the most comprehensive plate block collection of this issue that has come on the market in many
years (and likely the only collection of this scope to have ever been formed)., o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., 1968, Massive 10¢ Flag Huck Printing, Plate Block Collection / Accumulation (1509). Adding up to
almost 1,000 plate blocks of various plate numbers in various settings and many duplicates, adding up to $1,992 face
value. Without a doubt, the most comprehensive plate block collection of this issue that has come on the market in many
years (and likely the only collection of this scope to have ever been formed)., o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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119

HH

120

HH
U.S., 1969, Massive 6¢ Christmas Huck Printing, Plate Block Collection / Accumulation (1384). Adding
up to approximately 12,000 plate blocks of various plate numbers in various settings with the occasional mint precancel
and many duplicates, adding up to $7,215 face value. Without a doubt, the most comprehensive plate block collection of
this issue that has come on the market in many years (and likely the only collection of this scope to have ever been
formed)., o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

121

HH

122

HH

123

HH

124

HH
U.S., Airmail and Back of the Book Face Value Accumulation, 1941-2012. Containing $10,586 of face
value postage, $422.75 of which are officials or a duck stamp and the remaining stamps airmails or semi postals,
includes the scarce plate numbers C118 plate number 999999-1 and C132 plate number S1111 as well as 13 sets plus
extra plate blocks of C25-31, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

125

HH/H
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HH/Ha
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HH/H
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HH/H

16

U.S., 1968, Massive 13¢ Flag Huck Printing, Plate Block Collection / Accumulation (1622). Adding up to
approximately 560 plate blocks of various plate numbers in various settings and many duplicates, adding up to $1,464
face value. Without a doubt, the most comprehensive plate block collection of this issue that has come on the market in
many years (and likely the only collection of this scope to have ever been formed)., o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., 1982, Bighorn Sheep Booklet, Plate Number Collection (1949a). With one booklet from each of the
26 known booklets, a couple with the better plate number on bottom pane variety, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Durland
$3,149 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., 1992, Columbian Souvenir Sheet Hoard (2624-29). 103 sets of souvenir sheets, most still in original
folders, adding up to face value of 1683.02 of mostly dollar high values, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., 1994-97, Bugs Bunny and Legends of the West, Premium Sheets. 2870 (5 Legends of the West
Pickett error panes) and 3138 (2 panes missing die cut at right), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,230 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Airmail, Plate Number Single and Plate Block Collection, 1918-80. On black dealer approval cards
or glassines with the following highlights: C1 plate block, C2 plate block, C4 block of four with plate number, C6 plate
number single, C7 (40 different plate blocks and 13 duplicate plate blocks), C8 (20 different plate blocks and 9 duplicate
plate blocks), C9 (41 different plate blocks and 6 duplicate plate blocks), C10 (3 plate blocks), C11 (98 plate number
singles), C12 (11 plate blocks), C14 plate number single, C16 (8 different plate blocks and 5 duplicate plate blocks),
C17 (24 different plate blocks and 18 duplicate plate blocks), C19 (24 different plate blocks and 19 duplicate plate
blocks), C20 (12 different plate blocks and 17 duplicate plate blocks), C21 (12 different plate blocks and 8 duplicate
plate blocks), C22 (12 different plate blocks and 6 duplicate plate blocks), C24 (12 plate blocks), C25-31 (8 sets of plate
blocks plus duplicates), C46 (12 plate blocks), a few gum skips or bends, o.g., some hinged, many never hinged,
generally F.-V.F. 2008 Scott $24,468 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Airmail, 1927 10¢ Lindbergh, Plate Block Collection (C10). Of 60 different plate blocks in different
plate numbers or positions, a few gum skips or bends, o.g., some hinged, many never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$5,400 as hinged (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Airmail, 1928 5¢ Beacon, Plate Number Strip and Plate Block Collection (C11). Containing 1,789
different plate blocks, consisting of 1,725 plate blocks of six with either red or blue top, 34 plate blocks with double red
and blue tops and 30 plate blocks with no tops. Probably, the most comprehensive plate number collection of this issue
that has come on the market in many years (and likely the only collection of this level of completion to have ever been
formed), o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2008 Scott $77,240 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Airmail, 1928 5¢ Beacon, Plate Number Strip and Plate Block Accumulation (C11). Containing
many duplicates of the main plate number collection, consisting of 590 plate number strips of three, 757 regular plate
blocks of six, 54 red and blue tops plate blocks of six, 34 no top plate blocks of six, 264 plate blocks of ten, 1 red and blue
tops plate block of ten and 3 no top plate blocks of ten. These are the duplicates of probably the most comprehensive
plate number collection of this issue that has come on the market in many years (and likely the only collection of this
level of completion to have ever been formed)., o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. 2008 Scott
$68,680 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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U.S., Airmail, 1928 5¢ Beacon, Special Paper Variety Collection (C11). In 1928, some paper that was
previously used to print booklet panes was prepurposed to print several stamp issues including some definitives, QE1-3
dry paper varieties, E13 and C11 where the grain of the paper was shifted 90 degrees to cause the stamp impressions to
appear slightly larger. This was documented in an article by Hugh Southgate in the 1939 Congress book, pages 27-32,
and later documented by Robert Rufe in the March 2014 issue of The United States Specialist. In the 2016 Durland lists
these special paper issues, but there is not yet enough data to determine rarity or pricing of these issues. Durland notes
that these stamps can be identified by plate number, but they can also be identified by image size with a plastic
template. This collection contains 5 singles, 12 strips of 3, 29 plate blocks of 6, 6 strips of 5 and 15 plate blocks of 10 of
this special paper issue, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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HH/H
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HH/H
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HH/H
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H/(H)
U.S., Back of the Book, Plate Block and Plate Number Single Accumulation. Each identified and sorted
by plate number in individual glassines, with only minor duplication, with a few highlights that include: C10 plate strips of
8 and 10, C12 plate block of 8, C24 plate block of 20, E5 plate number pair, E6 plate number single, E12 (3 plate number
singles), E14 (11 plate blocks), J38 (9 plate number singles), J38 (4 plate number strips of 3 and 1 plate block), J39 (13
plate number singles and 6 plate strips of 3), J40 (6 plate number singles), J41 (3 plate number singles and 1 plate
number strip of 3), J42 (3 plate number singles and plate block of six), J70 (3 plate blocks of 6), J72 plate block, J74 (5
plate number singles), J87 plate block, K1 (2 plate blocks), K2 (5 plate number singles and 1 plate block), K5 (5 plate
number singles), O4 plate number singles, O38 plate number singles, O40 plate number single, O60 plate number
single, O82 plate number single, O92 plate number single, O93 plate number single, O125 (11 plate number singles
and 3 plate blocks), PR6 plate number single, PR124 (2 plate number singles), Q1 (12 plate blocks), Q12 plate number
single, QE1 (6 plate blocks), QE2 (10 plate blocks), QE3 (6 plate blocks), R154 (12 plate number strips of 3), R170 plate
number single, RW20 (2 plate number singles), RW60 plate block, RW65 plate block, Canal Zone 85 plate block, 86
plate block, 99 plate block, Cuba 221 plate block and Puerto Rico 210 (39 plate number singles). Inventory list available.
Condition is a little mixed, o.g. or without gum, generally F.-V.F. appearance. 2008 Scott $21,153 (Owner’s) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

136

HH/Ha

U.S., Airmail, 1930, 5¢ Winged Globe, Plate Block Collection (C12). 55 different plate blocks in different
plate numbers or positions, a few gum skips or bends, o.g., some hinged, many never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$7,150 as hinged (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Airmail, 1934 50¢ Zeppelin, Plate Block Collection (C18). Of seven different plate blocks in different
plate numbers or positions, a few gum skips or bends, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$4,125 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Airmail, 1938 6¢ Eagle, Massive Plate Number Collection (C23). In five Lighthouse stock books, first
divided into each of the five types and then into plate numbers with a total of 1,544 different pieces with many of the
scarce and rare Y and Z Durland valuations. Total Durland value is $36,535 and Scott value of $14,464 (without
premium for better numbers). An amazing collection that took several decades to assemble that would be fantastic to fill
in your own C23 or airmail collection, or if you have the ambition, to take on the project of completing this phenomenal
work, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Airmail, 1938 6¢ Eagle Plate Number Accumulation (C23). In glassines sorted into plate number
with a total of 1,959 different plate blocks of four and 755 plate number pairs. Durland value is $33,623 and an estimated
value of $3,020 ($4 per pair) for the plate number pairs. A great hoard of plate numbers for the specialist, o.g., some
never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Airmail Special Delivery, Specialized Plate Number Collection (CE1-CE2). The main collection
containing all different plate combinations and positions, containing all of the 12 CE1 top and bottom plate blocks of six
and 207 different CE2 plate blocks of four in various types or plate numbers, plus duplicates. A great collection with high
level of completion including some plate blocks with Y or Z scarcity in Durland, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
generally F.-V.F. Durland $17,363 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., Postage Due, 1959, Matched Plate Block Collection (J88-J104). On black stock pages, containing
the following highlights: J88 26289 set of matched plate blocks, J88 26290 set of matched plate blocks, J88 26292 lower
left plate block, J88 26660 set of matched plate blocks, J88 26661 set of matched plate blocks, J95 26833 upper left and
upper right plate blocks, J98 26290 shiny gum upper left plat block, J98 26289 shiny gum upper left plate block, J98
37876 dull gum lower right plate block, J98 37877 dull gum upper right plate block, J100 35282 shiny gum lower right
plate block. A great collection with a great selection of the difficult ½¢ values, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
generally F.-V.F. Durland $8,323 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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UNITED STATES: Errors, Freaks and Oddities
137

HH
U.S., Duck Stamps, Modern Accumulation. RW65, RW66a, RW67 plate block, RW69 plate block, RW70
plate block, RW71 plate block of 10, RW72 full pane and plate block of 10, RW73 plate block of 10 and single, RW74
plate block, RW74a, RW75 (4 singles), RW75a and RW76a, with a total face value of $1,140, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Errors, Freaks and Oddities
138

HH/H
U.S., Errors, Freaks & Oddities Collection. Hundreds of items, including stamps under-inked, over-inked
and misperforated; gutter snipes and imperforate-between pairs; registration errors, miscut postal cards, etc.; huge
retail value, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

139

HH
U.S., Perforation and Color Shift EFO Stock, 1930’s-80’s. Of 53 pieces (approximately 400 stamps),
consisting of seven miscut Prexy or Liberty booklet panes, 1608 pane of 60 with flame shifted slightly into lamp, 1949
(30 unexploded panes with vertical perforations shifted to the right 50% into next stamp) and various color shifts: 1375,
1433, 1434, 1473, 1529, 1610, 1759, 1838-41, 1938, 2020/2022, C81 and C86, o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

140

HH

141

HH/H

142

HH
U.S., Small Imperfs EFO Selection, 1960’s-90’s. 1059Ac line strip of six, 1509a imperf between, 1618b line
pair with partial plate numbers, 1895a two pairs shifted vertically as well as imperf, 2115a shifted vertically, 2280 strip of
three perforated at right and imperf at left and 3138 Bugs Bunny missing die cut pane, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Color Varieties: Missing Colors, Offset, Ink Smear EFO Stock, 1930’s-90’s. Of 22 pieces
(approximately 110 stamps), consisting of 765 dry print plate block, 811 dry print and ink smear block of 30, 1035 heavy
inking at top plate block of 40, 1509 single and combination pair both missing blue, 1770 bold offset on reverse, 2062b
block of four, 2201b (18 error booklets), 2421 slight dry printing of black engraving, C76a with red shoulder patch
omitted and C88 plate block bold offset on reverse, o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Small EFO Collection. Consisting of: 918 with double impression of Albania lettering, 1284b miscut
booklet pane, 1338g coil single with black engraving dry print, 1395a two panes with diagonal miscut and each showing
plate numbers, 1451a with dramatic black engraving shifted to the right, 1622a plate block of 38 with 8 pairs imperf
between (one of which has tiny perf indent), TDB5 test booklet. Great group of errors with a few very difficult pieces, o.g.,
some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F., ex Nogle (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Airmail and Back-of-the-Book
143

H/m

144

H/m
U.S., Airmail Collection, 1918-91. Mounted on White Ace pages, containing: C1-C6 mint, C13-14 used,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

145

H
U.S., Airmail Collection, 1918-59. With some duplication, C1-6 (3 mint sets plus a few duplicates and 1 used
set), C13 (2), etc., some usual small faults, useful group of these popular issues, F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

18

U.S., Airmail and Special Delivery, Old Time Collection, 1885-1959. Hinged with old time hinges to
quadrille pages, containing used: C1-C2 and C6 blocks of four, C1-C3 (2), C2 flight cover, C3 first trip cover addressed
to England, C4-C6, C4-C6 set of covers, C13, C13 on post card, C14 (2), C14 on post card, C15 first day cover, C18
flight cover, C18 (2), and mint: C1-C3 (2), C2 block of four, C2 left arrow block of four, C3 left arrow block of four, C4
block of four with plate number, C4 block of four with imprint, C4-C6, C5 block of four, C6 block of four, C18, E1 (2), E2
(2), E3 (2), E5 (2), E6 (2), E7 (2), E8 (2), E13 block of four. Collection was formed 80 years ago, condition seems better
than usual, Scott catalog value or retail values over $15,000, please carefully inspect to properly evaluate, generally
F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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H/m
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U.S., Officials & Special Delivery Balance Collection. Collection on pages, mostly mint, includes #O6, O7,
O9, O10-O14, O24, O32-O34, O45, O47-O56, O65, O72-O82 (O79 & O82 used), O93, O102; Special Deliveries
include #E1-E3, E4 used, E5-E7; tremendous catalog value, well worth close inspection, F.-V.F. stamps. Scott $24,800
(photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

151

HH/)

152

H/m

153

H
U.S., Official Seals Hoard. In small box of nice multiples including many booklet panes in quantity,
adhesives and OX38 partial panes of 16, generally F.-V.F., from Myron Hyman Estate. Scott $3,700+ (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Airmail Plate Block Collection, 1926-52. Mounted on stock pages, includes C8 (4), C9, C10, C12,
C24, C31, C46 (2), a nice selection, review & enjoy, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,384.
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Old Time Collection, 1861-1934. Hinged with old time hinges to quadrille pages,
containing used: J1-7, J15-21, J22-28, J38-44, K1-16, K1 block of ten and single and K10 on registered cover to
Argentina via Canada, PR17, PR18, PR20, PR23, PR66, Confederate States 1 (2), 2, 4, and mint: F1 (3), J2-J3, J6,
J15-16, J18-21, J22-28, J31-37, JQ5, K1-18, Q1-12, Q2-5 blocks of four, Q9 block of four, PR1, PR2, PR2a, PR3,
PR3a, PR4, PR6, PR7, PR9-16, PR19, PR26, PR57-62, PR65, PR66, PR71-79, PR81-89, PR61SD, PR63SD,
PR65SD, PR71SD-PR74SD, PR76SD, PR77SD, PR9P4-PR32P4, PR102-3, PR107-13, PR114-25, LO6 (4), RW1,
WV12 block of four, WV13 block of four, Confederate States 1 and 11 plate block of 40. Collection was formed 80 years
ago, expect a little mixed condition among the earlier issues, many nice quality singles, please carefully inspect to
properly evaluate, o.g., hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $56,381 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S., Postage Due Collection, 1879-1978. On Schaubek hingeless pages, containing J7, J27, J33-36, J42,
J55-57, J61-68 and J69-78, o.g. or without gum, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Officials, Old Time Collection, 1873-79. Hinged with old time hinges to quadrille pages, containing
used: O1-7, O9 plus O3 (16 with fancy cancels), O10-12 (3), O14 (3), O17-24 plus duplicates of various values with
fancy cancel, O25-34, O29, O35-45, plus duplicates of fancy cancels, O39, O42, O47-56 plus duplicates with fancy
cancels, O57-66, O58 purple cancel, O58 red cancel, O64 red cancel, O66 red cancel, O66, O68 (2), O95 (2), O102,
O106, O107, O112, and mint: O1-9, O10, O12, O14, O15-16, O18-21, O19 block of four with imprint, O23-24, O23 block
of four, O25-34, O25 pair, O27 pair, O35, O36, O38, O39, O41, O42, O43, O45, O47-56, O57-68, O58-65 pairs, O59,
O64 light green, O65 light green, O67 pair, O72, O76-79, O81, O82, O87, O89-93, O91 pair, O100 block of four (2 NH),
O101, O102, O103, O106 (4), O107 (2), O111, O112, O112 block of four, O114-20, O8S, O9S, O10S-O14S, O16S,
O39S, O57S-O61S, O84S, O35xS, O15P4-O24P4, O25P4-O34P4, O25TC4b//O34TC4b Atlanta (missing 30¢),
O57P4-O71O4 and O72P3-O82P3 set of blocks of four. Collection was formed 80 years ago, expect a little mixed
condition among the earlier issues, much better than usual quality officials you see in collections, many full o.g. and
better cancels, please carefully inspect to properly evaluate, o.g. or without gum, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott
$74,267 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

H/m

U.S., Officials, Modern Collection, 1984-2001. A collection of everything Official, includes postal history,
full sheets of #O127, Souvenir Pages, First Day Covers (some with hand-painted cachets), #O148 imperforate block of
four, plate number blocks of four; a fabulous lot, please examine, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Officials Dealer Stock, 1873-1985. In three stock books of tear sheets, containing mint: O1 (3), O2 (2),
O3, O4, O7 (2), O8, O15 (4), O16 (5), O17 (3), O18, O19 NH and well centered, O19 (3), O20 (2), O21 (2), O22 (2), O23,
O24 (2), O25 (2), O26, O28 (2), O29, O35 (2), O36, O37 (3), O38 (3), O40, O41, O43, O44, O49 block of ten, O51 (3),
O52 (5), O53 (3), O54, O55 (2), O56 (2), O57 (2), O58 (2), O59, O60 (2), O61, O62, O64 (2), O72 (3), O73 (5), O74 (7),
O75 (3), O76 (2), O77 (2), O78 (3), O79 (2), O80 (2), O81, O82 (2), O83 (2), O84 (3), O85 (2), O86, O87 (5), O88, O89,
O90 (14), O91 (16), O92 (7), O93 (4), O100 (2), O106 (3), O109, O119 (14), O120 (3), O121 plate block, O122, O122
block of four with plate number and partial imprint, O124 block of four with plate number and partial imprint, O125 (2),
O125 pair with imprint, O2S, O36S and used: O10, O24 (4), O33, O58, O61, O67, O87 (3), O95 and O112 (2). Some
stamps are misidentified including some of the more expensive items and some items have severe faults, so you should
factor some discount for the lower Scott value, a nice group of this popular area that quickly adds up in Scott value,
generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $49,358 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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U.S., Duck Stamp Collection (RW1-RW69). Desirable selection of 89 better duck stamps; there is a select
complete set of nicely centered singles along with a few in duplication including a single page with a few odd values; the
majority are hand picked top quality stamps that would dress up any dealers stock; a wonderful chance for any serious
collector looking for a choice set to add to their collection, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,174
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

159

H/m
U.S., Revenue, Christmas Seal, Back of the Book and Possessions Collection. In two Scott National
albums, plus many loose album pages and envelopes filled with stamps, the two albums with many perforate and part
perforate, perforated issue nearly complete to $1, R73c, R76c, R79c, R80c, R83c, R87c, R97c, R101c (faulty), R113,
R114, R117, R146, R147, R180, five old photographs with revenue stamps on reverse, a small group of checks, a nice
little group of large cigar stamps, a group of State Revenues including 16 1930’s Florida citrus stamps, a great selection
of Christmas seals, with a few foreign seals, progressive color proofs, 1915 Santa sheet, a page of interesting looking
Christmas seals and charity labels and some early U.S. Christmas seals from 1900’s and 1910’s, condition and
centering are both mixed as usual, a great treasure hunting lot with many unusual items hidden throughout, generally
F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

160

H/m
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m/)
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U.S., Newspaper Collection, 1865-95. On black stock pages and quadrille pages, consisting of: PR1, PR2,
PR3 (2), PR5 (2), PR6 (2), PR7, PR9 (mint and used), PR10 (2), PR11, PR13, PR15 (4), PR57 (2), PR60, PR61, PR62
(2), PR81, PR90 (2), PR91, PR92, PR82 manuscript cancel, PR83 (2 with manuscript cancels), PR83, PR84
manuscript cancel, PR85 manuscript cancel, PR86 manuscript cancel, PR89 manuscript cancel, PR114 (5), PR115
(5), PR116 (4), PR117 (5), PR118 (4), PR119 (4), PR120 (5), PR121 (5), PR122 (4), PR123 (4), PR124 (4), PR125 (6).
Condition and centering are both a little mixed, with many bright and lovely examples of these popular issues, many
o.g., Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $16,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Newspapers, Mostly Mint Collection, 1875-95. Mounted on Scott Specialty pages, containing: PR23,
PR57, PR59, PR64, PR65, PR69, PR70, PR75 special printing privately perforated with PSE certificate, PR77, PR78
special printing privately perforated with PSE certificate, PR79, PR124, PR125 and used PR63 and PR122. Condition
is a little mixed with the occasional fault nice clean pages, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., Revenue and Back-of-the-Book collection (R1//RE55). Well put together revenue collection of over
450 stamps neatly presented on Scott National Album pages with a Scott catalog value in excess of $12,000.00; this
comprehensive collection is strong in First Issue revenues perforated and imperf; with a decent selection of scarcer part
perf issues to be found; the group of 2nd issue revenue stamps is a fabulous grouping - all with great colors and include
better items including R150 - which catalogs for $900.00; there’s a strong section of Wine and Cordials, plus
Documentary, Narcotic, Stock Transfer, and even a few Playing Card stamps; there’s also three pages of entires,
including U40 x (2), and U41; you’ll find many useful items in this premium quality collection, as it hasn’t been stripped of
all the better quality stamps; this is not an album remainder, this is a very nice collection, F.-V.F. Scott $12,000+. (photo
on web site)
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Revenues and Back-of-the-Book Issues. Excellent collection balance, mainly on Scott National
album pages in a Scott binder; especially strong in 1875-1929 Documentaries (no Dated Docs), including R159-160
(used), R161-72 (mint), R166p-172p (mint), R184-188 (mint), R189 (cut cancel), R193-194 (cut), R219 (mint), R224
(used), and R226-227 (cut); also Potato Tax complete mint, Rectification Tax complete used (not punched), RW31 &
RW34 (nint, NH), P.O. Seals, and Christmas Seals (including WX3 & WX6 on covers); also a few miscellaneous Tax
Paids and State Revenues, and even a small collection of Hawaii (Scott $2,000+) that includes a mint 4-margin #6 (part
o.g., light crease) and an unused 4-margin #19 (position 6-A-8 with raised “I” (slightly soiled); all-in-all, quite a
fascinating lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Revenue Collection, 1866-1933. Of mostly beer stamps with some Tobacco, large Special Tax and
Distillery Warehouse, with some better Scott listed stamps consisting of: REA1 cut to shape, REA5 cut to shape,
REA16, REA19, REA21b, REA25c, REA27b, REA31, REA34, REA35, REA43, REA83 and REA94. A great hoard of
these very difficult and popular revenue issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Revenue Stamped Paper Collection, 1773-1882. 34 items on documents, from the very first George
III Tea Tax revenues to the revenue stamped paper used until the late 19th century, mostly stock certificates & checks
on exhibit pages, includes George III Tax Paid Revenue £1, Queen Victoria British Tax Paid Revenue £1, 15/-, 1799
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revenue stamped paper with 4¢ Virginia embossed revenue stamp, a couple more early 19th century revenue stamped
documents, RN-A1 on receipt, embossed revenue paper RM240 on promissory note, embossed revenue stamped
paper RM260c on receipt, RN-HE on check, RN-J4 on check, RN-L5, RN-P5 on bond, RN-U1 on stock certificate,
RN-E4 on a check, beautifully mounted, uncommon material, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
162

HH/H/m

163

m

164

E

165

m

166

U.S., Duck Collection, 1934-2008. In PALO hingeless album and slip case, nearly complete from inception
to 2008 including the self adhesive panes and souvenir sheets, only missing RW72B, some usual gum bends and gum
skips, o.g., never hinged (some selvage may be hinged), generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $7,290 (Owner’s) (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

167

HH/H
U.S., Duck Collection, 1934-78. Mounted on Scott Specialty pages, containing: RW1, RW7, RW32-37,
RW35, RW36, RW39-41 and RW44-45, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

168

H

169

H/)
U.S., Christmas Seal Collection, 1907-78. With #WX1-WX2, WX3, WX4, WX7-WX8; imperforate block and
progressive color proofs of #WX55, WX61, WX64, WX68, WX72, WX76, WX80, WX88, WX92, WX96, WX100,
WX101, WX108, WX112, WX118, WX124; full sheets of #WX24, WX25, WX31, WX32, WX35, WX38, WX39, WX44,
WX49, WX55; two stockbooks of mint singles and blocks of four; and a couple binders with outstanding early usage
covers, F.-V.F., Rudolf never had it so good; examination is suggested (photo on web site). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

170

H/)
U.S., Christmas Seal Collection, 1907-70. Seals galore, with small stockbook of die proofs of #CS29,
CS30, CS31, CS32, CS37, CS47, CS54, CS59, progressive color proofs for #CS52; small stockbook of worldwide
Christmas seals; mint sheet files with complete sheets of 1909, 1917, 1933 and 1935-68 with duplication; also includes
many part-sheets, full sheets of Louisiana & New Orleans seals, covers & postcards with Christmas seals, F.-V.F., a
jolly collection for the Santa enthusiast (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

U.S., Revenues Accumulation, Federal and Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Over a dozen bags,
plus three accordion files/folders filled with Back-of-the-Book; note mainly U.S. Stock Transfer and Documentary
stamps, along with Massachusetts Stock Transfer stamps—all in quantity; an attorney’s accumulation of, according to
the owner, tens of thousands of Reds and Greens; note some higher values, various series years, and handstamp,
perfin and cut cancels; some mint never hinged, some mint disturbed gum, a lot of everything for the Revenuer, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Private Die Proprietary Stamp Collection, 1862-83. Hinged with better quality old time stamp hinged
in old time Donald Mull Private Proprietary Stamps of the United Stamps album, with better values that include: RS4b,
RS20a, RS37b, RS38b, RS40b, RS43a, RS48d, RS49d, RS56d, RS57d, RS65d, RS66a, RS70b, RS73b, RS77a,
RS83a, RS88d, RS99b, RS123b, RS129b, RS129d, RS142d, RS171d, RS172c, RS212c, RS226a, RS237b, RS255d,
RS267e and RT25a. Some usual faults as you typically see with these stamps that were folded along the sides of boxes
and over the tops of bottoms, but overall condition is better than usual with many lovely copies, a great overall collection
in this old time album that will be perfect for expansion, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $7,734 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Match & Medicine: Helmbold Essay and Ephemera Small Collection. On original Joyce pages,
containing two sets of the five different color essays 6c Helmbold Private Die essays (RS109E) as listed in Turner, only
50 sets issued, Scott #146 on Helmbold’s stationary cover and a printers entry from the left side of Butler and Carpenter
order book for the 3¢ and 6¢ proprietary stamps, an amazing unique specialized collection, F.-V.F., ex Joyce (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Match & Medicine, Small Collection, 1862-83. 28 different acquired by a topical collector of “Animals
on Stamps”—24 of the stamps feature Eagles (the others are three deer and a pelican); the seven Match stamps and
three Perfumeries are lower priced, but Medicines include RO12a, RO68b, RO85b, RO100a, RO112P3 (cut close),
RO137a, RO143a & RO179d; typical mixed condition - about Fine for these. Scott $870 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

HH

U.S., Savings / War Savings / Postal Savings Stamp Hoard. In small box of nice multiples including
approximately including several complete booklets, a 3 electric eye at right miscut booklets, 100-200 savings bond
partially filled books including some empty higher denomination books. A great lot for the specialist, generally F.-V.F.,
balance of Myron Hyman Estate (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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U.S., IPSA, Massive Company Archive. 585 sets of sheets of the infamous Protest 0¢-50¢ set, including 0¢
value plus an additional 400 sheets of the 0¢, plus 85 part-sheets of 40 sets (with plate blocks removed) and 350 sets of
blocks of four, adding up to over 34,050 sets, each with a face value of $1.05, totaling $35,750 face, plus hundreds of
loose sets, over 1,000 IPSA covers; archives of the earlier sets including misperfs and various printer’s errors, plus the
IPSA policy and procedure manual, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HH

The Independent Postal System of America (IPSA) was founded in 1968 by Thomas M. Murphy. It was in operation delivering
parcel and bulk mailings in Oklahoma, quickly expanding to 2nd, 3rd & 4th class mailings - catalogs, price lists, small boxes, etc. but not 1st class mail. On November 30, 1971, the IPSA issued a set of stamp-like adhesives (including one with a value of 5 cents
for Christmas cards) for usage on 2nd, 3rd & 4th class mailing with first day covers and cancels similar to USPS designs. The
USPS and the U.S. Letter Carriers Union sought and quickly won a legal injunction, for attempting to deliver 1st class mail. A
federal court judge ruled that the delivery of Christmas cards, even at the discounted rate of 5¢, constituted a 1st class mail
operation. The USPS pushed to have the non-USPS delivery of 2nd, 3rd & 4th class mail declared illegal. A long series on legal
battles commenced with a peak 1974 U. S Court ruling that IPSA could continue to deliver non-1st class mail. This was a banner
decision for the later-to-be UPS, FedEx & other bulk delivery companies, but only one of many legal trips to court for the IPSA. As a
final push to keep the company afloat, IPSA issued this protest set to send 0¢ letters to your local Senator, but litigation forced the
shrinkage and closure of IPSA, who ended services in the late 1970s.

172

U.S., Post Office Year Sets Hoard, 1971-2016. Each year represented in quantities from one to four, with a
total Post Office purchase price of $3,661, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
HH

Assortments
173

HH/H/m U.S., Graded Certificate Selection, 1851-1930. Each with better stamp graded by PSE, PF or PSAG with
sound certificates of authenticity, consisting of mint: 40 without gum as issued, PF graded 80 certificate, 213 o.g. PF
graded 90 certificate, 287 NH PSAG graded 98 certificate, 298 o.g. PF graded 90 certificate, 315 NH PF graded 90
certificate, C15 NH PSAG graded 98 certificate, E2 o.g. PF graded 90 certificate, K14 NH PF graded 80 certificate, O75
o.g. PF graded 85 certificate, O90 o.g. PF graded 85 certificate, Confederate States 8 NH PSE graded 100J certificate,
14 NH PSE graded 100J certificate, used: 7 PSE graded 98J certificate, 89 PSE graded 85 certificate, 96 PF graded 80
certificate, 146 PSE graded 95J certificate, 179 PSAG graded 98J certificate, 223 PSE graded 98 certificate, 492 PSE
graded 95 certificate, 573 PSE graded 98 certificate and PR125 PF graded 85 certificate. High quality graded lot,
starting at a bargain price, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally Very Fine and better. SMQ $30,695 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

174

H/m

175

H/m

176

H/m

22

U.S., Old Time Collectors Stock Book of Better Issues, 1851-1930’s. In old stock book of manila pages,
with many great powerful singles from an old time hoard, some of the notable items include used: 22, 71, 76 (2), 77, 112,
115-119, 160, 165, 166, 505 5¢ error in 2¢ strip of 3, mint: 99 o.g., 127, 129, 131, 217, 228, 237, 239, 242, 243, 275, 288,
291, 292, 323-325, 328 block of four, 330 plate number strip of four, 347 centerline block, 399 block of four, 400A, 403,
421, 429 plate block, 523, 547, 548 plate block, 572 NH block of 10, 572 plate block, 599A pair, 630 and 803-34 (2 sets).
Usual mixed condition and centering, lots of useful material, much used or o.g., generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott
$50,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Group of Premium Singles, 1869-1917. On small black stock card, consisting of mint: 127 with no
gum PSAG certificate, 166, 242 (2), 243, 245, 261, 262, 263, 292 (2), 293, 311, 467 in 2¢ block of six, 505 and used:
122, 262, 243, 244 and 313. Some usual faults and gum problems, but overall many better stamps with high Scott value,
o.g. or without gum, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Group of Better Singles, 1851-1893. Most with recent certificates, consisting of mint: 10A no gum with
PSE certificate, 78b regummed with PSE certificate, 190 part o.g. with APS certificate, 243 NH with PSE certificate, 293
o.g. with PSE certificate, O32 o.g. and used: 64 with PF certificate, 72 PSE graded 70 certificate, 70b with APS
certificate, 85 (two sound stamps with PSE certificates), 85B sound with PSE certificate, 91 with PSE certificate, 95 (2
stamps, both with PSE certificates), 95 (2 stamps with very thin paper variety and each with PSE certificates), 99 (4
stamps each with PSE certificates), 99 (2), 100 (4 stamps each with PSE certificates), 100 (3), 101 with PSE certificate,
120 with scarce red cancel and PSE certificate, 120 with brownish red cancel, 138 with PSE certificate and 243 on
piece. A few typical faults, which most are noted on genuine certificates of authenticity making for easy resale, Very
Good-Very Fine appearance. Scott $41,040 (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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H/m

178

H/m

179

HH/H/m U.S., Group of Better Singles, 1898-1959. On black stock cards, consisting of mint (unless noted
otherwise): 285 block of four, 300 block of four, 334 block of four, 378 pair, 397 block of four, 398 (4), 427 block of four,
612 four singles and block of four, 617-19 block of four, C13, C13 used, C14 used, K1 block of seven, K1 strip of three,
Q4 block of four, Q10 mint and used, RW26 (2). Some small faults and many better quality items, o.g., some never
hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

180

H/m

181

H

182

HH/H

183

H/m/)

184

m

185

HH/H
U.S., Group of Better Issues, 1920’s-30’s. 551-73 (all NH except 573 which is VLH), 756-65 wide top plate
blocks and 730-1, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,234 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

186

HH/H

187

H

U.S., Collectors Duplicates of Better Singles, 1847-1938. In small blue stock book of premium stamps,
consisting of mint: 30A, 112 (2), 113 (2), 115, 121, 151, 162, 235, 240, 288 (4), 291 (2), nice little group of Washington /
Franklins in various perforations, 526 (5 blocks of four and plate block of six), C13, C1-C6, C1, C18, group of mint
banknote postage dues up to 30¢, K16, K18, O26, O28, O30, O31, O33, O94, O106, PR92 with PF certificate, PR94
with PF certificate, Q2 plate block and Q3 block of six with “THREE” imprint and used: 1, 28 (2), 14, 113 (5), 116, 119,
241, 242, 278 and 312. Overall quality is a little mixed with some small faults and usual gum issues with many better
quality stamps that has the potential to generate decent profits, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $41,000+ (photo on
web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Collection of 16 Better PSE Graded Stamps, 1913-71. 537 NH graded 98, 552 NH graded 98, 554
NH graded 98, 603 NH graded 95, 605 pair NH graded 98, 606 pair NH graded 98, 610 NH graded 98, 618 NH graded
98, 621 NH graded 98, 627 NH graded 98, 632 NH graded encapsulated 98, C8 NH graded 98, C9 NH graded 98, Q2
used graded 95J, Q5 used graded 95J and RW38 NH graded 98., Superb. SMQ $3,280 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Selection of Unused and Used Odd and Ends, 1842-1980’s. On black stock pages, with a great
plethora of stamps, a few highlights include (used unless noted otherwise): 77, 113 (10), 117, 149, 151, 152, 153, 160,
165, 229, 331 mint plate block, 375 mint plate block, C1-3 mint, Q12 mint and 6LB3. Usual mixed condition and
centering, a great little group of mostly classical issues with a few useful and meaty items at an inexpensive price,
generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $14,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Collection of Better PSE Graded Superb 98 3¢ Commemoratives 1940’s to 1950’s. 52 different
stamps each encapsulated and graded Superb 98 in grey PSE holder boxes, consisting of: 923, 924, 937, 938, 939,
940, 943, 944, 945, 946, 947, 949, 952, 953, 954, 956, 958, 959, 961, 962, 966, 976, 982, 983, 987, 988, 989, 995, 1002,
1004, 1008, 1014, 1015, 1016, 1021, 1025, 1027, 1029, 1067, 1068, 1072, 1073, 1078, 1082, 1084, 1085, 1090, 1091,
1092, 1093, 1033 and 1100, Superb. SMQ SUP 98; $2,780 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Desirable Group of Better Stamps. Handsome group of 10 different better issues, including 10X1 no
gum, 161 disturbed o.g., 212 N.H., 214 & 217 o.g., 294-5 N.H., 298 o.g. gum crease, 311 regummed, and 6LB5 used
with internal tear, overall a very nice group, #6LB5 with 2006 PF certificate, handsome group of 10 different better
issues, including 10X1 no gum, 161 disturbed o.g., 212 N.H., 214 & 217 o.g., 294-5 N.H., 298 o.g. gum crease, 311
regummed, and 6LB5 used with internal tear, overall a very nice group, #6LB5 with 2006 PF certificate, F.-V.F. Scott
$2,197 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Powerful Little Selection, 1851-1945. Used 9, 17, mint White Plains sheet, illustrated stock certificate
for The Lehigh Coal Co, 1886 The Cumberland Collector magazine, checks with revenues, 1941 pass to the 1941
House of Representatives, revenues, please examine this jewel, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Slabbed Definitive Selection, 1895-1930. A total of 116; includes #252, 267, 279B &
Washington-Franklins, grades run from F.-V.F., please inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S., Small Investment Selection, 1894-1979. On Vario pages or small black approval cards, sold as
investments by “Philatelic Investments”, consisting of: 248, 320 pair, 337, 512 block of four, 548 plate block, C10a and
Q5. Condition is mixed with some decent useful singles, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Offer

U.S., Miscellaneous Stamps, 1930’s. In one book with much mint, with singles, blocks, plate blocks and
souvenir sheets and a few better airmails, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer
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U.S., Mint Selection, 1851-87. Postal Commemorative Society small portfolios, consisting of 119, 120 used,
832-834 mint plate blocks, E1 mint and Great Britain 1 used, some faults among the older stamps, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Offer
H/m

Accumulations
189

H/m

190

HH/H

191

HH

192

HH/H

193

m

194

HH
U.S., 3¢ Purple Commemoratives to Early WWII Mint Sheets 1934-1943 (737//908). Consisting of: 737
(17), 738 (12), 739 (11), 741 (23), 744 (2 partial sheet of 36, missing straight edge copies), 745 (7 partial sheet of 36,
missing straight edge copies), 747 (1 partial sheet of 36, missing straight edge copies), 748 (1 partial sheet of 36,
missing straight edge copies), 772 (17), 773 (14), 774 (17), 775 (14), 776 (11), 777 (15), 782 (14), 783 (16), 784 (4), 795
(5), 796 (7), 798 (6), 799 (5), 800 (5), 801 (5), 802 (5), 835 (6), 836 (8), 837 (6), 838 (5), 854 (4), 855 (4), 857 (10), 858 (8),
887 (1), 891 (1), 896 (9), 897 (3), 898 (4), 899 (72), 900 (3), 902 (8), 903 (8), 904 (18), 905 (7), 907 (21) and 908 (11),
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach. Brookman 737//908; $11,674 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

24

U.S., High Scott Value Accumulation, 1845-1870. One double sided stock page of expensive singles, mint:
9X1e, 9, 14, 86, 91, 100 split grill, 115, 119, 130, 132, 134, used: 16, 70c, 85, 85B and 90. Condition is mixed, with the
occasional misidentified or removed cancel, tremendous catalog value, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web
site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Large Multiple Accumulation, mostly from 1910’s to 1930’s. In two large mint sheet file albums
containing: four large 383 arrow and plate blocks, 540 (two sheets, with perf separations), a couple partial Washington
coil waste sheets, 543 (4 sheets), plus a couple unidentified 1¢ Washington sheet, 575 which used to be a complete
sheet of 400, but has now been separated into several blocks, 577 complete pane of 400, 610 (3 sheets), 611 (3 large
blocks containing plate blocks and arrow blocks), 612 (2 sheets), 614 (2 sheets), 615 (1 sheet), 703 (2 sheets), full
sheets from Army Navy set including two 5¢ West Point and approximately a half dozen 5¢ Naval Academy, C10 plate
block of 25, E12 plate block of 24 and some mixed airmail and 1950’s commemoratives, a useful Wholesale collection
with many sound stamps in large quantity, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $48,000+ (Owner’s) (photo
on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

U.S., Massive Collector’s Hoard of Singles, Blocks & Plate Blocks, 1934-2015. Well organized (to us in
nine large file drawers), including thousands of plate blocks, blocks and singles beginning with the 1934 Parks issue;
contains reasonable quantities of all the scarce commemoratives up to 2015 in blocks and plate blocks, including some
imperforates; the section from 1965-2015 contains $6800 in face value by itself, plus much more pre-1965; earlier
plates include #740 (4), 741 (6), 742 (4), 743 (2), 744 (2), 745 (3), 746 (2), 747 (2), 748 (2), 749 (2), 753 (2), 754 (5), 755
(5), 756-765 plus position pieces including some isses with centerline blocks, 771, 803-833, 859-893, 906, C25-C30,
C46, plus blocks and scrap of the Prexies, Famous Americans, Parks perforated and imperforate, Farleys and more;
nice range of Officials and Dues are not counted in face; definitives, high-values and self-adhesives are noted, F.-V.F.,
a great lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Large Accumulation, 1875-1930’s. Singles, large multiples and many 2¢ red sheets, with better items
that include: 43TC4d, 212, 216, 219-23, 225, 231-38, 240, 253, 256, 287, 288, 295-97, 303, 306, 307, 415, 416, 424-29,
435, 500, 541, 571, 581-91, 591, 617-19 block of 4, 645 five complete sheets, 646 two complete sheets of 100, 647
complete sheet, 647-48 blocks of 4, 657 sheet, 688 complete sheet, 690 complete sheet, 702 sheet with large printing
flaw across two stamps, 717 two complete sheets, C1 centerline block, C1, C5, C6, C10a, E6 (2), E8, F1 (2), J40, J66,
JQ2 (2), O75 (2), O89 (3 NH), Q8, QE1 (2 plate blocks), QE2 plate block, QE3 (2 plate blocks), a couple partial rolls of 1¢
Washingtons, some National Parks blocks. Some usual faults among 19th century, but overall condition appears
mostly sound with many great useful 2¢ red sheets, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., Used Accumulation, 1851-88. Approximately 200 stamps, organized neatly by Scott number on black
stock pages with many better containing: 7 (2), 9 (3), 15 (2), 17, 25 (2), 30, 30A (2), 36B (3), 37 (3), 38 (3), 63 (3), 64B, 68
(3), 69 (3), 70 (3), 71 (4), 75 (3), 76 (3), 77 (3), 78 (3), 86, 92 (5), 93 (6), 89 (2), 95, 96 (3), 97 (5), 98 (6), 100, 112 (3), 113
(2), 115 (3), 116 (3), 117 (3), 119 (3), 123, 134, 135 (2), 149 (3), 151 (3), 152 (2), 153 (3), 154 (2), 155 (3), 160 (3), 162
(3), 163 (4), 165 (4), 166 (5), 190 (3) and 218 (3). Condition and centering are both mixed, with plenty of value for
breakdown, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $41,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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U.S., 1¢-50¢ Columbians (230-240). A large and useful accumulation of 150 stamps of varying quantities of
each, excellent group for the on line seller, o.g., disturbed o.g. or part o.g.; various faults, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott
$11,459 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

198

HH

199

HH
U.S., Washington Bicentennial Wholesale Group of Sheets. 704 (2), 705 (2), 706, 707 (5), 709 (3), 710
(3), 711, 712, 713 (3), 714 (2) and 715 (2), a few tiny selvage flaws, but overall condition is mostly clean and fresh, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach. Scott $7,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

200

H/(H)
U.S., 1890, 1¢-90¢ Accumulation (219-229). A substantial and useful accumulation of the 1890 issue,
varying quantities of each, many with o.g.; faults, some serious, V.G.-Fine, a good opportunity for the on-line seller.
Scott $7,830 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

201

(H)
U.S., 1893, 1¢-50¢ Columbians (230-240). Varying quantities of each stamp totaling 62 in all, useful stock
for the bargain book, unused or regummed; faults, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $6,248 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

202

(H)

203

HH/H

204

HH/H

205

HHa

206

m
U.S., Accumulation, 1861-66 (63, 68-73, 75-78). Various quantities of each, some attractive examples
present, various cancels; faults, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $6,700+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

207

m

208

m

U.S., Plate Block and Multiple Hoard, 1894-1940. In large plastic sheets containing large blocks, plate
blocks, souvenir sheets and the occasional ephemera, with a few items of note consisting of: 264 plate block of 8, 370
block of 35, 513 block of 12, 565 (18 plate blocks), 614-616 plate block, 628 (6 plate blocks), 628 plate block of 16, 630 (3
souvenir sheets), 670 plate block of 70, 768 (81 cross gutter blocks), 893 (7 plate blocks of 20), C12 (6 plate blocks),
C20-22 set of plate blocks and C24 plate block, condition appears mostly sound, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Used Accumulation, 1945-2000. Over 300,000 used stamps, neatly packed in bank boxes, packed in
hundreds and identified, excellent for packet makers, a careful examination is required, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Full Sheet Accumulation, 1924-74. In old time stock book, containing: 614, 629, 646, 649, 708, some
early 3¢ purples, 3¢ commemoratives to the 1950’s and some Overrun countries and some face value postage, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. Brookman $4,822 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Unused Classics Accumulation, 1852-88. With some duplication, without gum, some regummed,
few with o.g. especially later issues; faults, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $9,300+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Accumulation of Scarce Modern Issues, 1960’s-2000. Nice wholesale group of the great modern
scarce items that are missing from many modern collection, containing: 1384 set of the four different precancel plate
blocks (plus two duplicate plate blocks), 1384 set of the four different precancel sheets (plus two duplicate sheets),
2201b (2 panes in booklet with black omitted), 2870 (3 Recalled Legends panes), 3014 (2 plate number strips of 15),
3095b (2 River Boat special die cut panes), 3138 (3 Bugs Bunny panes without die cut on single), C1 used block of four
with plate number and Scott $190 worth of Official plate blocks, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., 1940 Famous Americans Plate Block Accumulation. #859-893, includes three complete sets, plus
(over 500+) plate blocks in glassines, terrific material for the internet, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $4,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., 1934, 1¢-10¢ National Parks Perf’d Accumulation (740-749), five sets of partial sheets of 36. With
straight edges removed from both sides to only yield the useful stamps from each set of sheets, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach. Scott $3,060 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

U.S., Useful Pictorial Accumulation, 1869 (112-117, 119). With much duplication of the 2¢ and 3¢ values
representing many different shades, various cancels with some premium and interesting ones present; faults,
V.G.-Fine. Scott $4,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Substantial Accumulation of Banknote Issues, 1870-88 (134//217). Much duplication with many
attractive stamps included, various cancels; faults, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $5,700+.
Estimate $500 - 750
www.kelleherauctions.com
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U.S., Wholesale Plate Block Accumulation, 1910’s-50’s. Mostly sorted into glassines, containing 614-16,
614 (2), 617-19, 628, 649-50, 740-49, 756-65 and C10 adding up to $2,293 Scott value plus $178 face value postage of
2 ½¢ and 4 ½¢ plate blocks from the Liberty issue bundled in hundreds, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., 1947 CIPEX Souvenir Sheet Hoard (948). 2,755 sheets, face value $413.25, what was examined was
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,515 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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U.S., Airmail, Accumulation of First Sets, 1918-23. C1 (1), C2 (1), C3 (8), C4 (16) and C5 (31), most
appear sound, o.g., several never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $3,312 (photo on web site). Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S., Airmail, 1926-27, Map & Planes Plate Block Accumulation (C7-C9). Untouched and kept in clean
glassine envelopes to preserve freshness. C7 (5 plate blocks and 3 blocks of four with plate numbers), C8 (15 plate
blocks and 1 block of four with plate number), C9 (6 plate blocks and 1 block of four with plate number), o.g., never
hinged; some usual small gum skips, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach. Scott $1,587 (photo on web site). Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., 1893, 3¢-50¢ Columbians (232-240). A substantial and useful group of over 180 used Columbians of
varying quantities of each stamp, excellent study group or useful as stock, various cancels; mostly small faults, Very
Good-Very Fine. Scott $4,887 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., 1943-44 Overrun Countries Accumulation (909-921). Wholesale group of 10 sets of sheets, face
value alone is $325, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., 1943-44 Overrun Countries Accumulation (909-921). Wholesale group of 10 sets of sheets, face
value alone is $325, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., 1943-44 Overrun Countries Accumulation (909-921). Wholesale group of 3 sets of sheets, plus the
odd values of sheets: 910 (11), 911 (11), 912 (9), 913 (9), 914 (9), 915 (9), 917 (8), 918 (4), 919 (4), 920 (7), 921 (4),
Korpa (1), face value alone is $312.50, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., “TWO CENTS” Washington Mail-O-Meter Singles Accumulation. 33 used singles (numbers 344 or
384), on or off piece, condition is a little mixed, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Offer
U.S., Face Value and Slight Premium Accumulation. In a large mint sheet file album and 24 small plate
block books with some highlights that include: 225, Q9, a stock book of mostly 3¢ commemoratives including 746 and a
3¢ purple sheet and approximately $200-$400 worth of face value postage, a nice little old time holding, o.g., some
never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer
U.S., Airmail, 1930, 5¢ Winged Globe (C12). Wholesale group of 7 complete sheets, o.g., never hinged,
generally F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach. Brookman C12; $6,825 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

U.S., Airmail, 1918-23, First and Second Issues Accumulation (C1-C6). C1 (43), C2 (18), C3 (6), C4 (81),
C5 (14) and C6 (14), great wholesale group of this popular set; a few small faults, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach. Scott $3,706
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Dealers Stocks
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U.S., Dealer Stock, 1847-2000’s. In eight stock books of tear sheets, containing mint: 35, 36, 73, 148, 154
(2), 222, 223, 232 (6), 233 (4), 234 (7), 235 (5), 236 (10), 237 (6), 238 (6), 239 (4), 240, 287 (4), 288 (2), 289 (3), 290,
296, 297 (2), 298 (3), 299 (2), 302, 304 (3), 306, 308 (2), 325 (2), 342, 516 (4), 538a block, 540 (2 blocks of four), 540a
block, 572, 573, 581-91 and used 1, 9, 17, 62B (faulty), 67 (clipped perfs at top), 69 (2), 76 (2), 78 (2), 89, 92 (2), 98, 113
(8), 116, 117, 119, 120, 149, 151, 152 (2), 154 (2), 160 (3), 162, 163 (2), 165, 190 (3), 208 (2), 217, 229 (2), 238 (4), 239
(4), 240 (2), 275 (3) and 291. Some stamps are misidentified including some of the more expensive items, some mint
stamps have removed cancels or gum issues and some items have severe faults including some cuts and missing
pieces, so you should factor some discount of Scott value, still the majority of the stamps are correctly identified and
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properly cataloged so there is substantial Scott value that will yield decent profit if you break down efficiently, much
F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $79,051 (photo on web site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
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U.S., Dealer’s Stock of 2¢ Red to Farley Complete Sheets, 1926-34 (627//736). Bright fresh set of sheets
consisting of: 627 (2), 629 (2), 643 (3), 644 (2 sheets and 2 partial sheets missing straight edge stamps), 645 (5 and 4
partial sheets that are missing straight edge stamps), 646 (3), 649 (5), 650 (1 sheet and 2 partial sheets that are missing
straight edge stamps), 654 (4), 655 (1), 657 (2 and 2 partial sheet that is missing straight edge stamps), 680 (7), 681 (2
sheets and 2 partial sheets missing straight edge stamps), 682 (3 and 1 partial sheet missing straight edge stamps), 683
(5), 688 (5), 689 (7), 690 (12), 702 (6), 704 (23), 716 (5), 717 (4), 718 (2), 719 (1), 724 (2), 725 (4), 726 (3), 727 (4), 728
(12), 729 (8), 732 (4), 733 (7), 734 (2) and 736 (4), o.g., never hinged; 647 with corner selvage missing at top left, a
couple light selvage creases on 648, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach. Brookman $19,699 for full sheets (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

U.S., Dealer Back of Stock of Mostly Mint Issues, 1894-1931. On manila stock pages, full of duplicated
stamps with many never hinged and many great fine to very find stamps, containing: 255 (2), 256 (4), 257, 268 (9 singles
and plate number strip of 3), 269 (4 singles and plate number strip of 3), 270 (5 singles and plate number strip of 3), 271
(3), 272 (1 single and plate number strip of 3), 273 (1 single and plate number strip of 3), 275, 282C (2), 284 (2), 285 (26),
286 (16), 287 (12), 288 (5), 289 (13), 290 (4), 303 (7), 306 (2), 307 (7), 308 (3), 309, 323 (5), 324 (3), 328 (5), 329 (4), 330
(6), 339 (5), 369 (2), 378 (6 singles and plate number strip of 3), 379 plate block, 383 large star plate blocks, 405 (2 plate
blocks), 406 (2 plate blocks), 407, 414 (3), 416 (2), 426 block of 15, 481-82 several large blocks, 498 plate block, 499 (2
plate blocks), 515 (2), 516 (3), 518 (2 blocks of four), 528B block of six, 538 (7 blocks of four and 20 singles), 540 (5
blocks of four), 541 (2 blocks of four), 542 (3 blocks of four), 550 (8 singles and block of four), 565 plate block, 567 block
of four, 568 block of four, 575 and 576 large multiples, 591 (block of four and 3 singles), 612 (2 blocks of four), 611 large
multiples, 614 (21), 615 (34), 616 (16), 617 (10), 618 (3 blocks of four and 1 plate block), 617 (5 blocks of four), 621 (4
blocks with arrows or plate positions), 627 (2 plate blocks), 628 (11), used: 260 (4), 261 and 534B two type II Schermack
singles. Condition is a little mixed, but overall most of the stamps are sound with many decent singles of popular mint
issues, with Washington / Franklins and other decent definitive issues, a good lot for breaking down for individual retail
sale, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $53,420 (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Dealer Stock of Mint and Used 19th and Early 20th Century. On dealer stock pages and “102" cards
in quantity in small box, containing: 36b, 63 (5), 67, 69 (3), 70/78 (7), 71 (5), 72 (clipped perfs), 73 (10), 73 cover, 76 (11),
77 (5), 78 (19), 87, 87 cover, 90, 92, 93 (4), 97 (2), 100, 117, 165/190 (34), 166, 191, 208a, 217 (4), 328-30 mint, E1 (2),
Confederate States 7 on cover, condition and centering are mixed, most stamps are correctly identified with plenty of
useful higher Scott singles adding up to decent Scott value, plus as a bonus you will find a little over $200 worth of face
value postage in mint sheets, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $30,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

U.S., Old Time Dealer Stock, 1857-1960. In two old ELBE stock books from old time stamp dealer estate,
neatly organized by issue, containing some notable items: 24, 113, 214, 280 (6), 230 (5), 231 (14), 232 (17 several of
which are NH), 233 (7), 234 (9), 235 (12, many NH), 236 (9, some NH), 237 (2), 285 (5 and 2 blocks of four), 286 (2), 287
(block of four), 288 (2), 289 (2), 290, 294 (10), 295 (9 and 1 block of four), 296 (6), 297 (6), 298 (4), 299 (2), 306 (3), 323
(2), 324 (16, some NH), 325 (3), 328 (7), 329 (11 and block of four), 330 (3), 346 block of four, 367 (6 and 2 blocks of
four), 368 (2 and a block of four), 370 (15 and a block of four), 372 (20 and 2 blocks of four), 373 (4), 390 (6 pairs), 397 (9
and a block of four), 400 (2), 401 (12), 415, 483 (7 blocks of four), 494 (5 pairs and a line pair), 495 (9 pairs and a line
pair), 497 (7 pairs), 507 (5 blocks of four), 515 (2), 516 (2), 517, 526 (mostly NH, 3 blocks of six and 2 blocks of four),
528B (3 mostly NH blocks of four), 537 (15 and 1 block of four), 550 (3), 568 (6 singles and 3 blocks of four), 569 (4
singles and 2 blocks of four), 570 (5 singles and block of four), 572 (3), 623 (block of four with plate number and plate
block of six), 591 (block of four), 617 (63), 618 (40), 619 (11 and 1 block of four), 621 (5 and a block of four), 648 (3 and 3
blocks of four), 658-79, 663 plate block, C1 (3), C2 (single and block of four), C3 (3 and block of four with plate number
and red top), C4 (20 and 2 blocks of four), C5 (8 and block of five with plate number), C6 (5), C11 (20+), C21-C22 (19 of
each), C24 (17), Q1 (13), Q2 (6 and 4 blocks of four), Q3 (7 and block of four), Q4 (2), Q5 (4), Q6 (3 and a block of four),
Q7 (2), Q8 (3), Q9, a few postage due banknote issues, E3, E6 (2), E7 (3), E11 (10 and a block of four), F1 (2), E12 block
of four and E13 block of four. Overall condition is generally sound, with many never hinged and many better centered
singles among the early 20th century issues, o.g., a few early no gum, but overall some never hinged / some hinged,
generally F.-V.F. appearance, ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000
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U.S., Premium Mint Sheet Inventory, 1924-57. A wonderful high-quality holding of 177 different mint sheets
housed in a Scott sheet album; we note a plethora of better, all apparently hand-picked for quality, including #614,
617-618, 627, 643-646, 649-650, 654, 655 (2), 657, 680-683, 688-690, 702, 708-709, 717 (2), 718-719, 720, 724-729,
732-734, 736-738, 739 (2), 740-749 (Parks), 756-765 sheets of 50; twelve different Farley Special Printings (no gum as
issued) ranging from 120-225 stamps and including #754-758, 765-771 (these have a few minor edge wrinkles but are
all fresh); 785-794, 803-822, 824, 826-829, 835-838, 852-858, 859-867; Airmails include #C8, C17, C20, C25-C30 and
C46, F.-V.F. or better throughout. Scott $16,000 ++ (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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U.S., Balance of Old Time Dealers Better Duplicates Used Stock. In old envelopes that have been sitting
dormant for many decade’s, with some highlights: 475 (116), 476 (88), 478 (159), 479 (7), 480 (1 block of four and 1
block of six), 497 (10 line pairs), 524 (12), 547 (28), 572 (142, 1 block of 15 and 2 blocks of 20), 573 (80), C1 (51), C2
(33), C3 (18 and 1 block of four), C4 (18), C5 (24), C6 (20), C12 (5 used plate blocks), C13, C18, E1, E2 (138), E3 (9), E4
(27) and E6 (102), some usual mixed condition as you would expect to see with these old time dealer stock, very high
Scott catalog value, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $38,916 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

U.S., Dealer Stock, 1901-31. 294 (block of nine with plate number), 295 (15), 314 plate block, 325 plate
number pair, 329 2 blocks of six with plate numbers and imprints, 344V 20 vertical pairs, 367 (30), 370 plate block of six,
2 blocks of six with plate numbers and 1 plate number strip of 3 (96 stamps in singles and blocks of four), 371 plate block
of six, 372 (20 in various block positions), 383 (88 stamps in blocks of various positions), 390 (19 pairs and 1 line pair),
397 two blocks of six with plate numbers, 408 (10 blocks of four and 2 blocks of 10), 409 (3 blocks of four and 3 blocks of
six), 441 (12 pairs), 448 (15 pairs), 481 (182 in pairs and blocks), 482 (2 plate blocks and 74 stamps in singles and
blocks of four), 483 (1 pair and 4 blocks of four), 484 (1 pair and 1 arrow block of 8), 495 (14 pairs), 496 (24 pairs), 526
block of four, 530 plate block, 548 (16 blocks of four), 548 (14 singles and 12 blocks of four), 631 (56 singles and 32
blocks of four), 633 (2 plate blocks), 634 (56 electric eye plate blocks of 10), 635 (5 plate blocks), 636 plate block, 637
(15 plate blocks), 638 (3 plate blocks), 639 (2 plate blocks), 640 (13 plate blocks), 641 (18 plate blocks), 642 (10 plate
blocks), 692 (6 plate block), 693 (2 plate blocks), 694 (2 plate blocks), 695 (3 plate blocks), 696 (6 plate blocks), 697 (2
plate blocks), 698 (3 plate blocks), 699 (3 plate blocks), 700 (2 plate blocks), 701 plate block, condition is mostly sound,
untouched and kept in clean glassine envelopes to preserve freshness., o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F., ex
Klotzbach. Scott $16,200+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., Old Time Dealer Stock of 2¢ Red’s Blocks and Plate Blocks, 1926-32. In old envelope from the
original dealer with glassine interleaving between plate blocks, consisting of: 627 (23 plate blocks, 24 blocks of with
plate number), 629 (50), 643 (30), 644 (33), 645 (15), 646 (2), 649 (10), 650 (20), 651 (14), 654 (18), 655 (1), 656 (50
pairs, some of which are line pairs), 657 (14), 680 (10), 681 (9), 682 (14), 683 (9), 689 (15), 690 (31), 716 (14) and 717
(16). Condition is generally sound, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

U.S., Dealer Stock of 3¢ to 4¢ Commemorative Sheets, 1944-55 (922/1167). Clean sheets that have been
kept in file boxes since the sheets were issued in two file boxes with a total face value of $2,670, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Dealer Stock of Blocks and Plate Blocks, 1936-86 (772//2201, C25//C98). Regular issue and airmail
blocks and plate blocks in 18 shoe boxes (mostly 3¢ to 5¢, with a couple of the boxes containing plate blocks from the
1960’s to 1980’s and a box of airmail issues), a great old time stock for the plate number collector or for dealer to break
down. Be sure to bring your calculator to count the high the face value here., o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Old Time Dealer Stock of Coil Pairs, Blocks and Plate Blocks, 1920’s-1930’s. Regular issue and
airmail blocks and plate blocks: 598 (89 pairs), 632 (84 plate blocks), 634 (168 plate blocks), 645 (196), 685 (13 plate
blocks), 686 (20 pairs and 17 line pairs), 702 (150 plate blocks), 703 (24 plate blocks), 710 (98), 712 (174), 718 (112),
719 (224) and 724 (490), a great old time stock for the plate number collector or for dealer to break down. Be sure to
bring your calculator to count the high the face value here., o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach.
Scott approximately $9,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., Stock of Better Singles, 1861-1975. Still mounted on Parcel Poste Company auction cards from over
35 years ago, containing used: 63, 89, 90, 91, mint: 232 (2), 235 (2), 237-39, 290 and 294 block of four. The 35+ catalog
values add up to $2,725. A lovely group of attractive singles, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Dealer Stock of Early Sheets, 1923-26 (551//632). Consisting of: 551 (4), 610 (1 with right two rows of
stamps removed), 614 (3 and partial sheet of 36), 615 (2 and partial sheet of 36), 617 (2), 618 (1), 619 (1), 632 (2)., o.g.,
mostly never hinged, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach. Brookman $6,265 for the full sheets (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Dealer’s Stock of National Parks Imperf, 1935 (756-65). Many hundreds of Farley Parks &
imperforate issues, with singles, pairs, blocks of four, centerline blocks of four, side arrow blocks of four, also 766 & 767
with blocks of four, 768-770 includes gutter pairs and crossed gutter blocks of four, and 771 with arrow & guideline
blocks of four, a marvelous lot with enormous potential, inspection elicited, without gum as issued, F.-V.F. Scott $5,600
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Dealer Stock, 1883-98. 213 block of four, 230 3 blocks of four, 231 4 blocks of four, 232 4 blocks of four
and 2 blocks of six, 233 block of four, 236 block of four, 264 block of four, 285 2 plate blocks of four, 1 plate number strip
of 3, 1 corner margin block of four, untouched and kept in clean glassine envelopes to preserve freshness., o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach. Scott $5,243 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Dealer Stock of Farley Souvenir Sheets, 1933-34 (730//751). Consisting of: 730 (50 and 2 used), 731
(55), 735 (69), 750 (80) and 751 (16), o.g., mostly never hinged or without gum as issued, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach. Scott
$5,480 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Dealers Old Time Stock of Farley Issues, 1933-35 (732//767a). In shoe box filled with singles, blocks
of four and plate blocks, in quantity ranging from one to a couple hundred of each block of plate block, untouched and
kept in clean glassines and small envelopes to preserve freshness., o.g. (mostly never hinged) or without gum as
issued, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach. Scott $7,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Dealer Stock and Balance, 1906-60’s. In a stock book of tear sheets containing mint plate blocks:
740-49 set, C7-C9 set, C10, C12, C20-22, C25-C31 and C46 (4), a small box of 1930’s-1950’s plate blocks in glassines,
a stock book of 1930’s issues, 314 block of four, 331 NH block of 20, 373 NH block of 15, 512 NH block of 12, 540 NH
block of 30, 611 (5 blocks in various margin positions), 756-65 set of blocks, C3 mint, C3 on flight cover, plus a box of
United Nations New York postage in glassines and stock book sorted by issue, quickly adding up in face value,
generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Small Dealer Stock of Modern Issues, 1920’s-1980’s. On dealer tear sheets and black stock pages,
with the following highlights: 803-34 (two sets of singles), plate blocks: 618 with some exceptionally well centered
stamps, 628, 704-15 set, 1030-52 set to $1, 1278-95, 1581-1612, C7 (2), C8 (2), C10, C10 VF/XF, C21-C22, C24, $410
face value worth of $5 to $12.50 duck stamps and some slight premium blocks and souvenir sheets, generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site)
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Dealer Stock of Used Stamps, 1861-1970’s. Sorted by issue in small envelopes in nine shoe boxes,
with some better stamps that include: 2 or 3 dozen 65’s, approximately a dozen 114’s, hundreds of banknotes, 205
(30+), 211 (40+), 233 (10+), 235 (8), hundreds of Washington / Franklins, lots of 2¢ reds, some early Special Deliveries,
Dues including some early banknote dues, revenues, Wine stamps and Bureau precancel group sorted by
denomination. Usual mixed condition as you typically see of these older used stocks, generally F.-V.F. appearance, ex
Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Old Time Used Stock, 1851-1950’s. In two stock books of loose manila pages, a stock book of
approval pages and an old time spring back stock book, containing: 113 (2), 115, 117 (6), 151, 154, 229, 238 (7), 239
(5), 399 block of four, 523, C1 (4), C2 (2), C3 (4), C4 (11), C5 (7) and C6 (8), stamps are used, so expect usual mixed
condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance, ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., 1936 Army Navy Wholesale Sheet Stock (785-94). Consisting of: 785 (10), 786 (7), 787 (8), 788 (3),
789 (5), 790 (8), 791 (3), 792 (8), 793 (3) and 794 (3), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach. Brookman 785-94;
$1,382 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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U.S., Back of the Book Stock. On dealer stock cards and tear sheets, with highlights that include: J7, J18
with PF certificate, a lovely group of better locals, J22 plate number strip of six, O71 forgery, PS11-15, PS15, WS7-10
plate blocks, R81a pair, RW10, RW15, RW23, RW36, RW38, RW58, RW56 plate block, Postage Currency PC7,
Confederate States 1 (2 unused singles and a used pair), a fascinating pair of Main St. Savings Bank and Trust Co.
advertising stamps, some mixed condition, a fascinating miscellaneous hodge podge, generally F.-V.F. appearance
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., Farley Dealer Stock, 1933-35. Dealer stock on large tear ages, all identified and priced, includes
singles, pairs, blocks, gutter pairs, gutter blocks, line pairs, center line blocks, arrows and plate blocks, nice variety,
perfect for a new or veteran dealer, owners retail $3,200, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., 20th Century Dealer and Back of the Book Stock, 1926-69. Starting with 1930’s commemoratives
with some $1 Presidential plate blocks, some Famous American high values, 1052 (7 plate blocks), lots of blocks and
singles of C7//C24 with some good rotary plate blocks, Q2 (2 plate blocks and a block of four with plate number) and Q3
plate block of four with imprint and block of four with plate number, condition is mostly sound, untouched and kept in
clean glassine envelopes to preserve freshness., o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Used Stock 19th Century to 1980’s. 15 stock books, sorted by issue in Scott number with much
duplication of many of the issues, a great lot for packet makers or for someone looking for varieties or cancels, valued at
$20 an album, it should be a no-brainer if you wanted to take this lot to a show for quick resale or spend a little time
searching for the little nuggets scattered throughout, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Farley Souvenir Sheet Stock, 1933-35. On dealer tear sheets consisting of 730 (31 unused), 731 (32
unused), 735 (55 unused, 4 used)), 750 (1 LH, 4 used), 751 (24 mostly NH, 2 used), lovely wholesale group of these
popular bread and butter souvenir sheets, generally F.-V.F. 2010 Scott $2,903 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S., Airmail and Back of the Book Dealer Stock, 1862-1959. In six stock books of tear sheets, containing
mint: C1, C3, C6, C18 (4), E1 (2), E2, E3 (4), E5, E6 (3), E7 (2), E8, E9, E10, E11 (4), E12 (2), E13 (4), J1, J3, J20, J26
(2), J42, Q4 (19), Q5 (3), Q6, Q8, Q9, Q10, Q12, PR2, PR81, PR124 (2), PS15 (4), S1a electric eye booklet pane, S6a,
S7a, WS2 (3), WS3 (2), WS4 (4), WS5, WS11, 16T8, WX8, and used E1 (4), E2 (11), E3 (29), Q1-12, PR121-23, R79c,
R80c, R98c, R98c (2, both with extra rows of perfs), R113, R138, R143 with three extra rows of diagonal perfs, R147
and R149 each with two diagonal extra row of perfs. A few stamps are misidentified including some of the more
expensive items, mostly among the first issue revenues rows of perfs cut to resemble other stamps, so you should factor
some discount of Scott value, still the majority of the stamps are correctly identified and properly cataloged so there is
substantial Scott value that will yield decent profit if you break down efficiently, much F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $49,534
(photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Airmail, Dealer Stock of Early Sheets, 1927-59. Including the following better: C10 (1), C16 (3), C17
(3) and C46 (2), o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach. Brookman $4,306 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

U.S., Newspaper Dealer Stock, 1875-95. In a stock book of tear sheets, containing mint: PR9, PR13, PR16,
PR27 (fault), PR57, PR58, PR59, PR60, PR61, PR62, PR72, PR76, PR78 (fault), PR81 (2), PR85, PR87, PR89, PR122
(4), PR123 (4), PR124, PR125 (3) and used: PR16 (2), PR19 (2), PR23 and PR120. Some stamps are misidentified
including some of the more expensive items and some items have severe faults, so you should factor some discount for
lower Scott value, a nice group of this popular area that adds up to decent Scott value, much F.-V.F. appearance. Scott
$18,600 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Duck Dealer Stock, 1934-98. In two stock books of tear sheets, containing mint: RW1 (3), RW3 (3),
RW4 (3), RW6 (3), RW7 (8), RW8 (3), RW9 (3), RW10 (3), RW11 (5), RW12 (3), RW13 (4), RW14 (4), RW15 (3), RW17
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(3), RW18, RW19, RW20, RW22 (2), RW27 (3), RW34, RW35, RW38 and used: RW2, RW3 (2), RW4 (3), RW5 (6),
RW6 (2), a few faults, mostly gum issues and usual faults among the used stamps, with just the sheer quantity adds up
to decent Scott value, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $18,277 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
253

U.S., Postal Insurance Label Stock, 1965-1981. Stock of booklet panes, sorted by issue in glassines,
including QI1, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F., the balance of the Myron Hyman estate. Scott $761
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Offer

HH/H

Face Value Lots
254

HH

255

HH/H

256

HH/H

257

H

258

H

259

H

260

H
U.S., Face Value Collection, 1967-2001. In six albums, an envelope and a shoe box with over $2,700 worth
of face value postage, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

261

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Accumulation, 1940’s-78. In 7 small metal file cabinets and a tiny metal file box, with a
total face value of $2,258.57 in plate blocks, blocks, etcetera, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

262

H

263

HH

264

H
U.S., Face Value Collection, 1965-2013. Mounted in five H.E. Harris plate block albums from 5¢ to forever
denominations with the various high priority and express mail denominations adding up to much face value. Be sure to
bring your calculator when viewing this lot., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

265

H

U.S., Face Value Accumulation from 1980’s to early 2000’s. Of plate blocks and mint sheets, partial
sheets and the occasional scrap, with a little over $4,000 worth of face value postage, plus a few stray Canadian and
worldwide modern sets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1940-2000. Housed in twelve volumes, consisting of singles, plate blocks, strips,
booklet panes, souvenir & full sheets, with a few better scattered about, great opportunity to load up on postage, 1¢ to $1
values, please review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Face Value Sheets Lot, 1925-75. A collection of hundreds of complete sheets, 1¢ to 15¢ values, with
some additional plate blocks and singles; includes a “Korpa” Overrun Countries sheet, a Lighthouse hingeless U.S.
album with scattered coverage of mint material, a mint Kansas overprint collection, etc.; a great lot to mine, easily worth
our low estimate, F.-V.F., put aside sufficient time to properly evaluate the value of this beauty (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Face Value Collection, 1980-2001. In eight albums with over $4,000 worth of face value postage, with
better values including panes with some better denominations, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Face Value Collection, 1976-2013. In six albums and some loose envelopes with over $3,700 worth of
face value postage, containing some ducks and with better values including panes with some better denominations,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Face Value Collection, 1970’s. In five heavy duty sheet albums with over $4,250 worth of face value
postage of partial sheets and large blocks, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

U.S., Face Value Plate Block Collection, 1948-93. In 12 albums with over $2,200 worth of face value
postage, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Volume Mailing - Volumes of Postage. Five bound volumes, in fact, with several smaller envelopes
added in; denominations range generally from 3¢ right up to Forever® stamps; hours of mix-and-match fun here, with
an estimated face value of $2150 (not counting the occasional foreign stamp), F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

U.S., Face Value Collection, 1960’s-2000. Mint sheets in several mint sheet files and mint sheet albums
with over $1,562 worth of face value postage, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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266

H

267

H

268

HH/H/m

269

HH/H/m

270

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Collection, 1950-2013. Neatly mounted in eighteen White Ace albums adding up to decent
face value, especially among the priority, express and modern issues, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

271

HH/H

272

H/m

273

HH/H

274

HH/H

275

HH

276

H
U.S., USPS Year Sets Collection, early 1970’s-98. The original presentation books with over $700 worth of
face value postage, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

277

HH

278

HH

32

U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1945-1976. In eleven White Ace albums with over $1,839.82 worth of face
value postage, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Face Value Accumulation, 1970’s-80’s. In one album, 1 small box and 1 envelope with over
$1,825.65 worth of face value postage, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Balance and Face Value Collection, 1851-1980’s. Containing some year sets from the 1970’s and
1980’s, postal commemorate panels from the 1980’s, plate block collection in 5 Minkus plate block albums from the
1950’s to 1970’s, some mint sheets from the early 1980’s, and duplicate stock in fifteen dealer counter books with some
useful early classics, but mostly book after book of face value postage, plus fourteen albums of first days from the
1950’s to 1980’s with an interesting airmail section, bring your calculator and set a little time for viewing, there is plenty of
value to cut your postal bill, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Face Value and Balance Collection, 1972-2013. In three H.E. Harris Liberty albums, plus a few small
miscellaneous albums and envelopes, containing some decent face value from 8¢ to the Forever issues including some
higher values, bring your calculator to count this one, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Face Value Lot, 1980-2000. Residing in a Scott album, mailing tube & loose, includes singles,
booklets, souvenir sheets, coils, full sheets and press sheets, skip the trip to the post office, well worth our estimate,
o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., High Percentage Face Value Postage Collection, 1940s-90s. Containing hundreds—if not
thousands—of dollars worth of U.S. face value postage in early 1940s-80s plate blocks, loosely organized but
unmounted in older Scott albums and loose in envelopes, along with some Post Office sales folders of stamps from the
1990s, with the occasional better premium item including #1030-1053 plate blocks, generally F.-V.F., bring your
calculator—the volume of stamps here will quickly add up (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Face Value Hoard, 1930’s-80’s. Mostly scrap in fifteen albums and stockbooks with the bulk of the
stamps from 1950’s to 1980’s, bring your calculator and be prepared for a few hours work to break down properly, o.g.,
some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Face Value Postage Lot and Collection Balance, 1920’s-90’s. Containing some USPS year sets,
complete coil rolls, post office retail sales packs and so much loose postage plus a Recalled Legends of the West
sheets and four panes of 3095b Riverboats panes with connected serpentine die cutting (Scott $180 each) and some
various stamp related ephemera, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Press Sheet Accumulation, 1990’s and 2000’s. Legends of the West (2), 3131a Pacific ‘97 (2),
1900’s Celebrate the Century (2), 1910’s Celebrate the Century (2), 1920’s Celebrate the Century (2), 3202a Calder (3),
3694 Hawaii Missionary (4), Teddy Bears, plus a nice variety of approximately a half dozen Naval Recruiting poster
reprints and some philatelic posters, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Plate Block Group of Dollar Values. Everything $1+ with several priority and express values with a
total Face Value of $383.60, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Uncut Press Sheet Accumulation. 3130a Pacific ‘97, 3142, 3172a Movie Monsters, 3182, 3183,
3184, 3204 Tweety, 3210 Trans-Mississippi, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Brookman $920+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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279

U.S., Face Value Accumulation. Approximately $400-$600 of face value postage, bring your calculator
when viewing this lot, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

HH/H

Postal Stationery
280

H/m)

281

)

282

H/m)

283

H/m)

284

)
U.S., Postal Cards, Ultimate Unmatchable Postal Buddy Collection. Six volumes of Postal Buddy cards
for the post offices’ pilot program to offer one stop address changes and instant printing, includes many early cards and
first day of issue cards from post office and non-postal locations, also much ephemera and reprinted material on the
early cards, enormous catalog value and a wealth of information makes this an intriguing lot for the specialist, be sure to
set aside enough time to properly ascertain this lot’s true value, Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750

285

U.S., Postal Cards, Collection of Mint & Used, 1873-1952. Several hundred postal cards offered intact as it
arrived, unchecked for better cancels, with color advertising, over fifty mint UY14s, mint UY5, mixed condition, should
be some prime pickings, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Postal Stationery, Mostly Mint Collection, 1888-2000. Massive early stationery, includes albinos,
errors, fancy cancels, mint Columbians, airmails, with over 1,000 items, tremendous catalog values, examination will
help ascertain it’s true value, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Postal Stationery, Giant Collection, 1870-2000. Many thousands of mint & used postal stationery
including Airmails; much mint, with uprated, Postage Dues, fancy cancels including colored, advertising, destinations;
huge potential, please investigate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Postal Stationery, Collection 1935 to late 1990’s. In 27 small Lighthouse cover albums and a small
box of miscellaneous leftovers with mint postal cards and mint envelopes and first day covers from 1935-1975, with
some catalog values up to $50 each, generally F.-V.F. Scott $5,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Postal Cards, Enormous Collection, 1873-2000. Many thousands of mint & used postal cards,
arranged by UPSS numbers, with “Big Hole” varieties, uprated, fancy cancels including colored, advertising,
destinations; well organized, priced and identified, a great value, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $750 - 1,000

H/m)

Covers and Postal History
286

)

287

)

288

)

289

)
U.S., Advertising Cover Accumulation - Hotels, 1880’s-1950’s. Approximately 500 covers, most in clean
plastic sleaves, with many illustrated, wide variety of stamps including many commemoratives, Fine overall (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

290

H/m/)

U.S., Stampless Cover Collection, 1840-1855. Approximately 220 stampless covers, a majority is New
York City, a few Albany, Utica, Baltimore, Boston MA, Little Falls, most with contents, a clean fresh lot, examine, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Stampless Covers and Folded Letters from New York. Ten different covers from all over New York
state from 1820-1849, some with free and paid markings, different color cancels and various rates, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Advertising Cover Accumulation, 1870’s-1940’s. Approximately 500 covers, each in clean plastic
sleaves, with many illustrated, topicals include publishing, manufacturers, tobacco, hardware, many hotel corner cards
and many with enclosures, some postal cards and a few cover fronts, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Airmail: Douglas DC-2 & DC-3 Collection, 1935-80. Over 400 covers, picture postcards, photos,
airmail etiquettes and stamp showing the DC-2 & DC-3, with covers from Czechoslovakia, Romania, Netherlands, U.S.,
Sweden, Switzerland, Gibraltar, Germany, Argentina, Israel, France, Ecuador, South Africa, Egypt, with a few signed
by the pilot; neatly mounted and annotated on quadrille pages, a superior collection for every aerophile, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site)
Estimate $400 - 600
www.kelleherauctions.com
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)
U.S., Airmail: First Issues Cover Collection, 1918-23. A lovely group of these popular early issues on
covers, consisting of: C1 pairs (on 14 registered covers addressed to Harry E. Klotzbach), C2 on airmail cover, C4 (14
covers with various Air Mail Field cancels), C5 on two registered covers, C6 on two airmail cover addressed to Harry E.
Klotzbach, generally F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

292

)

293

U.S., Autographs: Famous Persons Collection, 1950-2000. Group of over 45 autographs, better includes
George Bush, David McCullough, Katherine Hepburn, Bob Dole, James Stewart, Yogi Berra, Mel Allen, and Carl
Sandberg, a few autographs have staining, may contain secretarial and/or autopen, please review (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

294

U.S., Autographs: Famous Statesman Collection. 37 letters and covers signed by famous U.S.
Statesman with many Presidential signatures and heads of state with a few Astronauts, a few Military names of note and
even a few infamous men of corruption to make a fabulous collection of the men who shaped America, consisting of:
James Buchanan free frank cover, Millard Fillmore free frank cover, a signed letter on Princeton University President’s
Room stationary by Woodrow Wilson, Calvin Coolidge mourning cover, Eleanor Roosevelt signature on 2c FDR plate
block, Franklin D. Roosevelt on New York Governor letterhead, two John F. Kennedy on Senate letter, a Kennedy
signed photo with letter on White House stationary from Special Assistant to the President, a signed photo of the
President and First Lady signed by both Jacqueline Kennedy and John F. Kennedy, a Western Union telegraph sent by
John F. Kennedy, a signed letter on Vice President letterhead by Hubert H. Humphrey, a signed Inauguration Day post
card of Nixon and Family by Richard Nixon, Gerald R. Ford signature on 9th World Energy Conference program, two
Robert F. Kennedy signatures on Senate letterhead, three Robert F. Kenney signatures on Attorney General
letterhead, a signed letter by John Wanamaker, Politician and Businessman, a signed Privy Seal of the State of New
York by Governor Alfred E. Smith, a 40th Anniversary of V-J Day cover signed by Douglas MacArthur, a signed
Photograph and signed card by General John J. Pershing, a signed letter to the Soldiers of the United States by King
George Vth, two Robert F. Kennedy on covers, cover signed by Astronauts John Young and Bob Crippen, a cover
signed by John Glenn, a signed letter by Ernest Thompson Seton, co-Founder of the Boy Scouts, signed card and
signed panel by Lord Baden-Powell founder of the Boy Scouts, two checks signed by the infamous members of the
Tweed Ring (a name synonymous with New York City political corruption). Most covers appear to be signed by the hand
of the person, but a few might have been secretarial signatures, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

295

)

296

U.S., Civil War Officers & Soldiers Collection. Selection of eighteen, includes Colonel Hawkins, General
McPherson, General Sherman, General Butler, CSA General Johnston, CSA General Beauregard, General Lander,
General Baker, Admiral Farregut, General Sheridan, and many more, condition is generally fine or better (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

297

)

34

U.S., Autographs: Exhibition Collection of Intrepid Aviation Pioneers, Their Aircraft & Signatures.
Four binders & a manila envelope with covers, picture postcards & photos including many autographed, mounted on
exhibit pages, with 42 pilots noted, includes with autographs Robert Esnault-Pelterie, Ferdinand Leon Delagrange,
Armand Zipfel, M. Leon Bathiat, Earle Ovington, Hugh Robinson, Clarence A. deGiers, Juan Pablo Aldasoro, Alton
Parker, Sir Alan Cobham, Walter Bullock, Clarence Chamberlain, Jimmy Doolittle, Roscoe Turner, Henry Merrill, B.B.
Lipsner, Alton Parker, Harry Seivers, Alfred Williams, Maurice Collines, J. Errol Boyd & Robert Lyon, Bernt Balchen,
Dieudinne Coste, Frank Hawks, and more, each page has a photo and cover or postcard and a short biography, a
magnificent collection that could be shown at any exhibition, review carefully, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Cacheted Event Cover Accumulation, 1926-45. Several hundred cacheted covers, includes various
airport dedications, 1930 Welcome Home Byrd, Aircraft Expos, Philatelic Exhibitions, first flights, an excellent buy at our
low estimate, useful duplication, please review, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Correspondence: Adams Family Civil War plus, 1850-1905. Hundreds of covers, many with
contents in two large binders and in a bag, includes eleven Civil War patriotic covers and ten patriotic letter sheets,
manuscript Fort Union NM territorial postmark, many of the Civil War era letters (a few hundred) have a little war news,
mostly complaints about food and boredom, one letter mentions Booth & Jeff Davis, later on there are illustrated ad
cover & lettersheets, a tremendous amount of material for the social historian to dig through, transcription of the letters
would increase the lots value several fold, mixed condition, examination please, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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)

299

)

300

)
U.S., Ephemera: Collection of Philadelphia Related, 1798-1920. A plethora of documents and letter all
related to Philadelphia, includes deeds, many with dollar value revenues, correspondence, mortgages, indentures, fire
insurance, 19th century tax bills, bonds, 1841 Library of Philadelphia receipt, Custom House Appraisal, bills of lading, a
delightful array of material, mixed condition, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

301

)

302

)
U.S., Ephemera Holding, 1870-1950. Newspapers, autographs, covers, passenger lists, letterheads,
advertising blotters, road maps, Hofstra College basketball program, some interesting stuff to peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Offer

303

)

304

)

305

)
U.S., First Flight Covers Stock, 1950’s-70’s. Great variety of cities, approximately 1,000 items, generally
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

306

)

307

)
U.S., Inaugural Covers: FDR, 1937-45. Includes 1937 (26), 1941 (28), and 1945 (18), with duplication of
cachets and frankings, F.-V.F. Brookman $14,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

308

)
U.S., Michigan Specialized Postal History Collection, 1834-2000’s. Of a little over 150 covers plus a few
stamps related to the subject, consisting of: Scott no. 298 (3 mint stamps), 14 early Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan
stampless folded letters and covers including a few with Canadian destinations including one addressed to The
Commissioner of Crown Lands in Quebec and a couple domestic on Service usages with Washington D.C.
destinations, one of which is addressed to the Secretary of War, plus another 44 additional Sault Ste. Marie covers and
post cards with some nice scenes of Fort Brady and some nice Hotel and advertising covers and several military related
corner cards, additionally, you will find some interesting destinations including Denmark and Japan, some interesting
early 20th century advertising, 234 on cover, special delivery and some lovely picture post cards, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

309

U.S., NASA and Space Ephemera Collection. Containing a rare Neil Armstrong autographed photo, some
NASA internal Human Resources documents, various promotional folders, posters, 40 official photographs cancelled
with Space themed stamps, a teachers guide science experiment booklet “Suited for Space walking”, a Apollo 11 25th
anniversary flag flown aboard the Orbiter “Columbia” STS-65 on July 8-23, 1994, various space stamps including
France 1100 and New Caledonia C33 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Correspondence: Between Marine & Girlfriend During WWI, 1917-19. Correspondence of about
280 letters exchanged between a Marine in training & his girlfriend, all appear to have contents, an enormous resource
for study; mixed condition as to be expected; don’t miss this opportunity, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Ephemera: Eclectic Collection, 1798-1920. A selection of ephemera with many surprises, includes
documents with revenues, correspondence, a group of papers concerning Caleb Stark, illustrated bills of lading,
railroad items, meticulous inspection will be well rewarded, mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Ephemera: Collection of The Gray Goose Airways. An intriguing collection of photos, research
material and relating to the air line, with 1930 illustrated cover, two stock certificates and loads of research material,
photos appear to be copies, a great little lot for the specialist, please inspect for maximum pleasure, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Offer

U.S., Ephemera Holding, 1870-1950. Mixed advertising, photographs, letterheads, Dinky Toy catalog,
movie poster, Hawaiian guitar duets, Cub Scout cap, and more, check her out, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

U.S., First Flight Cachet Proof Collection, 1948-50. Over 250 items, some with as many as six proofs per
page, artwork includes Popeye & Buffalo Bill, also includes correspondence about the proofs; mixed condition, useful
duplication, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., Inaugural Covers, 1953-93. Much duplication, over 500 items, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer
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310

)

311

)
U.S., Naval Cover Collection, 1960-2000. Approximately 250 covers, with Detroit River Mailboat covers,
submarine covers, aircraft carriers, some with multicolored cachets, a handsome collection for the postal history
maven, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Offer

312

)
U.S., Registered Cover Collection, 1920-50. Approximately 130 registered covers, almost all addressed to
Klotzbach, some better frankings, please examine, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site). Estimate $300 - 400

313

U.S., Revenue: Five Documents with #65 Used as Revenue. Includes #65 on an 1866 receipt; as revenue
on 1864 Certificate of Marriage; with #73 on 1865 Promissory Note, and as Revenue on an 1864 Promissory Note for a
piano; mixed condition, F.-V.F., interesting items (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

314

)
U.S., Roessler Labels on Cover, 1918-37. Approximately (100) covers with Roessler labels, better includes
1929 red Roessler wrestlers label, 1932 with Roessler Daniel Webster Air Mail cachet & “Keep America Sober” label on
reverse, 1931 cover with red, white & blue mail box with “I collect postage stamps…” label on reverse, 1935 Roessler
return address label on front with red “Stamp Collectors Association” label on reverse, 1929 postal envelope with red &
orange Zeppelin over Statue of Liberty label, and 1926 Battle of White Plain cachet with 1926 International Philatelic
Exhibition label on reverse, a ton of scarce material present, a few possibly unique, please review, mixed condition,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

315

)
U.S., Roessler Corner Ad Covers. Approximately 50 covers, includes 1935 Roessler corner ad cover with
3¢ (720) over Permit box, 1930 Roessler Stamp News corner ad cover, 1916 Roessler stock books and albums corner
ad cover with Q2, 1927 Roessler stamp business cover with stock book ad on reverse, 1921 Roessler coin business
corner ad cover with red manuscript “Dispatched by Airplane from Europe”, a collection of scarce corner ads and
cachets, mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

316

)
U.S., Roessler Odd Ball & Unusual Items. Over 55 items, better includes sheet of fourteen airmail poster
stamps, Roessler stamp collecting labels in sheets of ten, Roessler zeppelin cacheted envelope, Roessler
Massachusetts Bay Colony commemorative unused envelope, Roessler Fallen Timbers commemorative unused
envelope, Roessler Imperial Airways Flight unused envelope, Roessler sample Byrd South Pole Flight envelope, a boat
load of scarce & unusual items, if you enjoy odd ball material then dig right in!!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

317

)
U.S., Roessler Stamp News. Fourteen Roessler stamp advertising covers, with 1917 Roessler Business
Reply (type 8a) postmarked St. Croix, 1929 Roessler Air Plane Stamp News label on reverse, 1928 Roessler Stamp
Business cover with Lindbergh label on reverse, 1916 Roessler cover with Stamp News label on reverse, 1935
Roessler Printing Business cover with printing business label on reverse, and 1918 Roessler return address label on
front and Stamp News poster stamp on reverse, uncommon material, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

318

)
U.S., Roessler Labels on Large Covers, 1914-39. Twelve envelopes, includes 1918 Roessler Stamp
Business cover with three Permanent Stock Book labels on reverse, 1918 cover forwarded from Chicago IL to Oakland
CA with Roessler return label, 1918 Roessler Stamp Business cover with red Permanent Stock Book label and
Roessler Stamp Dealer label on reverse, 1930 registered cover with Roessler return address printed on front and blue
Roessler Air Mail label on reverse, fascinating material for the Roessler collector who has everything, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

319

)
U.S., Roessler Stamp Dealer Labels on Cover, 1919-33. 10 covers, 9 with label, 1 pre-printed corner card,
highly sought after, examine, Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 399

320

)
U.S., Roessler Stamp Business Cards. Twenty seven cards, includes 1919 UX27 with Roessler label for
June News on reverse, 1935 UX27 with ad for Jubilee Silver Dollar on reverse, 1937 UX27 with ad for White Plains
sheets on reverse, 1937 UX14 with ad for Trans Atlantic cover on reverse, 1929 George Rogers Roessler cacheted
card with ad for Stamp News on reverse, and a 1910 El Salvador postal card franked with #394 with Roessler ad sticker
on reverse, excellent array of material, mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

36

U.S., Naval and Submarine Cover Collection. Over 240 covers and cards mounted in five volumes,
includes covers for USS Sailfish, USS Sculpin, USS Swordfish, USS Scorpion, USS Nautilus, USS Greenling, USS
Groton, with ephemera and write ups on some of the vessels, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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321

U.S., Ships: Cunard Steamship Line Memorabilia. Includes baggage stickers, baggage tags, great lot for
the internet, investigate, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Offer

322

)

323

)
U.S., Specialized 1991 (29¢) “F” Flag, Accumulation of Postally Used Covers (2522). Approximately
600 no. 10 covers from the short test period in 1991, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

324

)

325

)

326

)

327

)

328

)

329

)

330

)

331

)

332

)

333

)

334

)

U.S., Ships: Extensive Collection, 1920-2000. Thirteen volumes, includes Liberty Ships, the SS
Vancouver with letterheads, menus, and four covers, volumes on U.S carriers with covers for USS Yorktown, USS
Constellation, USS Kitty Hawk, USS Gerald R. Ford, USS Enterprise, USS Hornet, miscellaneous vessels, USS
Constitution, Seapost & Paquebot cancels, “Famous Fifty” destroyers, Coast Guard, and a volume of ship picture
postcards, if you deal in or collect ship this is the lot for you,dig in, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Stamp Dealer Advertising Cards, 1904-53. 14 cards with dealer ads, lists, etc., interesting, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150

U.S., Stamp Dealer Corner Cards To Overseas, 1882-1981. 14 covers to various places, Ceylon, Aruba
(returned to sender), Nicaragua, etc., inspect, Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Stamp Dealer Corner Cards With Better Frankings, 1904-65. 22 covers, better usages & franking,
many early 1900s, we see C3, C46, etc., must examine, Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400
U.S., Stamp Dealer Corner Cards, 1900-80. Approximately 100 covers from many dealers in small towns, a
few from possessions, 3 types have some heavy duplication, most useful for the student of the history of philately,
inspect, Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S., Stamp Dealer Corner Cards, Early, 1884-1902. 17 covers, some with fancy corner cards appropriate
to the times, rare lot of early covers, examine, Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Stamp Dealer Labels on Cover, 1894-1940. 14 covers with dealer labels applied, mostly on reverse,
very hard to assemble, examne, Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Town Cancels. All areas represented of 19th and 20th century postmarks, Doanes, 4 bars, DPO’s,
nice variety, approximately 11,000-12,000 items, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Town Cancels. Mostly 20th century, approximately 8,000 items, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Washington-Franklin Postal History Collection. Over 100 covers in two binders, includes
advertising cover with additional illustration on reverse for soap, pair of #536 on cover, cover for Kanoono Karnival &
State Fair Syracuse NY, 1908 bank tag with #337, 338 & 340 (2), with many better usages and frankings, mixed
condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Wisconsin Postal History Collection Balance. With some small towns adding to over a thousand
cards containing approximately 800-900 first day covers and 500-600 postal cards and picture post cards (with a few
photo cards), a great lot for a Wisconsin postal history collector, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., WWI A.E.F. Military Covers, Large Compilation. Over 920 covers and cards housed in 12 three-ring
binders; all organized by APO number, with each item described, showing when the APO was in operation and where
the item was sent from; Van Dam Type # (including the censor markings) used throughout; numerous pre-printed
envelopes from the YMCA and other service organizations, along with Hotel or Army Unit corner cards; Liberty Bond
postcards, French postcards sent from the field, as well as “I have arrived” cards; some items with contents; most
covers in typical condition with small pieces missing or frayed edges and corners, an excellent opportunity, and an
interesting group to research further (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
An interesting group to research further, and an area of enhanced popularity given the War’s Centenary.
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335

)

336

)

337

)

338

)

339

)

340

)

341

)
U.S., WWII Military Covers Accumulation. APO’s, free mail, censors, V-Mail, over 1,500 items, generally
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

342

)

343

)

344

H/m/)

345

)
U.S., Postal History Muddle, 1857-1990. Many thousands of covers, includes postal stationery, meters,
First Day Covers, RPOs, fancy cancels, special deliveries, airport dedications, first flights, exposition, Dues,
advertising, registered, paquebot, aerogrammes, naval, the perfect lot for a dealer’s $5 to $10 box; mixed condition,
please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

346

)

38

U.S., WWI AEF Covers with Hotel Corner Ads. Over 150 covers, 25 or so are illustrated, includes Villa St.
George, Grand Hotel Du Louvre, Hotel de la Mediterranée, Hotel de Parame, many censored; mixed condition,
examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., WWII American APOs in France Cover Collection. 160 covers in two large albums, with each APO
item organized by date and individually mounted for display (research notes on reverse); a good mixture of stampless
covers, #UC2 Airmail postal stationery, and franked covers, all interesting material for the specialist or dealer—and at a
compelling starting price (photo on web site).
Offer

U.S., WWII American APOs in Italy Cover Collection. Just under 300 covers in three large albums, all
organized by date or APO number and individually mounted for display; the collection comprises stampless covers, US
#UC2 Airmail postal stationery, and franked covers in a good mixture, inspection invited, Italian US APO covers have a
dedicated following, especially in Italy (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., WWII APO & Patriotic Cover Collection, 1939-45. Over (1,000) covers, with APOs, patriotics,
censored, many items expertly written up and described, some needs further research, a great opportunity to restock or
ad to an existing collection, mixed condition, inspection invited and a treasure trove for the internet trader, F.-V.F., ex
Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., WWII APOs in England Cover Collection. Four large albums house over 375 covers arranged by date
and individually mounted for display; note Stampless, V-Mail, Airmail postal stationery and a variety of frankings, well
worth a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., WWII Military APO and Navy Covers, including Patriotics. 177 pre-War and wartime covers
organized by cancellation type and housed in two large albums; covers individually mounted on a page for display with
research on the back; the first volume holds about 60 covers primarily dated prior to the attack on Pearl Harbor and
includes Censored covers to Germany; APOs in Antigua, Bermuda, British Guiana, St. Lucia, Trinidad and
Newfoundland; there are also a series of “Fleet in Asiatic Waters” and various Navy and USS covers—many with
patriotic cachets; the second volume is from the wartime period and is composed of Patriotic cacheted covers and
non-philatelic US-based APO and Camp cancels from a variety of divisions, many of which require further research, an
excellent group for the beginning or advanced Military History collector or dealer (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., WWII North African APO Cover Collection. 103 covers (including nine Great Britain FPOs)
individually presented in a large album; includesAPO units from Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria on a good mixture of
Stampless covers, V-Mail covers, #UC2, and US- and British-franked covers, interesting material from an early Allied
theater (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., WWII Related Patriotic Covers & V-Mail. Abou 60 US patriotic covers with many better and
interesting, also included about 20 V-Mails, nice group, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer
U.S., Cover Compendium, 1928-2010. A couple of hundred thousand covers, mostly in boxes, includes first
day covers, first flight covers, cacheted event covers, first day cancels on magazine covers, newspapers and
ephemera, with a fantastic range of subjects, also includes U.S. postage, worldwide on paper, United Nations &
Canada covers, useful duplication, the only drawback is the time needed to review this monster of a lot, mixed condition,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

U.S., Postal History, 1840-88. Thirty five covers residing in a binder, better includes pair #1 on folded letter
sheet, Wells Fargo & Co with magenta San Francisco cancel, #65 pen cancelled on Pennsylvania Senate Chamber
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cover, LO2 1¢ blue carrier on cover, #35 on cover Pleasantville CA to Southbridge MA, #73 on cover with advertising
receiver, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
347

)

348

)

349

)

350

)

351

)

352

)

353

)

354

)

355

)

356

)

357

)
U.S., Cover Stock, 1920-40. Over 1500 covers from the 1920s to 1930s, franked with commemoratives or
airmails, great lot for the internet dealer or the $2 cover vendor, please review, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

358

)

U.S., Mixed 19th and 20th Century Accumulation. Advertising, fancy cancels, usages, registered mail,
military, towns, many enclosures, approximately 1,500 items, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Postal History Collection, 1927-75. Several hundred U.S. flight covers, includes CAMs, FAMs, a few
better includes a nice grouping of Lindbergh related covers, 1931 Fort Yukon AK via Alaskan Airways, stock book of
CAM 8 flight covers, stockbook of CAM 3 flight covers, lots of Boeing & Pan Am first flights, some moisture issues,
please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Miscellaneous Cover Collection, 1893-1980’s. 5 Legal Sized Coca Cola advertising covers, a group
of nine Pan-Americans up to 10¢ with various interesting usages (first flights, registered, etc.), some U.S. Marine Corps
and WWII patriotics, some Philippines including many VJ days and Victory overprints, group of approximately 100
covers from the 1920’s to 1940’s with registered, special delivery, advertising, Presidential usages, etc., a little over 100
Inauguration covers from FDR to Reagan, and approximately 200 covers, mostly from 2¢ Columbians to 2¢ Bureau
issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., 20th Century Postal History Lot. Several hundred cards & covers, includes picture postcards,
advertising including illustrated, forwarded, maiden voyages, cacheted events, registered, a small bunch of California
postmarks, mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Postal History Collection. Hundreds of covers and cards, including postal stationery, picture
postcards, first day covers, first flights, cacheted event covers,interesting group of postage due covers, mourning
covers, advertising, also includes a nice group of twenty seven stereocards with Adirondacks, New Hampshire,
Lilliputian Bridal Party, boys with trumpets, plenty of sale able covers, photos and groups, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Postal History Collection, 1890’s-1910’s. Over 1,300+ covers, mostly bank correspondence, with
many small 2¢ Bureau’s, with many West Virginia cancels and many machine cancels, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Postal History / Postal Card Collection, 1870’s-1950’s. Over 1,000+ covers with many corner cards,
machine cancels, some post cards, postal cards, Washington / Franklins, banknotes, WWII correspondence, etcetera,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Postal History Accumulation, 1900-40. Approximately 450 covers franked with 301 or 2¢ Bureau
issues with “Editorial rooms of the Youth’s Companion, Boston, Massachusetts” and approximately 450 covers franked
with 3¢ Washington’s (Scott 720-722) with “Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston Massachusetts” advertising on
backflap, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Postal History Collection, 1870’s-90’s. Over 1,000+ covers, mostly franked with large or small
banknotes and postal stationary, many towns, machine cancels, etc., generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Picture Post Card & Cover Collection, 1850-1950. A nifty small collection of about 100 items, better
includes 1853 Buffalo NY stampless with printed ad, 1866 #65 on ad cover for file manufacturing company with
matching letterhead, excellent grouping of #114s on covers, with #114 tied on corner ad cover for hats & caps, Abbott
Village ME red cancel on Washington 3¢ green, 1896 ad cover for Champion Embalming Fluid, includes some
interesting picture postcards, mixed condition, review please, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Postal History Collection, 1870-1955. On or about (500) covers, nice groups of Nebraska, New
Mexico, Nevada, with advertising, uprated postal cards, paquebots, uprated wrappers, rodeo ads,steamship menu,
first day covers, fancy cancels, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
www.kelleherauctions.com
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359

)
U.S., Postal History Collection, 1920-90. Close to 2,000 cards & covers plus 900 oversized covers, with
advertising, business cards and commemoratives; great material to dig through, mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400

360

)

361

)

362

)

363

)

364

)

365

)

366

)
U.S., Cover Collection, 1878-1950. About 700 plus covers, with usages, postmarks, advertising with great
candy bar full color cover, real photo postcards, mixed condition, we encouraged examination, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Offer

367

)

U.S., Postal History Collection, 1870-1940. Approximately 900 covers and cards, with 400 advertising and
machine covers, mostly from New Jersey from 1870-1940, approximately 250 advertising post cards from 1910-1920
and approximately 250 covers with many Washington / Franklin frankings from 1890-1910, generally F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Postal History Collection, 1870’s-1940’s. Over 400 covers, including illustrated advertising, corner
cards, many banknotes, Columbians, Territorial, fancy cancels, postage dues, postal stationary, postal cards, etc.,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Postal Stationery and Postal History Collection, 1880’s-1920’s. Over 1,000+ covers and post
cards, with 300 U.S. postal cards from 1880-1920, 150 post cards mostly from 1900-1910, 350 covers with many
machine cancels from 1880-1920 and 250+ mint postal stationary, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Collection of 20th Century Covers. 18 albums of mostly promotional philatelic covers, with many first
day and event covers from the 1970’s and 1980’s, valued at a little over $16 an album, it should be a no-brainer if you
wanted to take this lot to a show for quick resale or break down for online sales, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Postal History, 1878-1900. About 350 covers, nice variety with fancy cancels, postmarks, advertising,
correspondence, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Cover Collection 19th and Early 20th Century. Approximately 800-1200 covers, a few 19th century
covers and many first days including some Fleetwood (Knapp and Staehle), 834 $5 block registered first day cover, 855
and a mostly complete set of Famous Americans, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

U.S., Miscellaneous Covers, mostly 20th Century. Commercial mail, events, usages, approximately
4,500 items, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

First Day Covers
368

)
U.S., Valuable Old Time First Day Cover Stock, 1920’s-40’s. Klotzbach was one of the early Pioneers who
serviced first day covers mostly from the 1920’s to the 1940’s from Buffalo NY, this is his back up stock that has been
untouched by collectors hands these many years, approximately 5,000 First Day Covers starting with mostly 2¢ Reds,
3¢ Purples, and early 3¢ Commemoratives, containing four partial White Plains souvenir sheets on cover, hundreds of
2¢ red’s including #690 (22 sets of covers from each of the 12 different cities), 728-29 on approximately 50-60 Chicago
World’s Fair post cards, approximately 40 sets of perforated Parks, 70+ Army Navy sets, generally F.-V.F., ex
Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

369

)
U.S., Roessler First Day Cover Collection, 1934-58. Hundreds of Roessler & non-Roessler first day
covers, includes 776 with purple Roessler cachet, 778d with blue Roessler cachet on cardstock, 734 with Roessler blue
& black cachet, 656 pair with Roessler green cachet, 629 with blue Roessler cachet- first stamp like cachet, 784 with
Roessler black cachet, 799-802 territorial FDC set with matching Roessler cachets, 803 Prexie block of four with
orange Roessler cachet with United States Postage obliterated, 804 Prexie with green Roessler cachet with United
States Postage cut away, 805 Prexie block of four with brown Roessler cachet with United States Postage obliterated,
C9 addressed to Roessler, C12 with purple Roessler cachet, a terrific lot with loads of surprises, light duplication,
inspection invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

40
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370

)
U.S., Airmail First Day & First Flight Cover Collection, 1918-41. Over 140 covers in two Lighthouse
albums, with many better such as #C3 on first flight cover, C7 first flight, C8 first flight, C10 first day covers & first flight
covers, C11 first days, first days of rate and first flights, C12 first day covers, first flights, USS Macon cover, C17 first day
covers, first flight, C19 first day covers, C20 first day covers, first flights, C21 first day covers, first flights, C22 first day
covers, first flights, and C24 first days & first flights; a cornucopia of better material for one low price; come on down,
grab a chair, set awhile and enjoy the viewing, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

371

)

372

)

373

)
U.S., 1939 Baseball Centennial First Day Cover Collection. Eleven first day covers, includes Sanders
cachet, hand painted cachet of Babe Ruth by Tom Mueller, Compton cachet, Marsella cachet, Myron McCamley
cachet, Parson brown & green cachet, a brown and a slate blue Sanders cachet, clean and attractive, bid early bid often,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

374

)

375

)

376

)
U.S., First Day Cover Collection, 1945-98. Thousands of first day covers, includes color cachets, plate
blocks, higher values, many unaddressed, please preview, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $750 - 1,000

377

)
U.S., 1939 Panama Canal Issue, First Day Cover Collection (856). Approximately 55 first day covers with
various cachets, includes two hand drawn & colored Roger Wentworth cachets, 14 Crosby cachets, Ioor cachets,
Anderson cachet, U.S. Post Office cachet, Cachet Craft cachet, Taylor cachet, Grandy cachets, Fidelity Stamp cachet,
Pilgrim cachet, Aristocrat cachet, Phoenix cachet, Imperial Stamp cachet, Reid cachet, some uncommon material
present, review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $300 - 400

378

)

379

)

380

)

U.S., First Day Cover Hoard, 1932-2000. Fifteen to twenty thousand first day covers in boxes and in albums,
majority in the 1980s to 2000s, with Arbor Days and 2¢ Reds, National Parks, Famous Americans, Prexies to the $1,
airmails and postal stationery, some uncacheted, a nice mixture at a terrific price, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Stock of Better First Day Covers, 1920’s-30’s. 614-16 (four covers with complete sets: Allentown,
PA, Albany, NY and two from New Rochelle, NY), 614-16 set of covers with Charleston, SC postmarks, 617-19 set on
cover with Concord, Mass postmarks, 620-21 (14 covers of various cities), 627 three covers with different cities, 628 (10
covers from several different cities), 644 (14 covers from five different cities), 647-48 (two sets of two covers with
Washington DC and Honolulu, Hawaii postmarks), 647 (6 covers from Washington DC or Honolulu), 648 (5 covers from
Washington DC or Honolulu), 649-50 (two sets of covers with Washington DC postmarks), 670, 673-79 with
Washington DC duplex cancels, 720b three complete panes on three covers, C7 FDC’s from various cities, C9 (5 FDC’s
with New York or Washington DC postmarks), C10 (32 covers from various cities), C11 FDC blocks of four with
Washington DC duplex cancels, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., First Day Cover Collection, 1940-95. Approximately 7000 first day covers and ephemera with first day
cancels, housed in oversized binders, includes Ken Boll, Staehle & Knapp cachets, with hundreds of picture postcards,
magazine covers and articles with first day cachets and press photos of the United Nations and activities, mixed
condition, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Klotzbach Cachet History, 1920-38. Presented in a binder, 46 mostly first day covers with Klotzbach
cachets, starts with #610 which he serviced and continues with his cachet endeavors starting with #654, then his
second for #657, 681, 690, 702, through to 803, then airmails including #C13, C20, C21, C22, CE2, and finally his
LZ-127 label, professionally annotated, a great collection to peruse, Very Fine, ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Small Early First Day Cover and Zeppelin Collection, 1924-38. 13 better covers consisting of:
614-16 (2), 616, 620-21, 642, 832, 834, C7, C9, C10, C18 (2) and a Zeppelin around the world flight cover franked with
569, C9 and C11 pair, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Mostly FDC Collection, 20th/21st Century. Ranging from the late 1940s thru 2009 and housed in 22
albums with approximately 2500 covers, 2000 or more are FDCs, mostly cacheted and unaddressed, wide range of
issues and topics and includes some better for within that period such as silk, gold, etc., also includes some events,
enormous issue cost and the empty albums alone are worth the estimate, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., First Day Covers, 1930’s-70’s. Mostly cacheted with a great variety of cachets, over 3,000 items,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer
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381

H/m

382

)

383

H

384

)

385

U.S. and United Nations, FDCs, 1936-95. Many hundreds of covers stored in 22 boxes and two small
binders; UN predominates, but strong US stock as well; UN FDCs run 1951-95 from all three offices and include singles,
issued sets, MI blocks, stationery, maximum cards and show cards; US run 1936-91 (with a handful of later as well):
singles, plate blocks, stationery and special cancellations (Super Bowl XXXVII, 75th Rose Bowl parade, Egypt-Israel
Peace Treaty), along with some mint and used stationery; duplication throughout (especially UN), with most covers
Artmaster, Artcraft or Official UN cachets; some Ron Meyers, Fleetwoods, Softones and Andrews noted, F.-V.F. Scott
approximately $15,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

386

H/m

387

H/m

388

H/m
U.S. and Foreign, Collection Balance. The bulk of which are Liberty issues, with 3¢ matched plates
(containing 907 plate blocks; Scott $272) and a group of booklets with plate numbers (Scott $333), along with a group of
876 plate blocks and singles of WWII issues from #899-908 (Scott $450); also includes UN newer issues and mixed
worldwide kiloware on piece in bags or in miscellaneous albums, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

389

)

42

U.S. and Foreign, Group of Better Sets and Singles, 1840-1930’s. On large block stock cards with notable
items that include mint: 3P3, 1 pen cancel, 38P3, 178, 179, 205, 226, 234, 235 (3), 237, 258, 259, 284, 294 plate number
strip of five, 323 plate number strip of three, 325-26, 328-30, 549 plate block and used: 68 (2), 70 (2), 78, 98 (2), 112,
117, 119 (3), 120, 121, 160, 165, 217, 238, 241, 291, C3 block of four, Great Britain 1, six Cape of Good Hope Triangles,
Russia C15-19. Condition is rough with some faults, that being said, there are also many high Scott value items that
quickly add up to high Scott value that should bring decent resale value, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S. and Foreign, Small Selection of Covers, 1845-1964. 85 covers, starting with a few stampless covers,
an 1841 stampless folded letter from New Orleans via Boston Steamer to London, about six 3¢ 1851 issues including a
Blood’s and Steam Boat, seven 65’s with fancy cancels, 330 on late 1940 usage, a WWI patriotic cover, 901 Snow
Cruiser reaches the South Pole, U348-51 (two sets of unused Columbian stationary), Q4 (3 singles) on registered
philatelic cover, a couple Wells Fargo covers, a White House penalty envelope from FDR’s secretary, Belgium: a couple
early imperf Leopold covers, a stampless cover from Marselle to Constantinople, a French Bordeaux to Paris railroad
stampless cover, nine German covers including a Baden 3k folded letter from Wertheim to Frankfurt, Germany Scott
numbers 695-96, 699, 701 and B331 on cover and five early Great Britain stampless covers. A great little hodge podge
lot., generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S. and Canada, Miscellaneous Accumulation. Containing eight stock books and albums with scattered
U.S. mint throughout with the following highlights: 599A (2 no gum singles), 630, 649 sheet of 50, 650 partial sheet of 40
with both plate blocks, approximately $570 worth of U.S. postage plus some Canadian postage, some mixed condition
and a little light toning from storage in a musty environment, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S. and Foreign, Postal History Collection, 1900’s-70’s. Approximately 2,000 U.S. covers from
1900-1960, with many towns, some advertising and some postal cards, approximately 200 foreign covers from
1920-1970 with a nice variety of countries, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
)

U.S. and Foreign, Tail-End of a Substantial, Diverse Consignment. Including some decent U.S. in the
form of 2¢- and 3¢-era sheets and large blocks, star fancy cancels on 19th-century issues, #704-715 as a “used” set of
plate blocks, and lots more; we also note a complete British 1937 Coronation omnibus, lots of nice Liechtenstein with
souvenir sheets plus #B7-B10, C9-C13, C15-C16 & C24-C33; a lovely mint Cambodia collection, some Korea and
China, and lots of additional odds and ends, F.-V.F., definitely examine: interesting items abound (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S. and Foreign, Varieties Collection, 1851-1950’s. Very interesting varieties collection, very good for
mounted display at show exhibition (on exhibit pages), some better items of interest with a few highlights: 540a, J22
plate number strip of 3, a small approval book of banknote fancy cancels, a nice little educational collection / study,
generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S. and Foreign, Hoard of First Day Covers. In one huge box full of covers in four covers albums plus
hundreds of loose covers, with a collection of stamps containing mint: 230-38, 240, 287, 290, 296-99, 323-26, 328-30,
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UNITED STATES: Confederate States
399, 400 and 404. Usual mixed condition, a useful collection that is a bargain at this low start price, generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
390

U.S. and Foreign, Revenues on Large Documents, 1800-1976. Thirty two large documents with U.S.
revenues including full pages of California Feeding Stuff revenues, early large U.S. and Canada cigar tax stamps, many
identified by Springer number, please review, some uncommon material presented for your pleasure, examine, F.-V.F.
Offer

391

H

392

)

393

H/m/)

394

H/m/)

U.S. and Foreign, Christmas Seal Collection, 1921-50’s. In old time album with a group of loose stamps
with a diverse selection of worldwide seals including: Argentina, Brazil, Canada, China, Denmark, Finland, Great
Britain, India, Italy, Japan, Korea, Latvia, Norway, South Africa and Sweden along with some interesting U.S. with some
interesting early seals and progressive color proofs, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Offer

U.S. and Foreign, Giant Postal History Panorama, 1850-2000. Balance of consignment in 22 volumes,
many on exhibition pages, includes space, Connecticut, interesting stamp stories, Katherine Hepburn, first day covers,
Panama philately, Admiral Byrd, post office cachets, Statue of Liberty, Tall Ships, APB covers, cacheted event covers,
censored covers and postal stationery, lots of topicals, enough material to keep you busy for months, F.-V.F., ex- Alan
Bentz.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S. and Foreign, Philatelic Mystery Collection, 1860-2000. Many premium items in this bulging bonanza
batch: nothing removed, so the treasures are still here; this lot needs meticulous inspection, so be prepared to spend
some quality time with it, mixed condition, mint items a mix of never hinged and hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S. and Foreign, Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1995. Mint & used U.S. in four albums, used includes 24,
68 (3), 73, 76, 115, 238-239, 287, 291, 327, 330 (3), 397-404, C1-C2, C4-C6, mint has 233, 290, C18, mint & used
Prexies, mint & used blocks of four throughout, used Canada with souvenir sheets, blocks of four, and single, a
delightful grouping with many sale able items, mixed condition, be sure to check this one out, o.g., some never hinged /
some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Confederate States
395

H/m

396

H/m/)
Confederate States, Collection (6//13). Smattering of nice quality Confederate States issues remaining
from a broken up collection that yielded dozens of better individual auction lots in our Flagship sale; what remains are
less expensive items in premium condition, and include #6 singles and a block, and a choice cover; #7 with singles and
pairs, and a pair on cover; 8 two unused single, and a 13 block, plus numerous covers, a even an example of the Scott
#6 “New York Forgery”; a very nice lot with a nice assortment.
Estimate $400 - 600

Confederate States, Collection. On stock pages or quadrille pages in green Lighthouse album and slip
case and home made album of covers, mostly mint stamps (unless noted otherwise) with some lovely covers and many
multiples, containing: 58X2 used, Mobile, Ala, 2 used, 3, 4, 4 used, 6 top left corner margin block of 25, 6 five blocks of
four, 6 used on piece, 7 three blocks of four, 8 strip of four, 11 seven blocks of four, 11 block of six, 11 block of eight, 11
three blocks of 10, 11 plate block of 12 with Keatinge & Ball imprint and plate number, 11 block of nine with partial imprint
and plate number, 11 gutter block of four (faded), 11b block of four, 11c block of four, 12 three blocks of four, 13 used, 13
block of four, 13 block of six, 14 block of four, 2 Sperati Forgery with manuscript cancel, De La Rue Reprint of #14 sheet
of 100. A lovely diverse collection with many interesting covers and position pieces that could provide something of
interest to even the most advanced of Confederate collectors, usual mixed condition, o.g. or without gum, generally
F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S. Possessions and United Nations
397

H/m

398

HH/H

399

H/m

400

H/m/)
U.S. Possessions, Balance. With two albums of Scott International worldwide, three miscellaneous foreign,
a Philippines collection on home-made pages with singles and covers from inception to 1960 with postal stationary,
aerograms, etcetera and finally the best part is an album of U.S. Possessions on home made pages with Canal Zone
J12-14 mint, Hawaii 34 mint, 45 mint, 49 used, 52C mint, 63 mint, 65-66, 67-73 mint, a good little lot for an U.S.
Possession collector looking to fill in a few Hawaii stamps, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

401

HH/H

402

H
U.S. Possessions, Collection Balance. With a lovely old time 1943 bound Scott International Album, with
several $10 to $25 adding up quickly in value along with a box of various loose odd and ends with the potential of finding
the occasional better stamp, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Offer

403

H/m/)

404

)

405

)
Canal Zone, Postal History Balance, 1904-72. With stamps, a few hundred covers, housed in three
volumes and a box, includes 25th Anniversary covers, stamp design study, volume of miscellaneous covers, volume of
commercial covers, and a small box of mint & used stamps,a few nice items in amongst the chaff, we will leave to the
winning bidder to complete the separation, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

44

U.S. Possessions, Dealer Stock, 1864-1960’s. In a stock book of tear sheets and counter “102" cards,
containing mint: Canal Zone 50, 81, 84-93, 97 (2), 117a complete booklet, Guam 4, 8, 10, 11, 12, E1, Ryukyu 14, Hawaii
31 (2), 34, Philippines 214b and used: Canal Zone 3 and Guam 8. Some stamps are misidentified including a few of the
more expensive items, so you should factor some discount for the lower Scott value, a nice group of this popular area
that quickly adds up in Scott value, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $4,700+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S. Possessions, Singles and Plate Block Collection (J88-J104). Singles, plate number single and plate
blocks of various numbers on black stock pages, containing the following highlights: AMG plate blocks 1N1-1N4, 1N6,
Canal Zone 4-8, 117a (5 booklet panes with plate numbers), 120-35 (2 sets, one with plate number singles), C15-20
plate number singles, Philippines 223, 224, 225, 233-37, 292c (3 booklet panes), 296 plate block of 6, 342 (2 plate
blocks of 10), 343 plate block of 10 with imprint, 347 plate block of 10 with imprint, 348 plate block of 10 with imprint,
350-53 plate number pairs, 354-60, 354-60 set of plate blocks, 383-96, 424 plate block of 4, 485-96 first day cover,
C18-27 and E1. A lovely specialized possession collection of difficult plate number pieces, o.g., some never hinged /
some hinged, generally F.-V.F. Durland $8,846 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S. Possessions, Small Group, 1864-1920’s. 20-25 stamps, on small dealer stock cards, Canal Zone
101a, J16-17, Cuba E1, Guam 10 (2 mint), with some Hawaii bank notes, 20, Philippines J5, Puerto Rico J1-2, some
mixed condition, nice group of better value singles, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S. Possessions, Booklet Pane Wholesale Accumulation, 1910’s-70’s. Stock of booklet panes and
complete booklets, sorted by issue in glassines of Canal Zone and Philippines, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally
F.-V.F., balance of Myron Hyman estate. Scott $1,957 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S. Possessions, Mint & Used Collection with Back-of-the-Book, 1857-1985. Presented in Scott
albums and starting with #43P, 45P, 76S, 79-E9 (with eight colors and a pair), used plate blocks of #483 & 484, mint
never hinged #546, Kansas-Nebraskas complete used, a collection of Computer-Vended Postage, #J88-J104 plate
blocks; mint #K1, K4-K5, K8 & K10; #O4P4, O7P4, O8P4, O35P3-O45P3; #WS8 booklet pane of ten, a Revenue
collection including Beer Stamps #REA34 & REA35 and Consular Fee Stamps on document; test stamps; CSA #2a
block of 15 with partial imprint & plate number 2; State Tax & Duck stamps, Federal Ducks, and a volume of
Possessions with Canal Zone, Cuba, Guam, Hawaii, Philippines & Puerto Rico, F.-V.F., loaded with saleable material;
take your time with this one (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Canal Zone, Postal System Exhibition Collection, 1904-79. Over 250 covers in four volumes plus picture
postcards of most of the post offices, on professionally done exhibit pages, a few better includes 1906 cover cancelled
by Ancon C.Z. Station A, 1925 cover cancelled by Cristobal C.Z. duplex, 1924 cover cancelled by Gatun C.Z. duplex,
1908 cover cancelled by La Boca C.Z. duplex, 1920 cover cancelled by Balboa C.Z. duplex, 1913 picture postcard
cancelled by Empire duplex, 1939 picture postcard cancelled by Paraiso C.Z. duplex, 1914 cover cancelled by Balboa
Heights Canal Zone machine cancel, and this is just the start, a lot with enormous potential, examine carefully to relish
the true value of this lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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)

407

H/m)

408

)

409

)

410

)

411

H/m

412

)

413

HH/H

414

HH/H/) Ryukyus, Mint Collection, 1948-72. Mounted on homemade pages, mint includes 1-7, 1a-7a, 8-13, 14, 15,

Canal Zone, Sea Post Ships Cover Collection, 1907-78. (75) covers & postcards with seapost and
paquebot cancels, some better include 1907 N.Y & Colon RPO on a postcard, 1914 U.S. Sea Post Canal Zone on
postcard, 1938 Mail Office HMS York to Panama Canal on cover, 1929 Seapost Hav & Can. Zone SS Pres. Johnson
duplex to San Francisco, with other cancels from S.S. President Wilson, S.S. President Fillmore, S.S. President
Coolidge, S.S. Ancon, S.S. Cristobal, S.S. President Monroe and many more, all neatly annotated on exhibition pages,
please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Canal Zone, Postal Stationery, Postal Card and Picture Post Card Collection, 1913-78. With over 140)
postal stationery & over (85) picture postcards, includes U2 mint & used, mint U4 (2), mint U5, UC1 first day cover (2),
mint UX1, UX3 used, picture postcards include Water Front Showing Piers CAnal Zone, Sra Anna Plaza Panama City,
real photo Hotel Tivoli Ancon C.Z., Side View of Tivoli on a Festival Day, excellent collateral material, examine, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Canal Zone, First Day Cover Collection, 1928-76. Hundreds of covers and postal stationery housed in six
volumes, with 106, 117, 118, 142-145, C6, C18, C19, C21-C26, C36-C41, C42-C47, UC3, useful duplication, a
pleasant collection, F.-V.F (photo on web site)..
Estimate $300 - 400
Canal Zone, Naval Covers, 1938-46. Over 190 mainly different, covers and cards housed in two volumes,
includes U.S.S. Houston, U.S.S. Yorktown, U.S.S. Snapper, U.S.S. Arkansas, U.S.S. Borrie, U.S.S Colorado, U.S.S.
Lexington, U.S.S. Pennsylvania, U.S.S. Snapper, U.S.S. Texas, with photos and newspaper articles to enhance this
collection, examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
Canal Zone, Penalty Envelope Horde, 1940-50. A couple of thousand penalty envelopes with different
corner ads and postmarks, a fun lot to pick through, mixed condition, investigate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Hawaii, Collection, 1869-1913. Mounted in old time 1966 Hawaii Stamp and Coil Shop album with some of
the difficult varieties that are so popular these days, starting with some early Kamehameha III and Kamehameha IV
issues with reprints, specimens and Reprint overprints, 35-36, 37-41, 52-52C, 53-61, 62-64, 55f light double overprint,
66b no period after GOVT, 66b in block of four, 73b no period after GOVT, 81 Flying Goose flaw, R5 used, some blue
inside stationary: U6 mint entire, U7 mint entire, U8 mint entire, UX1-3, UX7, UX8-9, UY1 mint entire, UY2 both halves of
detached card, 6¢ and 18¢ Kahului Roadroad, R1-8 (mostly used), 1901 violet “NOT LIABLE TO DUTY” and R12-16
mint. Usual mixed condition as you see with stamps from this humid topical climate, includes several reference books:
Meyer (1948); Westerberg (cover foxed); HPS pamphlets(3) plus Giffard (reprint)., generally F.-V.F. appearance
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Hawaii, Stamp Dealer Corner Cards, 1894-1925. 4 items, Hawaii Sc. 76 (2) & 77, regular. AR cover to U.S.
with red two-ring Honolulu Mar 8 1894 handstamp, Hawaii UX9 pre-printed card from A.F. Cooke, 1925 cover Honolulu
to U.S. + facsimile UX9 ad card for Swedish dealer, rare lot, Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Ryukyus, Ready-to-Deal Stock. A massive holding filling 17 binders or albums, plus additional material in
smaller boxes; singles, blocks, imprint blocks, sheets, First Day Covers, artist-signed materials, postal stationery mint
and First Day-cancelled…the list continues; note First Issue both printings (less 1Y value), Currency Conversion
issues, overprinted Airs, #E1, much never hinged and much in quantity; perfect for the bourse or internet dealer, o.g.,
mostly never hinged, F.-V.F., inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
18, 19-26, 27-28, C1-C3, first day cover, 35 first day cover, 36-38 first day cover, full sheets of Christmas Seals WX2,
WX3, postal stationery, a wonderful collection, please examine, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

415

)
United Nations, U.N. Forces, 1960’s era. Mostly Cyprus, some Finland and Canada, approximately 700
items, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

416

HH
United Nations, Mint Collection, 1951-2007. Mint run mounted in six volumes on White Ace pages, with
flag issue in full sheets, appears fairly complete for period, a lovely collection for your approval, what was checked was
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site)..
Estimate $400 - 600

417

HH

United Nations, New York, Vienna and Geneva, Collection, 1953-98. Virtually complete with many imprint
blocks, sheets and souvenir cards in ten mixed albums, F.-V.F. Scott $8,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
www.kelleherauctions.com
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Second Session
Saturday, July 14, 2018, at 10:00 A.M.
Lots 418-1086
Collections and Accumulations
At Our Offices in Danbury, CT

British Commonwealth
Country Collections
418

H/m
Aitutaki, Niue & Penrhyn Island, Primarily Mint Collection, 1902-91. Nearly complete for the
period—Aitutaki to 1994, Niue to 1987, Penrhyn to 1976— identified by Scott number on black stocksheets in a large
leatherbound 3-ring binder; plenty of minor varieties and a bit of duplication; just about all clean and F-VF with the
Queen Elizabeth II period and some of the King George VI being NH. Scott $4,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

419

H/m

420

Antigua, Primarily Mint Collection, 1862-1989. Fairly complete for the period (virtually complete from
George V onward) and identified by Scott number on black stocksheets in a large leatherbound 3-ring binder; highlights
include (mint unless noted) #1 (no gum), 13, 17 (plus 12-19 used), 21-30, 21-38 (2), 41, 42-57, 67-74, etc; also includes
a small collection of Barbuda including #1-11; as for condition, Queen Victoria issues are a little mixed, but nearly
everything else is F-VF with the Queen Elizabeth II period and some of the King George VI being NH. Scott $6,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

421

H/m

422

H

423

H/m

424

H/m

46

Antigua, Solid Mint and Used Collection, 1863-1938. A nice collection mounted on Scott pages, missing
only 7 stamps for the period, highlights include: used 2-7, 13, 17, 19, 37, 55, 74, 77-80, mint: 27-29, 31-34, 37, 41, 57,
59-63, 74, 76, 77-80 and 93-95. Quite clean, a few with small faults, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $2,237 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

H/m

Ascension, Clean Mint and Used Collection, 1922-48. Mounted on Scott pages, mint includes: 1-3, 5-7, 9
both mint and used, 10-14, 16-21, 23-32, 33-36, 40-49, plus perf varieties, a nice mint collection, generally F.-V.F.
appearance. Scott $1,150+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Ascension, Exceptional Mint Collection, 1922-2008. Virtually complete for the period, nonetheless
arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets in a large leatherbound 3-ring binder; includes some George VI
perforation varieties and a bit of duplication; all clean and F-VF, the QEII and some of the George VI being never hinged.
Scott $2,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Australian States, Unusual Collection of 19th Century Imperf Classics, 1850-59. A total of 79 different
stamps, neatly arranged in Scott number order on two stocksheets; included are 25 2016-17 A.P.S. certificates; the lot
comprises South West Africa: 32 different with certificates for numbers 3, 10, 18, 19, 27 & 29); South Australia: 8
different, certificates for #3, 8, 9 & 10; Tasmania: 12 different, certificates for #1, 2b (VF appearance and clear
certificate, but tiny thin), 4, 6a & 9; Victoria: 24 different, certificates for 1, 2, 2b, 3a, 4, 6a (rebacked), 7, 7a & 19; and
Western Australia: #1 & 4 used and 3 unused without gum, none with certificates; condition is generally Fine or better,
but most stamps cataloging $300-and-up have small problems. Scott value of just the 25 certified stamps and the three
Western Australia is $9,300. See our online images of the entire lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Australian States: Western Australia, Fascinating Oldtime Collection, 1854-1912. Heavily duplicated,
mostly mint collection, artistically arranged on seven homemade pages; as an idea of what’s included we’ll enumerate
the first page:(“unused” implies no gum) 1d #1 (10 used & one unused), 4d #3 (two used & one unused), 6d #4 (one
used), 1s #5 (one each used & unused), 2d #14 (four singles & a pair unused), 4d #15 (two unused), 6d #16 (one used);
the collection continues similarly right in through, so please see the online scans for the rest; condition is a bit mixed, as
would be expected, but is gvf. A most unusual lot. Scott $15,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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425

H/m

426

H

427

m

428

H/m
Australia & States, Impressive Mint and Used Collection. Oldtime collection on homemade pages; the
Australia, which runs from 1913 to 1937, is mostly mint and includes such better numbers as 4, 6-8, 18, 31, 48a; the
States (not including Western Australia, which is offered separately) are mostly used, but include many $25-$100
stamps, a number of them mint; highlights include (mint unless noted) New South Wales 58, 76 (used) & 88a (used);
Queensland 25, 25, B1-2 (used, 2d small corner crease) & F3; South Australia 81 & 141; and Tasmania 82-84 (used),
86-93, 101-109 & 115; condition of the earliest Queen Victoria issues are somewhat mixed, but from the1870s onward
nearly everything is F-VF. An excellent lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

429

H/m

430

HH/H

431

Bahamas, Splendid Mint and Used Collection, 1861-1940. Mounted on Scott vintage reproduction pages.
A neat and attractive collection of 178 mint and used stamps, missing only a few stamps to be complete for the period.
Highlights by Scott includes used: 2, 9, 11, 13 pair, 18, 21, 25, 31-32, 36, 40, 43, 62, 80-82, 83, mint better stamps, 19,
22, 23, 28-30, 37-42, 47, 49-55, 58-61, 65-69, 80, 85-89, 90-91 (2), 92-95, 112, 112a, 113, MR1-3, MR5-14. A perfect lot
for the Ebay seller or for expansion. A few faults, much F.-V.F. Scott $5,425 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

432

H/m

433

H/m

Australia, Extensive Mint and Used Collection, 1913-40. Several hundred stamps neatly mounted on
Scott pages, highlights include Scott numbers, mint: 2, 7, 39, 47, 48, 51, 124, 152-54, 178, 179 NH, C1, C3, used: 3-6,
8-11, plus duplicates 10 (3), 11, 18, 32-34, 37, 38-42, 48, 50, 51-53, 55, 72-76, 96-99, 106-7, 121-22, 127, 128, 142-44,
147-49, 150-51 (2) and much more, nice collection for internet resale, a few faults, much F.-V.F. Scott $4,000+ (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Australia, Down Under Done Right Collection, 1913-66. Fresh and clean, hinged on Scott Specialty
pages; begins with First Issue Kangaroos (#4, 6) with a selection of King George V issues (including #31, 31A shades),
a few later ‘Roos, complete Victoria Centenary and ANZAC issues, with the collection filling in nearly fully from the King
George VI issues; Airs, Airmail Official and Dues (to varying degrees of completion) round out the lot, F.-V.F., a very
pretty offering; be sure to take a look. Scott approximately $3,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Australia & States, Extensive Old-Time Accumulation. A vast horde including several stockbooks, two of
which are uninspiring, with the third containing wonderful, overall mostly used coverage from the Roos on, with
quantities of useful items including a used SG #38da (6d “broken leg” Roo variety), good King George V and early
commemoratives, etc.; we also note good Back-of-the-Book, some useful, typically mixed-condition States, Scott #95a
(never hinged), 178-179 Specimens (5), and lots more; good pickings noted, much F.-V.F., examine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Australia and New Zealand, Collection, 1840’s-1940. In Stanley Gibbons album on quadrille pages
containing a few early New South Wales 1850’s square Victorias, a good selection of over a dozen South Australia
Chalon heads, a couple Tasmania Chalon heads, a couple Australia high value Kangaroos and a few New Zealand
Chalon heads, plenty of retail value with just a little quick processing, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Australia & New Zealand, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-2004. Housed in three volumes, Australia has C4,
CO1, tons of new issues and Australia Antarctic Territory, scattered States, mint New Zealand includes C5, C6-C8, E1,
J22-J25, collection of Ross Dependencies, mixed condition, please investigate, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

H/m

Bahamas, Outstanding, Mainly Mint Collection, 1884-1999. Fairly complete for the period and identified
by Scott number on black stocksheets in a large leatherbound 3-ring binder; starts with some nice Chalon heads
including mint, o.g. #11b, 13 & 18; then complete from 1884 onward including a few used duplicates includes; condition,
other than a few minor flaws early, is F-VF, the QEII and some of the George VI being never hinged. Scott $5,000 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Barbados, Comprehensive Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1939. Mounted on Scott pages, will filled with
a plethora of better stamps including mint: 15, 15a, 36, 38, 60-61, 63, 63a, 65-66, 80, 81-89, 93, 96-97, 99, 102-5, 107-8,
110-11, 124, 132, 135-37, 148-50, 159-61, 178, 179, 186-89, used: 8, 9, 11, 13-14, 17, 19-21, 24-28, 30-31, 43, plus
additional premium used. An exceptional collection carefully acquired and neatly mounted, few faults mainly on earlies,
otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $5,457 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Barbados, Highly Complete Mint and Used Collection, 1852-2006. Primarily mint collection with some
used duplication, identified by Scott number on black stocksheets in a 1½" 3-ring binder; includes/ used #37, 38, 68
(small repair) & 70, and mint, o.g. 13, 17, 20, 21, 62a and apparently complete from 1897 onward; early Queen Victoria
condition is a bit mixed, but virtually everything else is F-VF, the QEII and most of the George VI being never hinged.
Scott $5,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

435

H/m

436

HH/H/m Barbados, Beautiful Selection, 1859-1962. Arranged and identified on black stockpages, starting with
#15-16, with early Britannia, Victoria and Seahorses a mix of mint or used, and 1905 issues onward almost all mint
either lightly or never hinged; fresh, crisp printing and bright colors throughout; highlights include Trafalgar Centenary,
Allegories, Silver Jubilee, Coronation, Peace and Silver Anniversary; Queen Elizabeth II and Independence issues
round out the group, F.-V.F., Classics are particularly nice; well worth a look. Scott $2,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

437

HH/H/m Batum, Mint & Used Collection, 1919-20. Sure to intrigue, with many scarce items mounted on exhibition
pages, including forgeries for reference throughout; features #1-6 mint & used with blocks of four, #7-8 mint & used;
#10, 13-20 mint & used, 21-22, 1920 imperfs with blocks of six, #61 block of 20, #62 block of ten with “BPITISH” error,
#63 in a full sheet of 308 missing a block of six, and many more goodies, F.-V.F., peruse carefully, truly a
once-in-a-lifetime collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

438

P

439

H/m

440

H/m
Bermuda, Excellent Mainly Mint Collection, 1865-1963. Solid collection, nearly complete for the period,
on homemade pages; highlights include used 13-15 (last two reperfed) and mint #40-114 complete plus #133-134
NH; An outstanding lot. Scott $4,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

441

H

442

H/m

443

H

444

H/m

48

H/m

Barbados, Outstanding Mainly Mint Collection, 1852-1935. A solid collection, neatly arranged on
homemade pages; nothing special in the Seated Britannia issues, although there is a Fine-average used 5s #23, but the
value is in the mint 1892-1920 issues, which are complete, #70-150 (a few lower values are used); condition is virtually
all F-VF. A terrific lot. Scott $3,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Belize, Proof Presentation Booklets, 1980-90. Thirteen folders from Format International Security Printers
Ltd, with 11 souvenir sheets and 54 proofs, some proofs are loose but present, light duplication, without gum as issued,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Bermuda, Substantial Mainly Mint Collection, 1865-2008. Solid collection neatly arranged in Scott order
on black stocksheets in a large, leatherbound 3-ring binder; highlights include (mint unless noted) #1, 3 (small thin), 6,
7-9 (mint & used), 13 (used), 14 (regummed), 15 (short perfs), 18-25 (2), 51-52, 55-93, 95b, and nearly complete from
1938, including several George VI high value varieties; condition, with few exceptions, is F-VF throughout. Scott $8,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Antarctic Territory, Nearly Complete Mint Collection, 1963-2011. Apparently missing only the
1969 £1 Endurance and all NH except #1-15; also includes several duplicates (some of them hinged); arranged in Scott
order on black stocksheets in a 3-ring binder. Scott $1,900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
British Bechuanaland and Protectorate, Mint and Used Collection, 1885-1938. Neatly mounted on nine
Scott pages with 105 mint and used stamps by Scott number, including unused: 4, 5, 10-11, 13, 23, 33-36, 38-41, 52,
60, 69-74, 78-79, 90, 103, 105-11, 112 used, J4-6, plus nice showing of used, generally F.-V.F. Scott $933 (photo on
web site).
Offer

British Central Africa, Nyasaland & Malawi, Mainly Mint Collection, 1891-2002. Solid collection neatly
arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets in a large, leatherbound 3-ring binder; British Central Africa includes (mint
unless noted) #11, 19, 32-37, 52-53, & 58 (used, embossing breaks paper slightly); Nyasaland includes #1-9, 25-134
(NH from 1945) & J1-5 (2 sets, one NH); and the Malawi is virtually complete, MNH, to 2002; also includes a small
collection of Nyassa (Portuguese). A marvelous lot. Scott $2,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
British Guiana & British Honduras, Solid Mint and Used Collections, 1862-1937. Relatively complete for
the period on homemade pages; Guiana includes (mint unless noted) #82, 90 (used), 96, 99, 103-106, 171, and
205-222; Honduras includes #3, 9, 12 & 13 (all without gum), 26 (used), and 75-84; condition is just about all clean and
F-VF. A very nice lot. Scott $4,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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445

H/m

446

H/m

447

H

448

m

449

H
British Sudan, Nearly Complete Mint Collection, 1897-1975. The country virtually complete to 1962,
including #1-159, C1-42, CO1-8, J1-15, and O10-75, plus nearly all of the 1963-75 issues; all neatly arranged in Scott
order on black stocksheets in a 3-ring binder; clean and F-VF throughout, with NH beginning in 1941. A marvelous lot.
Scott $2,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

450

Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Exceptional Collection, 1851-1939. Fine, oldtime collection, neatly
arranged on homemade pages; the first page includes a used 4d orange (11) with no margins, but after that the
collection is virtually complete mint from #15A, with the only major numbers missing being the good surcharges, #77
& 128; some of the best “First Cents” are without gum (e.g. #25 & 38) and #25 is toned and part o.g., but otherwise nearly
everything is Fine of better, albeit somewhat heavily hinged (though not stuck); also includes a few other Provinces
issues, with a few better, like British Columbia #7, Nova Scotia 1-2 (used), Prince Edward Island 7, 8 & 10. A most
unusual lot. The Provinces constitute about $1700 of the total catalog value. Scott $11,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

451

H/m

452

HH/H/m

453

HH
Canada, Errors and Varieties Collection, Modern Issues. A collectors selection of around 50 items,
ranging in value from $50 to $500 each in the catalog as identified by the collector, mostly imperforate pairs and some
missing colors and tagging errors, a most useful and valuable group, would sell well in an internet or online sale, but just
didn’t cut the mustard for a public auction sale, useful and diverse, seldom seen material, inspection invited, o.g., never
hinged, generally F.-V.F. Unitrade 457iii//2201a (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

454

)

British Guiana, Small Mainly Mint Collection, 1866-1966. Nice starter collection arranged in Scott order
on black stocksheets; includes mint 92-95, 107-110, 145-146, 152-170 and 172-251; condition is just about all clean
and F-VF, the QEII and some of the George VI being NH. Scott $2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
British Honduras & Belize, Solid, Mainly Mint Collection, 1866-1985. Fairly complete for the period,
neatly arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets in a large, leatherbound 3-ring binder; mint highlights include. #1, 3,
4-5 (no gum), 16, 21, 23, 26, 38-46, 92-103 and just about everything else from King George VI through 1984; condition
is virtually all F-VF, the QEII and most of the George VI being NH. Scott $2,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
British Indian Ocean Territory, Nearly Complete Mint Collection, 1968-2006. Scott #1//363, neatly
arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets in a 3-ring binder; all Very Fine, NH, plus a few LH duplicates, including
#16-33 & 63-77. Scott $1,650 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
British Sudan, Collection, 1897-1970. On Scott speciality pages, containing 1-16, generally F.-V.F.
appearance. 2018 Scott $596 (photo on web site).
Offer

H/m

Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Solid Mint and Used Collection, 1857-1947. Oldtime collection on
homemade pages with nearly all of the value in mint, including such better numbers as 1 (no gum), 5, 11A, 29m 30 (no
gum), 59, 61-74, 78-85, 93, 94 (used), 104-159, 212-225, C6-8 & C13-17; virtually all all clean and F-VF; also includes a
few stamps from New Brunswick, Nova Scotia & Prince Edward Island. Scott $3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Canada, Very Comprehensive Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1995. A lovely collection of mainly mint
with some used, housed in two Lindner hingeless albums, highlights include (Scott numbers): 4 used, 5 used, 7 used, 8
unused, 9 used, 14//20 used, very nice showing of small and large Queens mixed mint and used, all mint unless noted
includes, 46-47, 50-64, 65 used, 66-73, 74-84, 89-93, 95, 96-103, Admirals, 149-59, 162-77, from 1930-1995 almost
complete including the better sets, nice with few faults, a marvelous lot for Ebay or expansion, o.g., some never hinged /
some hinged, much F.-V.F. Scott $45,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Canada, Cacheted FDC Collection, 1933-2008. Housed in 12 volumes plus a few year sets, early
addressed later unadressed as one might expect, inventory accompanies each volume, highlights include: 204 (11
Cities); 142-143 flag cancels; C3 (30 cities)CE3(2); 289-93 (3); 522pi (8); 1249-50 inscription blocks; incredible holding
the likes of which we do not recall having offered with early items cacheted including Roessler, a very useful collection
from which to build upon or for internet sales, generally F.-V.F. Unitrade 191//U131; C$11,000+ ($8,800) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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455

HH/H/m

456

H/m

457

HH/H/m

458

)

459

H/m

460

)

461

H/m

462

H/m

463

H/m/)

464

H/m/)

50

Canada, Dealer Stock, 1859-1992. In three stock books plus several covers and much face value postage
with some duplication and better items that include: used: 14 (4), 18, 60, 84 and mint: 50 (3), 54, 55 (2), 56 (2), 57, 59, 60
(2), 101, 102, 104//120 (mostly complete, missing a couple value), 141-45 blocks of four, 146-48 blocks of four, 149-59,
176 (3), 177 (3), 178-83 (2 sets), 195-201 (2), 217-27, 249-62 (2 sets) and C1-C9. Mixed group of stamps with some
doggy stamps mixed with nice mint full sets, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance
(photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Canada, Stock of Better Singles, 1897-1953. Still mounted on Parcel Poste Company auction cards from
over 35 years ago, containing used: 60, mint: 54, 57, 59, 59, 61, 102, 103 (2), 158, 227 (2), Newfoundland 11A pair. The
35+ catalog values add up to $2,793. A lovely group of attractive singles, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Canada, Collection, 1859-1969. On black Vario stock pages, containing the following highlights - used: 14,
18, 21, 27, 29, 30, 46, 84 and mint: 51-54, 56, 58, 60, 66-71, 74-78, 90A vertical pair, 91, 96-103, 104-22, 120, 123-30,
126 vertical pair, 128 vertical pair, 131-34, 136-38 horizontal pairs, 149-59, 162-77, 195-201, 217-27, 241-45, 249-62,
C1-C5, E1-E11, F1-F2, J1-J14, MR1-MR7, O1-11, O27, various booklets, Victoria and Christmas panes. Condition is a
little mixed, with the occasional gum flaw or slight oxidation, plenty of key early values and 1930’s definitive sets that are
always so popular, used and o.g., some never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Canada, Senate, House of Commons & Official Cachet FDC Collection, 1975-93. Over 1500 items,
includes singles, plate blocks, sets, highlights include #937 plate block (Cat $125) and others, clean and useful, owners
inventory included, Very Fine. Unitrade 656//B12; C$4,600+ ($3,680) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Canada, Small High Catalog Collection, 1851-1935. Solid collection neatly arranged on just seven
homemade pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #1 (F-VF used, tiny thin), 19 (part o.g., VF), 26 (no gum), 40a
(part o.g.), Jubilee to the $3 (2¢ used, $2 & $3 disturbed gum), Queen Victoria “Maple Leafs issue complete, 81,
8492, Admirals nearly complete, 50¢ “Bluenose”, “Arch” issue complete, and F3 (part o.g., VF). An excellent lot
with condition generally F-VF. Scott $15,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Canada, Cover & Picture Post Card Collection, 1851-1990. Approximately 250 cards & covers, with coils
on cover, mixed U.S. & Canada flight covers, RPOs, first day covers, registereds, exhibitions and first flights, a few
better includes #15 on ad cover, Maritime & Newfoundland Airways cover, and 1927 registered cover with 128 block of
four & 126 block of eight, please review, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Canada, Useful Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1939. A solid holding of several hundred stamps hinged
on Scott vintage pages; nice showing of Large and Small Queens; Jubilees include mint #51-54, 56, 58-59 and 60, plus
used #58-60; 65, 90-95; 20th Century includes mint and used; Back-of-the-Book uncounted; a great eBay lot; condition
is mixed, especially on Earlies, though much is F.-V.F. Scott $11,452 (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Canada, Oldtime Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1957. A few hundred different on homemade pages,
beginning with a few mixed 1859 “Cents” issues, followed by solid used Large & Small Queens; but the value is in the
mint, including such better items as 20¢ “Widow Weeds”, Jubilees to the 50¢ plus a very nice $2, Quebec Tercentenary
complete (7¢ & 5¢ no gum, 20¢ small thin), a Very Fine “Bluenose”, #195-201, 244-245 (NH), etc.; all-in-all, a very
useful lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Canada, Mint & Used Collection, 1859-2001. Mounted in two Scott albums, better used includes 18, 40,
46-47, 158, mint includes 51-52, 56, 59-60, 122, 177, plus a great deal of face with many booklets and souvenir sheets,
take some quality time with this lot, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Canada, Revelatory Revenues Collection, 1864-1967. Most mounted on “Revenues of Canada” specialty
pages; includes a lovely selection of these tough-to-find issues, from the 1864 First Bill issue in various perforation
gauges (all identified), Second Bill issue, Third Bill issue (complete, the $3 mint), Young Queen and King George VI Law
Stamps (all punch-cancelled; the King in shades); Weights & Measures Inspection stamps with red control numbers at
top and center, blue controls, and proofs without controls; Jubilee Weights & Measures proofs and a Specimen; each
issue also features at least one cover or document showing proper use; also includes War & Excise Tax surcharges and
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a postal money order with 1967 Postal Scrip stamps, Very Fine overall, a gorgeous collection that deserves to be
viewed (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
465

)

466

)
Canada, First Day Covers, 1932. 19 covers, all #192-194, different towns, with Roessler black cachets,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

467

HH
Canada, Booklet Collection, 1937-2011. A lovely holding with some duplication all neatly identfied in
glassine envelopes and filling a red box, several hundred, includes owners itemized listing, high face value and re-sale
potential, o.g., never hinged. Unitrade BK29c//BK466; C$5,000 ($4,000) (photo on web site). Estimate $800 - 1,200

468

H/m/)

469

HH

470

H/m
Canada & Provinces, Revenues Collection. Several hundred Federal and Provincial revenues, all neatly
arranged on individual sales cards; an excellent range of issues, including Telegraph and Wildlife stamps, with many
cataloguing over $100 each, condition varies, but many F.-V.F. or better, much uncommon material; be sure to add this
to your “must view” list. Van Dam C$40,000+ ($32,000) (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

471

H/m

472

H/m

473

Canada & Provinces, Interesting Assortment of Better Stamps, 1859-70. 50 different stamps neatly
arranged in Scott number order on a single stocksheet; 15 stamps are Canada, including unused #15, 20, 21 (o.g.) &
22, and used #1 (Fine), 14, 17b, 18, 19, 25, 27 & 28; British Columbia & Vancouver Is. includes unused 7-8 & used 9 &
11; New Brunswick comprises unused 6, 7, 8a, used 9 & mint 10-11; Newfoundland includes nearly the complete
1865-94 “Cents” issue (28//35 unused; Nova Scotia comprises the “Cents” issue complete (5¢ used); and the Prince
Edward Island includes unused #7 (small thin) & 10 and used #8 (XF); condition is somewhat mixed, though most
appear Fine or better. Inspection is recommended. See our online image of the entire lot. Scott $7,000 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

474

HH/H/m

Canada, First Flight Cover Collection, 1925-45. Over 200 Canadian first flight covers in three volumes,
mostly mounted on exhibit pages and annotated, better includes 1925 cover via seaplane from Victoria BC to Seattle
with Roessler cachet, 1928 Roessler commercial mail cover with CL9 tied, 1928 postal envelope Sackville to
Charlottetown PEI, 1930 CL46 tied to a Roessler airmail cover to Prince Albert, with many signed by the pilot, a brilliant
lot with better frankings & cachets, examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Canada, Mostly Mint- Casanova Collection, 1949-2000s.
Housed in 6 bulging jam-packed
albums/stockbooks, mainly matched imprint/plate blocks, booklets, tagging varieties, a few FDCs and sheets, plus a
lovely selection of Wildlife issues ($2600 cat); huge face value, retail value will not disappoint, great for breakdown or
expansion, included is a lovely Scott mint collection 1949//1990s. Unitrade C$10,000+ ($8,000) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Canada, Year Sets, 1975-2014. 60 year sets, looks like two of each, high face / retail value, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Canada & Provinces, Collection, 1852-1853. Messy, but useful collection with modest duplication,
containing huge Scott value in earlies and decent prospect for varieties and cancels with loads of $50 to $1000+ items
including 5b (small margins, but presentable), 62, no gum 89-95, o.g. 96-103, 158, many mint Admirals and later never
hinged to $100+, provinces with duplicated classics to $600 each. Mixed condition, but will go for a bargain price. View
carefully and be shocked how quickly it add up, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott approximately $34,000 (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Canada & Provinces, Small Mint Collection, 1851-1951. Neatly arranged in Scott order on just 13 black
stocksheets; Canadian highlights include (mint unless noted) #45a (without gum), 89-95 (2 used sets), 123-124 (used),
135 (2 NH), 149-159 (used), 162-177, 195-201 (3, one NH), 205-207 (NH line pairs), 217-222 (2), 241-245 2, one NH),
O1-10 (3, two NH)& O16-25. There are only a few Provinces, but they include mint Newfoundland #115-126 & 212-225,
and used Nova Scotia includes #3 & 5. 19th century and Edward issues are mixed condition, virtually everything else is
F-VF. A useful lot. Scott $8,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

H/m

Canada & Newfoundland, Mint & Used Collection, 1859-2008. Housed in five volumes, mint includes
J6-J7, J9, plus lots of face including souvenir sheets, Newfoundland 48, 233-243, Nova Scotia 8-9, Prince Edward
Island 14-15, plus two Van Dam albums with federal & provincial revenues, enough sets, souvenir sheets and revenues
to make this a terrific buy, mixed condition, examine, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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475

H/m

476

)

477

H/m

478

m

479

H/m

480

H/m
Ceylon, Excellent Starter Collection, 1857-1972. Neatly arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets in a
3-ring binder; starts with nine used imperf, generally Fine Chalon Heads (7 different), including #6A, 7, 10, 11; also a
Fine used #14 and mint #38 & 39, other highlights include used #138a & 214, and mint 153-213; then very nearly
complete from 1935 to 1972; condition is just about all F-VF with NH beginning in 1947. About half of our listed catalog
value is in pre-1866 issues. Scott $4,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

481

HH

482

Cook Islands, Substantial Mint Collection, 1892-1985. Fairly complete for the period, neatly arranged in
Scott order on black stocksheets in a large, leatherbound 3-ring binder; highlights include #1-7, 9-100, 112-114 (both
hinged & never hinged), 116-124, and apparently complete from #127 through the issues of 1984, virtually all F-VF, and
NH from 1937 onward. Scott $4,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

483

H/m

484

HH/H

485

H/m
Cyprus, Exellent, Primarily Mint Collection, 1881-1995. Great starter collection neatly arranged in Scott
order on black stocksheets in a 3-ring binder.; mint highlights include #11, 13 (regummed), 18, 21a, 25, 26a (2), 38-43,
61a-71, 72-84, 89-108 and just about complete from #125 to the issues of 1995, plus a bit of duplication; condition
virtually all F-VF (NH from the Silver Wedding issue except for a few LH duplicates. Scott $4,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

52

Canada & Provinces, Mint & Used, Collectors Compendium of Duplicates and Triplicates, 1870-2000.
Ever love a Country so much you couldn’t turn down any decent offering? uh-huh, that’s what we have here, this
passionate collector kept on buying and adding to it, filling two red boxes, kind of sparse in the early queens but
improves later on with loads of face value and useful items such as airmails, special delivery and provinces, some nicer
and useful items that one can mine from within, a lot that’s easy to view and pleasantly surprising, viewing invited,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Canada & Provinces, 26 covers, 1911-37. Includes Newfoundland #230-243 on registered cover to New
York City, 1911 Canada registered cover from Toronto to Roessler, 1913 registered cover from Western Stamp
Company Winnigeg to Roessler, 1930 St. Hubart Airport Montreal to Roessler, 1926 Western Canada Airways Ltd. to
Roessler, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Cape of Good Hope, Splendid Mint and Used Collection, 1853-1904. 110 mainly used stamps, hinged on
Scott vintage pages; highlights include, by Scott, used #1-6, pairs 4 & 13, Woodblocks #7 & 9; 12-15, 16-19, 20-21, 25,
28, 174, plus mint issues; decent condition throughout with the Woodblocks being quite nice appearing, a few faults as
normal, but mainly F.-V.F., all imaged on our website. Scott $13,000+ (photo on web site). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Cape of Good Hope, Used Collection, 1864-1904. Used collection, on black stock pages, which consists of
#16-19, 20, 24, 27-30, 32-38, 41-44, 46-50, 52, 55, 56-57, 58-63 and 67-69 in varying quantities; mixed condition, but
still enormous catalog value, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Cayman Islands, Outstanding Mainly Mint Collection, 1900-2003. Fairly complete collection neatly
arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets in a large, leatherbound 3-ring binder; highlights include (mint unless
noted) #1-16 (plus 8-16 used, both 5s with dubious cancels and not counted), 21-28 (mint & used), 29-30 (plus 29 used
and 30 Specimen), 31-68, and then nearly complete from 1935; condition F-VF throughout, the QE2 and most of the
KGVI being NH. Scott $4,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Christmas & Cocos Islands, Virtually Complete Mint Collections, 1958-2008. Neatly arranged in Scott
order on a large, leatherbound 3-ring binder; all Very Fine, NH. Scott $1,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

H

Cyprus, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1880-1955. Oldtime collection, nearly complete for the
period on homemade pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #1 used, 4 (no gum), 5 (wing margin), 7, 8, 10, 11 &
12 (no gum), 14-17 (used), 28-37, 46-47, 48-71, 125-135, 158-159 (NH), and 168-182 (NH). A marvelous lot, virtually all
F-VF. Scott $4,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Cyprus, Clean & Colorful Collection, 1880-1960s. Nearly all mint with much never hinged; starts with #2
and 3, with a nice array of Queen Victoria, King Edward VII, and King George V profiles; nicely centered 1928 Pictorials,
King George VI Coronation and regular series (the latter to £1), Peace, Silver Jubilee, UPU, and Queen Elizabeth II
issues; several Europa sets included, F.-V.F. with much better, pretty material; worth a look. Scott $1,900+ (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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486

HH/H/m Dominica, Collection, 1874-1969. Mostly complete to mid 1960’s on Scott Specialty pages, highlights
include (mint unless noted otherwise): 1-3 (3 used), 4-9 (7 used), 11 used on piece, 16-24 (20 used), 25-34, 35-49, 54,
56-63, 65-82, 83-85, 97-110, 122-36 and 164-80, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

487

H/m

488

HH/H
Falkland Islands, Dependencies and South Georgia, Collection, 1933-83. In large red stockbook
containing Falkland 65-72, 84-96, 128-39, 166-79, 485-500 and 2L1-8 to 5L1-8, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

489

H/m

490

H

491

H

492

HH/H/m

493

H
Gambia, Solid Mint Collection, 1880-1984. Highly complete for the period neatly arranged in Scott order on
black stocksheets in a 3-ring binder; includes #5-8, 10 (no gum), 12-39, 65a, 70-84, and 121 apparently complete to
#416, plus a few later; condition, with a few minor 1880 issue flaws, is F-VF throughout,with NH beginning in 1935 (and a
few LH duplicates like #132-143). An outstanding lot. Scott $2,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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Gilbert & Ellice Islands, Mint Collection, 1911-75. Nearly complete for the period, missing only the King
George V 10s & £1; neatly arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets in a 3-ring binder; all clean and F-VF, NH
beginning in 1949 with a few earlier included. Scott $900 (photo on web site).
Offer

Dominica, Outstanding, Mainly Mint Collection, 1874-1977. Nearly complete for the period, neatly
arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets in a 3-ring binder.; includes used #1-12 and mint #13, and then apparently
complete, though we have checked the modern issues. As for condition, virtually everything is F-VF and NH from #114
onward. Scott $2,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Falkland Islands, Excellent Collection Balance, 1878-1954. Neatly mounted on homemade pages and
including such highlights as (mint unless noted) #1-2 (used), 3-5, 7-8, 11 (used), 14 (used), 15, 15a, 16, 16a (thin), 19
(used, indistinct cancel), 22-27, 30-36, 38a, 54-60 (2), 61, 65-72, 93 (NH), 99-100 (LH), 107-120 (LH), and 1L19-33
(NH); virtually all clean and F-VF. A terrific lot. Scott $4,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Falkland Islands, Excellent Mint Collection, 1883-2009. Fairly complete for the period, including
Dependencies, neatly arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets in a large, leatherbound 3-ring binder; highlights
include #5, 7, 11 (small thin), 20-21 (5s reperfed), 22-28, 25a, 30-35, 40 (couple short perfs), 41-48, 54-62, 65-72, then
apparently complete from 1935 through 2008; condition, with few exceptions, is all F-VF, and NH from 1946
onward.except for the 1954 QEII set for the Dependencies, which is LH. A marvelous lot. Scott $5,500 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Fiji, Nearly Complete Mint collection, 1871-2007. Neatly arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets in a
large, leatherbound 3-ring binder; include #15-19, 33, 35, 37 & 38, then apparently complete from 1878 through 2008
except for the 1912 £1 Edward; condition of the 1871-77 issues is a little mixed, later issues are virtually all F-VF, the
QEII and some of the George VI being NH. Scott $3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Gambia, Collection, 1880-1966. Mostly complete on Scott Specialty pages, highlights include (mint unless
noted otherwise): 5-11 (9 and 11 are used), 12-19, 20-27, 28-39, 41-64, 65-66, 70-86, 87-96, 102-120, 121-24, 132-43,
153-67 and 175-87, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Gibraltar, Highly Complete, Primarily Mint Collection, 1886-2007. An outstanding collection neatly
arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets in a large leatherbound 3-ring binder.; mint highlights include #1-3, 4 (2),
22-29, 35, 39-47 (8s light crease), 49A-57, 66-75, 96-118 (NH), and virtually complete from there on plus a bit of
duplication; condition is just about all F-VF, with George VI & QEII issues being NH except for a few LH duplicates. Scott
$4,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Gibraltar, Small, Mainly Mint Collection Balance, 1886-1954. Neatly arranged on just eight homemade
pages; value primarily in the Queen Victoria issues including #5 (no gum), 8-19 (plus duplicates), 22-28, and 29-38 (two
sets but only one each of the two different 20c); also includes the Silver Wedding set NH. An excellent lot. Scott $2,300
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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Gold Coast & Ghana, Fairly Complete Mint Collection, 1876-1984. Neatly arranged in Scott order on
black stocksheets in a large, leatherbound 3-ring binder; highlights include #8 (no gum), 14-23, 25 (rounded corner),
49-55 (2s6d nibbed corner), 79a, 83-93, 98-147 and then nearly complete to 1984; condition F-VF throughout, the QE2
and most of the KGVI being NH (a few duplicate LH sets). Scott $2,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Great Britain and Offices, Extensive Collection, 1840-1950’s. In Scott Specialized album containing a
plethora of modestly duplicated, mostly used, including those organized by plate number, starting with 7 penny blacks
and 4 two pence blues (2 of which are VF) and a mass of surface printed to 10sh values, with tons of £50 to £500+ items
up through seahorses to 10sh duplicated, no significant Queen Elizabeth II, but for a few better mint dues; a few officials,
offices in China to $3 used, offices in Morocco Edward VII to 10sh mint, offices in Turkey to 5sh values, Ionian 1S #1 (5
mint, 1 used), 2 (5 mint, 1 used), 3 (7 mint), Heligoland with a raft of mainly reprints (all uncounted), many revenue
issues and some probably fake blued paper Queen Victoria items. Catalog value by Stanley Gibbons with much
uncounted, exceeds £96,500 (£12,400 of which is mint) and most valued at tiny fractions of Gibbons, making this a likely
bargain for someone, generally F.-V.F. appearance. SG £96,500+ ($125,450) (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Great Britain, Collection, 1841-1966. From early Victoria to early Queen Elizabeth II, approximately 1,000
stamps from Scott 3//457 with individual stamps up to $500 with most of the value in early Victoria’s, additional items not
counted in totals with small faults adding up to Scott $1,693, some interesting cancels and plate varieties and
duplication of many better items, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $18,325
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Great Britain, Collection, 1840-1970’s. Modest but worthwhile collection of mainly used in Scott Specialty
album with value in pre war used, with many £50 to £1,350 range items including 2 penny blacks (1 with four margins)
and the usual line up of surface printed Queen Victoria and used seahorses, mixed condition, but this one can likely be
had for a pittance, generally F.-V.F. appearance. SG £13,000+ ($16,900) (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Great Britain, Early Perforated Victoria Platings, 1858-64. A great specialized collection of these early
plated perforated Victoria, consisting of ½¢ brown - 9 different plate numbers, 1p brown - 153 different plate numbers,
1½p brown - 2 different plate numbers, 2p blue - 7 different plate numbers, generally Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Great Britain, Mint & Used Collection, 1840-1960. Used includes #1 (5), 2, quantities of 3, 4, 9, 10, 16, 17,
20, 28 (5), 32, 48 (2), 55 (4), 60, 96 (17), 108 (10), 109, mint with 112 (4), 113 (3), 115 (2), 118 (5), 126, also Middle East
Forces, Kuwait and Offices Abroad, well worth our low estimate, a diverse & valuable collection, plan on spending some
time with this one, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Great Britain, High Catalog Mint and Used Collection, 1840-1958. Impressive oldtime collection on
handmade and/or blank quadrille pages punched to fit a 3-ring binder; almost all used, including lots of key stamps, like
Scott numbers 5-7, 65, 56, 57 (plate1-2), 65, 73, 110, 124, 142 & 176; there’s even a mint 1d Mulready letter sheet; also
includes an excellent selection plate numbers where appropriate, like 133 different plate numbers of the 1d red #33, 12
of the ½d #58 (including plate. 9), 15 of the 2½d claret #67 (no plate, 17), 17 different the 3d rose #44//61, etc., etc. As for
condition, unfortunately it’s no better than average—despite there being a good number of Fine stamps among the
lesser numbers, nearly all of the $200-and-up have problems, though some of them are quite minor. That being said, the
catalog value is huge and a careful examination could reveal some hidden gems. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Great Britain, Small Collection, 1840-1963. A two-part collection, on stocksheets in a small 3-ring binder;
the first part is about 80 used Victoria, Edward & George V used stamps, mostly $25-$300 catalog values in average
condition, ing an attractive 3½-margin Penny Black; also a small group of Fine used Officials: O31, O34, O35, O38 &
O61; the second part is F-VF mint, primarily George VI, including four set NH setsc of the 1948 Silver Wedding and a
nice, mostly NH collection of mainly George VI Post Offices Abroad. The first part catalogs nearly $6,000 (the Officials
are $850), the second about $1,000. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Great Britain, Collection of Early London Postmarks and Postal Route Cancels. A study of postmarks in
two volumes, profusely illustrated by many early stamps mounted on pages and 88 covers and postcards ranging from
two Penny Blacks (one single and one on piece) and an early imperforate Penny Red to Edward VII issues with
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hundreds of stamps in between; cancels include Maltese numbered, Town numbers, London Route numbers, squared
circles, double-circles, etc.; many of the early issues are mounted on maps showing the postal routes; an interesting
group that took untold study and time to prepare, excellent for expansion or to complement your existing British
postmark collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
506

m
Great Britain, Platings of Better Stamps, 1841-84. An exceptional collection of platings on flats, includes 4,
20, 34, 34a, 43, 45, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 68, 79 & 101, in quantities of 43 to 240, with some nicely centered examples,
scarce presentation, should be examined with extreme care, F.-V.F. Scott $100,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Great Britain, Postal Strike Covers, 1971. 32 covers and 11 stamps, covers have stamps tied, includes
same day delivery, “Pegasus” stamps, a nice representation of this turbulent period in Great Britain’s postal history,
have a look-see, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

516

HH/H/m

Great Britain, #20 Complete Plating Collection. Mounted on a plating flat, complete reconstruction of
letters, 240 stamps, a well-done presentation, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Great Britain, Exceptional Collection of Used Officials, 1882-1903. Collection of 38 different stamps
including such better numbers as O6, O27, O28 (cat. $1250), O29 (1050) O30, O34-36, O42-43, O44-45, O52 ($625),
O62 ($1550), O64, O65 ($1150), O69 & O72-77 (O73 mint); condition is virtually all Fine with typical, somewhat heavy
cancels (see online photos). Scott $8,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Great Britain, Stamp Dealer Corner Cards, 1888-58. 13 covers & cards incl. several pre-1900, examine,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Offer

Great Britain, Mammoth WWI FPO and Military Mail Collection. About 900 covers, pre-printed postal
cards and postcards (mostly covers) housed in 10 large cover albums; FPO items organized in numerical order and
individually mounted on a page for display (with research indicating Army Post Office number and location, along with
information related to the unit, on reverse); mostly European units with Railhead units and some Krag machine cancelsl;
note a large variety of Military censor markings; a very comprehensive collection that took many years of dedication to
build, an excellent opportunity at a low opening price (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Great Britain, WWI Red Cross Covers, 1915-19. Approximately 400 covers, different groups and censors,
please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Great Britain, WWII Royal Navy Censor Cover and Maritime Mail Collection. 105 mostly OAS Naval
covers in a large album, with each item organized according to cancellation type and individually mounted on a page for
display, with research related to the location (or ship) it was sent from, etc., on the back; includes “Received from H.M.
Ships” Post Office Maritime Mail markings with related Censor markings, an excellent basis for further study and
development (photo on web site).
Offer
Great Britain, WWII Royal Air Force Censor Cover Collection. 91 mostly OAS and Army Privilege covers
in a large album; each item organized according to cancellation type and individually mounted on a page for display with
additional research on reverse; mostly UK usages, but some from Italy, Egypt, North Africa and India are included; of
particular interest are the myriad styles of numeral censor markings; excellent basis for further study and development
(photo on web site).
Offer

Great Britain, Collection of WWII Domestic and Italian FPO Covers. 206 British FPO Military covers in a
pair of large albums, each organized according to cancellation type and individually mounted for display; one volume is
from the homefront, the other has 82 covers from British FPOs in Italy; we note Stampless, stamped, pre-printed Active
Service “green” letters, aerogrammes and Great Britain-franked covers bearing many types and styles of numeral
Censor markings, an excellent collection on which to build (photo on web site).
Offer

Great Britain & Channel Islands, Mint & Used Collection, 1847-2000. Mounted in four albums, with used
#1, loads of face, mint includes J18-J22, J24, J79-J91, mint & used officials, revenues, parcel stamps, mint Middle East
Forces 1-9, Channel Islands, chock-a-full with many sale able items, mixed condition, please peruse, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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Hong Kong, Specialized Collection, 1862-1997. Three volumes of material housed in Stanley Gibbons
Senator albums, with the collection’s main strength in early Victorian issues; mostly used, with specialized runs of
duplicated issues selected for cancels; includes Revenue and Frama issues, with an entire volume focused on modern
Hong Kong area cancels (including Mui Wo, Cheung Chau, Aberdeen, Repulse Bay, Stanley, Sai Ying Pun, Desvoeux
Road, Sheung Wan, Wanchai, Kowloon and others); covers include a 1937 First flight to Manila and First Day Covers
for the 1946 Peace Issue and 1973, 1982 and 1987 Elizabethan Definitive series, must be seen to appreciate. 2013
Scott $11,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Ireland, First Day Covers Collection, 1950’s-80’s. Mostly 1960’s to 1970’s with many nice early items,
mostly cacheted, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer
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Jamaica, Impressive, Mainly Mint Collection, 1860-1998. Nearly complete for the period, neatly arranged
in Scott order on black stocksheets in a large, leatherbound 3-ring binder; Queen Victoria issues are mostly used, the
rest are just about all mint; highlights include (mint unless noted) #1c (LH block of 4, two nibbed corners), 14-5 (both mint
& used), 19, 20, 27d (mint & used, the used with broken “K” for “Y”, SG 30ca, £100), then #28 through the issues of 1998

56

Great Britain: Channel Islands, Mint Collection, 1958-2006. Housed in seven volumes, includes
Alderney, Guernsey, Jersey & Isle of Man, appears complete for period, with hundreds of mint sets and souvenir
sheets, perfect for the topical collector or dealer, includes Isle of Man revenues, Jersey and Guernsey issued under
German Occupation, please peruse, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Grenada, Nice Mainly Mint Collection, 1861-1977. Fairly complete for the period neatly arranged in Scott
order on black stocksheets in a 3-ring binder.; early Queen Victoria issues are mostly used (some both mint & used), but
from 1895 onward everything is mint, including #39-66 and just about complete from #68, plus some duplication (e.g.
two sets of 91-112 and two sets of #131-142, one NH); condition is of the early Victoria is a little mixed, but the balance is
virtually all all F-VF, with George VI & QEII issues being NH except for a few LH duplicates. Scott $1,750 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $350 - 500

India, Pleasant Mint & Used Collection, 1855-1961. Starts with mostly used Queen Victoria, Edward VII &
George V issues nearly complete for the period (#31-35 are both mint & used); George VI and QEII issues are nearly all
mint and also highly complete for the period, including #150-167 (both mint & used), 168-179 (NH), and 207-222 (NH);
all neatly arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets; condition is generally F-VF throughout, the QEII and most of the
George VI being NH; also includes Gwalior #35-48. An excellent starter collection. Scott $1,850 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
India & States, Collection with Revenues, 1854-1972. Mounted in a Scott album, includes mint & used
regular issues, officials, various mint & used states, Jaipur Court Fees, state revenues, Joohpur state revenues,
Junagadh state revenues, Kishengarh revenues, Kotah state revenues, Mewah state revenues, mixed condition,
please review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Ireland, Pre-Philatelic Professional Presentation, 1800-65. 90 covers or folded letters housed in a
three-ring binder, each cover individually mounted on a page ready for display or exhibition, with complete description
of origin and destination, markings, etc.; the most remarkable thing about this presentation is that when a letter is
enclosed, it is fully transcribed (as far as it’s legible); most letters are legal or financial in nature (what else is new?); a
great array of markings, including Bishop Marks, red “Post Paid”s, London crowned “Free”, Mermaids, manuscripts,
Mileage Marks, boxed daters, straightline origins, etc., etc.; most covers originate in Ireland, but the collection includes
English mailings, and finishes with two 1d Red imperforate covers (and four perforated on pieces) plus later Victorian
adhesives, Very Fine on the whole, a bonanza for the postal historian; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Ireland, Collection and Stockbook, 1922-2001. Housed in a Gibbons Senator album, plus a 32-page
stockbook with duplicates; primarily used, with items chosen for their select cancels; includes four stampless “Free”
cover fronts; nice and clean throughout. Scott $2,070 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Jamaica, Lovely Group of 1915 Red Cross Stamps. About 40 items including mint, used, on piece and one
advertising cover (Fred Meyer), there are varieties and overprints, Judaica as the proceeds went to Polish Jews
suffering because of WW1; seldom seen this large a group, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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apparently complete; virtually all clean and F-VF, and NH beginning in 1929, with a few LH and used duplicates. A
fabulous lot. Scott $5,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Montserrat, Impressive Mainly Mint Collection, 1876-1997. Neatly arranged in Scott order on black
stocksheets in a large, leatherbound 3-ring binder; highlights include used #4 & 9, mint 11 (no gum), and then
apparently everything from #12 through the issues of 1997; condition is virtually all F-VF with NH beginning in 1958.
Scott $4,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika, Massive Mint Collection, 1890-2000. Including British East Africa, East
Africa & Uganda, German East Africa (German & British), as well as the three independent countries and Tanzania, all
neatly arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets in three large, leatherbound 3-ring binders; highlights include
British East Africa #36-37, 42, 53 (small repair); East Africa & Uganda 1-6, 9-13, 17-26, 31-39; German East Africa 1-21,
23-29, 31-41; and Tanganyika 10-22, 26, 27a & 29-44 (£1 toned gum); Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika includes 46-58
and 83a and then apparently complete from #86 through 1976, while the issues of Kenya seem to be virtually complete,
1963-2000, as do those of Tanzania, 1964-1990, and Uganda 1898-1990. As for condition, with very few exceptions,
everything is F-VF with the 1948 issues onward being 99.9% NH. A fabulous lot with which to begin a collection of East
Africa. Scott $9,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Leeward Islands, Excellent Mint Collection, 1890-1954. Comprises Scott #1-28, 46-57, 58 (2), 60, and
96-147, all neatly arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets; includes two sets of #103-115 plus lots of varieties; and
condition, other than the 5s Jubilee, which has a small stain & corner crease, is F-VF, and all NH from 1935 except the
two 103-115 sets (though some of the varieties are also NH). A very nice lot. Scott $2,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
Malta, Nearly Complete Mint Collection, 1860-2004. Neatly arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets
in a. large, leatherbound 3-ring binder; starts with some average early issues including #3 (regummed), 3a, 3g
(reperfed), 5 (regummed & used) & 6 (regummed), but then becomes F-VF and nearly complete: #8-64 (plus a few
varieties) and 77 through the issues of 2004; the QEII and most of the King George VI being NH (plus some LH
duplicates);. A tremendous lot. Scott $5,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Malta, Nice Mainly Mint Collection, 1885-1957. A few hundred different on homemade pages (actually a
combination of two collections); highlights include mint 14, 17-18 (2), 41, 49-62, 64 (2), 131-147, and King George VI
issues complete (Silver Wedding NH). A very nice lot. Scott $1,900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
Mauritius, Marvelous Mint Collection, 1858-2000. Solid collection, neatly arranged in Scott order on black
stocksheets in a. large, leatherbound 3-ring binder; highlights include #18 (no gum), 39, 52, 57, 64 (regummed), 77, 79,
83-84, 91-111, 124-136, 161-199 and then apparently complete through the issues of 2000; condition of the Queen
Victoria issues is just a little mixed, but virtually everything else is F-VF, the QEII being NH. A great lot. Scott $6,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Montserrat, Nearly Complete, Mainly Mint Collection, 1876-1937. Apparently complete #1-74, neatly
arranged on three homemade pages; all but numbers 2, 4, 7, 9-11 & 15 are mint (#3 is without gum); all clean and F-VF.
A wonderful lot. Scott $2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
Nauru, Nearly Complete Mint Collection, 1919-2007. Neatly arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets
in a. large, leatherbound 3-ring binder; apparently missing only the “Seahorse” high values, and the first printing of the
1924 Freighter issue (actually, the 5s in the included set is from the 1924 printing), and condition is F-VF throughout,
and NH from 1935 on, plus a few LH duplicates. Scott $1,250 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
New Zealand, Excellent Primarily Mint Collection, 1857-1936. An oldtime collection neatly arranged on
homemade pages; starts with a nice group of generally F-VF used Chalon Heads and later Queen Victoria issues, but
the real value is in the mint, which includes such better numbers as #53, 70-80, 83, 122-125, 130-139, 145-159, and
complete regular issues & commemoratives 1920-36; also includes small, mainly mint collections of Aitutaki
(including 4-6), Cook Is. (21-22 (used) & 104), Penrhyn Is. & Samoa. A very worthwhile lot. Scott $4,000 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Rhodesia, Excellent Starter Collection, 1897-1975. Comprises Rhodesia, Northern and Southern
Rhodesia, and Rhodesia & Nyasaland, all neatly arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets in a. 3-ring binder;
highlights include (mint unless noted) Rhodesia 16 (used), 24-25, 26-39 (used), 43-49 (both mint & used), 50-56,
59-71, 73, 76-81 (used), 104b, 106c, 109a, 119-136 and the QEII issues complete, all but the first two sets NH; N.
Rhodesia George VI and QEII complete; and S. Rhodesia complete, plus several perf varieties of the George V
Admirals, including mint 27a, 28a and used 26a, 26b, 28a & 29a. A marvelous lot, virtually all ca F-VF. Scott $5,500
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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St. Helena, Marvelous Collection, 1856-1902. Highly complete parallel mint and used collection, neatly
arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets in a 3-ring binder; highlights include used #1, 2b, 4, 5, 7, 10, 14-27, 29-31,
33-38, and mint 8 (no gum), 11-15, 18-20, 24, 25, 28-31, 33-77, and then virtually complete from 1935; condition, with
very few exceptions, is F-VF throughout, with NH beginning in 1935 (plus some LH duplicates. A marvelous lot. Scott
$6,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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St. Lucia & St. Vincent, Pleasant Mainly Mint Collections, 1862-1989. All neatly arranged in Scott order
on black stocksheets in a 3-ring binder; St. Lucia includes (mint unless noted) #4, 15, 17, 41/41a pair (used), 49-148,
plus many QEII; St. Vincent incls used #4, 10, 27, 38 (small thin), and mint 62-70, 90-94, 98-103, 118-137, George VI
complete and QEII nearly so until 1972, plus several later; condition is F-VF throughout with virtually everything from
1935 onward being NH, plus there are several LH duplicate sets. A great lot. Scott $3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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New Zealand, Substantial Mainly Mint Collection, 1864-1996. Many hundreds neatly arranged in Scott
order on black stocksheets in a large Scott Specialty Series 3-ring binder; the 19th century is scattered and mostly used,
but the 20th is solid, begining with beginning with the 1906 Christchurch Exhibition Issue and including #130-139,
145-159, 165-170 (both mint & used), 185-198 and just about all Commemoratives and Definitives from 1935 onward,
as well as the Semi-Postals (with miniature sheets), Airmails and Special Deliveries; Ross Dependencies are also
complete L1-108. As for condition, you’ll find virtually everything clean and F-VF, with some of the George VI and all of
the QEII being NH, plus some LH duplicates. An outstanding lot. Scott $5,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Nigeria, Outstanding Mint Collection, 1882-1979. Comprises Niger Coast Protectorate, Northern &
Southern Nigeria and independent Nigeria, as well as Cameroons, including German Occupation; highlights include
Niger Coast Protectorate #1-6, 37-42, 43-48 (2), 50 (used), 55-63 (2); Northern Nigeria 1-8, 10-12 & 19-52; Southern
Nigeria 1-17, 21-27, 29, 32-40 & 45-55; and Nigeria virtually complete including several varieties (e.g. 18a-31a);
condition is just about all F-VF. A tremendous lot. Scott $5,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Papua New Guinea, Solid Mint Collection, 1901-2002. Neatly arranged in Scott order on black
stocksheets in a. 3-ring binder; includes #1-7, 11-14 and 16-93, plus some varieties (e.g. 30a, 40a) and a few
duplicates, then from #110 through the issues of 2002 virtually complete MNH; also includesJ1-5 (2 NH sets) & O1-12.;
and condition is F-VF throughout. A great lot. Scott $4,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Pitcairn Islands, Complete Mint Collection, 1940-2011. Scott #1-789 apparently complete neatly
arranged on black stocksheets in a large, leatherbound 3-ring binder; all clean and F-VF, never hinged, the 2009-11
issues being contained in the Annual Collections issued by the Pitcairn Post Office. Scott $1,900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

H/m

St. Christopher, Parallel Mint and Used Collection, 1870-1986. Comprises used #1-14, 16, & 19-21 and
mint #1-2, 14 (pane of 20), 16, 17, 17b, 18 (2), 20 & 21-22; just about all clean and F-VF; all neatly arranged in Scott
order on black stocksheets in a 3-ring binder; also includes substantially complete MNH Anguilla, 1967-84, and St. Kitts,
1980-82. Scott $2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

H/m

St. Lucia, Excellent Mainly Mint Collection, 1860-1937. Neatly arranged and mounted on three
homemade pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #3, 6, 9a (no gum), 15-22, 38, and 43-109. Scott $2,200
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

H/m

St. Vincent, Marvelous Little Mint and Used Collection, 1862-1935. Fairly complete for the period, neatly
arranged on three homemade pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) 3, 5, 6 (used), 9, 12 (tiny perf stain), 14A,
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14B (used), 18 (used), 27 (used), 36 (used), 51, 54a (used), and 62-140 minus only the 1904 & 1928 £1. A wonderful lot,
virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,650 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
546
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Samoa, Excellent Mint Collection, 1886-1995. Highly complete for the period, neatly arranged in Scott
order on black stocksheets in a 3-ring binder; highlights include #51-56, five different combination perf pairs (118//135)
plus the 3d in a NH block of 8 (total SG value £200), and 156-159; the issues of 1952 through 1995 are apparently
complete and the entire collection is clean and F-VF with NH beginning 1935, highlights include. Scott $1,850 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
Seychelles, Nearly Complete Mint Collection, 1890-2001. Includes #1-21 (2.25r small repair), plus a few
duplicates and die Is, then is virtually complete to 2001, including the 1980-90 issues of Zil Elwannyen Sesel, all neatly
arranged on black stocksheets in a large, leatherbound 3-ring binder; condition is just about all clean and F-VF and all
NH beginning with the George VI issues (there are some LH duplicates); also includes a used 15c on 16c inverted
surcharge (24b, faulty, not counted). An excellent lot. Scott $5,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Sierra Leone, Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1964. Small collection neatly arranged in Scott order on
black stocksheets; highlights include (mint unless noted) #1a (no gum), 1b (2, one regummed), 5 (used), 8 (no gum),
33a (used), 77-88, 173-185, and 195-226; all clean and F-VF, the QEII and a few earlier being NH. Scott $1,750 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Solomon Islands, Virtually Complete Mint Collection, 1907-2002. The only major item missing is the
1914 £1 George V; everything else is neatly arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets in a large, leatherbound 3-ring
binder; condition is virtually all clean and F-VF, the QEII and nearly all of the George VI being NH. Scott $2,500 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Somaliland Protectorate, Nearly Complete, Mainly Mint Collection, 1903-1958. Neatly arranged in Scott
order on black stocksheets; includes #1-13 & 21-143; virtually all clean and F-VF, all NH from 1935, the three George VI
defective sets all complete both mint & used. Scott $2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
South Africa, South West Africa, Etc., Comprehensive, Mint Collection, 1910-94. Comprises South
Africa virtually complete 1935-75, Bophuthatswana, 1977-94, Ciskei 1987-94, Transkei 1976-94, Venda, 1979-94, and
South West Africa virtually complete 1926-80, all neatly arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets in a large,
leatherbound 3-ring binder; condition is clean and F-VF and, with very few exceptions, all NH beginning in 1935. Also
included are small collections of Orange River Colony, including #60b & 61-73, and Zululand, including used #1-2, 7,
12-14, 12a, 15-20, 22 and mint #1 & 3-6, as well as two items from Natal: #14 - a used L-shaped strip of 3, and a mint
#93. Overall, an outstanding starter collection. Scott $5,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
South Georgia, Complete Mint Collection, 1963-2013. Comprises Scott #1-497, neatly arranged in Scott
order on black stocksheets in a large, leatherbound 3-ring binder; all Very Fine, never hinged. Scott $1,850 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Tanganyika, Collection, 1915-62. On Stanley Gibbons pages, containing German East Africa N101-5,
N106-14, N115-22, Mafia Islands NL89-92, NL95, Tanganyika 1-7, 10-28, 29-44, a great collection with many popular
long sets that are difficult to find nice, generally F.-V.F. appearance. 2016 SG £3,971 ($5,160) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Tonga, Topical, 2012 Butterflies & Titanic, Wholesale Group, Perf & Imperf. Tonga #1177 Democracy
&16 per sheet of 6); 1178-79 Titanic issues ($20.50 per), Plus Tonga Niuafo’ou #275-86 ($54.20 per set); 287 ($55 per
sheet of 12); also includes error of # 275-86 variety unlisted error “L” in Butterflies (catalog for normal is $54.20, these
retail each at $50); the last four items are Butterflies, 500 of each item both perforated and imperforate, a total of 11
items which catalog $372.00 for one unit without any premium affixed to imperfs or the error, 2500 complete units, Very
Fine. Scott $930,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $25,000 - 35,000
Tonga, Topical, 2012 Butterflies & Titanic, Wholesale Group, Perf & Imperf. Tonga #1177 Democracy
&16 per sheet of 6); 1178-79 Titanic issues ($20.50 per), Plus Tonga Niuafo’ou #275-86 ($54.20 per set); 287 ($55 per
sheet of 12); also includes error of # 275-86 variety unlisted error “L” in Butterflies (catalog for normal is $54.20, these
retail each at $50); the last four items are Butterflies, 500 of each item both perforated and imperforate, a total of 11
items which catalog $372.00 for one unit without any premium affixed to imperfs or the error, 500 complete units, Very
Fine. Scott $186,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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Virgin Islands & Montserrat, Proof Collection, 1985. Collection of 406 proofs on 116 printer’s proof cards,
Monserrat are for 1985 Flora & Fauna issue Scott #551-553, with proof and progressive color proofs, Virgin Islands are
for 1985 Queen Mother 85th Birthday, Scott #509-512, with 154 se-tenant pair proofs on 44 printer proof cards, very
attractive with modest duplication, great for the topical dealer, without gum as issued, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

562

H

Trinidad & Tobago, Excellent Mainly Mint Collection, 1881-1999. Neatly arranged in Scott order on black
stocksheets in a. 3-ring binder; mint highlights include Trinidad #4, 56 (2), 58, J10-17 and Trinidad & Tobago 8-11,
21-33, and virtually everything else through the issues of 1989; just about all clean and F-VF with NH beginning at #43.
Scott $2,450 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Tristan da Cunha, Complete Mint Collection, 1953-2008. Comprises Scott #1-756, apparently complete
and neatly arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets in a large, leatherbound 3-ring binder; all Very Fine and NH,
plus a few LH duplicates, like #1-12 & 28-41. A rare opportunity. Scott $2,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Turks & Caicos, Outstanding Mint Collection, 1881-1985. Including Turks Islands, neatly arranged in
Scott order on black stocksheets in a 3-ring binder; highlights include Turks #7A, 10 (2, no gum), 15; 53 & 57 MNH
blocks of 15; and Turks & Caicos virtually complete for the period including two sets of #1-9; all clean and F-VF with NH
beginning 1946. Scott $2,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Virgin Islands, Solid Mainly Mint Collection, 1866-1992. Nearly complete for the period, neatly arranged
in Scott order on black stocksheets in a large, leatherbound 3-ring binder; highlights include (mint unless noted) #1
(used), 2 & 4 (both mint & used), 4a, 5, 9, 10 (2), 11 (regummed), 12, 17, 19-48 and then apparently complete through
the issues of 1992, including a few varieties (120-121 perforated Specimen) and minor duplication (e.g. 2x 53-66);
virtually all clean and F-VF, and NH beginning in 1935 (there are also some LH duplicates). Overall, a marvelous lot.
Scott $3,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Virgin Islands, Nearly Complete, Mainly Mint Collection, 1866-1956. Comprises Scott #1-2, 4-5, and
7-127, all mint except the 1880 2½s red brown (11), clean and F-VF throughout, with the first George VI & QEII definitive
sets being NH, all artistically mounted on homemade pages. A great lot. Scott $2,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Zanzibar, Excellent Mint Collection, 1895-1966. A great starter collection, neatly arranged in Scott order
on black stocksheets; highlights include #3-13, 17, 38-52, 56-61B, 62-78, 94-98, 99-108, 120-134, 156-175, 184-348;
also includes French Offices in Zanzibar #17-28; condition is virtually all F-VF, and all NH from #201 onward, plus a few
LH duplicates. Scott $3,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Area Collections
563

H/m
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British Africa, Mint Collection of Southern African Colonies. Comprises Basutoland, Bechuanaland &
Botswana, and Swaziland, all neatly arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets in a large, leatherbound 3-ring binder;
highlights include Bautoland virtually complete NH from 1935 (plus a few LH and used duplicates), Bechuanaland #1-9,
65, 83-93, 96-104, Botswana nearly complete to 1993, and Swaziland 1-7 (apparently genuine, but not guaranteed)
and the issues of 1933-2000 virtually complete, NH beginning in 1935. A tremendous lot. Scott $5,600 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

60

British Africa, Unusual Mint and Used Collection. Primarily made up of Victoria through George V issues
neatly arranged on homemade pages, laid out with spaces drawn only for the stamps that the owner already had; so
that, while there are not many blank spaces, there is also a lack of high values. That said there, there are still a number of
$25-$50 stamps scattered throughout, plus there are also a few “outliers” of more modern stamps from a later
collection, including mint St. Helena 118-127, 140-152 (NH) and Tristan Da Cunha 1-27 (NH). Overall and interesting
and quite desirable lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
British Africa, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1960. Mounted in a Scott album, with mint Niger Coast
Protectorate 44-48, Northern Nigeria 38, Nysaland Protectorate 66, Saint Helena 118-127, Somaliland Protectorate 14,
15, 16, 20, 23, 24, 25, Southern Rhodesia 42-54, clean & fresh material, please examine, o.g., some never hinged /
some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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British Asia, Small Mint and Used Collection, 1863-1954. Small oldtime collections of Aden, Brunei,
Ceylon, Hong Kong, North Borneo & Sarawak, all neatly arranged on homemade pages; nothing rare, but lots of
$25-$50 stamps, and a few better; we note, for instance, Ceylon 278-289A (NH), Hong Kong #13 with a neat Amoy
“D27” cancel, and Sarawak 180-211 (NH). A useful lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

567

H/m
British Commonwealth, Collection, 1870’s-1980’s. Stunning used collection in six Scott Specialty
albums, containing a lovely array of sets and better singles in the $50 to $500+ range, with primary value in that popular
1890’s to 1950’s period. Collection is representative of most areas with the exception of Great Britain, Canada and
Australia proper, with many not often seen used, especially in such clean fresh quality. Highlights are too many to list
completely, but we mention a few to give an idea of the great desirability of this collection: all used, Bahamas Queen
Victoria to £1, Barbados George V sets complete to 3sh (one has 2sh and 3sh mint), Bechuanaland George V pictorial
to 10sh (some mint low values), British Honduras Edward VII $1 and $2, Cayman Islands Edward VII to 5sh, George V
to 10sh, Ceylon George V to 20R, Cook first set (1p with S.O.N. “loose letter” oval), Gilbert and Ellice George V to 5sh,
Leeward Islands Edward VII, George V to 5sh, George VI to £1, Montserrat Tercentenary to 5sh, George VI to £1, Nauru
first set, 5sh seahorse, freighters set, New South Wales with some high value Queen Victoria’s VF, New Zealand to 5sh,
Mt. Cook, Auckland exhibition 6d mint, scarce Queen Elizabeth II provisional, Laughing boys mint, Northern Rhodesia
George V 10sh, George VI and Queen Elizabeth to 20sh, Nysasland George V to 5sh, scarce first postage due set,
Pakistan George VI period complete, Somaliland Protectorate with George VI first top values, South West Africa with
20sh pictorial and pictorial airmails, Tonga first pictorial to 5sh, Tristan with first seven definitive sets complete, Turks
and Caicos first set 1sh to 3sh, Union of South Africa George V £1, Virgin Islands both Edward VII era sets to 5sh,
second George V to 5sh. Competition may be strong on this one, as clean used collections rarely come along. It will be
worth a stretch, nearly all Very Fine. Scott approximately $63,700+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

568

H/m
British Commonwealth, Collection, 1860-1960. “opportunity knocks” with this two volume Scott
specialized collection, with innumerable stamps hiding, whether loose in between pages, some in glassines, or
mounted under other stamps, often with better mint under cheaper used, or the many never hinged to be found among
loose items, including complete sets. Areas include America’s, Europe and Oceania and Borneo area, with most of the
value in medium to better items from 1900 to 1955 period, though some decent 19th century is also present. Highlights
are too numerous to list, but in addition to many complete George VI sets and modest duplication of better printings or
perforations (note Fiji and Gibraltar), 1935 Jubilee sets, often both mint and used, some never hinged, some better 1948
weddings, plus some useful singles in $25 to $300 range (scattered throughout). Note occasional revenue items, with
some George V high revenue usage (valued appropriately). This lot will produce great profits if broken down into
country lots. If you are a knowledgeable philatelist and take a bit of time to view carefully, you will be will rewarded,
generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

569

H/m

570

H/m

British Commonwealth, Exceptional, Clean and Valuable Old-Time Accumulation. Excellent, high
quality vintage-era selection of thousands housed in four stockbooks and a sheet file; two of the stockbooks are mint
only, consisting solely of latter-year Victoria issues to the earliest King George VI issues, though with the overriding
majority being King George V-era issues; some of the many nicely represented countries include the Caymans,
Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, Gibraltar, Ireland, Jamaica, Grenada, Cyprus, St. Lucia, Papua,
Newfoundland, Malta, Turks & Caicos and others; there is also a separate volume of Canada, which is quite excellent
and split into mint and used sections, plus a solid, completely used volume and a sheet file which contains
approximately 17 different lower denomination, high quality 1935 King George V Jubilee complete sheets; wonderful
lot, with good never hinged throughout, F.-V.F. or better, examine, ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

British Commonwealth, Collection, 1840-1980’s. 19 albums and stock books, with some good sections of
Australia, Canada, New Zealand and Great Britain, containing early complete set of 1937 Coronation omnibus set, six
volumes of Canada to 1988, containing 15 on cover, 18 (2), 24, a stock page of small Queens, 46-47 mint, 58-60 mint,
60 mint, 92 (2 mint), 99, 100, 102 mint, C1-9 mint, much face value postage and three volumes of Canadian covers,
Great Britain #1 (6), 2, 4 strip of four, 20 mint block of four, New Zealand with a few early Chalon heads, a few mint
Edward VII up to 5d. Condition is rough with many stamps were chosen to only fill in spaces, stamps with pieces missing
or overly faulty were not enumerated on the list above, that being said, there are also many high Scott value items that
quickly add up to very high Scott value that should bring decent resale value, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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British Commonwealth, Collection, 1860’s-1940’s. Fresh and clean collection in Scott Specialty album
with A to S countries. Not a huge number of stamps, but loads of better stamps. Best is Australia with VF Kangaroos to
£1 and 5sh Sydney Bridge, also Great Britain with used items to $200+, Canada with Quebec 7d used, 15¢ mint, 20¢
used, Gibraltar George VI mint perf varieties (£317), K.U.T. George VI £1 perf 11¾x13 (SG £150), India George V used
to 25R, New Zealand with mint Laughing boys and much more. Collectors Scott value (adjusted down) over $14,500 by
Scott and over £700 by Gibbons that was not counted in Scott value. A rather useful collection worth a good look
considering high percentage of sound better items., generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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British Commonwealth, Unusual Collection of 19th Century Imperf Classics, 1852-59. A total of 55
different, mostly used stamps, 14 of them with 2014-17 A.P.S. certificates; all neatly arranged in Scott number order on
two stocksheets; the lot comprises Bahamas: #1, mint; Cape of Good Hope: 6 different with certificates for #1 (VF
used), 3 (VF unused), 5 & 6 (both F-VF used); India: five different, certificates for SG 14 & 16; Ionian Islands: #1-3
(unused); Mauritius: 11 different, certificates for #3e, 12, 14b & 17b; Natal: #1-2, both cut into embossing and both with

62

British Commonwealth, Substantial Vintage Accumulation. Grand holding in stockbooks, homemade
albums, etc., with a nicely represented range of countries, including Singapore mint from the first two King George VI
sets on; good Canada, India, Australia, Great Britain proper, plus King George V and King George VI stockbook
offerings with good British Africa and more, F.-V.F., a worthwhile mix; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Commonwealth, The Rule Britannia Selection. A wealth of material from across the former
Empire, perfect for collector and dealer alike; includes a substantial, large-size stockbook of mostly used New Zealand
from the 19th century on, a lovely range of used Queen Victoria Sierra Leone issues on a pair of stockcards, with #45
used on piece, etc.; 50 sets of Nyasa #94-105 very fine never hinged blocks of 25; an old-time holding of British South
Africa Colonies in glassines; a group of Great Britain Prestige Booklets; a stockbook of Channel Islands issues, etc.,
F.-V.F. with better, well worth a thorough inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Commonwealth, the DJ Collection. From Dominica to Jamaica, hinged in a Bernina album on
quadrille pages; from Victoria to Elizabeth, including Hong Kong #66 mint, a nice selection of India and States,
Falklands with overprints, pretty British Guiana, etc., etc.; great cancels throughout, especially on the Victorian issues,
F.-V.F., get down with this funky album (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

British Commonwealth, Wonderful Old-Time Accumulation. An interesting and potentially profitable,
loosely organized old-time holding in glassines and several stockbooks, and on stockcards, album pages, approval
sheets (ca. 1980s) and the like; we note nice British America, with early offerings from British Guiana, Nevis, St.
Christopher, Jamaica, Montserrat, Barbados and others; solid, duplicated early Samoa and Tonga; substantial
Queensland and much, much more. Condition ranges a bit as it must on a holding like this, generally F.-V.F., the value
adds up; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
British Commonwealth, Collection of Collections, Late 19th and Early 20th Centuries. 28 albums and
stock books, a great little mixed lot of collections from the Empire from which the Sun never set, this area has remained
very popular over the years with many customers requesting these collections, valued at a little over $21 an album, it
should be a no-brainer if you wanted to take this lot to a show for quick resale or spend a little time searching for the little
nuggets scattered throughout, a great little working lot with plenty of little $1-$20+ range premium stamps that will
quickly add up in value with a little work, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
British Commonwealth, a Handful of Items, 19th & 20th Century. An odd assembly of a few better items
such as Australia #48c mint; South Australia #3 used; #8 unused; St Helena #39 mint; Zanzibar #26 used; British East
Africa #20a & 25a singles; 44 used; 89 unused with red overprint (essay?), plus a handful of more modern sets and
souvenir sheets plus a folder of mint and used New Zealand, interesting little group, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Offer

British Commonwealth, Mainly Omnibus Covers, 20th Century. Several hundred including all the
popular Lady Di & Charles, Birth of Prince William, kings & queens, FDCs, plus around 50 envelopes by country with
stamps, sets & covers, useful internet fodder plus a surprise lurking within, can you find it? interesting viewing, generally
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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certificates; New Zealand: #5, 7 (with certificate), 8 & 9; St. Helena: #1 (VF); and Trinidad: 13 different, including a
gorgeous mint #17, and beautiful used #15-16, the last two, however, with margins added. Overall condition is generally
Fine or better, but most stamps cataloging $300-and-up, and a few lesser, have small problems. Scott value of just the
14 certified stamps is about $9,000. See our online images of the entire lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
580
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British Commonwealth, Fascinating Cover Collection, 1871-1921. About 70 covers (a few of them
non-British), the bulk of which are registered, and the result of prominent Cincinnati collector, Frederick G. Huntington,
receiving stamps that he had ordered from various Post Offices around the globe between 1910 and 1920. And, while
nearly all are philatelic usages, there are many colorful and exotic frankings, most of which are rarely seen except as
philatelic usages. A cross-section includes covers from Aitutaki, Bahamas (4), Barbados (3), Bermuda (4), Cayman Is.,
Dominica (2), Montserrat (2), North West Pacific Islands (7, one of them stampless and containing a letter of
explanation as to why Huntington’s order had been delayed), Penrhyn Is., St. Kitts-Nevis (1903 2s6d single franking),
St. Lucia (2), Samoa (4), Southern Nigeria, and Virgin Is. (2, one with 2s6d Edward #61). A truly amazing and most
desirable lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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British Oceania, Nice, Mainly Mint Collection, 1886-1954. Small, oldtime collections of Fiji, Nauru, new
guinea, North West Pacific Islands, Papua,Seychelles, Solomon Islands & Tonga, with only the Seychelles running
beyond the issues of George V; the value is almost entirely in the mint, and though there aren’t many complete sets,
there are still plenty of good stamps, including such highlights as (all mint) North West Pacific Islands: 28dif including
#9-10 (£1 few slightly short perfs), Papua 1-7, 28-33 & 94-108 (2d used) Seychelles 14, 18, 47, 88, 157-171 & 173-190
(last two sets NH); Solomon Is. 1-16; and Tonga 1-7, 10-14, 29-34 & 38-62; and condition is generally F-VF throughout.
A very useful lot. Scott $5,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Valuable Hoarders Stock, 1870-1945. A valuable & useful mint &
used holding of many thousands in glassine envelopes housed in file boxes, includes many blocks of four, mint unless
noted with Canada #112 three blocks of four, 115 four blocks of four, 139 two blocks of four, 140 five blocks of four & six
pairs, 145 NH blocks of four, C1 twelve blocks of four, E4 four blocks of four, Bahamas 35 (3), 36 (3), 69 (7), Barbados
102 (11), Grenada 124-127 (9), Hong Kong 92 (9), Leeward Islands 43 (21), Malta 78 (10), Newfoundland 71 (3),
unchecked for varieties, much of the mint is NH, a true once in a blue moon opportunity, if you deal in British
Commonwealth, put this at the top of your “To view” list, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1975. (38) volumes of mostly mint stamps and
souvenir sheets, mint unless noted Australia 159-161, 163-165, Bechuanaland Protectorate 154-169, 169-179, Fiji
139-140, 176-189, Gibraltar 241-272, Maldive Islands 58-68, Norfolk Island 1-12, 29-41, Pitcairn Islands 13-16, 20-30,
39-51, Sierra Leone 195-207, Tristan Da Cunha 55-67, 71-84, and that just scratches the surface of this massive
collection, with first day covers scattered throughout, a great opportunity to restock, please peruse, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

British Commonwealth, Roessler Cover Group, 1913-31. Nine covers, better includes 1929 Trinidad to
Curaçao with Roessler cachet addressed to East Orange NJ, 1920 Turks Islands cover on Roessler business reply
envelope, 1913 Dominica with revenue stamps used as postage on Roessler business reply envelope, and 1914
stamps tied by Samoa duplexes on Roessler business reply envelope, a lovely holding, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
British Commonwealth, Approximately 50 First Day Covers With Roessler Cachets, 1935-37. Includes
Bermuda #113-114 first day cover with Roessler cachet, Aden 13-14 with Roessler cachet, Cook Islands 223-234 with
Roessler cachet, Falkland Islands 81-82 with Roessler cachet, Newfoundland 230, 233-234 with Roessler cachet, and
many more, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
British Commonwealth, Omnibus Issues, 1937-53. 1937 Coronation set, 1949 UPU (looks like four sets,
one in pairs) plus 1953 Coronation QEII, a useful group, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
British Middle East, Impressive Mint Collection, 1929-99. Comprises Aden: 1937-49 virtually complete;
Bahrain: 1934-99, virtually complete from 1942; Kuwait: 1929-70, virtually complete from 1939; Oman: 1944-79, #1-78,
94-105, 138 & 153-160; Qatar: 1957-67, #1-98 plus a few later; and South Arabia: 1963-66 complete; condition is F-VF
throughout with virtually everything from 1935 onward being NH, plus there are several LH duplicate sets. All are neatly
arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets in a large, leatherbound 3-ring binder. A tremendous lot. Scott $4,500
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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British West Indies, Outstanding Collection Balance, 1861-1935. Comprises Queen Victoria through
King George V issues of Bahamas, Cayman Is., Dominica, Grenada, Leeward Is., St. Kitts-Nevis and a little Trinidad &
Tobago; loaded with better material, include such highlights as Bahamas used #11a, 13, 20, 23, 25 and mint 14, 33-41,
44-69, 85-96 (beginning here mint unless noted) Cayman Is. 8-12, 13, 15, 21-30, 32-43, 45-47; Dominica 2 (used), 6
(no gum), 20, 24, 29-34, 35-54 less 48; Grenada 26, 39-46 (2d used), 68-90; Leeward Is. 1-8, 20-60; St. Kitts-Nevis
1-35 (a few used). An excellent lot, with virtually everything being clean and F-VF. Scott $7,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British West Indies & British Guiana, Interesting Mint and Used Collection. Primarily made up of
Victoria through George V issues neatly arranged on homemade pages, laid out with spaces drawn only for the stamps
that the owner already had; so that, while there are not many blank spaces, there is also a lack of high values. That said
there, there are still a number of better stamps scattered throughout, like (mint unless noted) Barbados 140-150, British
Guiana 169, Grenada 114-123, Jamaica 75-86, Turks & Caicos 1-9 & 13-4, Turks Is. 2 (no gum), 41, 42 (used), 43
(used) & 44. Plus there are also a few George VI & QEII issues on blank quadrille pages from a later collection, including
(NH unless noted) Bahamsa 132-173, Barbados 216-227, Cayman Is. 135-149 and Turks & Caicos 78-89 (LH) &
105-117. Overall and interesting and quite desirable lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Europe and Colonies
Country Collections
590

HH

591

H/m
Austria and Bosnia, Collection, 1850-1968. Tidy little collection in Scott Specialty album with some decent
19th century with occasional better items, with collectors Scott value of $6,150, but probably closer to $4,000 range as
occasional mistakes were made. Worth a quick look, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $4,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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Armenia, Collection, 1991-2004. A terrific compilation including singles, souvenir sheets and full panes;
panes (some folded) housed in single-pocket stock pages, singles and souvenir sheets mounted on a range of pages;
includes full sheets of #430, 431 (2), 431A, 432, 434-439, 452-456, 501-505, 525, 526, 527, 528, 529, 532; singles and
souvenir sheets virtually complete for the period, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., tremendous retail value; examine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Austria, Eclectic Contemporary Postal History Collection. Over 520 covers individually mounted on
pages housed in four large albums; three volumes are primarily special event cancels and some meter mail, Austrian
UN Forces Feldpost (UNDOF) and German and Austrian covers from Austrian Consular Offices and Legations; the
fourth volume has a military emphasis with special event cancels related to World War II events, some post-War civil
Censored covers including a group of over 30 US First Day Covers with censor markings and other military themes,
uncommon material with a low starting bid; be sure to get in on the action early (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Austria, Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1937. Several hundred mint and used stamps mounted on Scott
pages, fairly complete for the period with newspapers and other back of the book. A bargain at the reasonable estimate,
mixed condition, mostly F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
Austria, Used in Italy Collection, 1830-1950. In a completely filled 3-inch Scott Specialty binder, with all
items neatly mounted and annotated on homemade pages; the majority of the collection is covers, but sprinkled
throughout are single stamps with socked-on-the-nose cancels from various towns; we find covers, cards, picture post
cards, postal stationery, military postcards, with usages in Italy, what became Yugoslavia, and the Friuli Venezia Giulia
area; replete with Registered and Railroad usages, Censors, straightline and c.d.s. cancels, etc., etc., etc.; even
includes folded letters from 1484 Venice-to-Spalato (with Vollmeier certificate) and 1590 Cattaro-to-Venice, Very Fine,
a boon for the cancellation specialist; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Austria, Magnificent Collection, 1850-1985. Housed in two Lindner hingeless albums, the first mixed mint
and used 1850-1937, the second used 1970-85; the early period is substantially complete, missing only a handful of
issues, while the recent material is complete (including a few miniature sheets); includes (used, unless noted)
watermarked #1-5 and #1 & 3-5 unwatermarked, 7a, 12-21, 33, 110-127, 128-143, 144 mint never hinged; B23-B29
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imperforate (unlisted in Scott), B87-B92 each on piece, B93-B98, B100-B105, B106-B109, B112-B117; C1, C2c & C3
on cover (tied by Vienna 1 24.IV.18 bridge cancels, along with #168 [C3 unpriced on cover in Scott]), C12-C31; J1-J9,
J114-J131; P6, P11a-P14a, etc.; a great assortment of cancels as well, including a striking red
“Recommandirt/16/1/1863/Wien” on #13, F.-V.F., a must-see (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
596

m/)
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H
Austria, Lombardy-Venetia & Offices Abroad, 1850-1914. Semi-specialized collection of several hundred
stamps neatly arranged in a large stockbook; most of the value is in the Lombardy-Venetia including (used unless noted
- mint are o.g.) 1850 Issue 5c (2), 10c (7), 15c (30 + one mint), 30c (6), 45c (19); also Scott numbers 7 (4), 8 (2), 9 (4 +
one mint), 10 (mint, signed A. Diena), 12 (7), 12a (2), 15 (4 + one mint), 16 (1), 19 (4), 20 (2 + one mint), and 24 (4);
includes lots of Offices in Crete and in the Turkish Empire, plus a page of early Austria marked “cancel variations”, and a
few pieces of early mint postal stationery; condition varies a bit but is generally clean and F-VF and there is, no doubt, a
vey high catalog value. A great lot for a specialist (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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Belarus, Beguiling Collection, 1992-2005. Complete less a handful of issues, all mounted on in a Scott
album; it’s all here: singles, souvenir sheets, miniature sheets, a few early complete panes, imperforates, all in pristine,
Post Office fresh, never hinged condition; a stockpage of early issues (“Acobni Atrad” issues in blocks of 4) also
included; a colorful addition to your country collections, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Austria, Specialized Classic Collection, 1850-72. Mounted in a Scott album, with used includes 3, 5, 5 on
cover, 6, 7, 13 on cover, 16, 22 on cover, 23 on cover, 27 on cover, cancel studies and varieties, a magnificent collection
for the Austria collector, meticulous examination is due this lot, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Austria, Fairly Complete Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1959. Mostly used through the 1940s and 95%
mint thereafter, neatly arranged in Scott order on blank quadrille pages in a spring-back binder; value mainly in the mint
Semi-Postals, which are missing only the WIPA & Renner sheets and the 1931 Rotary overprints, and the Airmails,
C12-60; and condition is virtually all F-VF, with lots of NH, including B66-70, B93-105, B110, B128-41 & C54-60. A great
lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Austria, Fresh and Choice Collection, 1883-1985. Housed in three Schaubek albums, with all items
mounted; 1850 issues marked as reprints (as are a couple later items), but the collection kicks off in 1883 and runs
highly complete through the period; Imperial issues often missing the high denomination (or two), but what is here is
clean and generally nicely centered; no rarities here, but anything the collection lacks in star power it makes up for in
breadth, offering the collector a century-plus of vast-majority mint Austria, most in full sets; many modern
miniature/souvenir sheets included, F.-V.F. or better, worth a look. Scott $13,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1894-1987. Presented in two KaBe hingeless albums and a few stock
pages, sparsely filled until 1900, includes loads of back of the book, mixed condition, please review, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Austria, Useful and Clean Accumulation, 1945-56. Grouped by year and issue in a stockbook; starts with a
plethora of various overprinted Hitler Heads (including plate flaws plus two on cover), Renner imperforate singles from
souvenir sheets never hinged, and then a solid (apparently complete) run through the remainder of the
period—including Semi-Postals—parallel mint and used; some blocks; useful duplication, making this perfect for the
bourse or internet dealer, F.-V.F.++, a lovely assortment; examine. Scott $4,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Austria, Ready, CEPT, Go Collection, 1959-91. The full run of Europa issues from Austria for the period,
each denomination in its own glassine, with enough depth and quantity to keep the busiest dealer happy; according to
the consignor, the number of complete sets run from 100 (1970) to 1400 (1985), with most years coming in at around
500 complete sets—but we’ve not counted up each year, so come see for yourself; original face value close to $4,000,
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Azerbaijan, Pre- & Post-Soviet Collection, 1919-2004. Mounted on Scott album pages or neatly arranged
on clear stockpages, Azerbaijan virtually complete; early issues with some varieties, mostly mint (a few used, even as
multiples); post-1992 missing just a few issues, with singles, souvenir sheets, miniature sheets, the country’s first
booklet (2), all never hinged, Very Fine, a country not normally offered; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Estonia, Collection, 1867-1928. On home made pages, containing 78-82, 90-104, 105-7, 117-33, B20-31,
B36-49, B39a, B44a, C4-6, plus several nice airmail multiples, generally F.-V.F. appearance. 2018 Scott $1,867 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

615

H/m
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Belgium & France, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-2005. Packed in glassines, display cards and stock
books, thousands of mint and used stamps, mostly modestly priced material, with some French Colonies, the perfect lot
for the internet or flea market dealer, examine carefully, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Belgium, Mint & Used Collection, 1900-60. Hundreds of mint & used stamps in seven stock pages, mint
includes B170-B177, B189-B196, B281-B292, B315, B331, with many complete and partial mint & used complete &
partial sets, some useful duplication, huge catalog value, examine, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Belgium, Bulging Bonanza of B’s, 1910-67. Semi-Postals, that is; nearly complete, missing just a handful
of issues; tabbed 1910-11 issues with much nicer than normal centering, Orvals (1928 regular and monogrammed,
1939, 1941 stamps and souvenir sheets, 1942-43), Mercier complete, perforated and imperforate miniature sheets of
the 1940s, overprinted 1950 Sports sheets, Red Cross, UNESCO, philatelic exhibitions, town celebrations, and
more—it’s all here neatly hinged or corner mounted on Scott pages; a huge amount of material not often found,
especially this fresh, generally Very Fine. Scott $7,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Belgium & Colonies, Collection, 1849-1950’s. Messy yet still useful on Scott pages with duplicated
classics in mixed condition with some better later sets and singles to $100 with huge catalog value. A good careful look
will show you the value, overall Very Fine (photo on web site).
Offer
Belgium & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1972. Thousands of stamps housed in two Scott
albums and on pages, with mint Belgium # B34-B47 (less B39), used #Q374-Q377, Q410-Q419; Belgian Congo used
#11, 14-26, 31-40, 45-59, and mint #9, B27-B31; Ruanda Urundi mint #68-89, B3-B11; well worth the time to view as
this holding has great potential, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Bulgaria: Eastern Rumelia, Small Collection, 1880-85 (1//39a). About 20 stamps plus another 17 marked
as forgeries and not counted, mounted on three Scott album pages; highlights include used #1, 8 & 9 (2) and mint #25,
27, 28, 30, 35a, 38b (no gum), 39 & 39a, F.-V.F. and all clean. Scott $900 (photo on web site).
Offer

Croatia, Full Sheet Postal Tax Stamp Errors, 1992-95. 20 full sheets, with RA36 wrong value, RA42
missing gray printing on first and last vertical columns, RA46 imperf horizontally, RA46, RA50 missing black printing,
RA50 missing green & black printing imperf, RA50 missing red printing imperf, R50 missing red printing imperf
horizontally, R50 double red impression and smeared, R50 green printing only imperf, RA50 black printing only imperf,
an incredible offering, please review, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Czechoslovakia and Hungary, Collection, 1874-1948. Nice clean collection in Scott Specialty album with
some good Czechoslovakia back of the book sets, Hungary C24-34 mint and more. Worth a look, overall Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Denmark, Delectable Collection, 1854-1974. Essentially complete for the period; mostly used, but with
excellent cancellation quality throughout; many early issues with three-ring numeral cancels, though a few (also) carry
c.d.s.’s; we see bridge cancels, slogans, wavy lines…many socked-on-the-nose to make any Dane proud; all the Kings,
Arms and Numerals are here, as are both watermarks of the 5Kr Central Post Office, with only three blank spaces for the
regular issues; Semi-Postals complete, as are Late Fee, Dues, Military Stamps, Officials and Newspaper Stamps; Airs
and Parcel Posts ready to be completed, F.-V.F. with much better, be sure to view. Scott $9,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Estonia, Collection, 1918-95. Mostly mint collection on Scott Specialty pages with very high level of
completion, with highlights: 58-64, 65-75, 78-79, 90-104, 105-7, 117-33, B20-49 and N1-N2. A great collection if you
want to fill in this country with sets that seem to be missing from mostly collections, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer
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France, Pneumatic Mail Collection. Mostly mint, some used, identified by Michel, some high values, 145
items, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

619

France, First-Day Panels Collection. An exciting collection of Documents Philatéliques Officiels (France’s
answer to U.S. Souvenir Panels); these are A4 pages on heavy paper with an issued stamp tied by First Day
cancellation, a black print (though not always in black) of the stamp design, informative text on the issue and an
impressed seal from the Stamp Printing Works; most appear to be from the mid-1980s, but the time frame may be wider;
wonderful collateral, perfect for the topical collector; difficult to find in this quantity and quality, generally Very Fine,
inspect (photo on web site).
Offer
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France, Solid Mint and Used Collection, 1849-1960. Neatly arranged in Scott order on blank quadrille
pages in a spring-back binder; pre-1935 issues are scattered and mostly used, but the value is in the stamps from the
mid-1930s onward, which are nearly complete and mainly mint; the Commemoratives and regular issues are NH
beginning about 1950, with a few earlier (like 348a), while the Semi-Postals are just about all NH from 1939; condition is
average early, but when it really counts virtually everything is clean and F-VF. An outstanding lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

624
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)

France, Splendid and Highly Comprehensive All-Used Collection to 1947. A wonderful, clean and
valuable postally used collection neatly assembled in a lovely and historically educational Pierre de Brimont album by
the Barclay Press Co.; a wealth of premium items here, such as extensive Classics from the imperforate issues on;
highly complete Semi-Postals like #B3-B10, B12-B19, B20-B23, B27 and B38; Airs beginning with #C1-C2 (mint) plus
C8-C14; good Dues, etc., F.-V.F., lots better, a lovely quality collection; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

France, Beautiful All-Mint Collection to 1970. Splendid and clean in one volume offering a fine array of
better values such as #23, 29 (pair), 30, 50 (2), 51, 64, 66, 69, 70, 75, 77, 82, 84, 94, 95, 100 (2), 127-132, 137, 139-141,
185-196, 226b (2), 253, 296-297, 300a, 414 (2), excellent Semi-Postals like #B3-B8, B11, B20-B23, B27 (2), B34, B38,
B66-B67, good Airmails like #C16-C17, Rouen Aviation Meeting proofs and loads more, F.-V.F. or better, a delightful
lot; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

France, High Catalog Accumulation of Classics, 1849-75. More than 600 19th century stamps, more than
150 of which are unused, arranged in a stockbook; lots of attractive 4-margin singles and several multiples with lots of
nice cancels, as well as some re-issues, essays, Newspaper stamps and Telegraph stamps; condition is the usual
mixed bag, with most of the $50-and-up stamps having problems, though generally minor or unobtrusive. A useful lot for
filling spaces; needless to say, our estimate represents only a tiny percentage the enormous catalog value (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
France, Fairly Complete Collection, 1849-1945. An old spring-back Yvert & Tellier album; highlights
include two f4-margin 1849 1fr Cérès (one rebacked, the with a slight thin), a 4-margin 1853 1fr Napoleon and an 1869
5fr Napoleon Laureate; the collection continues right up through 1945 more than 95% complete; just about the only
major items missing from the 20th century, which is 99% mint (hinged), are the 1925 & 1927 souvenir sheets, the 20f
Pont du Gards (253-254A), B10, B38, C1-4, C14 & C15; condition is mixed throughout, the first few issues being typical
and several later stamps having minor flaws, but much is F-VF, so inspection is recommended; and while everything is
in black mounts, almost nothing is NH (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
France, Interesting Oldtime Collection, 1849-1929. A small, but surprising collection on just ten
handmade pages; it’s actually fairly complete for the period, the 19th century being nearly all used and in mixed, but
somewhat better-than-average condition, including such numbers as 1, 2, 7, 9, 10, 17, 21, 37, 43 & 45. The 20th century
is mint and used, but the value is virtually all in the F-VF mint, which includes # 64, 77, 108, 126 (tiny thin), 129-132, 246,
251, 252, 253, B34 & B38. A very nice lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

France, Mint & Used Postal Stationery Collection, 1870-1930. Over 80 mint & used postal stationery,
includes postal cards,wrappers, letter cards, used card with postage due, pneumatic envelopes, 1927 stamp
Exposition card for Strasbourg, pneumatic cards, all identified by Y&T numbers, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $250 - 350
France, Postal History Collection, 1870-1950. Approximately 95 covers, on quadrille pages with
descriptions, includes POW cards, postal cards, WWI censored covers, French Military covers, pre-paid reply cards,
airmail covers, telegrams, pneumatic cards and covers, an excellent array of material, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Offer
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France, The Oh-La-La Collection, 1966-95. Just about complete in mounts on Scott specialty pages (which
run, empty, to 2004); exceptionally clean and attractive, with approximately $545 face value, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.,
ideal for the collector: 30 years of France in one fell swoop (photo on web site).
Offer
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France & Colonies, Mint Collection. Approximately 1,500 mint stamps in a Elbe springback stock book,
better includes Algeria CB3 two blocks of four, French Polynesia C29, C51, FSAT C3, C5, C18, New Caledonia C33, a
nice addition to your inventory, please check her out, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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France, an Extraordinary Flawless Mint N.H. Collection, 1900-54. Nearly complete for the period on
KA-BE hingeless album pages in a Lighthouse binder (broken spine); regular issues & commemoratives for the period
are missing only 126, 197, 226, 241, 246 & 254; semi-postals comprise B11-292 and Airs C1-2, C5-7, C18-32; military
stamps are complete, M1-9 and postage dues comprise J29-434, J35-39, J41-42, J44-45A, and J52-J79; also included
are a few varieties all three types of B27 and both printings of the 50f Ader (348, 348a, 414 & 414a), as well as the 1914
Valenciennes 10c Local (Cérès €875); condition is clean and F-VF, and virtually all NH throughout we note that the die
III 20fr Pont du Gard.and C1-2 are LH). A truly spectacular lot that would be painstaking to duplicate, as these items
were all hand-selected for top quality. Scott $16,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

France, Correspondence to Roessler, 1920-22. Three covers, first 1922 franked with France #125 from
Paris, second 1920 franked with 116, 122, 124 (2) and label from Vannes and the third 1922 franked with 119, 124 (2)
and label from Vannes, the latter two with Roessler return envelopes, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

France and Offices Abroad, Collection, 1849-2007. A decent intermediate collection, hinged to Scott
International, plus duplicates and stamps without spaces in the International album neatly organized in #1 glassine
envelopes, containing over 4,500 different stamps, plus some minor duplication; a few misidentified Classics, but the
vast majority arecorrectly identified, well represented throughout, generally F.-V.F. Scott $30,600+ (Owner’s) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

French Offices in Zanzibar, Collection, 1894-1902. 42 stamps on quadrille pages, containing 11, 17-28
and 45-49, generally F.-V.F. appearance. 2018 Scott $1,077 (photo on web site).
Offer

French Offices in Zanzibar, Collection of 28 Different, 1894-1903. Comprises #1-8, 10, 17-28, 18a, 19a,
39-40, 42-48 and J1-5; generally clean and F-VF, the mint with o.g. Scott $785 (photo on web site).
Offer

French Colonies, Collection, 1901-70’s. Very pretty in Scott Specialty album from C-M and S-V countries
with Comoros 39-121, C4, C7-61, Gabon 124-283, C6-101, J12-33, Laos 1-265, C1-115, nice run of Mali, Togo, Tunisia
with 1-5, 8, 9-24, 26, B10-11, B17-19, C1-24, Ubangi J1-22, Upper Senegal 18-34, J1-15, Upper Volta and Burkina
Faso complete to 1973, also south Vietnam with early sets complete, nearly all Very Fine. Scott $5,930 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
French Colonies, Marvelous Oldtime Collection. Solid collection of pre-1940 issues including (highlights
in parentheses,mint unless noted) French Guiana (4, 7, 8, 10, 13, 15-17, 27), Guadeloupe (1-2 used), Martinique (4, 7,
12, 18, 52 (used), 53), New Caledonia 1 (signed Champion), 55, 66-80), St. Pierre & Miquelon (5 (used), 18, 29, 31, 33,
34 (used), 35, 36-58 & 60-78 (a few used in each group)), and small collections of French Oceania & Tahiti; condition,
with very few exceptions, is F-VF, though some mint is without gum. A terrific lot. Scott $8,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
French Colonies, Oldtime Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1960. Primarily made up of pre-1940 issues
neatly arranged on homemade pages, laid out with spaces drawn only for the stamps that the owner already had; so
that, while there are not many blank spaces, there is also a lack of high values. That said there, there are still a good
number of better items scattered throughout, including (mint unless noted) French Morocco 69, Guadeloupe 142-147,
Indo-China 20 (used), 55-59, Lebanon C49-64, St. Pierre & Miquelon 46-51, 68, 76, 160-164, Tunisia 5, 26 (used) &
B12-19. There are also a few “outliers” of more modern never hinged stamps from a later collection, including
Cambodia 18-37 & C1-14, French Oceania C24-27, French Southern & Antarctic Territories 1-15 & C1-3, and Laos
1-65 & C1-30. Overall and interesting and quite desirable lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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French Colonies: Cilicia, Collection, 1919-21. On Scott pages, mostly mint and mostly complete with 115
different stamps, a great collection to nearly finish off this section of your collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance. 2018
Scott $2,143 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

637
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French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Penguin’s Delight, 1955-2003. Approximately 500 glassines,
each containing a mint single or complete set; the real strength of the collection is from 1980-2003 (with useful
duplication), but the lot also contains an almost complete run from the beginning, including #1-15, 21-2, 25-33, 35-44,
46-56, 58-61, C1-C7, C13, C14, C18, C26-C27, etc.; great for the Topical or Polar collector, and a boon to the dealer;
numerous nice surprises noted throughout; spot checks showed n.h., though some hinged may have been missed,
F.-V.F. or better, in need of reorganizing, but a careful viewing will be rewarded (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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French Colonies: Somali Coast and Afars, Collection, 1894-1976. Lovely clean on Scott and quadrille
pages with 2, 6-19, 80-431 (no 383, 387), C18-102, J1-38, nice little gem for the quality conscious used collector, mostly
Very Fine. Scott $2,075 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Georgia, on My Mind Collection, 1919-2004. On Scott album pages, Republic and early Soviet issues
hinged or mounted and all post-Soviet mounted, complete; Republic includes both perforated and imperforate varieties,
along with overprints, #3 upper left (part?)-pane of 56, #48 used, #49a mint gutter blocks, #B1-B4 imperforate (some in
blocks), #B2 imperforate without overprint, Consular Post stamps and proofs; from 1993 on, stamps and souvenir
sheets are mint never hinged, F.-V.F.+, be sure to view (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Area, Collection, 1850’s to 1980’s. In six mixed Lighthouse and home made albums, containing:
Baden, Bavaria with a few nice early numerals, Prussia, Saar, Thurn and Taxis, decent colonies including some China,
WWII Occupation Poland, Danzig, Germany contains a decent amount of early Empire eagles, 356a, B33, B59-67,
B68, B91-92, Hitler and other Souvenir Sheets, C35-37, C35 Graf Zeppelin Cover, C40-42, C46-56, 1946 Berlin Expo
perf and imperf souvenir sheets, a few nice post WWII commemoratives and some Berlin overprints, a few interesting
Zusammendrucke. Condition is rough with many stamps were chosen to only fill in spaces, stamps with pieces missing
or overly faulty were not enumerated on the list above, that being said, there are also many high Scott value items that
quickly add up to very high Scott value that should bring decent resale value, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
German Area, Auswahl. A melange, in other words; Germany from States to Reich with Offices, Colonies,
etc.; Switzerland; Austria; all on homemade quadrille pages in a Paragon springback album; mostly used with
manageable duplication, making this a great lot for the shade or cancel enthusiast; all items annotated as to year of
issue, perforation size, etc., F.-V.F., worth inspecting. Scott approximately $7,500 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

German Area, Fascinating Covers from Empire to WWII. In two home made albums, containing some
Hitler souvenir sheets, nice Hitler and Graf Zeppelin photographs and post cards, some WWI picture post cards, some
interesting covers from early empire, inflation era and Nazi, a good diverse collection of covers with many great pieces
that should retail for $100 each or more, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Area, Postal Stationery. Mounted in 26 albums of better sets and better mint items, generally
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Area, Collection of Collections from Late 19th to Early 20th Century. 16 albums and stock
books, containing stamps from early Empire, Plebicites, WWII and some more modern issues, valued at a little over $31
an album, which should be a no-brainer if you wanted to take this lot to a show for quick resale or spend a little time
searching for the little nuggets scattered throughout, a great little working lot with plenty of little premium stamps that will
quickly add up in value with a little work, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
German Area, Collection, 1920-2015. Neatly arranged in Scott ascending order on manila stock pages,
Bundespost and German related area, with 12,200, with highlights 529, 576 (4), 669, 683 (3), 686, 693 (4), 695 (3), 701,
Romania 3NR3a, Saar 16, Rhine Palatinate 6N33A with several other $10+ items, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $10,473 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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German Area, 1930’s-70’s. Commercial mail and first day covers including West Germany, Berlin and DDR,
1500+ items, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

647

)
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H/m
German Area, Collection Balance, 1850-1937. Comprising German States, Occupations, Plebiscites and
Offices presented in glassines, on album pages, stock book pages, dealer’s cards, etc.; note Bavaria and NDP, Prussia,
Württemberg and Lübeck; Memel; Allenstein, Schleswig and Upper Silesia; Alsace-Lorraine; Offices in China and
Morocco; various Colonies (including several on cover), and more, F.-V.F. with better throughout, overall, this Germany
is quite nice; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

649

m
German Area, Wide-Ranging Collection, 1851-1945. In a Ka-Be springback album; comprises German
States, Germany (Empire and Reich), German Offices and Colonies, Occupations, Plebiscites, etc.; Bavaria, Thurn &
Taxis and Württemberg the strongest of the States; Colonies with a nice selection of Yachts; strength of the collection is
in Germany proper, with 1905-11 Symbols series complete to the 5M value, early Airmails (mix of mint and used, some
parallel), Inflationary Officials, Wagner set mint, Ostropa souvenir sheet mint, 1936-37 souvenir sheets mint, etc.,
F.-V.F. Scott $12,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

650

HH/H

651

HH/H/m German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1855-1950. Thousands of stamps housed in four volumes; one
volume of mint & used States, with Airmails, Semi-Postals, Memel and Occupations; tremendous catalog value
present; take some time to scope this one outyou won’t be sorry, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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German Area, Postal History Extravaganza, 1850-1945. Thousands of cards and covers, includes
advertising, exposition, censored, German States, mint & used postal stationery, propaganda cards, mint Colonies
postal cards, picture postcards, the perfect lot for a German cover dealer or great fodder for a $5 box, mixed condition as
to be expected with a lot of this size, please peruse, F.-V.F., ex- Ott (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

German Area, Mostly Used Collection 1852-2003. Mounted in a Scott album with mint & used German
States, Germany used 363-365, 665-666, 667-668, 804, B8-B11, B15-B18, B19-B22, B23-B27, B34-B37, B104, B105,
B294, B295, mint 670-685, nifty lot with plenty of pickings, please, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

German Area, Used Collection, 1872-1979. Mounted in two Lighthouse hingeless albums, better includes
1-2, 3-11, 14, 15, 17, 18-19, 21-25, 27, 1903 & 1905 locals, 363-365, B19-B22, B33a-d, B49-B57, B68, C3-C19,
C29-C34, C35-C37, C43-C46, a fresh & clean collection, please investigate, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $14,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
German Area, Fascinating Postal History Collection, 1878-1940. 18 binders of various makes and sizes
holding over 1400 covers, postal cards and picture postcards (per owner’s count); material ranges from 19th-century
stampless items including one with Cyrillic KP/RIGA origin c.d.s. (plus one cover, addressed in French and using every
title the addressee had, appearing older); Bavaria, NDP and Prussia, Empire, Reich and WWII-era General
Gouvernement and Bohemia & Moravia items; incoming mail from Ethiopia, Mexico, Japan and Russia (one with
military censor), an oversized Official usage (1800M postage!) from Württemberrg, an album of Oppeln, a 1929 Nothilfe
postal card, etc., etc.; Free, Feldpost, Registered usages; cancels galore, including colored c.d.s.’s, commemorative,
horseshoe, slogan rollers; even a 1954 World Cup championship ticket, F.-V.F. overall, with much better, add this to
your viewing schedule (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1890-1950. Mint & used stamps and souvenir sheets mounted in a
Schaubek album, with German States, Danzig, Germany with semi-postals used B15-B18, B19-B22, B23-B27,
B28-B32, B34-B37, B38-B41, B44-B48, mint B102, B103, airmails include used C27-C34, C35-C37, with Offices in
China & Saar, a delightful collection with many extras and surprises, inspection invited, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $4,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1900-90. German collection in four Minkus albums; one a mint
Germany collection with #665-666, 667-668, 670-685, B69-B78, B141-B143, B318-B319; a single-volume mint DDR
collection with #80-81, 82; a volume of used Germany, and finally a volume of mint Berlin; covers include two Zeppelin
flight covers and a Catapult cover; mixed condition, F.-V.F., excellent breakdown value; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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German Area, Stamps on Cigarette & Trade Cards, 1900-50. 92 cards: 19 from Duke’s Cigarette Co. with
actual stamps mounted, an amazing promotion created by H.E. Harris, 23 cards with stamp printed on them by various
manufacturers + full set of 50 “Rare Stamps” by L.N. & M. Williams for Twining’s Tea, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Offer

657

)

658

H/m
German Area, Collection, 1920-39. Danzig, Memel and Saar on Ka-Be specialized pages in springback
binder; hundreds of different stamps, many nice cancels, including dozens of c.d.s.s on piece, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

659

H/m
German Area, Post World War II, Stock Plus Extras, 1945-2000. BRD, Berlin and DDR in 10 stockbooks,
plus a virtually complete Ka-Be hingeless album of used Austria from 1945-70; German stock includes much parallel
mint and used, especially for the 1984-91 period of the BRD, where the used are socked-on-the-nose Frankfurt am
Main cancels; BRD runs mainly 1983-2000 and includes a nice selection of Frama stamps, Berlin runs 1953-90, and
DDR mainly 1980s-1990 but with one stockbook that includes 1949-74; additional material—consider it a
bonus—includes Bavaria and Kingdom/Reich issues, along with an assortment of Surinam singles and worldwide
souvenir/miniature sheets, F.-V.F. or better, inspect to gauge its potential (photo on web site).Estimate $750 - 1,000

660

HH/H/m German Area, Mostly Used Collection, 1947-70. Mint & used collection mounted in a KaBe album, mint
has 664a, used includes 665-666, 667-668, 669, B309, B314-B315, B316-B317, B318-B319, B320-B323, B327-B330,
B334-B337, 5NB9-5NB11, 6NB1-6NB2, neatly mounted with fresh stamps, examine please, o.g., some never hinged /
some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

661

H/m
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)
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)
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)
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)
Germany, Postal History Collection, 1850-1951. Several hundred cards and covers, with three airmail
postal cards with different 1927 town cancels, Occupation Semi-Postal 6NB1 on cover to CA and 6NB2 on cover, DDR
with 78 & 79 (6), first day cover 71-74, feldpost, propaganda cards, censored, Mussolini postcard, mint & used postal
stationery, excellent lot with some seldom seen material, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

German Area, Postal History Selection, 1912-50. 64 covers and cards housed in a pristine album, starting
with a 10c on 10pf German Post in Turkish Empire postal card (Michel #P17), used 1912 to Budapest, and running
through post-War Occupation usages; Third Reich material dominates, with cancels from Austria, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands and Poland on Occupation issues; Nürnberg “Rechsparteitag” cancels; Registered, Airmail and Printed
Matter covers; 10 Zeppelin covers including 1929 Orient, 1936 South America and 1938 Sudetenland flights, F.-V.F., a
very useful lot; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Germany: Bavaria and Danzig, Stock, 1849-1920’s. In quantity sorted by issues on old manila stock pages
containing a good selection of early Bavaria numerals, diverse perforated coat of arms with various threads and
perforations, some Germania early overprints, plenty of retail value with just a little quick processing, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
Germany, Mounted Collection Balance of Rhine & Main Airmails, 1912. About 90 cards, virtually all
used, on 76 Exhibition pages; included are 13 Royal Family cards, 5 “Weißer Hund” cards, 5 foreign destinations
(Holland, England & 3 Switzerland), a set of 3 Eugen Bracht cards, a Eugen Sekula card with a “Gelbur Hund” as well as
two other “Gelbur Hund” cards and a good bit of collateral; also includes mint stamps, even a 20pf “E. EL. P.” (thinned); a
few condition problems, as expected in a collection of this scope, but overall an exceptional balance from the collection
that was the basis for the 2009 book Grand Duchess Eleonore’s «Postkartenwoche», The Rhein / Main Airmails, 9 - 23
June 1912 by Terry Pizzala [a copy of which is included] (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Germany, Concentration Camp Mail. 15 items, 14 letters/cards, Dachau Oranienburg, Auschwitz,
Theresienstadt, a frightening group that shows the postal system in the camps and its use (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Germany, Postal History Collection. Over 100 covers, with additional pieces of various sizes, housed in
two cover stockbooks; material ranges from railroad covers to WWI Feldpost cards, covers and cards from Colonies
(noted German East Africa and Kiautschou), Schlesvig and Upper Silesia postal cards (the latter uprated with additional
adhesive), Bavaria covers and cards, Saar, Officials, Elsaß and Lothringen overprints, and more beyond, F.-V.F., well
worth a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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Germany, Feldpost Collection, 1918-45. Many thousands of German feldpost covers & cards, includes
many plate proofs on card, containing impressive historical descriptions with almost every item, some interesting
includes POW cards, propaganda cards, Field Post Officess, arranged by infantry divisions, real photo postcard of
Aviso Grille Hitler’s yacht, Deutche Marine schiffpost items, cigarette cards, U-Boat material, a real mish mash of
material, careful examination will reward the savvy bidder, better individual items valued at up to $100 each, mixed
condition, but overall, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

670

HH/H

671

)
Germany, Third Reich Propaganda Postal History, 1933-45. Over 350 covers and cards mounted in six
volumes, most with patriotic themes & photos; better includes picture postcard of glider soaring over air memorial, 1938
picture postcard of luxury steamship Bremen, 1934 Rocket builder by air torpedo, first German rocket flight; 1936
picture postcard of Hindenburg, 1945 POW card from Stalag Luft III, site of “The Great Escape”; there are also scores of
propaganda cards, cancels and covers, with many from occupied countries, examination will only confirm its true value
712/524/667192, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

672

H/m

673

Germany, 1936 Olympics Photobook. 2 volumes, published by Cigaretten Bilderdienst Altona-Bahrenfeld,
with photos of Hitler, Hindenburg, Jesse Owens neatly glued into the volumes, great ephemeral material, please
peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

674

)
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Germany, photos of early Zeppelins, 1900-12. About 90 photographs and 25 picture postcards featuring
Airships L.Z. 1-9, L.Z. 10 & L.Z. 12; most of it related to L.Z. 1-5; includes the airmail card with special stamp for the Apr
1913 Rhine River flights of the L.Z. 9, mounted on a colorful, professionally handmade album page (text in Dutch). A
most interesting lot, scanned in its entirety (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Germany, Massive WWI Feldpost & Viewcard Collection, 1914-18, from the Klotzbach Estate.
Arguably the area that received the most attention from Mr. Klotzbach was his extraordinary fascination and study of the
WWI Feldpost stampless envelopes and viewcards (picture post cards), the core of which collection is offered here in its
entirety; included are perhaps nearly 2,000 items in aggregate, comprising two boxes of viewcards plus four binders of
stampless Feldpost covers; the incredible part of this lot is that virtually every item is profusely annotated, more than
fully described, shedding an incredible amount of light on these fascinating items; for the specialist, this lot will be a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, while for the individual seeking a new frontier, this can be the chance you’ve been waiting
for; in either case, an amazing study, F.-V.F., inspection invited, ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Germany, Collection of Se-tenant & Tête-Bêche Combinations. Several hundred mint & used pairs,
strips, blocks and panes, including duplication and a few covers, in two large stockbooks; mostly Empire and Third
Reich, with a few Federal Republic; loaded with 25€-200€ items (and a few higher with condition problems); a
marvelous lot for a dealer, just about all clean and F-VF with plenty of NH. Michel value probably exceeds 15,000€
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Germany, Numeral Collection, 1923. Over 300 blocks mounted on pages, ranging in size from irregular
blocks of three to blocks of eight, many with plate and Han numbers, a tremendous lot for the Germany specialist,
please examine, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

Germany & Danzig, Mint & Used Collection, 1933-1945. Mounted in a KaBe & a Schaubek album,
Germany used has 398-400, 401-414, 432-435, C46-C56, mint B69-B79, B91-B92, booklet pane collection, gutter pair
collection, occupations, Danzig includes used 1-15, mint B6-B8, great collection to serve as a foundation of a more
comprehensive nature, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Germany, WWII Feldpost and Military Mail Selection. Over 660 covers housed in 8 cover albums,
including better items such as mailings from Austria, France, Belgium, Poland, Ukraine, Russia, Alsace-Lorraine,
Netherlands, Greece, Baltic States and others; many “Durch Dienstpost” (Official mail) items, some with
OSTLAND-overprinted issues; forwarded mail, covers with contents, some illustrated items with war motifs, Registered
mail and usages from Luftwaffe and Marine units, worthy of more detailed inspection and review—there may be an
opportunity for some “finds”, from the estate of a former President of the German Philatelic Society (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mint Postal Card Collection, 1898-1914. Over 75 mint postal cards
and paid reply postal cards, includes Samoa, Togo, German New Guinea, Marshall Islands, German South West
Africa, Mariana Islands, China, German East Africa, Cameroun, Kiauchau, with fifteen Heligoland cards, also Germany
postal cards, a great lot with huge potential, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
info@kelleherauctions.com
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Germany, Propaganda Collection. WWII, 1930’s and 1940’s, 11 books including three Olympics and two
ephemera items, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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German Democratic Republic, Delightful Mint & Used Collection, 1948-76. Housed in two Schaubek
hingeless albums plus three homemade albums of quadrille pages in springback binders, where information on each
issue (title, printing/perforation details, date of issue) is calligraphed; homemade albums are all mint, Schaubeks a mix
of mint and used; note Soviet Occupation/Soviet Zone issues mostly mint with some used or parallel; three press panes
for booklet creation, booklets, etc.; between the two album sets, an apparently complete mint collection for the period
(less souvenir sheets), F.-V.F. with much better, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

684

HH/H
German Democratic Republic, Fresh Collection, 1949-76. Lovely collection in a not-so-lovely Schaubek
album (it outlived the DDR, after all); all mounted, though many earlies with hinges or remnants; never hinged from
1958, per our spot checks); missing only a handful of items for completion; we note (mint hinged) #58-67, 78-79, 80-81,
122-135, 136 used, 155-171, etc.; fresh and bright throughout, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

685

HH/H

Germany: World War I Occupation of Belgium, Interesting Lot of Covers. About 500 commercial covers
in all; mix of issues, cancels and destinations; unusual to find this many commercial covers at once, generally Very Fine,
worth a look; view (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Germany, WWI Belgian Occupation and Censored Germania Covers. 480 in all, mounted in five large
albums organized according to cancellation type; covers individually mounted on a sheet for display with research
notes on back; four volumes contain 380 items franked with the Belgian Occupation-overprinted Germania issues; one
volume is dedicated to Brussels (most sent domestically) with a wide variety of corner cards, while the other three
volumes include a study of Belgian Censor markings mostly organized alphabetically with emphasis on Antwerp,
Charlevoix and Luttich (Liège); also included is a group of Belgian Legion Censored covers with Belgian stamps
removed as part of the censorship process; the fifth volume mostly contains German Germania issues alphabetically
organized by censor from Aachen to Wesel, an interesting group offered at a compelling starting price that should be of
interest to a specialist or internet dealer (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Germany: Post World War II, Postal History Collection, 1946-69. Over 130 covers, cards, etc., neatly
housed in a cover binder; a good range of material, including letters, postcards (some picture postcards), postal cards
(including an AMG), event covers, etc.; note Berlin overprints in red, Soviet and French Zone usages, Thuringen, Berlin
Notopfers, local government usages, stampless (from Selters with boxed “Gebühr/bezahlt.” handstamp, two covers
and two picture postcards for Kennedy’s visit to Germany and Berlin, etc., F.-V.F., interesting material; inspect (photo
on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
Germany: Allied Occupation, Specialized Stock / Collection, 1947-48. A large collection of part sheets,
marginal blocks and positional blocks of the definitive issues, included are wonderful examples of plate flaws, color
variants and perforation varieties, with the exception of Michel #963I, ALL known plate flaws of the Heinrich von
Stephan issue are represented, the owner has instructed us to take the minimum value calculation of the colors which, if
expertised could yield a multiple catalog valuation, also not taking into account unlisted variants, fresh, clean and ready
to sell, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 943a//970; €6,000 ($6,990) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Democratic Republic, Massive, Apparently Complete, All-Used Collection. Exceptionally
clean and keenly assembled in mounts; thousands in all, housed in a Scott Specialty album, with apparently every
space filled to 1990; includes all souvenir sheets, etc. Fresh, routinely Very Fine, no matter how you look at it, this is
quite an accomplishment; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
German Democratic Republic, Collection, 1945-75. Thousand of mint and used stamps in glassines and
identified, you will find 477b (26), B24 (6), also includes a group of locals, inexpensive opportunity to restock, o.g., some
never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

Germany: Berlin, Lovely Highly Complete Mint Collection. Clean and nicely assembled, virtually
complete collection in mounts on pages; absolutely loaded with premium items such as #9N1-9N20, 9N35-9N41,
9N42-9N60, 9N61-9N63, 9N64-9N67, 9N70-9N74, 9N75-9N79, 9N84-9N93, 9N94-9N98, 9N108-9N110 and
virtually/apparently complete from there to 1990; also noted are outstanding Semi-Postals like #9NB1-9NB3, 9NB3a,
9NB4-9NB5 and lengthy runs of sets from there; finally, a small but respectable used section is present including
9N33-9N34, 9N61-9N63, etc.; a lovely lot, o.g., mostly never hinged, mint generally Very Fine, well worth inspection
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
www.kelleherauctions.com
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Greece, Fresh and Clean Collection, 1861-1970. Presented hinged on homemade quadrille pages,
starting with a healthy selection of Hermes Heads with a variety of cancel types, near-complete sets of the 1896
(including a mint #127) and 1906 (with mint #197) Olympics, Gold overprints, nice 1917-22 Provisionals and overprints;
nice Airs, Dues, Postal Tax and Occupation issues as well, F.-V.F., inspection invited. Scott approximately $4,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

689

H/m

690

H

691

H
Italian Area, Collection, 1863-1988. Used collection neatly arranged in Scott ascending order on manila
stock pages, consisting of 1,497 with individual stamps up to $120 with some offices, colonies, Libya, Eritrea, Fiume
and Somalia, generally F.-V.F. appearance. 2017 Scott $2,314 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Offer
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Germany: Federal Republic, Complete Collection, 1949-77. Housed in a Safe hingeless album,
apparently complete for the period; earliest issues a mix of mint or used, with mint predominating from about 1961;
includes used #665-666, 669, 670-685, 695, 702-721, B314-B315, B317, B318-B319, B325-B326, B327-B330; mint
#B323, and mint and used #804; plenty of topical interest as well, with all Europa issues and souvenir sheets present,
F.-V.F.+, inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Germany: Federal Republic, Used Collection, 1979-99. Mounted in two Leuchtturm hingeless albums,
appears complete for period, fresh & clean, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Iceland and Faroe Islands, Stock, 1876-1992. In Scott Specialty album and several covers and better items
that include: used: plenty of different early numerals, Christian and Frederik issues, 86-90, nearly complete Christian X
set and mint: 92-93, 152-66, 203-8B, 217-28, 232-35 (2), 240-45, 257-68, 273, 274-77, 278-82, 284-86, 289-96 and
B5., generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Iceland, Cool Collection to Warm Your Heart, 1873-1971. Wonderfully fresh throughout, with sound
material (even Classics); while stamps run through 1971, the strength of the collection is in the early and middle periods
with highlights including #1, 2, 3, 5 (2), 7, 10, 13, 15-18, 21, 28-29, 34-37, 43-44B, 99-107, 108-126, 130-138, 170-175,
184, 203-208B, 217-228, 229-231, 232-235, 240-245 and 246-252, along with solid Back-of-the-Book material such as
#C4-C8, C9-C11, C15-C20, O3, O10-O12, etc.; nearly all hinged on homemade album pages with Scott numbers
noted, F.-V.F. with much better, be sure to inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Italian Area, Nonpareil Collection, 1862-1975. Hinged or mounted on homemade pages covering the
entire range of Italian philately: Italy, Foreign Occupations, Ionian Island Occupations, Colonies and Offices; very clean
throughout with most sets complete; Classics mostly used, with mint coming in around 1911; note mint embossed
issues both imperforate and perforated, complete mint sets of St. Francis, Ferrucci, Virgil, Dante, Garibaldi, Holy Year,
Football (soccer), Caesar Augustus, etc.; used propaganda stamps with labels, and virtually complete post-War issues;
Airs and Back-of-the-Book equally strong, F.-V.F. with better, well worth the time to review. Scott $20,000+ (photo on
web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Italian States, Il Maestro Collection. Rick and Ilsa may always have Paris, but bid right and you can own the
City Eternal—and the rest of the Peninsula as well; this is a stunningly built, beautifully presented and masterfully
annotated collection of pre-Unification Italian philately; singles and multiples abound, both genuine and fake—the fakes
clearly noted as such—with varieties throughout; as incredible a holding as the stamps are, the true gravity (figural and
literal) of this collection is the covers: arranged alphabetically within each region, these provide a visual history of the
Statal posts, both stamped and stampless; there are examples of folded letters dating to the late 18th century, though
the majority of items are 19th century leading up to Garibaldi’s campaigns, with even a strong showing of Italian usages
as well; and this isn’t just a sporadic item here or there: the entire collection fills nine Scott Specialty albums with
overflow material in a black stocksheet sleeve, allowing the intrepid to trace not just postal routes but also the slow
convergence of the various kingdoms into a unified nation-state; we note Fournier forgeries (including full sheets of the
Roman States issues), as well as fakery from Milan and Geneva; oily print Roman States stamps used on cover;
Registered, Due, Railway and a plethora of origin, transit and receiving markings; uncommon usages, and so much
more; many items come on their original auction cards (with original descriptions, many of which note “rare” or “scarce”
with relevant Sassone rarity factors provided), with many items, stamps or covers, with certificates or signed by the likes
of Vaccari, Chiavello, A. Diena and Raybaudi, on the whole Very Fine, the only way to truly appreciate the grandeur of
this offering is to see it—so we’ve imaged the vast majority of it on our website, one of the finest Italian States collections
we’ve had the honor to offer (photo on web site).
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
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Italian States: Papal/Roman States, La Dolce Vita Collection, 1852-77. Housed in a Scott binder on
quadrille pages, along with some loose material; stamps include mint #1a, 1b, 1c, 2, 7a and 9; used 1-9 with 1a, 3, 7, 8 &
9 (5) available in pairs; plus originals and reprints of later issues through #25, all in useful quantities for the dealer or the
specialized collector; also included are over 100 covers/fronts/folded letters, beginning in 1854 showing numerous
usages and destinations, including a 3 Baj as pre-cancel on cover (signed Raybaudi and Gazzi), a pair of 1 Baj
cancelled 11 Sep 1867 (the last day of Baj usage), and an 1873 cover to Mssrs. de Rothschild, frères, in Paris; cancels
abound, with numerals, grids, c.d.s.’s, dots (Rimini), St. Andrew’s Crosses, straightline date and manuscript; even a few
covers with Italy frankings after Unification; lots of auxiliary markings as well, F.-V.F. in general, with better throughout,
inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

695

H/m/)

696

)
Italy, Special Services Cover Collection, 1759-1928. Not just your ordinary letter in the mail; 36 items, all
annotated, showing special services, postal markings, etc.; most are stampless folded letters, but we see four 1920s
Private Post covers (three from Florence, one from Rome), an 1849 “Too Late” (Dopo la Partenza) marking, a Roman
States “Too Late” folded letter with 2bai adhesive tied, border handstamps, “TS” marks, ship markings, and more; most
items domestically used, with good coverage of material from Tuscany and Sardinia in particular, but we also found mail
to England and France, Very Fine, a postal historian’s delight; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

697

)

698

)

699

H/m

700

)
Italy, Lovely Lake Mail Selection, 1854-1938. Approximately 150 items, most posted, from sites around
Lake Como or Lake Maggiore, and presented in a Scott album (missing its front cover); various routes and steamers
represented, with town, steamer and even hotel pmks included; annotation for each cover or card; a bonus could be the
postcards, many of which are illustrated or real photo cards of views along the lake or of the grand hotels lining the
littoral; note a few envelopes with illustrated hotel corner cards and postal cards; two articles on Lake Mail included,
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

H/m/)

Italian States: Parma, Specialist’s Delight, 1805-62. Gracefully presented, hinged or mounted, on Scott
album pages; stamps include multiple copies of most, with types, printings, etc., noted; note a Fournier forgery of #5,
plate varieties of #12-14 (some unlisted), better items either signed Diena or with Sismondo certificates, Sardinia and
Italy used in Parma, even a Newspaper Stamp (Sassone #B1, signed Diena); postal history encompasses 58
covers—13 of them stampless—with a wealth of straightline, c.d.s., “PD” (black and red), grill and town cancels, plus an
“Affrancata” straightline applied by Roman States on a cover intended for Bologna, mixed frankings, etc.; strong Parma
and Piacenza covers, F.-V.F. or better, a wealth of material not often encountered; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Italy, La Senza Bollo Collezione. Just a mind-bending quantity of material in 18 volumes of stampless Italy;
arranged by region and then alphabetically, with towns represented by varying numbers of covers; most are domestic
usages, but we noted covers to England, and from France and Greece; a nice array of cover/usage types, including
Official letters from Kingdom of the Two Sicilies and Apostolic Legations, fumigated letters, Lower Austria covers, etc.;
an absolute wealth of origin markings, as plain or as fancy and colorful as you please, with even more joy to be found in
the transit, route and receiving markings; each cover solidly annotated; lot includes Alfredo Banci’s Catalogo
Prefilatelico (copy) with several yet-unmounted covers within, along with a large glassine containing even more covers,
Very Fine throughout, give yourself plenty of time to review—it will be worth it (photo on web site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
Italy, Collection of Military Covers, 1803-1962. 50 items housed in a Scott Specialty binder, each noted for
town, year, originating body, plus additional notes on markings, inscriptions and backstamps and seals; various groups,
commands, regiments represented, with a wealth of auxiliary markings; military handstamps in black, red, green or
blue, etc., etc.; nearly all are folded letters running through the 1870s, though we also find a 1903 illustrated postcard
and two 1962 Canadian Forces in Sardinia “Forces Air Letters”, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Italy, The Strap-of-the-Boot Collection, 1851-1988. In two Ka-Be hingeless albums (pages to 1990); some
States, decent Classics, and from 1940 onwards appears complete mint, used or sometimes both; mainly used, many
socked-on-the-nose or other nice cancels; light duplication, plus hundreds of mid-20th century used on stock or album
pages, almost a half-century of choice complete sets, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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Italy, Il Classico Collection, 1862-1945. A truly spectacular mostly used selection, mounted or hinged in a
Marini album, with early issues mostly mint (!); later issues tend to be used—but nearly all are found in complete sets;
this collection has it all: regular issues, Airmails, Special Delivery, Pneumatics, Propaganda, Parcel Post, Officials, etc.;
note 1922 Trieste Philatelic Expo quartet each used on piece (and signed A. Diena), Death Masks used, 1924
overprints used; Virgil, Dante and Garibaldi sets used complete—as are all the sets from the 1930s (except Football,
which is missing); Rome-Buenos Aires overprints mint and much, much more, F.-V.F. with much better, this must
absolutely be on your viewing list; many signed. Scott $35,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

702

H/m
Italy, Immaculate Collection, 1862-1968. Beautiful material presented hinged on Scott album pages; a
couple First Issue embossed stamps, plus a nice array of King Umberto issues start off the collection, with solid to
near-complete series from the 1890s on; note much mint (some annotated no gum, regummed, never hinged),
including 1901 Victor Emmanuels to the 1L and 5L (2!) values, 1922 Trieste Philatelic Congress set complete, B.L.P.
overprints used on piece and mint and used singles, Death Masks complete, a very nice array of Newspaper Stamps
(including 1862 First Issue), complete AMG issues including a shade variety on the 100L AMG VG overprint, plus Parcel
Posts from QY4 on; #27a with 1973 APS certificate (no gum), #26 & 48 with Sismondo certificates (each regummed),
F.-V.F., inspect. Scott $32,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

703

)
Italy, Così Fan Tutti Collection, 1870s-1949. And everyone—or everywhere, in this case—joined in on the
act, as evidenced by the six Scott albums filled with Italian town cancels; in addition to towns, we note railroad and ship
markings, an airmail or two, some Registered, Flag cancels from 1902-03, a host of picture post cards (not all mailed),
along with covers bearing US, French, Egyptian and German stamps cancelled in Italy, even a few incoming pieces,
generally Very Fine, a bit of a jumble, but worth the look (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

704

)
Italy, Large WWI Illustrated Patriotic Feldpost Military Postal Cards Collection. A stunning array of over
240 pre-printed Italian Feldpost cards housed in three large cover albums; each FPO item is organized by Army Corps
and individually mounted on a sheet for display, with detailed notes provided verso; in addition to the range of Units, we
note a large variety of Military Censor markings; incredibly comprehensive, a labor of love and dedication worthy of a
detailed inspection, some apparently rarer Regiment cards present (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

705

HH

706

HH/H/m

707

)

708

H

709

HH/H

710

H/m
Liechtenstein, Remarkable Collection, 1912-87. Near-complete, nearly all parallel mint and used, neatly
mounted in a Bernina springback album on homemade quadrilled pages; immaculately fresh and clean throughout,
with minimal duplication; vast majority of mint is never hinged, used are cleanly cancelled; features regular issues
(including a Vaduz souvenir sheet single), #131 never hinged, along with all the Princes and Princesses; Semi-Postals
and Airs included as well; nice mint and used souvenir sheets (less Vaduz) throughout, F.-V.F.++, a truly lovely holding
that will reward the viewer (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

76

H/m

Italy, Mint Full Sheet Collection, 1945. Collection of 17 full sheets, includes C12-C19, 1LN1, 1LN1A, 1LN3,
1LN8, a nice representation, a couple of sheets have folds, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

Italy & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1890-1987. Mounted in two Scott albums, mint with C48-C49,
includes 14 used and 9 advertising stamps and mint & used Fiume, examination encouraged, o.g., some never hinged /
some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Italy - Austrian Occupation, Comprehensive Cover Collection, 1916-18. Over 150 covers and cards in
all, presented on annotated pages in a Scott Specialty binder; collection comprises 50 Italian covers and cards
arranged alphabetically by town, from Aiello to Villa Vicentina; 93 Austrian Feldpost and Italian Front items arranged by
FPO number with 1918 items arranged by town cancel; plus a selection of 13 WWII German covers from the Italian area
(including what became Yugoslavia) with cancels including Bruneck, Mals, Rovierto, Fiume, Pola, Ljubljana, etc., Very
Fine on the whole, not often found this well organized (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Italian Occupation of the Aegean Islands, Mint Collection, 1912-30. About 175 different plus a few
duplicates, fairly complete for the period, all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,000 (photo on web site). Estimate $300 - 400
Liechtenstein, Collection, 1912-69. In clean DAVO album with slip case, containing: 1-3, 54-69, 74-80,
82-89, 94-107, 108-10, 111-13, 114, 115, 116-29, 130, 131, 159a, 218, 247-58, 259, 260a, 264, 287-88, B1-3, B7-10,
B11-13, C1-6, C7-8, C9-13, C15-16, O1-8, O9-10 and O11-20. Owners catalog value is for all never hinged, we did note
a few lightly hinged stamps among the few stamps we inspected, bid accordingly, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally
F.-V.F. Scott $20,202 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Luxembourg, Collection, 1852-1974. Lovely clean used collection on Scott Specialty pages with nice
mainly sound classics and Intellectuals set (earlier semi postals are mint). Seldom seen so nice., mostly Very Fine.
Scott $8,544 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

716

Luxembourg, Outstanding Collection, 1852-1967. Putting the Luxe in Luxembourg: a beautiful collection,
virtually complete, with mostly used to 1880 (interesting grid, c.d.s. and bull’s eye cancels) and mint lightly hinged
thereafter; nearly all sets complete to the top value, with miniature sheets of 1906 10c Accession (sheet of 10) and 1920
15c Charlotte (sheet of 5); Europa and definitive series complete for the period; Back-of-the-Book is as remarkable as
the Front, with Semi-Postals including the 1935 Intellectuals—with the 20F value never hinged—and missing only the
1944 surcharges and 1963 issue for completion; Airs and Dues complete, as are German Occupation issues; Officials
particularly strong, needing less than ten to complete, F.-V.F. with much better, one of the finest Luxembourg
collections we’ve offered. Scott $21,500+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

717

Moldova, Virtually Complete Collection, 1991-2005. Neatly presented on Scott pages, either mounted or
in clear stockpages; missing just a few items, this collection includes singles, souvenir and miniature sheets, a block of 6
of #45 with center row inverted overprint, a few complete panes and imperforates; Airmails and Dues are here as well;
beautifully fresh and clean throughout, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, not often offered; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

718

m

719

m
Netherlands, Collection, 1852-1970’s. Fresh and clean with complete 19th century includes 53-54, 83a,
86, Legion souvenir sheets, gull airmails, postage dues and early officials, mostly Very Fine. Scott $6,370 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

720

Netherlands, Powerful Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1959. Nearly complete for the period, neatly
arranged on blank quadrille pages; Regular Issue and Commemorative highlights include used 1-3, 6, 11-12, 33, 54,
86, 90-101, C13-14, and mint 51, 53, 81, 84, 104-105, 131-134 (2½g slight thin), 137-139, 159, 279-281 (LH), and NH
286-300 & 336-339; Semi-Postals are complete B1-135, probably about 40% but complete MNH from B194. A truly
exceptional lot, with condition, with very few exceptions, being F-VF throughout. Scott $5,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Liechtenstein, Bright Collection, 1912-63. Mounted in a Biella springback album; high degree of
completion, with just a handful of issues missing; Airs (including Zeppelins), Dues & Officials near-complete, souvenir
sheets from 1936 on, 1920-21 issues perforated and imperforate, #131 signed, etc. Scott approximately $13,500
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Liechtenstein, Virtually Complete Collection, 1912-65. Hinged on Scott Specialty pages; collected with
an eye for quality and centering, which is better than normally found; regular issues are complete less a half-dozen or so
items (one being the Vaduz sheet); Semi-Postals only 1951-60; Airs complete, including four Zeppelin issues (#C7-C8,
C15-16) and error of color #C26a; with nice Dues and Officials rounding out the collection, F.-V.F. with much better,
inspection will be rewarded. Scott $5,500+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Liechtenstein, Luxurious Collection, 1912-70s. A cheerful little lot, with stamps hinged on quadrilled
pages and provided with Scott numbers for easy reorganization; some blocks and sheetlets, but the strength of the
holding is in its stamps which include #1-3, 54-69, 74-80, 94-107, 111-113, 116-129 and good runs from here on with
#287-288, 356, Semi-Postals, Airs, Dues, Officials (including #O1-O4 and O9-O10); an additional used section, from
#1-3 on, including #107 and C16, is also included, F.-V.F. with much better, worth examining (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Liechtenstein, Mint Collection, 1912-2006. Mint collection in a Scott album, includes 1-3, 4-9, 11-16,
18-46, 54-69, 78-80, 82-89, 90-93, 94-107, 111-113, 114, 116-129, 130, 171, 238, B1-B3, B4-B6, B7-B10, B11-B13,
C1-C6, C7-C8, C9-C13, C15-C16, postage dues complete, O1-O8, fresh & clean, please examine, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

H/m

HH

Monaco, Collection, 1885-1970’s. Nice and clean collection on Scott and quadrille pages with main value in
better items like 9, 27, 110-44, from 176 is virtually complete to 1021, B9-17, B19-99a, C1-83 complete including C44a,
CB1-14, J1-20, gorgeous and well centered throughout, mostly Very Fine. Scott $5,634 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

H/m
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Netherland Antilles (Curacao) and Netherland New Guinea, Collection, 1873-1970’s. Fresh clean near
complete collection with airmail and postage dues complete plus 19th century Curacao 81, 110-26, 174-87 and CB1-8
mint New Guinea complete with UNTEA, mostly Very Fine. Scott $3,490 (photo on web site). Estimate $600 - 800

723

H/m

724

m

725

H/m

726

H/m

727

m

728

m
Norway, Used Collection, 1979-2003. On Lighthouse hingeless pages, appears complete for period less a
half dozen items, most with c.d.s. or socked-on-the-nose cancels, many with tab or margin number singles, very
attractive, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

729

m

730

)

731

H/m

78

Netherlands, Useful Collection, 1852-1958. Presented on Scott Specialty pages; 1852 and 1864 issues
complete and nicely margined (with a few 1852 shades thrown in), with good selection of 1867-96 issues; later regular
issues sparce, but includes #J1-J2 mint, post-War Officials, etc.; a good started set for the collector, with a nice
selection of Classics for the dealer, F.-V.F., inspect. Scott $2,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Netherlands & Colonies, Collection, 1852-1940. Duplicated on Scott pages with huge Scott value in
classics plus some later sets including many $50-$100+ items. Condition is a bit mixed on earlys, could be useful for
variety hunters, mostly Very Fine (photo on web site).
Offer
Netherlands Colonies: Surinam, Collection, 1873-1975. Fresh clean on Scott and quadrille pages
including 1-34, 35-36, 65-108, 114, 142, 207, the scarce C18, J1-57 complete, a few clean mint sets too, mainly being
the early semi-postals, lovely collection, mostly Very Fine. Scott $3,200+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Norway, Collection, 1854-1970’s. Super lovely collection on Scott and quadrille pages with many clean
S.O.N. cancels, we note 1-13, 15-34 (several S.O.N. cancels), 64-66, 220-46, B24, J1-12, a few mint including B1-3,
great high quality collection, mostly Very Fine. Scott $5,300+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Norway, Classic Local Posts (Bypost) Ice-Cold Collection, 1870s-early 1900s. On Lighthouse black
vinyl stockpages in a red Lighthouse A4 (4-ring) binder with Norge Posten Logo and dustcase; hundreds of stamps in
singles, pairs, blocks & larger multiples, from 17 different cities (plus three mint Spitzbergen & two used Nordkapps);
also includes some perfs & imperfs, and what appear to be proofs or trial colors, along with 22 pieces of mint postal
stationery, letter sheets, postal cards or reply cards, F.-V.F. or better (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Norway, Used Collection, 1970-1989. Mounted in a Davo hingeless album, with stamps from #551//1136,
mainly complete for period, includes nice cancels plus dozens of souvenir sheets, official souvenir cards and other
Back-of-the-Book material, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

Poland, Collection, 1860-1940. On Scott and quadrille pages with lovely #1 with scarce 70 S.O.N. numeral
cancel, also 280-1, B29c, B31, General Government nearly complete, nice collection in great quality, mostly Very Fine.
Scott $1,890 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Offer

Poland, Eclectic Contemporary Postal History Collection. Over 500 covers individually mounted on
pages housed in four large albums and a small cover album, with each album covering a different theme; one volume
has a military bent and includes 38 1990s United Nations Polish Forces in Syria, Golan Heights, etc., with several maps
indicating Polish participation in WWII with special cancels (many of these covers are British with special Polish
commemorative War event cancels); the second volume contains a 1990s rate study using commercial mail that traces
the use of the Zloty during a turbulent exchange rate period; volume three holds 91 covers and fronts around 1966-67,
all from Warsaw and show different Warsaw numeral censors; and the fourth volume has various special event cancels,
German covers from Polish legations and a small thematic group of Pope John Paul II; the small cover album houses
about 60 covers and cards from the 1930s-50s with interesting markings and some Copernicus thematic material, an
area with a strong, dedicated following; be sure to inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Portugal, Outstanding Mint and Used Collection, 1853-1965. Neatly arrayed on homemade quadrille
pages; starting with #2 with good selections of Kings Pedro, Luiz and Carlos, overprinted issues, part-sets of St. Francis
and Henry the Navigator, solid Ceres, and largely complete runs of commemorative thereafter; of particular interest are
the souvenir sheets from the 1940s (#594a//701a), each of which appears to be never hinged (facial scuff to Hill sheet,
not affecting stamps; #667a, 682a and 701a stuck down); nice Back-of-the-Book from Semi-Postals and Airs to
Franchise Stamps, F.-V.F. with better. Scott $6,878 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Portuguese Colonies: Angola, Comprehensive Mint and Used Collection, 1870-1938. A neatly
mounted collection of several hundreds on Scott pages, mint highlights include: 5, 8a, 9a, 10-11, 16-20, 22-23, 31, 33,
35, 36, 88//102, 118-32, 184-207 (except 187), 208-22, a few faults, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $1,000+
(photo on web site).
Offer

737

H/m

738

ma

739

HHa

740

m/)
Russia, Imperial Dot-Numeral and Geometric Cancels Collection. One you don’t see every day: a
collection of 17 covers and several hundred stamps, all with non-c.d.s. cancels; note numerals in three rings of dots,
some identified; numerals in dot-filled ovals; numerals in squares, triangles, crosses, diamonds, rounded-corner
squares, double-rings, six-pointed stars, etc.; plenty of duplication and variety for the specialist to wrap his head around,
F.-V.F. with much better, inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

741

)

Portugal, The Madeiran Mélange Collection, 1853-1998. On hand-made pages in a large 3-ring binder;
mainly used, some duplicates, thins out in late 1970s, plus some mint souvenir sheets along with some Azores; much
interesting material squirreled in, F.-V.F., worth a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
Portugal & Colonies, Collection, 1855-1950’s. On Scott and quadrille pages, most value in colonies with
Angola birds and Mozambique fish sets, useful Macao, Timor, St. Thomas and Prince, Portugal including 109, worth a
look, mostly Very Fine. Scott $1,336 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Offer

Portuguese Colonies, Postal Stationery Accumulation. Early mint from many colonies, nice variety, 324
items, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Portuguese Colonies, Collection, 1860’s-1949’s. In green Schaubek Euroopean album containing a good
selection of early Portuguese colonies that have become so popular and difficult to find, lot of early overprints, Crown,
King Carlos, Ceres values that could help fill in your existing collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web
site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Portuguese Colonies: Azores, Decent Mint and Used Collection, 1868-1930. Over 200 different stamps
mounted on Scott pages, includes used; 10, 14, 34, 39, 42, 45, 49, 50, 66-77, 81-88, 152, mint hightlights: 23, 43, 47, 52,
53, 54, 56, 61, 62, 101-11, 112-22, 124, 132-39, 154, plus much more, a few faults mostly on earlies, generally F.-V.F.
appearance. Scott $1,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Romania, Used Stamp Group. Selection of six different issues in full sheets of 50 cancelled to order,
comprising #3639-3648, 3812-3821, 3835-3844, 3913-3922, 4001-4006, 4055-4060; in addition, #3664-3684 are
present in blocks of 25, also cancelled to order, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200 approximately (photo on web site).
Offer
Russia, Assorted Late Romanov Complete Sheets. Approximately 50 in all, the majority of which are
Coat-of-Arms issues, along with several 1914 Semi-Postals, #AR1 cancelled, #AR2 mint; low-value Coat-of-Arms and
Postal Saving issues are sheets of 100 (4 panes of 25), 1R values sheets of 40; Semi-Postals sheets of 100 (folded); all
fresh and clean; some perforation separations or paper adhesions in the margins, but the stamps themselves are
pristine, F.-V.F. or better, interesting material; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Russia, Postal History Selection, 1868-1941. Approximately 100 covers, neatly presented in a small
album; material ranges from two 1868 (pencil dockets) stampless covers, one to London, the other to Marseilles; and
runs through a 1941 cover bearing both Soviet and Latvian stamps cancelled Riga; in between, we find Red Cross and
POW covers, pieces from Schlisselburg labor prison outside of St. Petersburg, letter cards, folded letters, regular
covers, postal cards and stamped envelope entires; picture post cards include Osman Pasha’s surrender in 1877,
Christmas/New Year’s and Easter greetings, and artwork; a number of Finland covers and a wide range of city
postmarks and auxiliary markings, F.-V.F., rarely seen material; be sure to view (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Russia, Valuable Zemstvos Collection. Over 650 different Locals hinged (a few mounted) on quadrille
pages neatly presented in an Yvert springback binder; includes Akhtyrka #1-2; Alexandria #5-8; Amur #A-1, A-3, A-4;
Ananiev; Ardatov #31-32; Arzamas #69; Atkarsk; Bakhmut #92-93; Belebei #96; Krasny’s 1912 Battle Centenary (2
varieties)…and on through Zadonsk, Zemliansk, Zienkov and Zolotonosha: a complete alphabet of mostly 19th-century
issues; most mint, with a handful cancelled manuscript or c.d.s.; also includes the 2nd edition of the Bourdi Catalogue
des Timbres de Poste Locale Russe: Zemstvos, a short Russian-language article by E. Markovich and the Speers &
Ray “Zemstvo Map”, o.g., F.-V.F., a comprehensive collection of these scarce items; please peruse (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

744

H/m/)

745

)

746

HH/H/m

747

HH

748

H/m/)

80

Russia, Ravishing Revenues Collection, 1883-1983. A fantastic formation of Fiscals, with hundreds of
stamps as singles and multiples hinged or mounted on homemade album pages, each annotated as to type and
catalogue number (mostly Michel or Gibbons) where available; includes Postal Savings Bank Stamps of 1921 as
singles, positional pairs/blocks and gutter blocks; Foreign Exchange for Stamps, one issued “For the Benefit of
Postmen”; Tobacco stamp, Judicial and Tribunal issues, Municipals for Moscow and St. Petersburg, Moscow and St.
Petersburg Police issues; Residential Permit Fee Stamps for both men and women, two 1960 Radio License stamps,
etc.; in addition there is a small but solid array of Revenues used on documents (singles, multiples, mixed frankings),
including a 1983 Professionals Union membership book; some duplication, some issues in part-sheets, five late
Romanov banknotes (5 rubles through 5000 rubles), complete panes of 1989-1995 (less 1990 & 1993) Waterfowl
Conservation stamps, and a fun little group of postcards reprinting Soviet placards, F.-V.F. or better, well worth a look
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Russia, Mint & Used Collection, 1900-63. Mint, used & postal history in six Lindner hingeless volumes & in
a box, better includes 242-249, 298-301, 302-303, 336-341, 375-381, 406-408, 472-478, 529-530, 531-532, 536-539,
590-595, 647-658, 666-677, 845-849, 857-858, 970, 1327a, 1364-1365, B54-B57, C6-C8, C15-C19, C50-C52, used
C58-C67, C75, Offices in Turkey, Offices in China, plus hundreds more of complete mint & used sets and souvenir sets,
enormous break up value, surely worth many times our low estimate, set aside some quality time with this beauty, o.g.,
some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Russia, Cover Assortment, Groundwork Inverted, 1907-08 (60a). Group of thirteen mostly addressed to
Germany, each individually franked with 10k dark blue stamp showing groundwork inverted as listed per Scott
Catalogue (two dots inside the rhombus are in the middle and above the median), F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 500
Russian, Wide-Ranging Civil War Era Collection, 1917-22. Providing a fascinating look at the actors and
regions in play during a time of tumult; starting with a manila stockpage of Army of the North issues (most mint, some
used), and running through the issues of Batum, the Czech Foreign Legion, Far Eastern Republic, Karelia (both the
1922 Bears and the 1941-43 Itä-Karjala overprints), North Ingermanland, Siberia, South Russia and the
Transcaucasian Federated Republics; most items hinged (on a variety of album pages), though some mounted; we
note singles, blocks and full sheets, Batum paper and color varieties, Kuban and Denikin Issue varieties, two Far
Eastern Republic wrappers, a cruciform complete cross-gutter block from South Russia, and even two Central
Lithuania stamps thrown in for good measure, fresh and clean throughout, with nearly all items Very Fine, inspection
invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Russia, Collection of Stamp Collars, 1920s-2005. A collection like you never see, all housed in a Lindner
hingeless album; the collection starts with four early Soviet-era used collars (labels with a blank space for the postage;
here, Workers & Soldiers issues), comprising a French-language “Leather Syndicate of the USSR” collar, one for the
Soviet Merchant Marines, one with three brands of matches, plus an “All-Union Electronics Trust” collar; the bulk of the
collection consists of 39 collars in complete panes of 4 to 20 copyrighted 2003 and celebrating various historical and
current events; note the start of regular Airmail service, John Flemming (inventor of the diode), St. Petersburg State
Polytechnic University, the International Business Academy, various companies, several celebrating St. Petersburg’s
Tercentenary (featuring landmarks, famous Petersburgians, the bicentenary of the Fire Brigade, etc.), cartoon
characters, and more—all officially issued, Very Fine, be sure to view; a wonderful Russia collateral collection (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Russia, Tax Stamps for Philatelic Exchange Study, 1922-25. Comprising regular issues of 1918
overprinted, along with 1914 Semi-Postals (overprinted in 1925) and Control Stamps from 1923; as singles, large
blocks and examples of each used on cover (covers range in date from 1928-35); many overprint varieties noted as are
cancels; fascinating material not often seen, F.-V.F.+, inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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HH/H/m Spain, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1935. Presented in a Lindner hingeless album, better mint includes
37, 50, 55-56, 59, 61-62, 65-66, 177, 178, 190a, 318-330 less 320, 348-357, B14-B18, CB1-CB5, C1-C5, C6-C11,
C12-C17, with many more complete mint sets, fresh and clean, please review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

754

H/m

755

)

756

H

757

Spain, Religious Thematic Poster Stamps, 1900-80. Approximately 200 stamps, some in sets, various
religious celebrations, etc., interesting lot, Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

758

Spain, Charity Labels Including Tête-Bêche, 1920-70. Several hundred stamps including. many different
organizations + 1964, 1965 & 1970 TB seals in full sheets, perf & imperf., lot ready for expansion, examine, Extremely
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

759

Spain, Three Expositions, 1929-30. 60 stamps: Sevilla Ibero-American Exposition (17); Sevilla &
Barcelona General Spanish Exposition (10) & Barcelona International Exposition (33), mild duplication, some very rare
stamps, fabulous graphics, examine, Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

760

)

Russia, Replete Collection, 1961-91. With each year’s issues, both singles and souvenir sheets, arranged
on stockpages which are housed combined in a sheet protector; all marked “complete” except for 1962, 1965, 1969-70,
1975 and 1991—but even these groupings are full, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine on the whole, an excellent opportunity
for the collector and dealer alike; inspection invited. Scott $3,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Russia, Longitudes of Locals Collection, 1990s. Encompassing two continents as the USSR gave way to
the Russian Federation; this is a mind-boggling accumulation of local and regional issues, from Chechnya to
Vladivostok and from South Ossetia to Franz-Josef Land; our conservative count tallied well over 1300 stamps, with
many sheets or blocks with multi-stamp overprints counted as singles; everything you could possibly want from the
period is here: souvenir sheets, complete panes, inverted and shifted overprints, color variations, Airmails…the list
goes on and on; some might be considered by the cataloguers as bogus issues (the Jewish Republic being one), but
this is an object lesson how something as simple as a postage stamp can be used to define identity, Very Fine, set aside
the time to view this one; it’s well worth it (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
San Marino, Mint Collection, 1877-1975. Housed in two bulging stock books, an incredible stock that
includes but not limited to 1//24, 28 (2), 29-31, 40//76, 77, 78-79, 83, 90-93, B1-B2, B3-B11, B12-B17, C1-C10,
C11-C16, C17-C20, E1, plus tons of postage dues & parcel posts, moderate but useful duplication throughout, an
inexpensive option to restock, take a long look at this baby, a rare and hidden treasure, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $95,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
San Marino & Vatican City, Collection, 1877-2002. In two volumes, Minkus album includes mint San
Marino 78-79,89-92, 108-110, 134-138, 139-142, 143-150, B3-B11, B12-B17, C63-C71, White Ace album has over
(500) mint Vatican City stamps, please review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Spain, Mint & Used Duplicates, 1855-1989. Thousands of stamps in five stock books, 1907 Madrid
Exposition 10c, 15c, 25c, 50c & 1p (Edifil SR1-5), 1928 Catacombs singles, 1930 Goya regular issue, and large amount
of singles & sets in the modest range, stock book with mint stamps from Spanish Guinea, Spanish Morocco, Tangier,
Spanish Sahara, Spanish West Africa, Ifni, Rio Muni & Fernando Poo, condition F-VF. Recommended for dealer,
viewing is suggested for full appreciation. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Spain, Postal History Collection, 1877-1960. Over 100 covers and cards in an album, some better include
#51 single franking on cover to Paris, 1937 Civil War Nationalist cover to Italy, C1-C5 on cover to Paris, 1943 airmail
cover with pair C105 to Germany, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Spain, Exposition Poster Stamp Collection, 1898-1975. Album with several hundred stamps for various
commercial expositions throughout Spain; some WWI, some for Catalan language promotion, etc., Extremely Fine,
lovely mix (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Spain, 16 Covers: Commercial & FDCs, 1929-52. 6 commercial including Laiz Cat 65 (scarce) & 2 with
labels + 10 charity FDCs, odd lot, examine, Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Offer
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Spain, Eclectic Collection, 1930-69. A lovely collection in 3 volumes, including a semi-specialized mostly
mint two-volume circa 1935-69 collection housed in a pair of Lindner-T hingeless albums; we note better items such as
#572-573, 605A-605G imperforate, 606-614, nice Airmails such as #C91, C97, C123-C124, CB6, and many others; the
third volume is quite unusual in composition, including extensive coverage in the 1930 Spanish-American Exhibition
issue, with reprints, imperforates, misperforated items, shades, missing vignettes, etc., plus unlisted Airmails,
Telegraphs and more, F.-V.F., an interesting, diverse lot; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

762

Spain, Poster Stamps of Cities and Towns, 1930-80. Several hundred, many in sets, views of places,
some quite colorful, wide range including a few Canary Islands, wonderful start to a marvellous collection, must
examine, Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

763

H/m/)

764

)
Spain, Lovely Civil War-Era Postal History Selection, 1936-39. Attractive and clean selection of
approximately 45 covers housed in a binder, with the great majority of these showing various Civil War-era usages,
including Patriotic envelopes, military censors, both Scott- and non-Scott issue frankings, scarce unlisted miniature
sheets used on cover, Canary Island usages, Spain Scott #C1-C5 pairs on cover, and lots more, largely F.-V.F. or
better, a fascinating group; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

765

H/m

766

HH/H/m

767

H/m

768

H/m

769

H/m

82

Spain, Magnificent Specialized Civil War Collection, 1936-39. A sophisticated and superb, keenly
assembled collection arranged alphabetically in six Lindner volumes, plus an additional sheet file for sheets and large
multiples, a couple small file boxes for duplicates, some lovely covers, propaganda cards, etc.; collectively there are
thousands of items in all, generally referenced by the Gomez-Guillamon or the Correos y Telegraphos-produced
Spanish Civil War catalogue, copies of which are included; the coverage is outstanding, yet does leave room for further
expansion, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. or better, a wonderful collection of this complex subject; truly
should be carefully reviewed for full appreciation (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Spain, Widely Diverse Civil War-Era Holding, 1936-39. A wonderful, fascinating and well-organized
holding of hundreds of stamps, Edifil- or Scott-listed, plus unlisted material, labels, miniature sheets, etc., mostly from
the Civil War period, all neatly presented in a pair of stockbooks; includes an amazing group of pre-1870 Spanish
matchbox cards, plus listed or unlisted items which could provide a superb basis for further study for the specialist,
F.-V.F., specialist’s delight; inspection invited, a lovely, sophisticated lot not readily duplicated (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Spain & Portugal, Mint & Used Collection, 1870-1970. Held in three volumes on home made pages,
includes used Spain 1, 61, 69, 86, 101, mint 192, 224, 857-862, C31-C42, C50-C57, C139-C143, Portugal used has 2,
25, 45, 64, 110-131, mint 57, 133-135, 137, 198, 396, 397A-397K, 422-436, 437-452, with plenty of complete mint &
used sets, mixed condition, please review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Spain & Colonies, Outstanding Three-Volume Revenues Collection. Excellent, clean and valuable;
thousands keenly assembled and housed in three stockbooks, comprising Spain proper plus wonderful offerings from
Cuba, the Philippines and Puerto Rico; all issues area-arranged by purpose type, city or province, etc., and mostly
noted by FOrbin or Bar numbers; an extensive, sophisticated and fairly well-advanced collection which should be
thoroughly viewed to appreciate fully, F.-V.F., specialist’s delight; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Spain & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1975. Thousands of mint & used stamps in display cards
in red boxes, identified and generally in order, includes back of the book, revenues and colonies, a golden opportunity to
restock inexpensively, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Spanish Colonies, Lovely Mostly Mint Collection. Attractive and clean, and running to 1975, with the core
of coverage from the 1920s on and strongest in post-1950 issues, all housed in five lovely Edifil hingeless specialty
albums complete with slipcases; we note nice Morocco, Sahara, Ifni, Guinea, Fernando Po and others; ideal basis for
further expansion in a lovely set of albums, with additional collections of Spanish Andorra and a used two-volume Cuba
collection included as well. Fresh, generally F.-V.F., a nice lot; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Switzerland, Sweet Collection, 1850-1965. In two springback binders, with solid coverage of the issues of
the period; begins with 5Rp Rayon I and 15Rp Rayon III, then moves to the Helvetias (Seated and Standing), the Tells
(father and son), Landscapes, and on; includes Pax issue (mixed mint and used), 1939 National Exposition issues (all
three languages, mint and used), nice Semi-Postals, Airs, etc.; cancels are uniformly crisp and clean, many
socked-on-the-nose with issues of the 1960s First Day-cancelled as blocks of 4, with some larger multiples, mint or
used, included as well, F.-V.F. with much better, a great lot for the dealer, cancels enthusiast or fly-specker; inspect.
Scott approximately $20,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

772

H/m

773

H/m

774

H/m

775

HH/H/m

776

Switzerland, Mint & Used Collection, 1858-1990. Residing in a Scott album; mint has #157-180, 242,
382-399B, B131, B132, B144, used #B4-B6, B10-B11, B81-B84; a meaty little collection waiting for the right dealer or
collector to come along, F.-V.F. Scott $2,500 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

777

H
Switzerland, Don’t Miss Collection, 1860-1962. Stunning material in a Spanish album, near-complete and
mostly never hinged from 1900 on; much better material, such as (Michel numbers, never hinged unless noted) #64
(hinged), 73 III (25c Type III!), 80, 94, 121 (regummed), 123 (mint), 130-132, 133-135, 142, 152 (signed Brun), 179-184,
189-191, 194-197 (197 hinged), 226, 227, 228 (mint), 233-234, 245, 250-255, 270-276, 297-305, 364-368, 377-385,
447-459 (Pax set), souvenir sheet 9 (discolored gum), miniature sheets, souvenir sheets, etc.; exceptional catalogue
value, F.-V.F., inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Sweden, Useful Mint and Used Collection, 1855-1942. Hinged on Scott album pages; regular issues start
with #2 and run through 1924, including Numerals (some nice shades), Kings, a nice 5Kr Central Post Office, solid
1920s issues unchecked for paper or watermark varieties, Posthorns and UPU sets (missing just the first 5Kr value);
Semi-Postals include a full set (less one) of the Landstormen overprints, many used, with later issues running
sporadically 1928-62; Airs include the First Issue (10ö and 50ö mint), plus a 1942 Swan perforated on four sides;
1856-62 Locals are mint; and there’s a nice selection of Officials, including the tougher perf 14 varieties; overall a clean
and fresh collection that would be great to build on—or for stock, F.-V.F. with better throughout, inspection invited. Scott
$7,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Switzerland, Mostly All-Mint Collection through the 1960s. A lovely and generally very clean collection
beginning with an often-duplicated range of mostly used Cantonal issues like #8 (8), 10 (4) and 12 (2) and highlighted by
a nice #2L6 with an A.P.S. certificate; from this point on, everything is mint, including some nice Standing and Seated
Helvetias, #126-145 (less #140), various tête-bêche and gutter pairs, good William Tell stamps, #182 (2), 200-203,
293-305, extensive Semi-Postals like #B2-B3 (2), and B206, Airs, some Officials and more, F.-V.F. or better, nice mix;
examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Switzerland, Collection, 1850-1974. Nice Scott Specialized collection on Scott and quadrille pages. A few
nice classics noted, but value in 20th century including a used PAX set, early semi postals, airmails complete (a few
mint), used souvenir sheets including B52, B80, B143, B206, great officials including O1-47, 1O9-12, 1O15, 2O1-45,
2O47-90, 3O1-93, 4O23-39, 5O1-25, 7O1-20. Great lot with many $100+ items in very fine quality, generally F.-V.F.
appearance. Scott $11,500+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Switzerland, Wonderful Specialized Definitive Issues Collection. Lovely, generally nice quality,
oftentimes parallel mint and used collection of definitives from the 1882 Standing Helvetias through the mid-1960s
issues; we note a fine range of Standing Helvetias arranged by large or small numerals and perforation types, overall
mostly used but including a lovely array of premium mint examples to the 3Fr values, etc.; we also note good William Tell
and Helvetia issues, later high-denomination values like mint #182-184, 206, etc.; a delightful, clean collection, fresh
and F.-V.F., inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Switzerland, Collection of Collections from Late 19th to Early 20th Century. 5 albums containing some
nice back of the book and a good selection of early imperf Seated Helvetica, some officials, etc., a great little working lot
with plenty of little premium stamps that will quickly add up in value with a little work, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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Switzerland, Sublime Old-World Collection, 1862-1953. Neatly presented on homemade quadrille pages
in four Dufour albums; from Scott #41 through the issues of 1953, a wonderful collection—largely parallel mint and
used—of most stamps Swiss; earlier issues are generally mint and used singles, but later issues were collected four
ways: singles mint and used, plus blocks of 4 mint and used—giving the dealer even more stock on hand; note shades
and various cancel types and locations on older issues, a four-way Pax set through the centime values with Franc
values singles mint and used, and ever-popular Helvetias, Tells, Landscapes, etc.; se-tenants (some tête-bêche), War
Board of Trade and Society of Nations overprints (neither set complete), a few larger blocks mint, etc., generally F.-V.F.,
inspection will be rewarded. Scott approximately $10,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

779

H

780

H/m
Switzerland, Sensational Stock Selection. From the Numerals and Seated/Standing Helvetias through
(nearly) current stamp issues, a plethora of material for the dealer: three stockbooks of mint material as singles or in
blocks, the remaining ten stockbooks all used; material arranged in Michel/Zumstein catalogue order, with quantities
of up to 30; regular issues, Pro Juventute and Pro Patria issues (including the ever-popular Cantonal Arms issues) in
abundance; plenty of marginal inscriptions to keep the specialist happy; massive catalogue value; if you deal in
Switzerland, this lot is a must-see, F.-V.F. with much better, careful inspection invited. Scott $350,000 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000

781

)
Switzerland, Airmail Cover Collection, Mostly 1920s-50s. 100 covers, some sleeved, representing a
good mix of issues and cancels: First Flights, Registered, Pro Aero, Patriotic/Military, Philatelic Exhibits, even a 1948
IMABA cover franked with the complete Wettstein issue First Day canceled; from Icarus and beyond: planes, balloons,
helicopters, even zeppelins (sadly, no Classic Zeppelin stamps noted); useful duplication, Very Fine throughout, worth
viewing (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

782

HH/H

783

H
Vatican, The Holy See Collection, 1929-69. Remarkably fresh and bright throughout, lightly hinged on
Scott Specialty pages; nearly complete for the period, including #35,41-46, 47-54 (less #51), C16, C20-C21, plus
Special Delivery, Dues and Parcel Post; a great selection of material that must be seen to appreciate fully, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,591 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

H/m

Switzerland, Uncut Wrapper Sheets, 1871-1902. Uncut sheets of six for E-4, sheets of ten for E-12, may be
a few part sheets, huge catalog values, mixed condition as to be expected, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

Vatican, Vivacious Collection, 1929-93. In mounts in four Minkus albums; near complete for the period
(missing a few from the early 1930s) and nearly all mint with never hinged (per our spot check) from 1938 onward;
includes hinged: #1-13 &E1-E2, B1-B4, J1-J6, Q1-Q15 (Q11 used), 41-46, 47-54, and C1-C8, C9-C15, C18-C19, :
55-60, 122-131 &E11-E12, 149-153, 155a, 173, C1-C8, C9-C15, C18-C19, C22-C23, etc., F.-V.F., a pretty collection
lovingly put together; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

Area Collections
784

H
Europe, Air Etiquettes, 1941 Onward. Huge lot of several 1000, some mild duplication, unexamined for
varieties, all countries are present, with sheets, blocks, etc., many scarce items, an ideal start for a major collection,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

785

H/m

786

HH/H/m Europe, Europa Collection, 1956-72. Neatly laid out on Vario pages by issue, a few early issues, but the
majority of the stamps are mint, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,376 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Offer

84

Europe, Collection, 1840’s-1980’s. 31 albums and stock books, containing decent sections of France, and
Poland as well as some nice sections of late 1970’s, early 1980’s new issues, Austria a few nice sets of early essays and
proofs, a few occupation issues, some airmail bird’s on cover, a couple Graf Zeppelin covers, Belgium some nice early
imperf Leopold’s, 79 and 80 full panes, a few better airmails and a couple interesting covers, nice Czechoslovakia
overprints, Italy a few mint early Humbert and Emmanuel III and a few colonies, Monaco 247-52, C34-35 imperf pairs.
Condition is rough with many stamps were chosen to only fill in spaces, stamps with pieces missing or overly faulty were
not enumerated on the list above, that being said, there are also many high Scott value items that quickly add up to very
high Scott value that should bring decent resale value, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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)
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)
Europe, Stamp Dealer Corner Cards, 1903-69. 21 covers from Europe including Iceland, Malta, Greece,
etc., examine, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Offer

794

)

795

H/m

Europe, Remarkable Quality Old Time Mint & Used Collection, 1840-1966. Mounted on hand made
pages in seven volumes,mostly used, with strong coverage of the classics, some better cancels, the best countries for
coverage are Albania, Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Finland, Gibraltar, France, Great Britain, Greece, Hungary,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Jugoslavia, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Russia, Serbia, Spain
and Sweden, some sweet pickings present, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. or better, stock up on this
sale able area. Scott $70,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

Europe, A Trio of Collections, 1840-1975. Three for the price of one: Austria, Great Britain and Italy, with
each collection in binders/albums of various makes (two of each, six in all) plus additional material on loose album
pages; Austria begins with #3 and includes the Jubilee set complete; Britain sports a Penny Black with red Maltese
Cross cancel, plus 2d blues (#2 and #4) and an various 1d reds, the following Victorians with nice numeral cancels; and
Italy offers an excellent range of issues, including many of the sought-after sets of the 1920s-40s; Classical issues for
each country used, with mint picking up for each around 1960, F.-V.F. with better, a great grouping; take a gander
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Europe, Useful Collection, 1841-1929. Housed in a well-worn Schwaneberger album (pages are in great
shape, the binder not so much); mix of mint and used from across the continent, east and west; no rarities, but a nice,
solid compilation of material; we find (used, unless noted) Belgium #6-10, 12-15 plus 1894 tabs used and a selection of
Parcel Posts; nice France with a good selection of Cérès and Napoleons (including a 5F gray) plus Sage through
Sowers, Dues (including First Issue imperforates) and a smattering of Offices and Colonies; good Greece with Hermes
Heads and part-sets of the 1896 and 1906 Olympics; Great Britain boasts Penny Reds imperforate (1) and perforated
(2), embossed issues to the shilling value, solid Queen Victoria issues including the £1 green and keviii 2sh6 and 5sh
values; good Iceland including mint and used Í Gildis; a sumptuous selection of Italy; solid Baltics, Yugoslavia and much
mint Liechtenstein and Luxembourg, Monaco #1 mint, a pretty Norway #5 used, very pretty Turkey, and much more
besides, generally F.-V.F. with better throughout, worth inspecting. Scott $39,000 ++ (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Europe, Marvelous Collection of 19th Century Classics, 1849-60. About 400 different imperforate
stamps from the whole of Europe, neatly arranged in Scott order in a stockbook; countries represented are Austria,
Belgium, France (also New Caledonia #1 & Reunion 1-2 reprints), German States (135 different), Italian States (99
different, including Lombardy-Venetia), Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway (#1), Portugal (also includes an additional
37 perforated Portuguese Colonies 1869-85 “Crown” issue), Romania, Russia (#1), Spain (53 different plus 11 different
Spanish Philippines), and Switzerland (35 different); condition is well above average, mainly because there are very
few stamps cataloging more than $500, and a huge percentage of the sub-$300 (and several higher) are Fine or better,
though most of the $400-and-up stamps have slight problems. Additionally, there are about 75 certificates, the vast
majority obtained since 2013. This fabulous lot presents a truly rare opportunity for a lover of the Classics. See our
online images of the entire lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Europe, Eclectic Collection, 1850-1995. Comprising a 1931 Ka-Be “Ideal” Europe album (in magnificent
condition), a Lighthouse hingeless album of Liechtenstein 1986-95, plus two stockbooks with Swiss Semi-Postals,
Polish General Government, Württemberg (State and post-War), Saar, etc.; items neatly arrayed in the stockbooks,
hinged in album; no great rarities, but a solid foundation for a Europe collector and good stock for the dealer, F.-V.F.,
worth a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Europe, Stamp Dealer Advertising Cards, 1892-1938. 20 cards from various European countries,
fascinating lot must be examined, Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Europe, Military Covers, 1913-41. Czech, G.B. (2), Hungary, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Russia (2, incl.
rare fundraiser) & Swtizerland (4, incl. rare 1913 card, creased), interesting lot with some ephemera, ECV $350,
examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250
Europe, Stock of Europa and Related, 1956-98. Presented in manila stockpages housed in four
springback albums; three albums are strictly Europa issues from the first set in 1956 through 1998/99, the fourth album
contains forerunners and European-themed stamps (e.g., European Year of Music), European institutions (EFTA,
elections, etc.), plus intra-European regional groupings (Nordic Cooperation, BeNeLux, etc.) and NATO; useful
quantities, both mint and used, with material organized chronologically then alphabetically; from Andorra to Yugoslavia,
nearly the whole of the continent is represented, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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797

HH/H/m Europe (Eastern), Collection of Collections from Late 19th to Early 20th Century. 17 albums and stock
books, containing a diverse selection countries and four albums of Russia, valued at a little over $23 an album, which
should be a no-brainer if you wanted to take this lot to a show for quick resale or spend a little time searching for the little
nuggets scattered throughout, a great little working lot with plenty of little premium stamps that will quickly add up in
value with a little work, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

798

H/m

799

HH/H/m

800

H/m
Europe (Western) and Colonies, Globe-Trotting Collection, 1851-1972. Hinged on quadrille pages in two
Ka-Be springback binders, with the vast majority of the material mint; Belgium and Belgian Congo, Netherlands &
Netherlands Antilles, Curaçao, Indonesia (including RIS overprints), New Guinea and Surinam; Denmark & DWI,
Scandinavia and Portugal and a wide range of her Colonies (from Azores to Timor); with some of the highlights including
Belgium earlies, centime-value Helmets, Caritas and Orval issues; Netherlands #105 used and solid Semi-Postals; a
perfectly centered set of Greenland #10-18 used, Pakke-Portos mint and used and 18F-18K mint; Iceland numerals, Í
Gildi overprints and King Christian IX issues used; Mozambique Company stamps, etc., etc., F.-V.F. with much better,
massive cumulative value; be sure to view. Scott $80,505 (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

801

)

802

H/m

803

HH/H
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Europe, Europa Complete, 1956-79. Two complete sets, each housed in its own Lighthouse hingeless
album; all mint never hinged, includes not only the early years’ founding members’ sets but also later, less-often seen
issues; includes a number of miniature/souvenir sheets from Portugal and Monaco, Very Fine overall, perfect for the
collector or dealer (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Europe (Eastern), 19th-20th Century Collections. Includes Bulgaria (Cat $1,800); GDR; Yugoslavia;
Hungary; Croatia; Poland; Greece; Belgium; plus many other small groups, some interesting covers, a useful
assortment that could prove just what the doctor ordered, viewing would be useful to unlock this lots true potential,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Europe (Western), Collection of Collections from Late 19th to Early 20th Century. 31 albums and stock
books, containing a diverse selection of countries with some of the better colonies that are in high demand including
three Scandinavia albums, valued at a little over $20 an album, which should be a no-brainer if you wanted to take this
lot to a show for quick resale or spend a little time searching for the little nuggets scattered throughout, a great little
working lot with plenty of little premium stamps that will quickly add up in value with a little work, o.g., some never hinged
/ some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Europe (Western), WWI and WWII Special Event Cancels Collection, on Cover. 580 covers plus 43
collector cards and other items housed in five large albums; each item is individually mounted for display, with the
albums profusely illustrated with printed diagrams, maps and descriptions (in German and English); cachets and
commemorative covers with anniversary-related cancels from Italy, Belgium, France, Germany, Great Britain, US,
France and Canada; includes reproduction patriotic postcards and some FDCs; one volume is dedicated to Italy and
includes cancels and write-ups on “The Invasion of Italy”, “The Tragino Aqueduct”, “The Sicilian Campaign”, “Canadian
Forces in Italy”, etc.; two volumes are primarily British and include “The Sinking of the Bismarck”, “Convoy PQ17", ”The
Sinking of the Scharnhorst“, ”The Battle of the Atlantic", etc., lovingly put together by a collector with a passion for
military events during WWII, with some attention to WWI events. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Scandinavia, Extensive & Valuable Old-Time Holding. A wonderful accumulation, with the vast majority of
coverage and value in Iceland and Finland, plus lesser Norway and Denmark, housed in five stockbooks and on album
pages; Iceland offers an exceptional range of premium items such as (mint, unless noted) #1, 2, 3, 3a, 5 (3), 7 (2 mint, 1
used), 8 (2), 9 used, 10, 14 (2), 15 (3), 18-20, etc., plus loads of used examples and later Posthorn issues as well, with
later highlights showing #31 & 33 used, solid “Í Gildi” overprints, 86-91, 130-138, 149 and strong regular issues from
there, C3, C4-C8, lots of Officials, etc.; Finland includes two large stockbooks holding mint and used, plus a virtually
complete used collection on Scott pages from the serpentines onward; good Norway spotted from #1 on as well,
condition ranges as always, bulk F.-V.F., don’t miss this one: inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Scandinavia, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1994. In two Scott volumes, includes Denmark used 3, Faroe
Islands mint 7-20, Finland-Karelia mint N1-N7, Iceland mint B1-B4, B5, C3, C4-C8, C9-C11, Norway & Sweden, with
souvenir sheets, booklets & coils, mixed condition, inspect, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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Scandinavia, Oldtime Mint and Used Collection. Several hundred, mainly used stamps neatly arranged
on homemade pages; nothing rare, but a good number of $25-$100 items including (mint unless noted) Denmark 82
(used), 107, 110, 111, 121, 123, Greenland 1-18 (NH, #18 small corner crease), Iceland #289-314 (NH), Norway
104-110, 240-250 (NH), B1-3, B24 (NH); and Sweden 195-196; generally F-VF throughout. A useful lot (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
H/m

Asia, Middle East and Africa
Country Collections
805

HH/H

806

)

807

HH

808

H/m/)

809

H/m

810

H

811

H/m

812

H

Cambodia, Extensive Old-Time Accumulation. Lovely and useful, comprising numerous country
collections on a variety of pages with some, maybe most, never hinged (a small percentage with small faults—mostly
lightly stuck, etc.); we also note a lovely range of souvenir sheets, deluxe proof sheets and more; finally, we find a couple
old-time Indo-China and the like, Very Fine, useful lot from an increasingly popular area (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
China, Stamp Dealer Corner Cards, 1899-41. 7 covers, 3 China including PRC #73 & pr. 51 imperf, 3
Mnchukuo including. 1 to Canada & 2 from U.S. to China, scarce/rare, examine, Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
China (People’s Republic), Collection, 1979-83. In stock book, purchased as new issues in the late 1970’s
and early 1980’s, with many great sets (missing year of the Monkey), includes better souvenir sheets in the $55 to $300
range: 1483, 1501, 1540, 1617, 1810 (2), 1820 (2) and 1863 (2), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Egypt, Powerful and Extensive Old-Time Accumulation. A vast and valuable specialist’s holding in
stockbooks, album pages, glassines, covers, etc.; one stockbook begins with a lovely mint or used section of the First
Issues by perforation type, plus excellent Sphinx & Pyramid issues (again mint or used by perforation type), including
the 5pi Scott #15 (2 never hinged vertical pairs!), etc.; other better mint Scott examples include #105-107, 108-113, 114,
123, plus high-value Port Fuad (Scott #124, signed, Very Fine o.g.), 128-149, 168-171 (2), 172-176 (4), 224 (never
hinged) and many others, including items from the Royal Collection, etc.; we note Airmail and Occupation covers,
including nice censors and retta-cancelled examples; a wonderful, vintage holding from this popular country, F.-V.F.
with much better, careful inspection encouraged (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Egypt, Substantial Specialist’s “Caboose” Lot. A substantial accumulation comprising a sizeable range
of various collections, remainders, etc., on a wide variety of album leaves, stockcards, etc.; we note a scattering of First
Issues, including unused Scott #4 and 6, loads of Sphinx & Pyramid types, etc.; fun group to wade through and explore,
bulk F.-V.F., examine, ex-Hass (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Egypt, Collection, 1867-1928. On home made pages, containing 8-15, 19-25, 26-25b, 29-41, 42, 43-49,
50-59 and 61-74, generally F.-V.F. appearance. 2018 Scott $2,700+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Egypt, the Riddle-Me-This Accumulation, 1866-79. Hundreds of stamps, mostly Sphinx & Pyramids, from
the First Issue through the 1879 Provisionals; all neatly arranged and identified in a stockbook; some unused examples,
though the majority are used; note nice Khedival c.d.s. and grid cancels, color shades, perforation varieties…much to
discover as the lot is being offered as received; useful duplication for the dealer or fly-specker, including #4 (35), 5 (7)
and 6 (5), etc.; high aggregate catalogue value, mixed condition, but generally F.-V.F., worth inspecting (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Ethiopia, Electrifying Collection, 1895-1966. All mint, incredibly fresh and clean, with even the earliest
issues well-centered; includes #1-7, 8-14 blue overprints plus 8-13 violet overprints, 15-21, 22-28 (plus duplicates),
44-49, 55-56, 94-100, 116-119, plus extensive later overprint types; also features Semi-Postals, Airs, Special
Deliveries, Dues, Italian Occupation issues and Officials; surprisingly complete, F.-V.F. or better, examine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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814

Iran, Mint & Used Reference Collection, 1897-1975. Presented in a binder, group of six full sheets of the
1902-1903 issues, used 481-489, 497-500, 617-621, mint 681-684, 780-783, 875, 966-969, 1023-1036, 1047,
1052-1053, 1054-1055, 1058A-1072, 1074-1076, 1103-1104, B16 (2), also includes three Egypt first day covers,
Jordan covers, Syria imperforates, and four pages of Turkey fiscals, generally sound material, if all are genuine you
would hit the jackpot, meticulous inspection please, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

815

H

816

Japan, Fabulous Highly Specialized Old-Time Reference Collection. A wonderful, incredibly extensive
specialist’s collection and accumulation of thousands of stamps, most presented in two large binders; includes a good
range of First Issue Dragons, but the bulk of coverage lies in an enormous, well-organized offering of Cherry Blossom
issues, which includes an incredible depth and variety of material through the Bird series; we also note a binder of Old
Koban issues, plus hundreds of additional unmounted items in glassines, specialized groups of Military stamps,
Japanese Offices in China (which includes genuine as well, such as used #32 & 48, each signed Tyler), a wonderful
group of #C1-C2 by Tracy Woodward types, etc.; an incredible holding to be sure, F.-V.F., specialist’s delight; examine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

817

H

818

HH/H
Japan, Complete Sheet, Lottery Sheet and Souvenir Sheet Accumulation. In old mounts, envelopes and
glassines, consisting of: 440 full sheet of 20, 447 full sheet of 20, 456 (3 hinged), 463a (4), 463a Mihon, 479a (2), 484
pane of 20, 498a (2), 508b (2 blocks of four), 510a (31), 517a (2), 519a, 521c, 522a (3), 523 complete pane of 20, 524
complete pane of 20, 545a (3), 547 full pane of 20 (four stamps are postmarked), 551 complete pane of 20, 564a (2) and
B11, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach. Scott $5,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

819

H/m

820

m

88

Iran, Mint & Used Collection, 1878-1990. Mounted on pages and in glassines, the mounted used includes
43-46, 50-52, 53-59, 428-445, 876-909, 933-934, 978-982, 985-989, 995-998, 1015-1019, 1047, 1082-1098, B22-B27,
C68-C78, included in the hundreds of mint is 1676a (15), with hundreds of mint & used complete sets, mixed condition
check her out, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Iran, Large Holding of Inverted Centers, 1909-15. Includes 1909 Unissued 10c Lion & Sun Official; 1913
Ahmad Shah Qajar 5c & 24c (2); 1915 King Darius Farvahar 1k, 2k & 3k, the last also in a sheetlet of 5; 1915 Persepolis
2t; and 1915 Imperial Crowns, about 500 stamps including part-sheets of 40 printed on both sides, one side inverted of
the 1c, 2c, 3c, 5c, 9c, 10c, 12c & 24c; the Imperial Crowns also include a block of 4 of the 3c printed on both sides with
both sides inverted, and sheetlets of 5 of the 2c, 3c, 5c (2), 6c, 12c & 24c printed on both sides with both sides normal;
condition is all clean and F-VF and virtually all never hinged. All are presumed to be reprints and are sold as is. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Japan, Extensive Mint Stock Selection. In 5 volumes, comprising thousands in all, with coverage back to
the 1930s but strongest from the post-WWII years to the 60y era; included is a considerable amount of face value in the
form of duplicated sets and singles, coils, souvenir sheets, multiples, etc., plus better mint values like #435-436,
480-497, B11 (7), C3-C7, C9-C13, C14-C21; Offices in China #1-18, 22-29, 31, 44-46; Offices in Korea #1-12, etc.,
F.-V.F. or better, a useful, substantial holding well worth a thorough inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Japan, Specialized Collection. Mounted in three Gibbons Senator albums, with the collection’s strength in
early and middle period issues; Earlies (prior to the 1880 Imperial Crest issue) may well be reprints (reflected in our
estimate) and will require a specialist to separate the wheat from the chaff; considerable strength in cancellation studies
of the Imperial Crest to the Chrysanthemum issues; about 20 colorful Patriotic postcards, most with special cancels and
some Shanghai usages; two commemorative sheets of the 1935 Manchukuo commemorative issues; in the 1920s-40s,
we note mint lightly hinged #155-158 (two of 157-158) 167-170, 198-201, 227-229, C2 (should be certified) and others;
mid-period to about 1960 is mint and used, with mostly used to 2000 including Prefecture issues, a lot with high
potential; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Japan, Extensive Nearly All Used Stock. Useful holding of many, many thousands, including a
six-stockbook all-used selection of Post-war definitives (one separate volume) and commemoratives sorted by issue,
offering an incredibly fertile field for the modern cancellation enthusiast; in addition, we note a couple modest mint or
used Japan and Ryukyus collections, some Manchukuo and more, F.-V.F., an unusual holding well worth inspection
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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H/m

822

HH/H/) Japan, New Year’s Stamps and Souvenir Sheets Collection, 1936-74. All mint and apparently complete,

Japan, Small Oldtime Collection, 1871-1934. A couple hundred different mounted on four homemade
pages; the 19th century is all used and pretty mixed quality, but it does include #1-4; the 20th century including mint
#110, 154 (slight faults), 190-193 & 198-201 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

including singles and souvenir sheets where these exist; includes #222a (1936 Mt. Fuji sheet), along with about 10 First
Day Covers, eight complete sheets of stamps between 1958 and 1968, and four stockpages of duplicates at the back of
the binder; all items neatly mounted on homemade annotated album pages; spotcheck shows vast majority of items are
never hinged, though a few duplicates show signs of previous hinging, Very Fine overall, a cause to celebrate; be sure
to view (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
823

HH

824

HH/H/m

825

HH/H/m

826

HH

827

m
Lebanon, Collection, 1924-74. Nearly complete on Scott Specialty and quadrille pages, including 1-21,
46-8, 50-84, 108-34, B1-12, C1-755, gorgeous clean very fine collection, mostly Very Fine. Scott $2,551 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $350 - 500

828

H

829

HH

830

H/m/)

831

m

Kazakhstan, Compelling Collection, 1991-2015. Mounted on Scott album pages through 2004, with later
issues neatly arranged on stockpages; virtually complete, with varieties including inverted overprints, a few early
complete sheets, early overprints on Soviet stamps in blocks of 4, and miniature sheets throughout; fresh, vibrant and
not seen every day, with multiple opportunities for the Topical collector, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, uncommon
material; be sure to view (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Korea, Mint & Used Collection, 1884-1975. Mounted on pages, better mint has 2, 6-8, 18-19, 20B, 21-24,
25, 34, 39-40, 44, 182, 206-208, 579, 579a, 690a, 713a, 728a, used 41-43, 227-228, a few condition issues, o.g., some
never hinged / some hinged, but overall F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Korea, Mint & Used Collection, 1884-1995. Mounted in a Scott Specialty album, mint includes 61-66, 95,
114-115, 116-117, 206-208, 217, 227-228, 296a, 297a, 301a, 304a, 305a, plus dozens of souvenir sheets, mixed
condition, examine please, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $300 - 400
Kyrgyzstan, Captivating Collection, 1992-2013. With all mounted on Scott album pages; including stamps
(regular issues and Semi-Postals), souvenir and miniature sheets, both perforated and imperforate; practically
complete for the first decade, and extremely well-filled thereafter; fascinating material with subject matter drawn from
West and East, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, one to expand your horizons; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Liberia, Substantial Old-Time Accumulation. Includes a substantial dealer’s stock, mostly mint through
the early 1970s; includes imperforates, Back-of-the-Book, plus a couple collections on pages, souvenir sheets, manila
stockcards of duplicates, etc., F.-V.F., much here to mine; be sure to inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Liberia, Lovely Specialized Holding. Comprising a highly comprehensive 1947-77 collection of mint sets,
singles and souvenir sheets in one binder; the real interest, though, lies in a substantial specialized holding of the Jehudi
Ashmun issues, which includes proofs, trial color proofs, specimens and progressive color proofs, in addition to a lovely
array of other delightful Arthur Szyk-produced items, F.-V.F. with most better, attractive specialist’s lot; examine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Saudi Arabia & Yemen, Collection, 1916-75. Mounted on home made pages, mint Hejaz-Nejd 92-94
blocks of four, L4-L7, L8-L13, L48a, LJ1-LJ3, used Saudi Arabia 139, 142, RA1 with 161 tied by Mecca cancel on piece,
RA2 with 161 tied by Mecca cancel on piece, 92-97 on cover, blocks of four 70-71 on cover, 75-80 on cover, mint Yemen
includes 7-23, 24-29, 68-77, C1-C2, C3-C9, C14-C16, and forty five covers, sure to be a winner for the savvy dealer or
collector, mixed condition, please examine, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Syria, Collection, 1919-76. Clean on Scott and quadrille pages with many good sets and long runs, we note:
4, 5, 9-10, 232-313, C1-2, C8, C9, C14, C16-17, C22-87, M1-10, MB1-2, MC1-10, MCB1-2, RA1-9, RA10, RA12, nice
lot for the quality conscious collector, mostly Very Fine. Scott $2,700 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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Turkmenistan, Tantalizing Collection, 1991-97. Apparently complete on Scott album pages; features the
full breadth of stamps, souvenir sheets, and miniature sheets of the period, with full panes, imperforate varieties,
Specimen overprints, gutter blocks (some Specimens), se-tenant strips, etc., etc., as bonuses; enormous catalogue
value, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, be sure to inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Turkmenistan, Olympics Sets, Souvenir Sheets & Specimens, 1992 (22-23). Three uncut sheets, each
sheet includes two complete sets of 22 perf, 23 imperf and 22 perf specimen overprints, some edge faults, a scarce
issue, please examine, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Uzbekistan & Tadjikistan, Mint Collection, 1991-2001. All mounted on Scott album pages; Uzbekistan
virtually complete for the period, missing just a couple common stamps, with all souvenir sheets and some blocks of
four; Tadjikistan runs 1992-98, missing a few for completion but with blocks of four and souvenir sheets, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., a lovely collection of these two countries (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Israel and Judaica
Including the Remarkable Judaica Collection of Gregg and Michelle Philipson
835

H/m/)
Israel, Collection from Palestine and Forerunners to Early State Tab Issues, 1927-1960’s. In small and
large stockbook containing early mint 1927-42 Palestine in quantity to £1, Doar overprint forerunner booklet panes and
a good selection of JNF labels, 1-7 first day cover, 1-6 blocks of four, 7-9 (1 mint set and 2 used sets), 10-14 set with full
tabs and set of gutter blocks with plate numbers, 15 plate block, 16, 25 corner margin tab block, 27 plate block, 33-34
corner margin tabs, 35-36 corner margin tab blocks, C16 bottom portion of sheet with 5 tab singles. Condition appears
mostly sound, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

836

H/m/)
Israel, Massive and Valuable Collection. In 20 volumes. Not your typical collection, this goes from 1948 to
the present; there are stamps, souvenir sheets, FDCs in all formats including later scarce items, old-time maximum
cards, Keren Hayesod flowers of the holyland covers, 60 Souvenir leafs including some better ones, postal stationary
including 30 pre-printed soldier letter forms, booklets including B4, B5, B7, B12 with first day cancel, prestige booklet,
revenues, tab rows, C1-6 tabs, & used tab, UPU Tete beche and gutters, wide range of philately not presented in typical
order, a careful look will yield nice surprises, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

837

H/)
Israel, Small Collection, 1948-60. Mounted on White Ace pages, containing 1-9 without tabs and 16
souvenir sheet, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

838

HH

839

H/)

840

HH/H/m Israel, Oddball Collection, 1948-2000. Dozens of engrossing items for the Israel collector, includes picture
postcards, three different Pictures of Famous Men, coils, tete-beche, mint & used sheets and large blocks, music
sheets, commemorative covers, air post cards, messily presented, but that’s half the fun, examination will prove useful,
o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

841

HH/H/m

90

Israel, Nearly Complete Collection of Mint Tab Singles, 1948-68. Mounted in a Stanek hingeless album;
missing only J6-11 & C1-6 & C9-17; also present are the tête-bêche issues including 10-14 (horizontal); the 1-9 has
gum problems and the 1000m has had the small blank tab rejoined, otherwise everything is apparently F-VF, NH.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Israel, Large Volume of Early Stamps and Covers. Wide ranging selection of stamps and covers including
Rishon and Nahariya and other 1948 interim material, 1-9 FDC, 1-6 tab FDC, 15 tab on registered Herzl lettersheet,
many commercial usages of 1948-52 issues; mint tabs include 15 (2), 16, 25 (2), 37, 48-50; sheets of #35-6 (tabs ok but
36 sheet separation. in middle) also a smattering of early Israel revenues and interim stamps, some nice original press
photos of early Israel Post office; a nice survey of the period warranting a close look, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Israel, Mint & Used Collection, 1948-2002. Residing in nine albums, includes mint stamps with & without
tabs, volume of first day covers, booklets and souvenir sheets, with light duplication, a great lot to explore, mixed
condition, examination suggested, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
info@kelleherauctions.com
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Israel, Collection of Tabs, 1949-66. Housed in two stockbooks, separated 1949-53 and 1954-66; latter
book has duplicates for most issues present, including some used; value is in the first stockbook, with #1-9, 1a, 2b, 3b,
10-14, 15 (miniature sheet), 16, 17-25, 27, 31-32, 33-34, 35-36, 46-47 and 48-50 (among others) present—all pristine
and never hinged; bonus material includes (in stockbook #1) a selection of mint U.S. ranging from 1909 Jamestown
through 1950s issues along with a mint miscellany of 1929-69 Vatican including Juridical and Architectural Congresses
and 1933 Holy Year, plus a batch of 1960s Israel FDCs, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. with much better, be sure to view
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

844

HH

845

H

846

H/m/)

847

H/m/)

848

H/m/)

Israel, Post-Independence War and Military Covers Collection. About 270 covers, each individually
mounted for display, housed in four large albums profusely illustrated with printed diagrams, maps and descriptions
(most in German) indicating troop movements and land taken over during the various wars between 1950 and the late
1970s; includes covers went to the West Bank Postal System, internal Censored APO covers, illustrated military cards,
mail sent from abroad and returned due to war, an interesting group of ship covers from UK and US vessels assisting
Israel in her war efforts, along with modern covers (mostly philatelic) issued to commemorate these events; also
included is ephemera related to the Israeli Diplomatic Offices in Germany and German meter mail with Judaica themes,
an unconventional grouping, of interest to the Israel collector looking to expand their area of interest or somebody
looking for recent military postal history (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Israel, Mint New Issue Stock, 1970-90. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets still in their original lsrael
Philatelic Service mailing envelopes, quantities of five to ten of each and oftern even more, includes 75 plus packages of
pre 1986 orders ranging in cost from $10 to $75 issue cost each, and approximately $4,000 new issue cost in post 1986
issues, modest but useful duplication, a treasure trove for the savvy dealer, please inspect, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Israel, High Face Value New Issue Accumulation. Sheets, blocks and tabs make this new shekel currency
lot a bargain, high face value with nothing removed, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600

Judaica, Volume of Emil Ranzenhofer JNF and More, 1910-20. Austrian arrtist Emil Ranzenhofer
(1864-1930) actively engaged in Zionist design work. His designs on early telegrams, JNF postcards, receipt and labels
are quite distinctive. This collection contains 5 telegrams, 4 early postcards (one is a certificate) faulty 1914 Land
Donation ?proof? 5 ex-libris, about 30 other postcards, some poster stamps, JNF receipts and labels; Condition varies
somewhat, but there are several beautiful and rare items, a magnificent collection of the artist (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Judaica, Comprehensive Collection of Postal Judaica, Postcards and Ephemera. In 3 volumes. Jewish
themed collection with material from Argentina (1 volume) Egypt, Poland, Germany, Austria, Iran, Cuba, Russia, Costa
Rica, Hungary, Turkey, Mexico, France, Brazil, South Africa, etc; Needs a careful look as there is many rare and
unusual items; a few highlights include 1871 folded mailed cicular from Bavaria Synagogue pre-printed fundraising
appeal to help Jews in Persia with proceeds forwarded to and distributed by Moses Montifiore of London, 1908 signed
notice by Director General of The Egyptian Postal Administration Arthur Goldstein, 1925 US cover and brochure to save
Ethiopian Jews and resettle them to Palestine (Pro-Falasha), 1938 mint Wstern Union telegraph envelope nicely
illustrated Shana Tova, about 35 postcards of Synagogues and Jewish institutions, Good Conduct certificate issued by
Rabbi of Alexandria with photo and Egypt revenue stamp, 1932 small envelope mailed from Canada with a beautiful
Gold Hebrew University Jerusalem illustration printed on inside, 1929 Egypt birth certificate signed by Grand Rabbi of
Cairo, many Jewish publication advertising covers and corner cards, meter cancels with Jewish themes, covers to and
from Jewish businesses; many items researched and written up, this is an amazing assemblage, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Judaica, Substantial Wide-Ranging Historical American Judaica Collection. Specialized group of
Politicians, businessmen, scientists, artists, etc; hundreds of postal and ephemera collectibles from 1894 colored Blatz
Brewery cover, Match and Medicine stamps from 4 Jewish companies, 1870s Montana Territory LH Hershfield and Co
gold rush store checks (some with revenues and revenue stamped paper), Mr Epsteins ‘Baltimore Bargain House’
including attractive advertising covers, BBH perfins on cover, post cards, catalog, etc, sheet of Knocker-Sterns
advertising cinderellas from 1909 Edward Stern & Co, Booklet and ephemera re the Suto family of San Francisco,
Herman Lehman, NY Governor autographs on letters and covers, 1928 signed flight cover by Leon Schwartz (Mayor of
Mobile, AL) Stephan Wise bold autograph on 1933 Jewish Day Century of Progress cover, signed letters by NY activist
George Sokolsky, a collection of New York postmaster Albert Goldman on WW2 era FDCs, some modern postal items
depicting American Jewish personalities and many more interesting and well documented items; collateral like original
contemporary press photos, newspaper articles, etc abundant; truly interesting assemblage with rarities throughout,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
www.kelleherauctions.com
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Judaica, Anti-Israel / Pro Palestinian topical collection. In 6 volumes. A startling assemblage of stamps
and covers from about 35 countries mint, used, covers plus imperfs/proofs, a large group of Al-Fateh and other labels
both on and off cover, a signed letter by PLO official Alef Abu Bakr, period press photos, propaganda postcard, playing
cards depicting jihadis, surrender leaflet, group of 1950s Egyptian “Bonds” for the cause of liberating Palestine,
Palestine Authority election brochures, Iraqi banknotes, popaganda ‘banknotes’ made during the Iraq war, specialized
groups of Egyption leaders including Nasser, Sadat, Morsi, a fascinating group of stamps, covers, photos, articles
about Father Carpucci (priest who used his status to smuggle weapons into Israel for Palestinians and was
subsequently made a hero on some countries’ stamps); not well organized but most items included have some sort of
explanation attached; never seen anything close to this, it is amazing, take a look, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Judaica, Powerful Collection of Jewish Themed Stamps With Related Material. Large carton with 6
stuffed Judaica Volumes plus extras; the collector tried to assemble as much about each stamp as possible such as the
section on 1957 Rabbi Leo Baeck stamp from Germany Scott 777 includes not only mint, used, blocks, usages, FDCs,
but 2 1938 autographed letters from Baeck, noted the Belgian stamps have scarce imperfs included, some stamps have
proofs, different cancels, many have collateral research, there are many elusive newer issues throughout as well as
older such as 1880s Cochin Star of David envelope mint and used. Not really in any order but careful viewing will yield
many nice surprises, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Judaica, Labels. Massive collection in two giant binders of worldwide Jewish themed cinderellas and more
in 2 large albums including JNF from all areas including many scarce items, Jewish themed Notgeld, 1913 German
Poster stamps, Blue Card Labels, Harand Labels, Judische Gemeinde, Levant Fair and Near East Fair, Palestine
Workers Fund, Palestine police insurance fund, Russian Wedding Labels, JNF Telegrams, various national and local
revenue stamps from Palestine and Israel, many different charity labels in all formats; a massive group with rarities
throughout, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Judaica, Collection of Zionism, JNF Related Covers and More! . In 5 volumes. Not in good order with
Zionism related treasures throughout including; 1902 illustrated Zionist Congress cover mailed from Austria, a selection
of Minhelet Haim (Interim Period) covers, 1950 South Africa, 1950 Palestine Texas, 1918 letterhead and illustrated
cover (stamps missing) from Poland, commercial covers with Judaica tie labels, many covers from 1950s-80s, 150
SHAI covers, almost 100 JNF Tree Certificates (several nicely illustrated) and a volume of Austria Judaica with about
100 mint stamps with Jewish themed tabs attached and 150 similar covers and cards; remarkable assemblage of
Judaica Philately! F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Judaica, Palestine Mandate Postal History and Extras. About 400 items often on pages with explanation
including many interesting and better including overprints on cover, advertising covers, towns such as “Dead Sea”
cancel cover, section of OAT flown covers, incoming mail, picture postcards, an old Palestine Railway ticket from Tel
Aviv to El Arish, revenue usages, ephemera items from hotels; much to see and digest in this interesting group, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Judaica, Germany/Third Reich/Holocaust Collection. An interesting volume of 3rd Reich stamps, covers
and more including Nazi medals and pins, many original press photos, real photo and propaganda postcards,
cinderellas, anti-semitic Notgeld, fantasy covers from Litzmannstadt Ghetto and more, big variety of interesting material
(photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Judaica, ‘Der Ewige Jude’ Nazi Traveling Anti-Semitic Exhibition Collection. 15 items including 3 of the
rare caricature postcards, 2 of the yellow, black and red postcards (1 damaged) Austria B 71-6 tied to a cover (fold in
middle) with 1938 Wien Exhibition cancels, balance is special exhibition cancels on covers and cards from Berlin,
Munchen, Bremen, Wien; scarce and chilling group, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Judaica, Collection of Rare Jewish National Fund (KKL) Ephemera and Collatoral Material. Nice full
binder, some highlights including; 1908 official illustrated postcard mailed from Hungary, 1930s official receipt
cancellation device from Tel Aviv office, 1934 Egypt program in French and Hebrew, 7 calendar booklets from the
1940s and 50s, Palestine Pen Pals letter, telegrams, receipts, brochures, medallion, magazines, 2 JNF sheetlets each
signed by Israel President Chaim Herzog; an informative look into some of the worldwide educational and fundraising
activities of the JNF, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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Judaica, Diverse and Amazing Volume of JNF (KKL) and Other Jewish Labels and Ephemera. Bulging
volume of well over 1000 items; JNF includes many ealiers and scarce, foreign offices, errors, Diaspora, tags,
postcards, calendars; there are also a wide selection of non-JNF labels including charities, revenue stamps, early
European adverisong and poster stamps, Minhelet Haim (1948 Israel Interim) etc. This is a wonderful and diverse group
with many seldom seen items; well worth a careful look, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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Judaica, Jewish National Fund (KKL) Collection. In 3 volumes. 1 volume of singles and 2 volumes of
sheets going back to the 1898 1st issues printed for different countries; better items throughout including alef-bet
sheets, purim and high holidays sheets, singles, varieites, etc; nice clean lot, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

862

H
Judaica, Artwork or Proposed Artwork For 14 Egyptian Stamps Depicting Palestine Struggle. Striking
collection signed (in Arabic) large versions of artwork of these stamps, overall authenticity unknown, one with APS cert
says “design artwork, but not the original artist drawing” these were purchased from various Egyptian stamp dealers
over a period of time. Interesting group, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

863

H

864

Judaica, Thematic Anti Tuberculosis Collection. One volume with many labels, covers, brochures,
postcards, covers, letterheads, receipts; items from Israel, Denver, Chicago, Los Angeles. Nice collection, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Offer

865

H

866

Judaica, 2 Pre-1948 Palestine banknotes + 25 Israel banknotes. Good variety, please inspect for
condition, Fine (photo on web site).
Offer

867

H/m/)

Judaica, Israel & Theodore Herzl Joint Issue Celebration. In 2 volumes. First volume deals completely
with 2004 Israel #1566, Austria #1566, Hungary #3903 commemorating the 100th anniversary of the death of Theodore
Herzl, front cover is an original 1949 press photo of the ceremony returning Herzl’s remains to Israel, there also stamp
designer signatures, souvenir leafs, stamps cancelled on early Israel banknotes with Herzl’s picture, FDCs, mint, used,
commercial and commemorative covers, sheetlet of Austria ‘black proofs"a great and comprehensive collection of the
issue; the 2nd volume contains similar treatments of other Israel joint issues and others with designer signatures
(counted 6), etc including 2013 endangered species (with Greenland) 2013 Australian Light Horse Brigade (with
Australia) and other post 2000 issues; Lots of face value and limited issue collectibles here, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Judaica, Collection of Jewish Welfare Board Ship Postcards and Related Material, 1917-20. 95 of the
actual postcards mint and used and with duplication all with a ship, the JWF logo in the Star of David and different
greetings to the troops; also an original ticket, other related picture postcards, 32 cigarette cards, etc; there are some of
the rare ones here, condition varies so please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Judaica, Jordan Palestine Collection With Extras. Mint and used stamps and covers as well as orginal
press photos, maps, hotels advertising, baggage tags, etc make up this interesting and well documented group of
Jordan and West Bank, some sections of stamps with overprint errors, postal history, etc, well worth a close look,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Judaica, Collection of Gaza Material. In 1 volume. Extremely interesting and difficult to assemble collection
largely from 1957- present, begins with 60+ covers from 1957-64 period, a few are commercial, then moves into
Palestine Authority issues and a large number of solidarity issues from other countries; related ephemera includes a
rare group of 7 original photos from 1958 Gaza, a Red Cross form, letters postal cards and covers including UN mission,
commemorative covers, various articles, etc, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

Judaica, Zionist Youth Movement “Betar” rAre Trumpeldor, Jabotinsky Collection. Rare Betar Labels
with several pages of commemorative collateral philatelic material, JNF, etc; 1930s Czech? Labels depict Trumpeldor,
Menorrah, Jabotinsky, Herzl, + 1946 map and gun label (2) for US fundraising (photo on web site).
Offer

Judaica, Bulging Binder of JNF, Charity, Poster Stamps and Revenues, 1890-1950s. Wide ranging
eclectic collection of over 1000 labels and related ephemera including German 1897 Hansa 5658 Local stamp (3), JNF
Diaspora stamps, High Holidays including pane of 6 of AH1, early 1900s Judaic European poster stamps, various Israel
and Palestine revenues, Pins, panes, receipts and letterheads from charity offices worldwide from Argentina to Poland
to Egypt, Judische Gemeinde folder with labels; A collection with many unusual and valuable items, careful viewing
recommended, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
www.kelleherauctions.com
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Judaica, Jewish National Fund (KKL), Collection of 48 Booklets, 1909-50s. Scarce assortment of
booklets including earlier complete with overprints, Flower Day, Tag Day, High Holidays from various worldwide offices
including New York, Israel and Europe; seldom seen breadth of material; most appear complete with illustrated covers
but a few are missing panes, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
H

Area Collections
869

HH/H/m
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)
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Asia, Eclectic Postal History Collection (with Military Mail). About 500 covers (most post-1950)
individually mounted and annotated, housed in seven large volumes covering the continent: Malaysia (British
Australian or New Zealand Military forces), North Vietnam and PRC with numerous Taxe Perçue markings and Cultural
Revolution ephemera, India with APOs, Pakistan, Philippines, Ryukyus, both Koreas, Maldives, Nepal, Indonesia,
Japan, Cambodia, ROC, Afghanistan, Burma, Ceylon, Brunei and Bhutan, etc., all to varying degrees of coverage;
most covers are stamped and include some interesting meter mail markings, returned mail and, in many cases, official
DDR Consular Office invitations, a fascinating collection that reads like a book—and Asian material is in high demand;
inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

874

)

875

H/m

94

Asia, Collection of Collections from Late 19th to Early 20th Century. 34 albums and stock books
containing a diverse selection of countries, with some of the great countries that are in such demand these days: Japan
with some 1950’s Mihon’s and some earlier National Park souvenir sheets, Korea including some earlier N. Korea,
China, etc., valued at $29 an album, it should be a no-brainer if you wanted to take this lot to a show for quick resale or
spend a little time searching for the little nuggets scattered throughout, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Asia, Middle East & Colonies, Picture Post Card Collection, 1907-20. Several hundred postcards, with a
nice group of Calcutta & India, also Ceylon, Aden, Madagascar, Tunis, Cape Town, China, Turkey, Japan, Egypt,
Algeria, Syria, with images of natives, elephants, buildings, huts, a valuable collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
Asia, Eclectic Collection, 1868-2010. Unusual lot with many surprises, with PRC 1992 yearbook, Bhutan
has four presentation books with many 3D issues, 134-139 first day cover, Japanese Postage Stamp Album,
miscellaneous stamps and covers, 2010 Expo Panda presentation book, 1989 China Post, and philatelic literature
Japanese Postage Stamps by Tourist Library, Schumann’s China Specialized Catalogue, 1947 Ma’s Illustrated
Catalogue of the Stamps of China, and a book on Chinese coins and currency, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Asia & Africa, Stamp Dealer Corner Cards, 1897-54. 15 covers & cards including Ethiopia, Natal, Patalia
postal envelope., India pigeon post 1941, examine, Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Asia, Mountaineering Covers Selection, 1968-75. From five of Austrian mountaineer Helmut Linzbichler’s
expeditions: 1968 Kapfenberger Hindu Kush Expedition, 1969 Bruck-Kapfenberger Karakorum Expedition,
Kapfenberger’s 1970 Karakorum Expedition, 1970 Austrian Alpine Studies Karakorum Expedition, and Linzbichler’s
own 1975 Iran-Kundfahrt; each signed by team members, all but first with special cachet/label, Very Fine, an interesting
gathering; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

South East Asia, Useful Accumulation of Material. Interesting and diverse, including a couple used
old-time Thailand collections to about 1920 with a fine range of issues present; also included are nice mint or used
sections of Cambodia, North Vietnam and Laos (some of the Laos volume sticking), plus a final large stockbook with
further good offerings of both Cambodia and Laos, mostly F.-V.F., a nice lot of popular material; examine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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Chile, Parallel Collection With Strong Back-Of-The-Book, 1930-76. The bulk of which is presented on
homemade pages; regular and Airmail issues run 1930-76 (parallel mint and used throughout), with a handful of later
issues (mixed mint and used) on Minkus pages, and a very pretty study of #116, with items organized by type; of
particular note are the Guy issues (#254-255 & C124), comprising a First Day Cover of 254a, 255a and C124a; 254
used, 254a-254y used (2 sets), 255 and 255a-255y used plus, as singles, strips or blocks, C124c-C124y used (short
set); several additional FDCs and Exposition covers included as well (along with covers postally used); also present are
the ever-popular souvenir sheets from 1967-76, including Lions, ICRC, Philatelic Expos, Chilean Mint, Human Rights,
World Cups and the U.S. Bicentennial, to name a few; and of course there’s the Back-of-the-Book, consisting of
Revenues (1880-1913) mint, used and on cover; Telegraphs, multiple etiquettes, Official Seals, etc., F.-V.F., much
material not often encountered; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

881
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Argentina, Solid Mint and Used Collection, 1858-1939. Several hundred mint and used stamps neatly
mounted on Scott pages with value mainly in used with some mint throughout, well work examination, a few faults,
generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $2,500+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Argentina, Dealer’s Stock Accumulation, 1858-1991. In a 32-page (64-side) Magnum stockbook; most
items in the #1-450 range, with later issues more sporadic; includes regular issues, Airs, Officials, and an extensive
selection of Official Department stamps; Buenos Aires and Corrientes issues—some of the latter in blocks marked
“genuine” by the collector—along with Postal Stationery cut squares, a couple covers, etc.; a wealth of quality material
that you don’t often find in quantity; unchecked for perf and watermark varieties; includes #1 (4, 2 mint), 2 & 3 mint, 482b
mint, 626 (3; 2 mint), B10 mint, etc., F.-V.F. overall, well worth a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Argentina, Revenue Collection, 1878-1905. Hundreds neatly arranged by type and date, including federal
& provincial issues mounted on quadrille pages, with Match stamps, Consular, Documents, Foreign Bill, Cigarette,
Tobacco, Director of Fields, Stable Tax, Animal Tax, Direct Tax, Fruit Tax, Control of Permits, etc. (Argentina has issued
more types of revenues than any other country), F.-V.F., inspection invited (photo on web site). Estimate $300 - 400
Bolivia, Highly Complete Collection, 1866-1975. In a Scott Specialty album; will serve as a superb basis
for your new country collection, or as a great find for the dealer; regular issues, Airs, Dues, Postal Tax (regular and Air)
are all here, with manageable duplication; includes (mint, unless noted) #1-6 (#1 on thin paper; others include possible
reprints), 4 used, 10-11 & 12-13 used, 15 & 17-18 mint, 16 used, 28-34 used (29 & 33 mint), 35 & 37 mint, 40-43, 44-46
used, 47-51 used, 52-54, 79-80, 95b used with/double surcharge, 96, 160b, 185, 274-80, 281-289 (288-289 perf
andimperf), 449-450, C1-2 used, C3-7, C11-12, C14-15 used (light cancels), C24-26 mint; also features #433 abd 437
without surcharge, as well as unlisted 3c value without surcharge (noted “most destroyed, the 19th value” of the set),
inluding souvenir sheets and better later, F.-V.F. with better, lovely material you don’t often see (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

H/m

Colombia, Mint & Used Collection, 1859-1978. A keen selection with many 19th century varieties of perfs,
papers, shades and a few counterfeits, Acknowledgment of Receipt stamps, Departments and States, F.-V.F., lots of
better material, mixed condition, inspection urged (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
Guatemala, Mint & Used Collection, 1871-1975. Several hundred stamps in a stock book and on pages;
mint includes #1-4, 15-16, 21-25, with Back-of-the-Book material; a nice array of issues, please review, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Offer

Mexico, Mint & Used Collection, 1859-1984. Mounted in a Scott albums, includes a few classics, 20th
century generally mint, airmails, revenues, plus an envelope of miscellaneous, with many complete mint sets, mixed
condition, please view, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
Mexico, Starburst Registered Cover & Seal Study, 1875-1945. A fabulous collection of registered labels
on over fifty covers, all with a registration label on reverse, most addressed to the U.S., with a super array of auxiliary
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makings, also includes over (240) mint and used seals, “Attention” Mexico dealers, put this at the top of your to view list,
mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
885
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Salvador, Excellent Postal Stationery Collection, Ca. 1880s-1940s. Over 140 postal cards, letter cards,
paid/reply cards and envelope entires, largely used, housed in a Scott binder; we note many lovely used examples from
the earliest 1880s issues, including both domestic and overseas usages, auxiliary markings, uprated examples, etc.,
F.-V.F., specialist’s delight—examine, a wonderful, unusual collection of these elegant and scarce items (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

891

H/m

892

HH/H/m Venezuela, Mint & Used Collection, 1859-1970. Mounted in a Minkus album; includes mint #7-9, 12-13,
137-141, 245-247, used #68-73, 74-78, 259-268, C1-C18, C17-C40, C41-C46; also includes a nice array of Officials;
huge potential with many quality stamps, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

893

Venezuela, The Carnaval Collection, 1863-1960. Everything a dealer could want and more; three
stockbooks filled with goodies, ranging from mint and used regular issues (better used includes #12, 25, 26, 28, 49,
50, 51, 52, 54, 55, 58, 62, 68, 69, 71, 74-78, 79-86, 137-141, 142-147, 158, 245-247, 342, with plenty of Officials and
stamps on piece); thousands of used Airmails from 1930-70 (includes #C1-C16, C17-C39 with blocks of four,
C41-C46, C47-C56, C66-C78, C79-C113, with fairly heavy duplication throughout); and approximately 1200
Revenues (some with perfins; includes Fiscal Tax stamps, Instructional Tax stamps, Airmails with perfins and many
Bolivar issues), generally F.-V.F., perfect for the dealer or specialist; don’t give up this lot for Lent (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

96

Mexico, Covers to Roessler, 1913-41. Consisting of nine covers, includes 1914 Vera Cruz Mexico to
Roessler, 1914 Mexican revenue stamps used as postage to Roessler, 1928 flight cover Tampico Mexico to Roessler,
and a 1918 registered censored cover Montemorelos Mexico to Roessler and 1923 flight cover from Guadalajara to
Roessler possibly not flown, inspection invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Nicaragua, Mint & Used Collection, 1862-1975. Thousands of stamps housed in two stock books, mint with
#3-7, 8-10, 12, with Airmails, Dues and Officials;heavy and useful duplication, F.-V.F., a brilliant lot with many better;
please investigate (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Paraguay, The Piraña Collection, 1870-1968. A solid, major collection on Scott Specialty pages, with mint
or used, some both mint and used; includes #1-2, 3 used, 4-5, 5F, 8 signed twice, and from then on just about everything
else, such as #167-170A, strong Back-of-the-Book with all of the key scarce Zeppelin issues (with some sets apparently
separate never hinged and mint), C74-C78, #C79-C83, #C88-C92, #C93-C97, #C98-C101, plus lots of overprint
errors, varieties and specialized items, F.-V.F. Scott approximately $3,000 -4000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Paraguay, Excellent Starter Collection, 1870-1968. On Steiner Deep Blue Specialized pages (in Scott
number order) and clear acetate interleaves to 1940 in a three-ring binder, plus dozens in glassines; also five two-sided
black Hagner stock pages with 1930s issues, mint and/or used, including some nice Zeppelins; several hundred on
homemade pages, and finally five two-sided glassine-interleaved stockpages with several hundred stamps; many,
many hundreds of mainly used stamps from a small, land-locked country, including a few specialty items, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Offer

Peru, Specialized Collection, 1857-1990. In two Davo hingeless albums with a strong level of completion
beginning to end, with many great sets and plenty of better classics starting with an early French high value 80c
Napoleon cover addressed to Lima, a couple early stampless folded letter sheets to overseas destinations, four early 1
real Seal and Steamship early reprints, good coat of arms including various papers and various interesting cancels, 12
on early folded letter sheet, 14a with 1962 Diena certificate, 15 on folded letter, 79, 222a with disturbed original gum,
C16-39 used and Minkus Master Global albums with blocks from 1951-1989. A great specialized collection with several
better key items that are so elusive, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
)

Uruguay, The Patagonian Plover Collection, 1859-1969. On pages jam-packed; mainly used and to the
1940s, with some issues both mint and used; includes better items, plus decent Back-of-the-Book; a gold mine for
cancel, variety and shade collectors, a few faults, but generally F.-V.F. or better, a collection that would be difficult to
assemble today; take a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

HH/H/m
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Area Collections
894

)

895

m
Latin America, Excellent Mostly Used Airmail Stock Selection. Neatly arranged in two binders of manila
stockpages covering much of the region; we note Chile #C1-C5, C12 (mint and used); Colombia #C83-C95; Costa Rica
#C46-C54; Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala with strong Quetzal overprints; excellent Mexico; Nicaragua,
Panama, Paraguay, Peru #C39 (2); Salvador #C36-C40 (mint and used sets) & C41-C45; Uruguay #C7-8 (3), C14-C25
& C63-C82; and Venezuela #C66-C78 (2), F.-V.F., with much more to entice; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

896

Latin America, Collections Compilation. Four individual collections combined, with stamps mostly hinged
on a variety of album pages, housed on manila stockpages, etc., etc.; in need of some reorganizing TLC, but well worth
the effort; note Chile from #3 (2) and 4; Peru from #3-4; near-complete, nearly all mint 19th-century Nicaragua; and
strong Salvador; each country a solid collection on its own, including Airs, Officials and various other Back-of-the-Book
issues, including some Locals, F.-V.F., a very pretty compilation from this popular area; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

897

H/m

898

)

899

H/m
Latin America, Collection, 1850-1976. In nine Scott Specialty albums with a decent level of complete to late
1960’s and a little sparse after with many great topicals, containing: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Canal Zone, Chile,
Columbia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, French Guiana, Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras,
Inini, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela. Although some sets don’t have high catalog
value, experienced collectors will note that many of these sets from our southern neighbors have proven to be quite
difficult, so there will be plenty of sets and singles that seem to be missing from most collections. A great base to build
upon or to fill in some sections of your collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

900

)

901

H/m

Caribbean, Cover Group, 1913-1932. Three covers, 1913 Roessler business reply envelope with San Juan
Porto Rico cancel, 1917 Roessler business reply envelope with St Thomas duplex cancel, and 1932 cover addressed to
Roessler with Varadero Cuba cancel, attractive and scarce, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

H/m

Latin America, Multiple Country Collections and Remainders, 1850’s to 1990’s. In thirteen albums plus
hundreds of loose album pages in mini-collections from various Latin and South American countries that were
accumulated for many years waiting for breakdown into the main collection, purchased from various auction houses
and private collectors. Although some sets don’t have high catalog value, experienced collectors will note that many of
these sets from our southern neighbors have proven to be quite difficult, so there will be plenty of sets and singles that
seem to be missing from most collections, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Latin America, Postal History Collection, 1850-1960. Thousands of covers and cards, including
Censored, Airmail, advertising including illustrated, bi-sects, postal stationery, Registered, First Day Covers, picture
postcards and maiden voyages, all from Central & South America with a few Caribbean; a majestic lot that will have you
bidding aggressively, mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Latin America, Postal History Collection, 1870’s-1990’s. Over 1,000 covers in shoe boxes and in original
auction folders with plenty of items with great breakdown potential with approximately 150 Paraguay covers from
1910/1990, ten Mexico covers from later 1870’s Hidalgo issue, some Haiti censorship covers from WWI and WWII
1916/1947, Bolivia group of 24 Bisects on 1900/1920 cover or piece and a group of 12 Bolivia used postal cards
including some cards to foreign destinations. A lovely accumulation with plenty of better items still on original auction
cards adding up to approximately $2,000 of original estimates, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Latin America, Collection, 1872-1970. On Scott quadrille pages, in Scott Specialized album, containing
Costa Rica used: C11-13, C46-102, nice runs of VF used Cuba, Ecuador 160-5, C3-5, C8-15, C32-8, CO1-8,
Guatemala VF used 5-6, C32-91, Haiti VF used C4A, CB1-8, a bit of Dominican Republic. Nice clean lot with a good
look, overall Very Fine. Scott $4,908 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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902

H/m)

903

HH/H/m Latin America, Collection of Collections from Late 19th to Early 20th Century. 7 albums, three of which
are Scott Specialty albums consisting of a U.S. Possessions album, Haiti / Dominican Republic album and one album of
misc. Latin America countries, these collections contain a diverse selection of countries, a great area that is often
unappreciated, but hard to find, valued at $35 an album, it should be a no-brainer if you wanted to take this lot to a show
for quick resale or spend a little time searching for the little nuggets scattered throughout, o.g., some never hinged /
some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

904

)

Latin America, Postal Card Collection, 1898-1945. A few hundred mostly mint postal card collection, with
Cuba rerated, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Chile, Costa Rica, Argentina, El Salvador, Colombia, Guatemala, Peru,
with many unsevered paid postal reply cards, mixed condition, check her out, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Latin America, Postal History, 1890-1960. Covers & postal stationery, approximately 500 items, with
Brazil, Mexico airmails, Argentina, Colombia, Paraguay and more, review please, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Worldwide
Picture Post Card Collections
905

)
Canada & Provinces, Picture Post Card Collection, 1907-45. Over 700 cards of Canada & Provinces,
includes nice groups of Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, & New Brunswick, plus plenty of Banff regional cards, with a few
real phots, mixed condition, please investigate, Very Good to Excellent (photo on web site).
Offer

906

)

907

)

908

)

909

)

910

)

911

)

912

)

913

)

98

Europe, Picture Post Card Behemouth, 1905-80. Over 17,000 picture postcards of Europe, with Great
Britain, France, Spain, Germany, Scandinavia, Portugal, Italy & Switzerland, with images of castles, towns, waterways,
famous buildings and cathedrals, fountains, hotels and people, with some South America sprinkled in here and there,
an exciting lot to sell on the internet, mixed condition, review, Very Good to Excellent (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Third Reich, Propaganda Picture Post Cards, 1935-45. Over 230 cards, includes 1936 Olympics, Hitler
cards, German General portraits, assemblies, combat, also German tobacco cards of the Third Reich and many postal
cards and covers with Hitler stamps, a useful lot that requires careful attention, Very Good to Excellent (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Germany, Picture Post Cards of the War, 1914-18. 12 cards (3 real photo), patriotic cards, unit handstamp,
cover with label, unusual mix, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Ireland, Saint Patrick’s Day Picture Post Card Collection, 1907-45. Over 600 picture postcards, with
scenes of Ireland, Irish lassies and Saint Patrick Day cards, Very Good to Excellent (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Italy, Picture Post Card Collection, 1903-65. Hundreds of high end picture postcards, mostly art, scenic &
signed artist, most retail in the $5 to $20 range, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Italy, Mount Vesuvius Naples Picture Post Card Collection, 1903-60. Over 100 postcards of Mount
Vesusius & Naples in a cover album, showing various stages of eruption, a premium collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Italy, Red Cross Picture Post Cards, 1915. Set of 6 full color cards by T. Corbella, printed in Milan, depicting
Red Cross nurses aiding soldiers or being murdered, macabre but stunning set, Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Offer
Mexico, Picture Post Cards, 1913 Revolution Single-Binder Study. Interesting, nicely assembled and
annotated collection of various collateral and ephemera components, including multicolored picture post cards, various
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composite viewcards/picture post cards, a couple real photographs, plus various articles, etc., detailing the events;
great addition for the enthusiast of this storied event, F.-V.F., inspection invited, ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
914

)

915

)
U.S., Better Picture Post Cards, 1905-60. Several hundred postcards,with Halloween, Santas, radio, real
photo with most identified, Panama Canal, leathers, baseball, Egypt, state capitols, blacks, expositions, stamp cards, a
plethora of saleable material, please examine closely, Very Good to Excellent (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

916

)

917

)

918

)

919

U.S., Picture Post Card Collection, 1890-1960. About 2000 picture post cards, includes steamer
postcards, Philippines, and packetboat covers, military cards including Pancho Villa, YMCA & YWCA, Russian
Japanese War, polar postcards & covers, World’s Fair Exhibition cards & covers, patriotics, also a box of stereoviews
mostly Spanish American War, a valuable lot with quite a few rare items, mixed condition, examine closely, Very Good
to Excellent, ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

920

)

921

)

922

)

923

)

Switzerland, Picture Post Card Collection, 1897-1914. 90% used, containing 154 cards, generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Collection of Warship Picture Post Cards, 1907-90. A couple of hundred postcards and covers,
includes a few different views of Boston Floating Hospital ship, postcard of the USS California, real photo of USS
Delaware, postcard of submarine E-2, postcard of USS Florida, postcard of USS Georgia, postcard of USS Hartford,
cover with USS Idaho return address, postcard of submarine K-6, postcard of USS Leviathan, with ephemera, clippings
and other enhancements, excellent detailed descriptions almost with each item, mixed condition, please review,
F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Greetings Picture Post Card Collection, 1903-45. Over 2000 greetings picture postcards, includes
holidays, Christmas, New Years, Easter, 4th of July, birthday, Valentines & Thanksgiving, general greetings, romance,
comics, bowling, automobiles, WWII, from classics to linens to chromes, mixed condition, review please, Very Good to
Excellent (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Greetings, Comic & Holiday Picture Post Cards, 1905-60. Over 5,500 picture postcards, classic &
linen, includes Christmas, Halloween, New Years, Valentines, Saint Patricks, Thanksgiving, Easter, 4th of July,
Birthdays, romance, military comic and racy comic, very mixed condition, careful examination is key, Very Good to
Excellent (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

)

U.S., Premium Picture Post Card Collection, 1890-1945. A few hundred picture postcards with some
covers, includes a nice group of Grand Canyon views, a couple of US Postal Service Shanghai cards, Guam covers,
Hawaii postcards, RPO cancels, New Mexico, Porto Rico, Samoa, trains, early auto racing, please examine, Very Good
to Excellent, ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Scenic Picture Post Cards, 1903-75. Over (3000) picture postcards with various scenes, includes
ships, blacks, Indians, coins, presidents, stamp cards, Wild Bill, disasters, expositions, Hawaii, aviation, from private
mailing cards to chromes, mixed condition, please peruse, Very Good to Excellent (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Scenic Picture Post Cards, 1905-60. Over 11,000 picture postcards, classic, linens and chromes, an
amazing collection with groups of better including Hawaii chromes, aviation, railroads, military, famous people,
alligators, and hundreds of different towns and cities, includes New England, Midwest, Southeast, Lower Mississippi,
and West, very mixed condition with occasional moisture faults, there are also hundreds of folders, a detailed
examination of this collection will prove rewarding, Very Good to Excellent (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., West Virginia Scenic Picture Post Cards, 1905-60. A once in a lifetime collection of several hundred
is offered, with classics, linens,and chromes with many real photos, a few better includes “Football Team of the G.P.S.,
Lewisburg WV”, comic card of two women & a gent following a bus reading “There are plenty of Rubbernecks in
Smithfield WV but I should worry?”, “Amusement Zone W.V. State Fair Park Wheeling WV” and 1911 Souvenir State
Fair Class of Students …at The Elliot Commercial School…", with a few single-day event cards, truly a great collection,
duplication, please review, Very Good to Excellent (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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924

H/m)

web site).

U.S. and Foreign, Picture Post Cards. Nice mix, many early, over 2,000 items, generally F.-V.F. (photo on
Offer

925

)
Worldwide, Real Photo Picture Post Card Collection, 1907-45. Over 4,000 real photo picture postcards
from the four corners of the globe, includes Europe, Asia, Latin America and the U.S., there are way too many to give an
accurate description but there are common sights and some scarce views, careful inspection will yield terrific returns,
take some time to go over it, mixed condition, Very Good to Excellent (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

926

)

927

)

928

)

929

)

930

)
Worldwide Collection. 38 cards, mostly U.S., 7 various holidays, two Chinese postage stamp collage cards,
a padded card sent in a box, etc., fun lot, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

931

)

932

)

933

)

934

)
Worldwide, Mixed Lot of Picture Post Cards, 1910-60. 16 cards [+ modern] including China, Estonia,
Russia, etc., interesting group, examine, Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Offer

Worldwide, Famous People Picture Post Card Collection, 1903-75. A couple of hundred cards, with
English actress Phyllis Dare, the Kennedys, Tonto, Robert E. Lee, Cyd Charisse, Betty Grable, Jane Russell, Elizabeth
Taylor, Lana Turner, Ingrid Bergman, Pope Paul VI, Shakespeare, Pope Pius XII, Pope Leo XIII, Lode Baekelmans,
interesting lot, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Beautiful Women Picture Post Card Collection. Over 370 picture postcards in two albums,
includes comic, romance, real photo, Coney Island, bathing suits, Mary Todd Lincoln, French, costumes, mixed
condition, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Art Picture Post Card Collection, 1903-50. Over 9,000 picture postcards of art and artists, with
paintings, statuary, museums and artists, a fabulous lot at a low opening bid, be sure to examine this one carefully, Very
Good to Excellent (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Foreign & Art Picture Post Cards, 1905-60. Over 4,000 picture postcards, with Europe, British
Commonwealth, Latin America & Asia, classic and chromes, scenes, women, art and a few royalty, mixed condition,
should be carefully inspected, Very Good to Excellent (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Picture Post Card Collection. Book of early aviation, all different, various pilots and airplanes,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Cute Children Picture Post Cards, 1907-15. Approximately 250 picture postcards of cute
children from around the world, with holidays especially Christmas, artist signed, many European, customes, an
attractive collection, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Worldwide, Picture Post Card Collection, 1907-75. A few thousand picture postcards in boxes and loose,
with many foreign chromes and view folders, mostly scenic, a wonderful lot for the antique mart retailer, mixed
condition, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Topical Collections
935

H/m/)
Worldwide, Railroads on Stamps Collection, 1940-2000. Presented in nine huge albums, railroads on
stamps has mint & used stamps, souvenir sheets, covers, with Mexico Wells Fargo imprint cover, Mongolia 1174, New
Brunswick 6,Newfoundland 149, Qatar 384-389, Swaziland 461-464, 464a, Sweden 950a, Thailand 811-814, Turkey
1212, Wallis & Fortuna 341 imperf, and that is just two of the nine volumes, plenty of gems yet undiscovered,
investigate, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

936

HH/H

100

Worldwide, Olympics Topical Collection, 1896-1988. A range of material housed in a variety of manners
(stockbook, cover album, stockpages, loose album pages, sheet file, etc.), all carrying the torch for the quadrennial
games; while most items cover Tokyo-Seoul (1964-88), the undeniable highlight of the collection are the complete mint
sets of Greece’s 1896 and 1906 Olympics issues; the holding further consists of cacheted covers from around the world
prepared for the Seoul games, a set of labels from the U.S. Olympic Committee, a set of three signed Cameroon proofs
for the 75th Anniversary of the modern games, imperforates, everything from the U.S. for the 1980 Lake Placid games,
etc., etc., etc.; fresh and clean throughout, F.-V.F. with much better, go for Gold: bid high to avoid the agony of defeat
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
info@kelleherauctions.com
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937

)
Worldwide, Modes of Transportation, The “Alan Bentz” Exhibition Collection, 1858-2000. Entriguing
exhibit of over 300 covers and cards on annotated pages in five volumes, from the Pony Express to railroads to trolleys
to highway post offices to oceans liners to airplanes & helicoptors, zeppelins to hovercrafts to rocket mail, there are
covers for every mode, and with well annotated pages this is a joy to dug through and read about each mode, please
review, you won’t regret it, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

938

HH/H
Worldwide, Mint Antarctic Collection, 1955-2010. Mounted on pages in a binder, includes but not limited
to Argentina 1279-1280, Australia Antarctic Territory L8-L18, British Antarctic Territory 1-15, 16-19, 25-38, 39-42,
Falkland Islands Dependencies 1L1-1L8 reissue, 1L19-1L33, French Southern & Antarctic Territory 2-7, 16-19, 23-24,
25-28, 36, 58-63, C1-C2, C6, C7, C13-C14, C19-C23, C27, Ross Dependency L5-L8, South Georgia 1-16, 17-34, and
dozens more mint NH singles and sets, an inexpensive opportunity to restock, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

939

Worldwide, Disney Topical Collection. A very nice collection that includes Antigua 978-985, 986-987,
Barbuda 478-486, Bhutan 406-407, 553-556, 701-712, 966-979, Caicos Islands 57, Dominica 1348-1355, Gambia
1098-1101, Maldive Island 835, 950, Sierra Leone 857-858, Tanzania 782-789, 790-791, Turks & Caicos 480, high
catalog value, owner’s cost $3,000, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

940

)
Worldwide, Polar Related Cover Collection, 1907-90. Several hundred covers & picture postcards, some
better includes 1934 autographed postcard of Captain Robert A.J English, Cook & Peary picture postcard, picture
postcard of Peary’s ship “Roosevelt”, Alaska, Greenland & Iceland APOs, 1941 First Marine Brigade Iceland covers,
with some collateral material, impressive annotations with most items, check this out carefully, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

941

HH

942

HH/H

943

HH/H/m

944

H

945

H/m
Worldwide, Vast Mostly Mint Europa Holding. Comprising many thousand singles and blocks of 4,
approximately 85% mint, housed in Scott-numbered glassines; well organized and contains a tremendous range of
different, generally Very Fine, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

946

)

Worldwide, Space Topical Collection, 1960-90. Mounted on Ayal pages, with mint singles & souvenir
sheets, includes Bhutan 3D stamps including souvenir sheets, Fujeira gold foil stamps, full sheets from Suriname,
worldwide first day covers, Russia 2533, imperf varieties, Chad C95-C100, Comoro Islands C15-C16, French Antarctic
C10a, C11, Qatar 104B, and much, much more, one of the better space-related collections you will have the pleasure of
viewing, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Olympic Games, 1956-64. Mounted in two Lighthouse albums, includes YUgoslavia 461-468,
Peru C78-C81, Romania 1116-1120, San Marino 364-372, C95, Chad C1, Iran 1159-1160, Costa Rica C303-C312,
Greece 677-687, Guinea C24-C26, Bhutan 29a perf & imperf, with many perf & imperf sets and souvenir sheets, please
review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, 75th Anniversary of the UPU Collection. Mounted on pages in a binder, includes Albania
458-460, China 998, Cuba C33, C122-C126, C126a, Hong Kong 180-183, Iraq 130-132, Japan 475a, Korea 114-115,
Lebanon C149a, Persia 931-932, Singapore 23-26, with many more complete mint sets, please examine, o.g., some
never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Space Cover Collection, 1965-80’s. With approximately 600-700, mostly unaddressed,
covers, mostly Gemini, Apollo and Space Shuttle with three signed Space Shuttle crew signed covers from 1988
STS-27 launch and landing covers, 1989 STS-39 and 1992 STS-49, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Worldwide, Ship and Maritime Topical Cover & Ephemera Collection. In four large volumes; 430 mostly
modern covers, plus an additional volume of ship ephemera; the covers depict ship stamps or are cacheted covers with
ship themes or special ship-related event cancels including meter mail with ship themes, a group of Russian ship
stamps with special event cancels, some worldwide paquebots, etc.; the ephemera volume is primarily from the Cunard
Line and includes about 60 menus, event programmes and passenger lists for various sailings in the 1950s of RMS
Queen Mary along with clippings and magazine articles on the building of the Queen Elizabeth II, an interesting group;
come aboard to view (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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947

H
Worldwide, Ship Topical Collection. On home made quadrille pages, containing United States and
Possession and Great Britain and Channel Islands, with highlights that include: United States 117 used, 233 mint and
299 mint, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Offer

948

H/m

949

)

Worldwide, Compilation of Topicals from Tail-End of Consignment. Comprising Art stamps from around
the world (including many large-format French and Polish sets, various countries’ souvenir sheets, etc.); a selection of
China, Hong Kong, Macau and Thailand issues; plus a small holding of 1990s U.S. miniature sheets; fresh and clean
throughout, with a broader range than this brief description might suggest, F.-V.F., examine (photo on web site).
Offer

Worldwide, Stamps on Covers & Cards, 1905-27. 12 items, some cards, some covers, all with stamps as
images + large group of modern post cards, Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Offer

Cover and Postal History Collections
950

)

951

)

952

)

953

)

954

)

955

)

102

Worldwide, The Fascinating & Diverse Klotzbach “Philatelic Stories” Collection. A supremely
interesting and wide-ranging collection, profusely annotated and touching on dozens of philatelic subjects, housed in
14 three-ring binders; many of the covers are addressed to Klotzbach, and many have superb, full annotations on
subjects such as Lindbergh, soldiers’ and military letters, many ship and seapost covers, Naval and Polar items; a 1909
cover from Longboat, Bahamas, to the U.S.; various Philatelic Exhibition items, including an Australia #93a sheet and
cover and a France Strasbourg sheet; disinfected mail, Feldpost and Red Cross items; a scarce 1891 British East Africa
cover, Mombasa to Germany with French seapost markings via Zanzibar, a lovely 1846 Mexican War cover, and so
much more; as mentioned, many excellent write-ups are included from this golden era of philately, F.-V.F. or better,
inspection invited, ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Worldwide, First Flight Cover Collection, 1928-75. Over 1,000 first flight covers in ten volumes,
approximately 80% are from Canada, with many franked with C1 to C4, better includes 1933 Italian Air Cruise from
Rome with Canadian franking, USS Macon photo cachet with US franking, 1933 Welcome General Balbo with US
franking, 1933 Canada to US first flight with Maritime & Newfoundland Airways label, and a 1928 FAM 1 franked with US
295 and three 294, modest duplication, also includes U.S., Australia and Germany flights, a phenomenal lot sure to
entice aggressive bidding, fresh & clean, inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Stamp Postcard & Trade Card Collection, 1888-1910. Collection consists of approximately
1000 post cards and 120 trade cards, all related to philatelics; besides portraying copies of the stamps themselves,
there are many showing modes of postal delivery, the making of postage stamps, stamp dealer ads, coin & currency
cards, the language of stamps, etc.; mixed condition, inspection is mandatory, F.-V.F., a truly one-of-a-kind lot (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Air Etiquettes on Cover, 1941 Onward. Approximately 300 airmail covers, all collected for the
air etiquettes applied, a wide range of countries, frankings, etc., the demand for this type of cover is increasing, many
scarce labels, must be seen (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide, Pan Am Flight Cover Collection, 1929-80. Over 190 covers & cards in two binders, with FAM
5, FAM 6, FAM 8 & FAM 9 covers, better includes 1930 NYRBA first flight from Buenos Aires to Miami, 1929 FAM 9 first
flight from Canal Zone to Peru, 1930 FAM 6 extension to Brazil, 1930 FAM 5 extension to Venezuela, with
correspondence and ephemera to enhance this collection value, many covers with better frankings, review if you
please, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Air Mail Postal History Collection, 1928-80. Collection of eleven binders of material, with
volume on flying boats and other planes with over 45 covers & cards including 1929 real photo postcard of Lindbergh at
France Field C.Z., with photo and ephemera, volume of NYRBA & TACA 19 covers with clippings, volume of CAMs with
1920 first flight from St. Louis to Chicago, volume of pilot autograph covers, volume of anniversary covers, volume of
Pan Am & Boeing material, National Air Mail Week covers, Floyd Bennett & Bernt Balchen material, volume of 27
SCADTA and miscellaneous covers, and a volume of lighter than airs with (45) covers and cards, you’ll need to set
aside enough time to properly explore this monster, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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956

)

957

)

958

)

959

)

960

)

961

)

962

)

963

)

964

)

965

)

Worldwide, Postal History, 1860-1995. Hundreds of covers, includes Indo China Boxer Rebellion cover,
Bhutan first day covers, censored, registered, picture postcards, postal stationery, German propaganda cards,
feldpost, meters, airmails & advertising, from British Commonwealth, Africa, Asia, Latin America & Europe, wonderful
material to dig through, mixed condition, evaluation suggested, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Postal History Collection, 1880-1975. Thousands of covers and cards, with picture postcards,
airmails, Registered, First Flights, censored, military, Feldpost, paquebot, postal stationery, aerogrammes,
propaganda cards, etc., from the British Commonwealth, Spain, Latin America, Germany, France, Japan, Iceland,
China, Turkey, Austria, Canada, Egypt, etc.; mixed condition, F.-V.F., great lot for the foreign cover dealer (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Postal History Collection, 1850-1960. Thousands of cards & covers from the world over, with
First Flights, First Days, advertising, censored, picture postcards, postal stationery, POW; Europe, Asia, British
Commonwealth, Colonies, Latin America and more; a wonderful lot for the internet or retail dealer; mixed condition,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Postal History Collection, 1900-60. Hundreds of cards & covers, with maiden & final voyage
covers, registered covers, worldwide scenic postcards including Gruss Aus, royalty postcards, Bahamas covers &
cards, Bermuda, Canal Zone, Latin America, D.W.I., Porto Rico, Egypt, Germany, a great lot to mine through, some
mixed condition, please peruse, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Better Cacheted Event Covers, 1910-45. Approximately 300 covers presented in three scrap
books and a binder, Russia C45-C46, C48, Japan hand-painted cover mailed from post office on Summit of Mount Fuji,
1934 catapult flight from Bremen, 1907-1942 mint Christmas seal collection, 1934 first glider flight New York to
Philadelphia, U.S & United Nations fleece cachet first day covers, 1927 Roessler U.S Navy Plane to USS Leviathan at
Sea, maiden voyages, paquebots, U.S. first day covers, special event covers, Santa Claus covers, and much more,
inspection is a must, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide, Lindbergh Collection, 1927-77. Over 200 covers mounted in three volumes, includes 1927
picture postcard of Lindbergh & Spirit of St. Louis, 1926 CAM 2 three first flight covers that were flown during Lindbergh
tenure as chief pilot, four covers flown during his 1927 Goodwill tour including one with both Charles & Mrs Lindbergh
labels, many CAM 2 “Lindbergh Flies Again” flown covers, 1928 Milwaukee “Welcome Lindbergh” air mail card, many
anniversary covers, also many photos, newspaper clippings, and ephemera, examine carefully, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Postal History Collection, 1885-1945. Over 175 covers & cards, with Canal Zone #3 on large
cover to New York, U.S. 1894 #230 with “U.S. Mail Chute” corner ad cover, 1955 U.S. registered cover to Tel Aviv with
censor tapes, 1892 Hong Kong #44 on cover to USA, 1906 pair DWI #31 on postcard to USA, plus many stamp dealer
corner card and illustrated ad covers including several Roesslers, mixed condition, perusal encouraged, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Wish You Were Here Collection. Covers and cards galore (owner claims 1500!), in 16 binders
of various sizes; franked covers, postal stationery and picture postcards of whatever takes your fancy; from fjords and
geysers to sunny beaches to various Antarctic Territories, this lot has it; note U.S. First Day Covers from the mid-1930s,
Heligoland postal stationery and franked covers, India First Days, ship and event cancels, vended postage, the list goes
on and on; all the postcards we checked were actually mailed, with older cards being illustrated or hand-colored,
F.-V.F., an interesting lot; take a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Worldwide, Postal History Collection, 1900-2000. Several hundred covers & cards, with Registered,
illustrated advertising, Japan, steamer postcards, PRC, a Japanese internment cover, a 1939 Portugal First Flight, a
1955 First Flight Saigon to Guam, a 1944 Bahamas to Mexico Censored, space-related, and a 1930 Graf Zeppelin flight
cover from Spain to Germany; some uncommon material, examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Postal History Collection, 1890-1945. A couple of hundred covers from around the globe,
some better includes Macao with C2-C6 & strip of five 284, eight 1931 Newfoundland registered covers with various
frankings, 1927 St. Kitts-Nevin 24-28, twelve St. Pierre & Miquelon covers franked with 110-120, 1919 Togo registered
cover franked with 80-86, and three 1927 Turks & Caicos registered covers, two franked with blocks of four 49-50 and
one with a pair of each, a smogasbord of interesting material, please peruse, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
www.kelleherauctions.com
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966

)

967

)

968

H/m)
Worldwide, Postal Card Collection, 1898-1945. A few hundred mint & used postal cards, with a nice group
of mint and used India States, Italy, Canada, British Commonwealth, some better including overprinted Travancore,
uprated 1832 Syria, Lattaquie, Antep Provisional, Canada Vancouver to Ottawa first flight, 1938 Zanzibar air mail am
1938 Portuguese India uprated, enormous potential, mixed condition, a great lot, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

969

)
Worldwide, Eclectic Postal History Collection. Mounted and written up in Dutch in two volumes, with
additional covers in a large stockbook; altogether, over 210 covers and 45 late-1800s Victorian trade cards depicting
stamps, banknotes and postal stationery; collection runs the gamut from early Italian stampless to more modern
commemorative covers, with a quick look revealing some Zeppelins, Rocket mail, Censored covers, mint and used
postal stationery, various Revenues on checks, Spanish Civil War charity issues, Railway and Ship covers, First
Flights, Europa issues, Concord flight covers…the list goes on and on; enough variety to satisfy anyone’s taste, no
matter how wide (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

970

)
Worldwide, Commercial Covers, 1900-2000. Over 5000 covers from the four corners of the globe, an array
of interesting items to search, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

971

)

972

)

973

)
Worldwide, Small Cover Accumulation. About 45 covers in a stockbook; mostly 19th century Europe and
U.S. including (single frankings unless noted) Baden #3a & 23a (separate covers), Bavaria #9, 11 & 12 (three covers),
Prussia #8, Thurn & Taxis #23 & 26 on folded letter to Paris, Germany used in Shanghai & Constantinople, Switzerland
#12 pair, 35, U.S. #177 (2 covers), C14 (legal size cover), WX3 (tied on card), etc. A most interesting lot, generally Fine
throughout (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

974

)
Stamp Dealer Covers With Enclosures, 1880-1951. 18 covers from dealers with lists or other enclosures,
1880 U.S. & G.B., 1922 full issue of Italian magazine, w/ ads, from Italian Club mailed from Austria, etc.,very unusual lot,
examine, Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $350

975

Worldwide, Cartes de Visite, Collection of 36, 1861-65. Unidentified subjects plus foreign royalty such as
Wallace of Scotland, Graf Molske, Bazame, Seymour & His Friends, Kings of Scotland, and others, please examine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

976

)
Worldwide, Stamp Dealer Labels on Cover, 1916-48. 13 covers, Australia, Belgium. Canada (4), Egypt,
Germany, G.B., Grenada, Guatemala, Iceland & Switzerland, some very tough origins, examine, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

977

Worldwide, Famous Personages. Collection of fifteen, includes Cornelius Vanderbilt, Henry Ward
Beecher, Horace Greeley, Edmund Everett, Andrew Johnson, Lincoln, Napoleon, Garabaldi & John D. Rockefeller,
nice clear images, a valuable lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

978

H)

104

Worldwide, Postal History, 1880-1960. Hundreds of covers and cards, includes a group of India, U.S. first
flight covers, worldwide first day covers, picture postcards, registered, paquetboat, a quick glance doesn’t reveal any
rareties, just plenty of sale able material, mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Better Stamp Dealer Corner Cards, 1900-48. 9 covers, Australia (mixed franking), Ceylon
“OAT” air, Jamaica registered (overal ad), 1900 Malta registered, Philippines (2), 1925 Suriname registered with Sc.
63-4, 70-3, Turkey air, registered express (rare combination) & 1908 registered from Los Angeles to Chicago, very
difficult group, Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Worldwide, Commercial Covers, 1900-2000. Approximately 6000 covers from all areas of the world, with
many advertising, great for the flea market or internet dealer, mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, 20th Century Commercial Mail. All areas of the world, approximately 6,000 items, generally
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Worldwide, Mint Aerogrammes Dealer Stock and Accumulation. Of well over a thousand mint
aerogrammes, all ordered alphabetically (worldwide plus British Commonwealth); items are mostly early, with
manageable duplication; many with Kessler numbers lightly penciled on reverse, making identification a breeze; note
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some better British Commonwealth as well as Arab states such as Abu Dhabi, Aden, Dubai, Yemen, etc. (some
varieties of which command very high prices), perfect for the specialist collector or dealer (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
979

)

980

)

981

)

982

Worldwide, Historic Photo Accumulation, 1918-60. Hundreds of photos with 20 to 25 copies of each,
many with original negative, includes Salvaged Gunboat Philadelphia, Statue of Liberty, dead Philippine
Insurrectionist, 1904 Russian Japanese War, & Iwo Jima flag raising, a fine lot, examine, ex Klotzbach (photo on web
site).
Offer

983

)

984

H)

Worldwide, Transportation Covers, 1907-2000. A couple of hundred cards & covers, includes rocket
postcards and covers, ships, U.S. naval covers, paquebot covers, also Indian & Judicia material, please review, F.-V.F.,
ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Worldwide, Stamp Dealer Corner Cards, 1897-1990. 25 covers from BNA, Caribbean & South America,
variously franked, some reg., examine, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Offer

Worldwide, WWII Censored Postal History Collection, plus Swedish Militärbrev Faltpost Covers.
Over 200 covers individually mounted on pages and housed in two large albums, the first of which contains over 50
Censored covers from various countries including Algeria, Argentina, Spain, Portugal and
Sweden, as well as a collection of 34 new and used Swedish Military Postal Stationery Mail known as “Faltpost Covers”;
the second volume houses over 100 post-War civil Censored covers from Austria, the US, France and Germany; all
selected for the variety of Censor number markings, a popular area; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Offer

Worldwide, Ephemera Holding, 1870-1950. Mixed advertising, 19th century pamphlets, folders, books,
photographs, well worth an aggressive bid, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer
Worldwide, Mint Postal Stationery. Much early Queen Victoria British, nice Papua and New Guinea,
approximately 350 items and quantity of Canada and South America (photo on web site).
Offer

Stamp and General Collections
985

HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Medley, 1840-1945. Thousands of stamps mounted in four Scott International
albums; better mint includes Aden #1-8, British East Africa #102, Canada #217-227, Eritrea #B33-B37, Great Britain
#O47-O48, Newfoundland #24, 28, 31, 32-32A; Somalia #E3-E4, Straits Settlements #136-144, Sweden #66, better
used includes France #1-9, Great Britain #1, Cape of Good Hope Triangles, Puerto Rico #133; hundreds of complete
and short sets, Fine to Very Fine condition throughout, a superior collection with huge potential, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

986

H/m

987

H/m
Worldwide, 19th and 20th Century, Lovely Collection up to 2000. In 30 Master Global volumes, a
substantial and clean, neatly assembled collection of many thousands, mint or used, housed in 30
exceptional-condition Master Global albums complete with slipcases; stamps are neatly mounted & presented, lending
a very positive overall impression not usually associated with collections and albums of this genre; some of the
better-represented countries include strong Canada, Russia, Egypt, Romania, Great Britain proper and Hong Kong,
plus decent to nice coverage of numerous additional Colonies, Peoples Republic of China including #1211-1214 and
some other surrounding sets, Japan, Latin America, etc.; a lovely set of albums, ideal for further expansion, F.-V.F.,
inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Worldwide, Valuable Old-Time A-Z Collection, to the 1930s. A lovely and very worthwhile collection, mint
or used, housed in a trio of Scott International albums; without a doubt, the British Colonial issues comprise the
stand-out sections of this collection, including solid to strong offerings from Australia & States, Bahamas, Barbados,
Bechuanaland Protectorate, British East & Central Africa, British Guiana, Honduras, Cape of Good Hope, Ceylon,
Cyprus, Falklands, Gambia, Gold Coast, nice Hong Kong and India, Labuan and North Borneo, Malta, New Zealand,
Malayan States, etc.; other non-British countries are noted as well, with nice Egypt among others; many thousands in
all, with some very nice pickings throughout, mostly F.-V.F., a careful inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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988

HH/H/m Worldwide, Airmail Collection, 1918-45. Presented in two Scott International Air-Post albums, mint unless
noted U.S. C1, C18, Alaouites C5-C8, C9-C12, C17-C19, C20-C21, Albania used C15-C21, C22-C28, C29-C35,
C39-C42, Argentina C1-C19, C30-C34, Austria C12-C31, C32-C46, Belgium C5, Bolivia C24-C26, Brazil C26-C27,
C29-C30, Bulgaria C12-C14, Chile used C1-C5, China C1-C5, C6-C10, Colombia C11, C12-C16, C55-C67, Costa
Rica C11-C13, Cuba C24-C29, Cyrenaica CB1-CB10, Denmark C1-C5, Ecuador C8-C15, Egypt C3-C4, Eritrea
CB1-CB10, Finland C1, France C1-C2, Germany C38-C39, C40-C42, C43-C45, Greece C5-C7, Haiti C4A, Hungary
C26-C34, Iceland C9-C11, Italian Colonies C29-C35, Italy C27, Latakia C1-C11, Netherlands Antilles C1-C3,
Newfoundland C2, C18, New Guinea C14-C27, Persia C34-C50, Philippines C18-C28, Russia C12-C13, San Marino
C1-C10, Spain C12-C17, Uruguay C14-C25, an extremely valuable and useful collection, put this at the top of your “To
Inspect” list, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

989

HH/H/m Worldwide, Vintage and Valuable Accumulation. Loads of clean material, much of which is still with its old
auction house forms from Miner Stamps Co., Vahan Mozian and Harmer Rooke, among others; strong selection of
material across the board (and from around the globe), including Afghanistan, Bavaria #112-114 never hinged sheets of
20 (less 10m, which is sheet of 19), British Commonwealth 1937 Coronation material, mint blocks from Ecuador,
Falkland Islands #3 (4) and 4 (3), Germany #65A used & 95 sheet of 20, India, nice post-war never hinged Italy, Laos,
Pakistan, Sarawak from #1 (5) through 31, extensive Spain & Colonies, a nice Tasmania holding, U.S., and Vatican
#35, 41-46, 47-54, C20-C21 & C22-C23, etc., etc., 44, F.-V.F. with much better, inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

990

HH/H

991

H/m

992

Worldwide, Mélange. A fun holding with a wealth of material in various stockbooks, counter books and
glassines; includes first two sets of Austria pre-stamped picture post cards, Canada matched plate blocks and #64
used; Colombia blocks of 4 of #C31 (never hinged) and C121-C133; Czechoslovakia #C1-C9; Egypt used Airmails in
quantity (#C5-C25 (50), C18-C25 (100)); mint France; Greece #C1-C4 (4); Haiti #C4A (3 never hinged), Hawaii,
extensive Italy chock-full of high value premium items; Japan #505-508 (2 blocks of 4) plus a counter book of Mihon
overprints; Libya #C4-C7 (2), C8-C13, plus blocks of 4 of #C19-C24; Monaco mint, an excellent stockbook of
Newfoundland with premium; Spain #C68-72, Vatican First Issue duplicates with many other better sets, etc., etc.,
etc., F.-V.F. with much better, worth the time to review (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

993

H/m
Worldwide, Fascinating and Diverse Selection of Vintage Auction Lots. A stunning accumulation
perfect for today’s auctioneers; we note a mostly mint St. Thomas & Principe collection, along with nice collections of the
Bahamas, King George V & King George VI British Africa, Czechoslovakia, Ecuador (a couple collections, plus stock),
Egypt, Falkland Islands, Great Britain, Malayan States, Norway used from #1 on; along with better individual items
including Canal Zone #97 (37 o.g. or no gum) and 184 (two blocks of 4 plus many singles no gum), Chile sheets from
the 1960s and ‘70s, DWI 1902 2¢ on 3¢ (#24) complete sheet of 100 (catalogue value of $1200; some separations,
otherwise fresh and Very Fine), a couple platings of Great Britain‘s imperforate Penny Red, quantities of Japan 1964
Olympics souvenir sheets, Mozambique #364-368 (800 each in sheets), etc., etc., F.-V.F., inspection invited; your
time will be well rewarded (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

994

HH/H/)a Worldwide, Fantabulous Foreign Find. Nearly all of which are one-time RA Siegel auction lots; great value

Worldwide, General Practitioner’s Paradise. Three stockbooks (104 pages!) loaded with a bit of
everything from Aden to Zanzibar; no U.S., but nice selections of the rest of the world: Europe and Colonies are
strongest, but not; note German Zeppelins, Daposta 1937 souvenir sheet, Tannu Tuva, Imperial Russian
Coat-of-Arms, New Zealand Health stamps, a couple low-denomination Canada Jubilees unused, Ethiopia, Fiume,
Ecuador, some Classic Peru, and souvenir sheets from around the globe; pefect for the collector looking to expand (or
fill in holes), great material for enticing new collectors, even dealers will find something of interest here, F.-V.F. with
better, inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Worldwide, One Man’s Massive Collection. In 48 albums, an enormous mint or used collection of many
thousands housed in 48 albums or binders, 19 of which are Scott Specialty albums; many countries or areas are well
represented, including solid Russia, France & Colonies, Romania, Latin America including Brazil, nice Portugal,
Germany and many others; some countries will appear in multiple areas, and while we note no great rarities, there is
much of use included with many nicely represented individual collections. Fresh, generally F.-V.F., well worth a careful
and thorough inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

H/m

and range, with items in quantity, including a nice collection of over 100 Queen Elizabeth II-era Solomon Islands and
Gilbert & Ellice covers with an excellent variety of town cancels; a St. Vincent Queen Elizabeth II holding of inverted
centers varieties; a volume of 1960s-1970s British Pacific and Singapore FDCs with better, along with 1935 Jubilee
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Tonga Tin Can Mail examples; Guatemala #C92 souvenir sheet in four Post Office packs of 50 (200 total); about 42 sets
of Belgium’s 1941 Orval Abbey souvenir sheets in truly pristine quality (catalogue value of $1890); ten copies of
Czechoslovakia #1408 Picasso souvenir sheet; Albania #147-153 (100 sets in two very fine never hinged blocks of 50);
about 1000 Very Fine never hinged copies of Cuba #252 1p high-value in blocks; Australia #166 in ten full or half-sheets
or 160 or 80, etc., etc., F.-V.F., incredible aggregate catalogue value; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
995

HH/H/m

996

m

997

HH/H/m

998

HH/H/m

999

H/m
Worldwide, Selection of Counter Books. 17 in all, holding generally older worldwide issues with good
sections of Austria, British Colonies, Canada (matched plate blocks, plus single plates like #148, 154, 198, 273 and
302), Germany and Area, Guatemala, Russia, nice Swiss Semi-Postals and Officials, and Liechtenstein (including
#107a no gum: rare, with a catalogue value of $3,850), F.-V.F. or better, be sure to add this one to your viewing list
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide, Philatelic Eruption, 1880-2000. Seven Scott International albums & two Scott Specialty
albums, includes mint Angola 573-592, Barbados 267-280, Bechuanaland Protectorate 169-179, Bhutan 56-67,
Cameroun 358-372, China 1296-1301, 1302-1307, Ethiopia 369-374, Greece 657-663, Kuwait 140-152, Libya 95-101,
C43, Monaco 511-520, Somalia 164-169, lots of mint complete sets, mixed condition, please peruse, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Worldwide, J-Y Used Airmails Collection. Housed in two binders filled with stockpages, with each issue
clearly marked by Scott number, from Jugoslavia to Yemen; note good Lebanon, a few nicer Vatican, Switzerland
Aarau souvenir sheets (2, one unused); full Persia through #C67 (including #C54 with a double overprint); excellent
Soviet Union with all of the Zeppelin issues present, both perforated and imperforate, with a few unused as well), 1933
and Heroes sets, etc.; New Guinea #C28-C43; wide-ranging Spain, strong Trieste (AMG and local issues), and much
more, F.-V.F. with much better and all fresh, definitely worth a close inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Worldwide, Collection of Collections from Late 19th to Early 20th Century. Approximately 115 stock
books and albums, all varying in scope and depth and of course value with some volumes well several hundred dollars
each and some you wouldn’t figure, filling roughly 12 cartons of worldwide collections and three albums of Israel, valued
at a little over $21 an album, which should be a no-brainer if you wanted to take this lot to a show for quick resale or
spend a little time searching for the little nuggets scattered throughout, a great little working lot with plenty of little
premium stamps that will quickly add up in value with a little work, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally
F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1858-1940. Mounted in a Schaubek album, includes mint France
29-30, used Great Britain 139, Netherlands B1-B3, great Switzerland coverage with used 215, B77-B79, B81-B84,
C10-C12, C16-C18, plenty of material to lot separately, mixed condition, please peruse, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $14,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1000 H/m
Worldwide, Substantial Accumulation. A grab-bag of goodies from the dealer’s back room; mostly
European holdings, along with a few Colonies, including a range of Russian Republics, New Hebrides sheets or
part-sheets, several stockbooks of Germany (some mint, some used) with French Zone Occupation souvenir sheet,
Hitler Head & Brown Derby souvenir sheets, #B141-143 used block; a nice St. Kitts collection, good Italy in a stockbook,
etc.; excellent catalogue value, F.-V.F., an excellent re-stocking opportunity; take a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1001 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Symphony. In ten parts, a mix of counter books, stock books and binders of
stockpages; wide-ranging material, from a counter book of used Soviet singles and sets to two volumes of mint
Switzerland including Semi-Postals, some in blocks; a neat little binder of Greece mint (some blocks), used and on
cover; good stock of Belgium mint and used along with France, Finland and British Caribbean & America mint; Latin
American Airmails used, including Argentina Zeppelin overprints; as well as a general mix including British
Commonwealth, Egypt, France & Colonies, French Offices in China, Germany, Italy, etc., etc., F.-V.F. with much better,
great stock for the dealer, and equally nice for the collector; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1002 H/m/)
Worldwide, Amazing Amalgamation. Numerous stockbooks, albums, counter books and pages, running
the gamut from a single-volume 1961-2007 Austria Ballon Post cover collection, to single-album collections of Jordan
and Thematics (International Refugee Year the prime section); plus collections of good classics from Denmark and
Paraguay, plus French Colonies, Ecuador and Honduras collections; plus a couple nice, mostly mint old-time
stockbook selections by country, with good Latin America, King George VI and early Queen Elizabeth II British Empire
(strong in West Indies); plus French booklets; plus 11 uniform counter books with mostly modern French Colonies,
including souvenir sheets, etc., F.-V.F. with much better, not a negative to be found; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1003 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mostly Mint Collection, 1926-88. A lot with great potential, strong in France & British
Commonwealth, all mint unless noted France 198-201, 294, 297, 299, 302, 304 (4), B83 (2), B86-B89A (2), C22,
C37-40, Ireland 99-100, 165-166, 167-168, 171-172, 175-176, Norfolk Island 1-12, 71-82, some light useful duplication,
review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1004 H/m
Worldwide, Classic Collection. A useful compilation of various country collections and better individual
items; includes a couple Great Britain Penny Blacks, Cape Triangles, a 1957 Japan UPU Presentation Set with
premium Airmail set and others, 105 (!) examples of Russia #970 souvenir sheet CTO (catalogue value $2887.50), a
stockbook of Swiss souvenir sheets in light quantity plus 1940s-60s mint or used blocks of 4, a respectable worldwide
collection in a well-worn 1925 Scott Modern Album, a second worldwide collection of thousands in a three-ring binder,
plus country collections of Germany and the DDR, Belgium, etc., F.-V.F., take time to inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1005 HH/H
Worldwide, Interesting Vintage-Era Caboose Lot. An excellent assortment for the bourse or internet
dealer, with quantities of 1970s-1990s Swiss PTT folders, lots of 1990s British Post Office Packs, a couple nice
stockbooks of Switzerland plus lesser Liechtenstein, a lovely mint late 1940s-1960s France collection, plus various
country collections including good late 1940s to late 1950s Latin America; all mint, with much never hinged, F.-V.F.,
take time to inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1006 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Back Breaker, 1861-2010. Thousands of mint & used stamps, souvenir sheets, full
sheets & covers are messily presented for your collecting pleasure, in albums, stockbooks, binders, bags and loose,
most of the value is in the sheet files and binders filled with hundreds of mint & CTO full sheets, includes Germany,
Russia, Iceland and France, plenty of first day and cacheted covers, and a wealth of mint & used U.S., the only
drawback is the time needed to properly evaluate this monstrosity, good hunting, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1007 H/m
Worldwide, Wanderlust Collection. Neatly arranged and hinged on homemade pages, all housed in three
binders; two binders comprise Europe while the third is strong in the Americas, Asia and European Colonies; we didn’t
spot any major rarities or incredibly high-value items, but the sheer breadth and quantity makes this a lot to review; note
nice Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey, more U.S. than normally found in this type of collection, nice Canada and BNA in
general, Japan (with Offices in China), some China, strong Eastern Europe, etc., etc., etc., condition is mixed, but
generally F.-V.F., much of interest; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1008 H
Worldwide, Seals, Labels, Poster Stamps & Cinderella, 1920-70. Tremendous variety with several
thousand, includes patriotic, air lines, philatelic, advertising, sports, military, cigarette cards, mostly pre 1950s,
inspection invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1009 H/m
Worldwide, The Octavo Collection, 1840-1920s. Housed in eight Schaubek springback black albums; an
old-time collection that covered the world; Europe and the Americas (including the U.S. and Hawaii) are fairly well
represented, as are States and European Colonies; the earliest stamp is a Penny Black (in at bottom), with a number of
other #1’s spread throughout; good selection of the Classics, with a nice amount of mint material; some China, decent
mid-range Japan, nice Haiti, Italy, Germany, etc., F.-V.F., worth a look (photo on web site). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1010 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic “The Works”, 1860-1960. Thousands of stamps and covers messily presented in
albums, stockbooks envelopes and boxes, with mint NH Russia with many souvenir sheets, mint & used China on
pages, Air Mail Stamp album with some better, U.S. mint & used collection with mint #573 & 834 and some decent
revenues, four Scott International albums with excellent China including parcel posts, mint & used worldwide,
worldwide yearbooks, even a Lincoln penny album, with a little patience will come great rewards, mixed condition,
review carefully, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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1011 H/m
Worldwide, Useful Mix. A lovely grouping of far-flung lands, including an attractive mint Barbados collection
with specialized 1938-47 Seal of the Colony issue study; a stash of vintage R.A. Siegal foreign auction lots, still on their
original auction pages, mostly wholesale-type lots of the era; and a number of additional country collections: Antarctica,
Chile, mint Falklands #1L19-1L33, French Guinea, French Legion Post, Ghana, Korea, Laos, Leichtenstein #94-107,
strong Luxembourg, Romania, Russia #1508-1509 & C26-C33, and Spain, F.-V.F., a collection that can take you
places; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1012 H
Worldwide, Photo Stamps, 1880-1940. An extensive worldwide collection of stamp-like photos, personal,
business, promotional including uses on cover, card, business card, etc., a broad range with emphasis on earlier
material, a 15-year collection, must be seen, Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1013 H
Worldwide, Air Etiquette Booklets, 1941 Onward. 63 booklets of various sizes, all are different, 22 are
U.S., these are very difficult to find, especially in the condition present in this group, inspect, Very Fine to Extremely Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1014 H/m/)
Worldwide, Balance Lot, 1900-2000. Housed in six boxes, includes used British Commonwealth, Canada,
Australia, Great Britain, U.S. face including full sheets, U.S. revenues on documents, modern British Commonwealth
covers, British Omnibus collection, first day covers, commercial covers, used Netherlands collection, full sheets New
Zealand & Latin America, U.S. full roll 1058, 834 plate block, used foreign, loads of material for your internet sales,
mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1015 H/m
Worldwide, Miscellany. In stockbooks, glassines, boxes and on cards; features a stockbook with strong
used post-War Germany; Chile Airmails; useful worldwide Classics on a couple old approval pages; a stockcard with
1960s French Polynesia; mint groups of Belgium and Vatican City, Switzerland and Great Britain Queen Elizabeth II
sets, Post Office packs and booklets; Pitcairn Islands 1946 Peace issue in complete sheets; an interesting, very
old-time collection of postal stationery, cards and entires, cut squares, etc.; Vietnam; mostly used Dutch Colonies stock;
plus a sizable holding of Canada blocks, plate blocks, etc., and more, F.-V.F., inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1016 H/m
Worldwide, Mystery Tour. Come aboard to join this round-the-world accumulation of single-country
collections; among the many destinations are France, Great Britain, Norway, unlisted Spanish Andorra Airmails,
various WIPA labels, the Middle East from Bahrain to Qatar, etc., etc., F.-V.F., an easy way to build up your frequent
flyer miles (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1017 H/m
Worldwide, Scott International Collection to 1980. In 15 volumes, useful mint or used starter-type
collection housed in generally clean and serviceable blue Scott Internationals; while there are no real stand-out
sections, we do note some better offerings of France, Great Britain, India, Pakistan, Russia, Sweden and a few others;
plenty of room for expansion, F.-V.F., examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1018 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-2000. Residing in 37 albums & stockbooks, includes collections
from Ireland, Japan, Germany, New Zealand, Austria, Jamaica, Spain, Vatican, U.S., Netherlands, France, British
Commonwealth, a delightful conglomerate, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1019 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1856-2000. Housed in six stockbooks, mint unless noted Austria used
imperf 219, 221-226, B50-B56, Belgium B250-B255, Congo 591-592 perf & imperf, 727-730, Montserrat 92a-101a,
128-142, Rwanda 151-160, 254 with gold & black overprints, Switzerland B130, B131, B297, please examine, o.g.,
some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1020 H/m
Worldwide, Dealer Counter Books and Better Albums. A total of five albums and stock books, consisting
of: fish topical stock of mostly mint stamp sets, essays and progressive proofs with some lovely issues including a few
sets with a retail price of $100+, an stock book of dealer counter cards with some better up to $100, an album of Persia
up to 1978 with strength in 1970’s commemorative sets that seem to be missing from most stocks and many high Scott
value sets, a stock book of France with a great selection of early Alsace and Lorraine Franco-Prussian War numerals
(25 stamps) and early France Ceres and Napoleon issues, France 37 and a bunch of Napolean 80c carmine, plus a
block of 4 of 1964 Philatec Paris, an album of classic Western Europe with some first issue Netherlands, 1913 Kings set
to 5g, a few Romania Carol I souvenir sheets, Switzerland some early imperf seated Helvetica, se-tennant booklets,
1959 Europa overprint, 80c PAX, some nice Czechoslovakia souvenir sheets and sheets and nice Turkey souvenir
sheets, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1021 H/m
Worldwide, Balance Collection, 19th Century to 1980’s. 30 albums and stock books plus several cigar
boxes and small boxes (and some of the albums) of unsorted worldwide new issues new issues from the 1970’s and
early 1980’s, mostly Africa (without European colonies), Middle East, three volumes of Asia including some China,
Japan and Korea and five volumes of Latin and South America. Early condition is rough with many stamps chosen to
only fill in spaces, that being said, there are also many high Scott value items that quickly add up to very high Scott value
that should bring decent resale value, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1022 H/m
Worldwide, Amalgamated. In five Schaubek albums, two stockbooks, a Scott International Junior album,
several mart books and loose; a bit of a jumble, with no great rarities spotted, but will prove hours of fun for the general
collector (you know who you are) and loads of material for the dealer; the albums themselves are in fantastic shape
(especially given their age) and would make great homes for a new and expanding collection, F.-V.F. on the whole, be
sure to view; we’re sure you’ll find something of interest (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1023 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1871-2000. With mint & used Hungary collection mounted in three
Scott albums, used includes 1-12, 35A-46, 855b, mint 198-202, 445-449, 487-491, 785-788, 841a, 973, 1182, 1189
perf & imperf, 1202a, 1260, B207-B207. C128, C157, C166, C167, and with many complete mint sets including imperfs,
also includes volumes of Channel Islands, Netherlands and a small worldwide collection. fresh & clean, please
examine, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $10,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1024 H/m
Worldwide, Balance of an Oldtime Collection. Many hundreds of mostly pre-1940 stamps mounted on
handmade or blank quadrille pages punched to fit a 3-ring binder; primarily Europe, but some slightly better Latin
America as well; a few highlights include (mint unless noted) Belgium #121 & 136 (used), China 8 & 9 (small faults),
Germany B119 (NH), Hungary B1-17, Ionian Islands 1-3, Netherland Antilles 2, 45-72, 110-126, New Zealand 120
(used), 185-198 (1st 1d used), Saar B47-53 & B69-88 (all NH!), San Marino B1-17 and Switzerland B3-20; all are
mounted with old, virtually unpeelable hinges, and a very small percentage are lightly stuck (none of the mentioned
highlights), but overall, a generally F-VF and very interesting lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1025 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1840-88. Descript but intriguing old time vintage album with only mint and used 19th
century, sparse, but some rather powerful sections, especially U.S. with used 1 (pen cancel), 17, 77, 78, 100 (faults),
112-15, 120 (faults), 134, 162, 166, O25-9, O31, O33, mint: 30A no gum, 71 no gum (faults), O1-3 all o.g., Scandinavia
(including Sweden J7 used VF), Denmark and DWI, Norway, Europe and Colonies with Great Britain 1 used, 57 plate 2
used, 1887 set of 1sh mint, Hong Kong, Newfoundland, Thailand 5 mint. Condition is quite mixed with many sound,
massive, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1026 m
Worldwide, Old-Time Collection, 1840-1904. Housed in a 1905 bound Schaubek album (front cover
separated); a scattering of useful material throughout, though there is no single strongest country; Europe was the
centerpiece for this collector, with early issues across the continent, but the rest of the world is represented as well; note
a four-margined Penny Black, decent early U.S. with Trans-Mississippi series to 50¢, some first perforated Chile, a few
mint Coiling Dragons from China, a mix of French and British Colonies, etc., condition mixed, but F.-V.F. in the main
(photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1027 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Menagerie, 1880-1940. Presented in four Scott International albums, with much
better material than normally encountered, includes mint & used Egypt, France, Great Britain, Iceland, Indo-China, Italy
& Colonies, Liberia, Russia, with many complete & partial mint sets, an exciting collection with many sale able items,
mixed condition as to be expected, please review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1028 H/m/)
Worldwide, Balance, 1890-2000. Thousands of mint & used stamps and covers, with country collections
from Australia, Canada, Japan and Scandinavia, along with topicals including Olympics, horse racing and postal
history; messily presented, but with a little elbow grease there should be great potential; mixed condition, F.-V.F.,
examination is a must (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1029 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Abomination, 1870-1975. Housed in fifty albums, most of them Scott Specialty,
many of which are sparsely filled, but occasionally a mint Brunei #79-82, Cyrenaica #C12-C17, Hong Kong
#651C-651E, Niue #94-103 or Germany #B90 will pop up, and there are quite a few souvenir sheets; mixed condition,
please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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1030 H/m/)
Worldwide, Oddball Philatelic Collection, 1899-1975. Over 100 Canada first flight covers in an album,
stockbook of Hungary Occupation stamps, Hungary French Occupation 1N1-1N17, 1N14a, 1N18-1N21, 1N22-1N25 &
1N24a, 1N26-1N37, 1NB1-1NB3, 1NJ1-1NJ10, album of Artistamps, Good Year blimp press photo, two stockbooks of
philatelic labels, and a copy of Muller’s Catalogue des Aerogrammes du Monde Entier, an intriguing grouping, please
review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1031 H/m
Worldwide, Very Tail-End of Consignment “Caboose” Lot. With a bit of anything and everything, such as
a beautiful one-volume thematic collection, all mint, with fauna, birds, insects, etc.; duplicated 1990s Thailand
maximum card sets; some US First Day Covers; a single-volume worldwide collection, and more, F.-V.F., a useful mix;
examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1032 H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-2000. Hundreds of mint & used stamps mounted in three Master
Global items, with mint unless noted U.S. 1295, locals, Q1-Q2, O16, New Brunswick 6-8, with nice coverage of
Germany, Eastern Europe, British Commonwealth, Japan, and Russia, a great start to a more comprehensive
collection, please examine, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1033 HH/H
Worldwide, Specialized Rocket Mail Collection, 1940-90. In two binders you will find autographs, rocket
stamps, covers, labels, souvenir sheets and more with many identified by specialized catalog, with hundreds &
hundreds of items, inspection demanded, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1034 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-2000. Thirty Scott albums, mostly International albums, with
scattered coverage up to 2000, includes Europe, Africa, Asia, Latin America, and British Commonwealth, plenty of
material to dig through, mixed condition, please review, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1035 HH/H
Worldwide, Philatelic Exhibition Poster Stamp Collection, 1890-1975. Hundreds of philatelic poster
stamps in five albums, in a small box and mounted on pages, better includes 1936 American Philatelic Society set of
four, 1935 Ostreussen set of ten, 1934 Third Annual Stamp Exhibition Brooklyn NY, 1935 Chicago Philatelic Society
Open House, 1934 Gloucester Philatelic Society set of four, 1927 menu for the Buffalo Stamp Club, 1914 National
Philatelic Society sheet of twelve, with perf & imperf varieties, airplane & zeppelin topicals, a once in a lifetime lot, please
review carefully, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1036 HH/H/m Worldwide, Airmail Collection, 1918-45. Hundreds of mint & used stamps in display cards, better includes
France C17, San Marino C11-C16, French Morocco CB11-CB20 (3), Argentina plate proof blocks of four C38-C42,
U.S. C10A booklet pane, Canada C3 plate block of six, Colombia C83-C95, Somalia CB1-CB10, a healthy lot with
tremendous catalog & break down values, review at your leisure, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1037 H/m
Worldwide, Amalgamation. All housed in six binders with a mix of stockpages, album pages and the like;
includes Isle of Man mint collection (all mounted in specialty album) complete 1973-80, with 1958-71 Regional Issues
lacking only SG #2a; a largely used Singapore selection, 1949-92, on various album pages; two binders of mint and
used Latin America on manila stockpages, organized by country and with some duplication; a stockbook of mint Russia
from the Romanovs to the early 1990s (some never hinged); plus Yemen (as catalogue-listed, Mutawakkilite Kingdom
and YAR) mint and used singles and souvenir sheets, F.-V.F. with much better, a hodge-podge to be sure, but much of
use; inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1038 H
Worldwide, Stamp Dealer Poster Stamps, 1910-50. 78 poster stamps for stamp dealers & supplies
including Bartels, Roessler, Klein (10) Champion, Tsolacos (Greece, beautiful set of 5 with Bleriot), Gibbons, etc., very
difficult group, Very Fine to Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1039 H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-2000. Packed in sixteen volumes, with JFK collection, Philatelic
History of the Civil War, The Great Seals of the 50 States, Scott International album part 1, Scott International album,
five world wide Phoenix albums, plenty of topicals, mixed condition, please review, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1040 H/m
Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection, 1860-1960. Includes used Australia in a stock book, a Scott
International Junior Edition album, and hundreds of display cards with stamps including Reunion #48 mint, Italy
#288-289 mint, Turkey #933, Aitutaki #215-246D, Zululand #20, Belgium #C12A, etc.; mixed condition, o.g., lightly
hinged, F.-V.F., please examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1041 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1930-2000. Ten volumes holding a plethora of mint & used stamps,
souvenir sheets, covers and postal stationery from countries/areas such as Czechoslovakia, Canada & Provinces,
Vatican, Italy, San Marino, Switzerland, Liechtenstein, France, Monaco, Falkland Islands, Latin America, Great Britain,
Portugal, Eastern Europe, Germany, Asia, Russia, U.S.; the perfect lot for the internet or retail seller; mixed condition,
F.-V.F., have a “Look See” (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1042 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Abomination, 1880-1995. A lot that is next to impossible to describe, there are
thousands of mint and used stamps and covers, in albums, stockbooks and loose, with some interesting material like
China Port Treaty issues, and from countries such as British Commonwealth, French Colonies, Portuguese Colonies
and Europe, unfortunately there are moisture issues throughout this lot, careful inspection is needed to determine the
true value of this collection, happy hunting, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1043 HH/H
Worldwide, Caboose, 1850-2000. Balance lot consisting of two volume Switzerland collection, two volume
Israel collection, Ryukyu collection, Luxembourg collection and U.S. face from 8¢ to 22¢, plenty of stuff to dig through,
mixed condition, examine, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $400 - 600
1044 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1900-75. Residing in seven Master Global albums along with a few
stockbooks and cigar boxes; nothing rare, but enough scattered material to investigate—plus the albums alone should
make this worth a bid; mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1045 HH/H/m Worldwide, Back of the Book Collection, 1880-1975. In five stockbooks and loose, includes Brazil
revenues in glassines and in display cards, approximately 650 Morocco Local Separatist stamps in a stock book,
stockbook with worldwide back of the book and philatelic exhibition material, stockbook with revenues, stamp dealer
ads on matchbook covers, a world of philatelic item to research, mixed condition, please examine, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1046 H
Worldwide, Small Miscellaneous Balance of Consignment. Group of small mint collections, mostly
British, arranged in Scott order on black stocksheets in 3-ring binder; includes G.B. Offices in Morocco 531-42 &
Tripolitania 14-26 (both NH), Ireland #80-82, 94, 105a & 175-176 (all but 94 NH), several Heligoland, Ionian Islands 1-3
(2), and Vanuatu 280//478 virtually complete NH; the non-British consists of French West Africa & Italian East Africa,
both complete, and Spanish West Africa #-17. A nice little lot. Scott $2,200 (photo on web site). Estimate $400 - 600
1047 HH
Worldwide, Frama Stamp & Meter Collection. An extensive group of over 340 of these items, countries
include Portugal, Spain, U.S., South Africa, Taiwan, Germany, Israel, Luxembourg, Malaysia, Argentina, Australia &
Cuba, with inverts & specimens, a specialists delight, please peruse, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1048 HH/H
Worldwide, Celebrity Souvenir Sheet Collection. Includes James Dean (Grenada & Grenadines),
Princess Diana (Burundi, Nicaragua, Sierra Leone & Turkmenistan), John Lennon (Antigua & Barbuda), Marcello
Mastroianni (Liberia), Marilyn Monroe (Guyana), Monty Python (Dominica), Elvis Presley (Dominica), Legends of
Country Music (Saint Vincent), History of Rock & Roll (Mali), and many more; a nifty collection, perfect for the internet
or flea market dealer; inspection invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1049 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Collection, 1860-1960. In a Scott National, Scott International Junior and
International Junior Edition albums; a few of the highlights include mint Serbia #87-97, used U.S. #68 and 73, mint &
used Germany, mint Nyassa #26-38, plenty of Eastern Europe, Latin America, Africa, Asia, some mint sets scattered
about, F.-V.F., inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1050 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Kurfuffle, 1880-2000. Presented in albums, on pages and display cards, includes
mint & used Belgium & Colonies collection, topical train collection, mint & used France collection, mint & used Egypt
collection, could be a few surprises, mixed condition, pay attention, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1051 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1960. A few hundred mint & used stamps on approval sheets
and in glassines, better mint includes Japan 703, Korea 22-24, Thailand 1-2, 304-308, 309-311, 312-314, used
Thailand C1-C5, fresh clean lot, review please, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1052 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Shilly Shally, 1880-1980. Several thousand stamps and covers housed in seven
albums and in envelopes and boxes, a nice range of material from Asia, Europe, Latin America, Canada and the British
Commonwealth, should be rearranged into the foundation for a larger collection, please review, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1053 H/m/)
Worldwide, Back Room Sweepings, 1880-1990. Intriguing material for your perusal, with stamp exhibition
labels, used Trinidad classics, pack of mint unsevered UY14, mint postal stationery, used postal stationery, book of
trade cards, packets of Greece stamps, come with a big shovel and prepare to work, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1054 H/m/)
Worldwide, Stamps and Covers Collection. Several hundred stamps and first day covers, the majority
being United Nations, with a mint collection of stamps and souvenir sheets, several albums of first day covers, also
includes mint stamps from the Middle East, Africa and Asia, easily worth our low estimate, review is encouraged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Offer
1055 HH/H/m Worldwide, Collection of Bound Scott Internationals 19th and early 20th Centuries. 8 bound albums
and 1 blue double post album, the stamps from these albums were collected many many years ago, with some albums
dating back to nearly a century ago, who knows what might be in here today, valued at a little over $22 an album, it
should be a no-brainer if you wanted to take this lot to a show for quick resale or spend a little time searching for the little
nuggets scattered throughout, a great little working lot with plenty of little $1-$20+ range premium stamps that will
quickly add up in value with a little work, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on
web site).
Offer
1056 H/m
Worldwide, Mishmash of Material, 1840-1960s. A bit of everything here, some organized in a Scott
International Part I album, the rest (including picture cards of actresses (1920s-30s?), old Japanese bookmarks, even
some Gimbel’s Famous Stamp Department advertising cards with stamps attached) loose; album is pristine and perfect
for a growing collection; note early Jamaica with cancels, nice India, Italy, Japan, Russia and Scandinavia, nice Canada
mint and used, etc., etc., F.-V.F., worth a look (photo on web site).
Offer
1057 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1945. Presented in a Scott International Junior album; includes
used U.S. #239, 285-288, 323-327, 328-330; good British Commonwealth, Hawaii, Europe, and many envelopes with
additional material; unfortunately there is moisture damage throughout, but there are still many redeemable stamps,
F.-V.F., be sure to check it out (photo on web site).
Offer

Accumulations
1058 HH/H/m Worldwide, Dealer Stock 19th Century to 1960’s. In 36 new red boxes filled with approximately 35,000
dealer #102 black background on white cards, containing sets and singles ranging from $1 to $200 with the majority of
stamps ranging from a couple dollars to $60, many great singles and full complete sets (that you don’t always find in
stocks like this), stock cards are not in order, but with a little sorting and processing, this could easily add substantial
value to your stock or break down easily for resale, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$300,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $35,000 - 50,000
1059 m
Worldwide, Airmail Stock, Countries A-I. All arranged on manila stockpages housed in a still-useful
binder; most issues European or African/Asian Colonies; features fantastic Albania, France and Colonies, Germany
(including Zeppelin issues), Greece, Italy and Area, etc., etc.; note several on piece or on cover; most in quantity,
making this perfect for the dealer or the cancellation hunter, F.-V.F., well worth the time to inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1060 H/m
Worldwide, Wonderful Extensive & Valuable Vintage-Era Accumulation, 1920s-40s. Truly old-time,
absolutely loaded with thousands, minimally duplicated, with strength in mint 1920s-40s issues, housed in four
well-used stockbooks, etc.; this lot is a true trip down memory lane, and those with the skill and patience will be amply
rewarded, as this holding is brimming with better premium sets and singles from Iceland, wonderful France & Colonies,
Germany, Danzig, Belgium, the Baltics, Netherlands, Saar, Hungary, Denmark, Latin America, strong Portugal &
Colonies, etc.; we also note some ancient approval books with middle-period China, excellent Indian States and more,
F.-V.F. or better, an excellent, clean holding; examine, ex Klotzbach (photo on web site). Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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WORLDWIDE: Accumulations
1061 HH/H/m Worldwide, Old Time Worldwide, Mint & Used Matchless Stock, 1870-1945. Thousands of mint & used
stamps, many in blocks of four, mint unless noted includes France 262 (6), 263 (8), C16-C17 (3), Offices in Crete 13 (3),
lots of NH Germany, Finland B24-B26 (4) MH, Iceland 23 (8), 132 block of six, Italy C1 (29), C2 (28), E11 (8) NH, with
much more to discover, you want to view this lot carefully, a surprise in every envelope & glassine, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F., ex Klotzbach (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1062 H/m
Worldwide, Dealer’s Stock Selection. Seven binders of manila stockpages neatly arranged; includes
Swiss used, Netherlands (from #7) & Colonies, Afghanistan, Albania, Egypt and Indochina; the Baltics, Korea,
Liechtenstein, Luxembourg and Monaco; Scandinavia and Austria mint and used; duplication throughout; high
cumulative catalogue value with saleable material, F.-V.F. Scott $28,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1063 H/m
Worldwide, Impressive Accumulation of Mostly Better Stamps. A few hundred stamps from a wide
range of countries arranged in no particular order in a looseleaf stockbook with 24 two-sided pages and several
glassine envelopes, apparently mostly bought as small auction groups in the 1950s & ‘60s; high values abound
including (used unless noted) Belgium 124-137 (mint), Canada #65, France 37, Great Britain 124, Liechtenstein C1-8
(mint), Switzerland 1L2 (2) and U.S. 241 (mint, regummed), 242, 293 and R80c; most of the foregoing have slight
condition problems but are quite presentable, but additionally, there are many, many F-VF stamps in the $25-$100
range, with emphasis on 19th century Europe. Spend some time looking at this one—you’ll be glad you did. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1064 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Avalanche, 1880-2000. Housed every way imaginable: in albums, stockbooks, cigar
boxes, glassines, folders & envelopes; with mint & used foreign on approval pages, mint France collection (including
booklets in light quantity), quantities of used Australia, mint & used United Nations, mint Netherlands in glassines, mint
& used Korea, mint & used Greece, approximately 20 stockbooks of Germany & Area including some 3pf Germania
sheets, stockbook with 115 mint U.S. #628 plus 14 blocks of four, mint sheets and everything else imaginable (mint a
mix of hinged and never hinged), F.-V.F., should be plenty of gems scattered about, mixed condition, please review
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1065 HH/H
Worldwide, Philatelic Clutter, 1880-1995. A load of interesting and saleable stock, includes U.S. plate
blocks, stockbook and small box of used Canada dollar values, stockbook of U.S. Great American issue used,
stockbook of Prexies used to 834, stockbook of used Americana issue, Birds of the World Stamp Collection, small box
with hundreds of mint & used Brazil, sheet file of Colombia sheets, a small lot of U.S. #298 mint, radio cards, U.S. hotel
covers, fish topical collection, and a Latin America collection, please examine, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1066 HH/H/m Worldwide, Vintage Stock Selection. The bric-a-brack remainders of an old-time dealer’s stock comprising
various country collections all on pages; features good Argentina, Belgian Congo and Serbia; Eritrea #158-163 (100 of
each in never hinged sheets or blocks of 44 & 6; catalogue value over $7000!); various European Classics on old
approval pages, with the likes of Tuscany and Switzerland; good mint never hinged New Zealand King George VI in
blocks, etc.; even a bit of U.S., mostly imperforate Farleys, F.-V.F., well worth the time to examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1067 m
Worldwide, Used Behemoth. Stockbooks and glassines and cards, oh my! they’re all here, from every
corner of the globe, many thousands in all; also includes two oversized stockbooks containing British PHQ cards from
the 1980s, F.-V.F., worth a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1068 H/m
Worldwide, Massive Mix of Mondial Miscellanies. All arranged in eight binders, one of which a Scott; six
binders are filled with APS Store sales sheets of Germany: States, Colonies, Empire, Reich, BRD and DDR, a mix of
mint and used; Scott binder is a gathering of full sheets, miniature sheets and souvenir sheets from around the world,
with Israel, Bhutan, Japan and more; the final volume is packed with manila stockpages of worldwide mint (and from our
spot check, never hinged) singles, mostly from the 1960s, but with British Commonwealth from King George VI
(including Great Britain 1948 Anniversary set complete) and Queen Elizabeth II issues—even a PEI 4¢ Queen Victoria
issue (3); some in quantity, all in excellent condition; a little organizing and you have a replenished stock ready to sell,
F.-V.F. with much better, mm…mm…good; have a look-see (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1069 HH/H
Worldwide, Accumulation, 1880-2000. Housed in 17 stock books, with Brazil 486, British Antarctic
Territory 63a, British Indian Ocean Territory 244, Eritrea 158 (8), San Marino 75, 278-291, Saudi Arabia 496a, 741, and
much more, please investigate, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1070 HH
Worldwide, New Issue Accumulation, 1990-2000. Mint material from the countries of Ireland, Israel,
Palestine, Vatican with sets booklets, souvenir sheets, blocks, most in original envelopes with invoices, retail cost
$2,000-$3,000, please examine, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1071 H/m
Worldwide, Wonderful Old-Time APS Circuit Book Selection. A very substantial group of several dozen
or more retired APS circuit books; by far the strongest offering is from Japan which, upon inspection, shows premium
mint Koban values, lots of used, some modern material, items of cancellation interest, etc.; Australia, which includes a
mint 5sh Sydney Harbour Bridge issue, is the next best, then Mexico, etc., largely F.-V.F., nice pickings throughout;
examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1072 m
Worldwide, Massive Used Accumulation. Hinged on pages and housed in an old Scott International
springback album; many thousands in total, mostly on issues to about the 1940s; features Finland from #2 on with many
roulettes (including three 1M values); extensive Iceland and Dutch Colonies, with strong Indies from #1 (2) on, and
excellent Suriname, Antilles and Indonesia, F.-V.F., a great assortment for the cancellation enthusiast (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1073 H/m/)
Worldwide, Large Bulky Mystery Lot. In our brief examination of these two boxes, we noted hundreds of
covers, with many U.S. First Day Covers; a Scott Minuteman album, a cover box full of picture postcards, some U.S.
Year Sets and many small accumulations of loose stamps; the potential to find some very interesting items is high; an
interesting gold mine for the lover of mystery lots, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1074 H/m/)
Worldwide, A Potpourri Miscellany. The only way to describe this stockbook, which has, well, a little bit of
everything: a few U.S. EFOs (including a $1 Washington-Franklin with strong offset on reverse), France on piece with
“½ centime en plus” handstamp; Belgian Red Cross essays and Parcel Post gutter pairs, German States, Heligoland, a
stunning 1d Rhodesia perf. 15, Egypt Sphinx & Pyramids, New Brunswick, a French Newspaper stamp, 1921 Poznan
Air Meet labels, Batum, German booklets…you get the picture; definitely one to view, F.-V.F., much of interest (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1075 H/m
Worldwide, Substantial Mint or Used Selection of Thousands. Extensive and diverse selection arranged
by country on “102" cards housed in seven red boxes; while we note no great rarities, there is a fine array of material,
with the strongest from the British Empire, plus good mint Sweden and Scandinavia, Portugal & Colonies, Latin
America, etc., F.-V.F., nice mix; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1076 H/m
Worldwide, Large Random Glassine Hoard. In thousands of glassines and loose album pages, unsorted
with sets and singles loosely sorted with lots of bulk that could provide hours of fun filling in your beginner album or a
good base for filling in mystery box lots, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1077 HH
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1940-2000. Thousands of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries
include Korea, British Commonwealth & French Colonies, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, what was checked was
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $8,700 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1078 H/m/)
Worldwide, Large Balance Accumulation. In a large box filled with several albums, small boxes and loose
covers including many old glassines assembled into this accumulation many years ago. A great mystery lot of unsorted
stamps. Who knows what might be in here now? generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1079 H/m
Worldwide, Back of the Book and Revenue Accumulation Late 19th Early 20th Century. In green stock
book of mostly British Commonwealth and European countries containing hundreds of mixed stamps with interesting
worldwide revenues, some forgeries, cinderellas, etc., a great odd ball selection this is often forgotten in many
collections, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1080 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Hodge Podge, 1880-1980. An eclectic lot if ever there was one, includes hundreds of
worldwide covers & picture postcards, envelopes of used stamps, a folder with mint Germany 10NB11 and some used
Russia, and two Lighthouse stockbooks with revenues, poster stamps, Israel forerunners, propaganda stamps, foreign
philatelic exhibition labels, plenty of material to plow through, mixed condition, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1081 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Master Blaster, 1880-1960. Thousands of mint and used stamps and covers;
includes U.S. face, U.S. First Day Covers, mint State and Federal Revenues, used worldwide on and off paper, F.-V.F.,
a man with a plan should benefit greatly from inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1082 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Mish Mash, 1860-1945. Many thousands of used & mint stamps, loose and mounted
in a International Junior album with a few better U.S. revenues, Eastern Europe, Latin America, a lot that needs a lot of
TLC, mixed condition, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

Supplies
1083

Canada, Pristine Davo Hingeless Albums to 2001. 4 volumes, brand new with slipcases, plus original 3
volume Lighthouse and two volume WhiteAce albums along for the ride, ridiculous issue cost, own now for a fraction—
remount or add a country (photo on web site).
Offer

Philatelic Literature
1084

China & Asia, Philatelic Library. An Asian library in a box, includes Postage Stamp Catalogue Republic of
China, The Revenue Surcharges China 1897 Vol 1 & 2, Chang’s A Historical Survey of Postage Stamps Postmarks &
Postage Rates of Taiwan Vol 1 & 2, Pan’s Tales About Postage Stamps & Postal History, Alexandre’s Issues of Taiwan,
Dougan’s The Shanghai Postal System, Prize Selections from the Rocpex Taipei ‘81, White’s Hong Kong and Treaty
Ports, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1085

U.S., Reference Book Library. With all the necessary reference books for any serious U.S./BNA collector,
starting with the most important, the three-volume 1967 Brookman United States Postage Stamps of the 19th Century;
its sister companion, John’s two-volume United States Commemorative Stamps of the Twentieth Century and United
States Postage Stamps 1902-1935; along with 1961 Sloane’s Column, Essays and Proofs of United States Internal
Revenue Stamps by George T. Turner, Encyclopedia of Plate Varieties on U.S. Bureau-Printed Postage Stamps by
Loran C. French, The United States 1¢ Franklin, 1861-1867 by Don L. Evans, U.S. Booklets and Booklet Panes,
1900-1978, Volume 1: Flat Plate Regular Issues by Donald B. Littlefield and Sam Frank, Paper Money of the United
States by Robert Friedberg, Introduction to United States Revenue Stamps by Richard Friedberg, United States
Postage Stamps of 1869 by Jon Rose, The 1851 Issue of United States Stamps: a Sesquicentennial Retrospective by
Hubert C. Skinner and Charles J. Peterson, United States Stamps 1922-26 by Gary Griffith, United States Savings
Stamps by Harry K. Charles, Jr., Ph.D., The Postage Stamps and Postal History of Canada by Winthrop S. Boggs, The
Admiral Issue of Canada by George C. Marler and Canal Zone Stamps by Gilbert N. Plass, Geoffrey Brewster and
Richard H. Salz, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1086

U.S., United States Specialist, 1930 through December 2017. First called The Bureau Specialist, the
Journal of the United States Stamp Society is commonly thought of as the peer-reviewed journal of U.S. philately where
new research is submitted for the serious philatelist; this is a nearly complete run from the early journals (the first
numbers being reprints); each year is bound separately until the mid-2000s, when they are left loose, F.-V.F., an
absolute necessity for any serious U.S. philatelist, ex Nogle (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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